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Abstract. We first introduce the class of R–cubings, which specialise the class of complete
geodesic median metric spaces of finite rank in roughly the same way that hierarchically
hyperbolic spaces specialise coarse median spaces.

The first of our main results says that, if X is a hierarchically hyperbolic space, then any
asymptotic cone of X is bilipschitz equivalent to an R–cubing. This generalises the fact that
asymptotic cones of hyperbolic groups are R–trees, and also generalises and strengthens a
result of Behrstock-Druțu-Sapir on asymptotic cones of mapping class groups. This makes
essential use of a result of Bowditch about medians on asymptotic cones of coarse median
spaces, as well as Fioravanti’s work on measured halfspaces. We then introduce the notion
of a universal R–cubing, which is a homogeneous R–cubing whose structure is completely
determined by the local R–cubing structure at any point. We show that asymptotic cones
of G are bilipschitz equivalent to universal R–cubings.

This reduces the problem of studying asymptotic cones of G to that of understanding
the local structure. Under algebraic conditions on a hierarchically hyperbolic group G
— satisfied by the motivating examples of mapping class groups of surfaces, fundamental
groups of compact special cube complexes, and hyperbolic groups —, we prove that (up to
bilipschitz equivalence), the asymptotic cones of G are independent of the ultrafilter and
rescaling sequence.

We also include a (mostly) self-contained exposition of hierarchically hyperbolic groups,
and establish various properties of real cubings beyond what is needed for the application
to asymptotic cones, with an eye to future applications.

Note: (Sub)sections marked are of independent interest but do not contain material needed
in our application to asymptotic cones.
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1. Introduction

Background. In 1872, Klein proposed group theory as a means of formulating and under-
standing geometrical constructions. Geometric group theory embraces this view and also
reverses it by using geometrical ideas to give new insights into central problems in group
theory. More precisely, a guiding line in geometric group theory is to deduce properties of a
group via the topological and geometric properties of the spaces on which it acts.

A classical example of this philosophy is Bass-Serre Theory — the theory of groups acting
on simplicial trees. In his foundational book Trees, [Ser80], Serre proved that a group acts
on a simplicial tree (without a global fixed point or inversion of edges) if and only if the
group splits as a graph of groups (with vertex groups conjugates of the vertex stabilisers).
As an easy consequence, one obtains that a group acts freely on a simplicial tree if and only
if it is free. Bass-Serre theory quickly became a standard tool of geometric group theory and
geometric topology, particularly in the study of 3-manifolds.

The theory of groups acting on simplicial trees developed in three important directions
— one, by considering more general classes of trees leading to the theory of groups acting
on real trees; two, to groups whose geometry is coarsely like a tree, including the influential
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theory of hyperbolic groups; and finally to the theory of groups acting on higher-dimensional
generalisations of simplicial trees, namely CAT(0) cube complexes.

In his famous paper [Gro87], Gromov noticed that many results of Dehn concerning the
fundamental group of a hyperbolic surface do not rely either on it having dimension two or
even on being a manifold and hold in much more general context for groups with a geometry
which is "coarsely like a tree". More precisely, Gromov defined hyperbolic groups as finitely
generated (fg, for short) groups with a geometric property abstracting and coarsifying a basic
property of trees: trees are discrete geodesic metric spaces where each geodesic triangle is
a tripod; considering geodesic metric spaces where triangles are "coarse tripods", namely �-
thin triangles, one arrives to the notion of a hyperbolic space. Groups whose Cayley graphs
are hyperbolic are precisely hyperbolic groups. Equivalently, hyperbolic groups are precisely
fg groups that have a geometric (proper discontinuous and cobounded) action on a proper
hyperbolic space.

Originally, the work of Serre on groups acting on simplicial trees had the aim of describing
the structure of subgroups of the group SL2pF q, where F is a field with an integer valua-
tion. Considering the case when F is a field with a real valuation, one arrives to a natural
generalisation of simplicial trees - the notion of a real tree. In fact, real trees were formally
introduced in the mid 1970s by Chiswell and Tits in this context. So if one removes the
requirement of the metric on the tree to be discrete and allows for a real metric one obtains
the notion of a real tree - a geodesic metric space in which geodesic triangles are tripods.
The theory of real trees came into prominence with the work of Morgan and Shalen [MS84],
who viewed real trees as “degeneration” of hyperbolic spaces and established connections
between the theory of real trees, hyperbolic geometry and Thurston’s theory of measured
laminations. Namely, they showed that if G is the fundamental group of a closed acyclic
n-manifold, n ° 2, then the space of discrete, faithful representations of G (as conjugacy
classes of orientation-preserving isometries of the hyperbolic space) has a compactification, in
which the ideal points are obtained from certain actions of G on real trees, hence generalising
Thurston’s compactification of the Teichmüller space.

The concept that formalises the “degeneration” of a space, that is, the space looked from
“infinitely far away”, is that of an asymptotic cone. The idea of asymptotic cone was first used
by Gromov in his proof of the polynomial growth theorem, formalised by van den Dries and
Wilkie in 1984 [vdDW84] and has proven to be extremely fruitful in analysing the structure
of a group via its action on the cone as well as to study the large scale geometry of the group.

In this language, hyperbolic groups are characterised by their asymptotic cones - a group
is hyperbolic if and only if it is fg and all of its asymptotic cones are bilipschitz equivalent
to the universal real tree.

Once real trees are introduced and related to “limiting” actions of hyperbolic groups, it
is natural to study the structure of groups acting on them. In the summer of 1991, in a
series of lectures, Rips exposited a breakthrough method (based on the Makanin-Razborov
process) for analysing the structure of groups acting on real trees. Rips’ ideas were for-
malised by Gaboriau-Levitt-Paulin and further developed by Bestvina-Feighn, see [BF95],
who proved structural results for groups acting stably on real trees, thereby generalising
Bass-Serre theory. This way, the theory of groups acting on real trees grew into a rich
theory which deeply impacted Group Theory in many different ways: by providing tools
to attack new problems, by simplifying proofs of classical results and by establishing new
connections between group theory and geometry, topology, dynamical systems and model
theory, see [Bes02]. More precisely, Rips’ theory was applied to the study of compactifica-
tions of spaces of geometric structures and was a key tool in the understanding of hyperbolic
groups: their boundary, automorphisms, the isomorphism problem and their model theory,
see [Bow98, Sel95, RS94, Sel09].
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As already noticed by Gromov in [Gro87], the class of hyperbolic groups has its limitations,
since many important families of groups, such as isometry groups of manifolds and singular
spaces with non-positive curvature, are not hyperbolic, and the class of hyperbolic groups is
not closed under basic group-theoretic operations, such as the direct product. Hence, from
the very beginning, the need for developing a more general theory was apparent.

As simplicial trees have a special role in geometric group theory, it is only natural to look
at higher dimensional generalisations. If trees are contractible CW-complexes built from
1-cubes (edges), one can consider similar complexes built from n-cubes, called CAT(0) cube
complexes (or cubings).

The theory of groups acting on cubings has been developed since the 1980s. Intuitively,
one expects that if a group acts on a tree in such a way that it captures its geometry, then the
group should be relation-free, that is a free group. In the same way, if a group acts nicely on
the direct product of trees — one of the simplest possible example of CAT(0) cube complex —
one would like to understand which type of action captures the structure of the direct product
of the space and reflects it onto the group. Somewhat surprisingly, as shown by examples
of Wise and Burger-Mozes, even free co-compact actions on the simplest possible cubings
fail one’s intuition of a good action. In [BM97], the authors construct a series of finitely
presented simple groups acting freely and co-compactly on the direct product of regular
trees; in [Wis07], similar examples are constructed which are not, for instance, residually
finite. Hence, the structure of such groups can be extremely far away from (subgroups) of
direct products of free groups.

Haglund and Wise [HW08] described a further property of a good action on a CAT(0)
cube complex, called specialness, which removes the “unexpected” examples and transfers
the geometry of the space back to the group. In this context, Haglund and Wise show that
a fg group acts freely, co-specially and co-compactly on the direct product of two trees if
and only if it is virtually the direct product of two free groups. More generally, a fg group
acts freely and co-specially on a CAT(0) cube complex if and only if it is a subgroup of a
right-angled Artin group (RAAG, for short).

In this vein, we have that just as free groups (and their subgroups) are precisely the
groups acting freely on trees, RAAGs and their subgroups are the groups acting freely and
co-specially on CAT(0) cube complexes.

The theory of special cube complexes has since become central in group theory, par-
ticularly in the resolution of the virtual Haken and virtual fibering conjectures about 3–
manifolds [Ago13, Wis21].

Having established CAT(0) cube complexes as the reference for higher-dimensional trees,
it is natural to ask what the corresponding generalisations of hyperbolic spaces and real trees
are.

As in the case of trees, one would like to relax the definition of a CAT(0) cube complex,
both in terms of allowing coarseness and not restricting the metric to be simplicial, to obtain
a family of spaces so that the groups with that geometry enjoy good algebraic properties.

CAT(0) cube complexes can be charecterised via their one-skeleton: a graph is median if
and only if it is the one skeleton of a CAT(0) cube complex [Che00]. From this point of view,
a coarsification of a median graph leads to the notion of coarse median space/group and the
analogue of a real tree is simply a median space.

Coarse median spaces seem to have been introduced (by Bowditch in [Bow13]) as a
means of extracting the essence of questions related to quasi-isometric rigidity of map-
ping class groups and Teichmüller space, but they have become objects of geometric and
group-theoretic interest in their own right, featuring strong geometric results like Bowditch’s
quasiflats theorem [Bow19] and Fioravanti’s very recent work on coarse-median preserving
automorphisms [Fio21].
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Median spaces (of which R–trees, CAT(0) cube complexes, and simplicial trees are
examples), have a very rich structure and arise naturally in geometry and group the-
ory. Their ubiquity partially derives from the fact that they arise naturally as “duals”
of collections of bipartitions of some underlying set or space. More precisely, there is
an equivalence of categories between discrete spaces with walls and CAT(0) cube com-
plexes [HP98, Nic04, CN05, Rol16, Sag95]. Discrete spaces with walls were generalized by
Cherix, Martin and Valette in [CMV04] to spaces with measured walls. It turns out that in
some sense the category of spaces with measured walls is equivalent to the category of general
median spaces, see [CDH10, Fio20, Fio19]) and this connection was key to relate properties
(T) and Haagerup (a-T-menability) to actions on median spaces and on spaces with mea-
sured walls. This has inspired much recent work, see e.g. [Fio20, Fio19, Fio18, CD17], on
group actions on median spaces.

Another motivation for the study of median spaces comes from the work of Bowditch,
who shows that any asymptotic cone of a coarse median space is bilipschitz equivalent to a
median space [Bow18b, Bow13]. In the context of mapping class groups, median structures
on asymptotic cones were also studied in [BDS11b, BDS11a].

Although there is a variety of structural results for finite rank (coarse) median spaces and
groups, this class is too wide to admit a robust structural theory of groups acting on them,
see [CD17]. Notice that for instance, the metric space L1

pX,µq is median for any measured
space pX,B, µq.

This indicates that more restrictive notions for (coarse) median were necessary for devel-
oping a good theory of group actions on them.

A more controlled way of “coarsifying” a CAT(0) cube complex leads to the notion of a
hierarchically hyperbolic space (HHS for short).

Roughly speaking an HHS is a coarse median space that has sufficiently many coarsely
lipschitz projections to hyperbolic spaces to recover the geometry of the space from these
projections. For example, in a CAT(0) cube complex, one can always cone off certain convex
subspaces to obtain a graph that is hyperbolic (in fact quasi-isometric to a tree) [Hag14,
BHS17b, Gen19]. In reasonable circumstances (e.g. when the cube complex is the universal
cover of a compact special cube complex), these convex subspaces have less complexity than
the original CAT(0) cube complex, so recursively doing this process finitely many times, one
obtains a family of hyperbolic spaces that collectively capture the coarse geometry of the
original cube complex.

Similarly, if S is a finite-type hyperbolic surface then, fixing a word-metric on the mapping
class group MCGpSq, one obtains a hyperbolic space by coning off left cosets of multicurve
stabilisers [MM99] and again one can repeat this process for each multicurve stabiliser and
this process will stop in finitely many steps giving a family of hyperbolic spaces. The key
point is that the metric on the MCG(S) can be approximated by the metric on the family of
hyperbolic spaces (via the coarse projections) [MM00, Beh04, BKMM12].

This is the motivation behind hierarchically hyperbolic spaces (introduced in [BHS17b,
BHS19] and generalised via a slightly different set of axioms in in [Bow18a]).

The main goals of this paper are to introduce and study real cubings and to relate them
to asymptotic cones of HHSes and prove that hierarchically hyperbolic groups with suitable
algebraic properties have unique asymptotic cones (up to bilipschitz equivalence). We next
turn to these two main themes: real cubings and asymptotic cones.

Real cubings. The classes of spaces discussed thus far are in Figure 1. At the intersection
of all of the classes of spaces in the picture, we have simplicial trees. On the left are shown
the various "coarse" ways to generalise trees that we have discussed: hyperbolic spaces and
coarse median spaces, with hierarchically hyperbolic spaces sitting in between. CAT(0) cube
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Trees

Hyperbolic spaces R ´ trees

CATp0q cube complexes

Hierarchically hyperbolic spaces R ´ cubings

Coarse median spaces Median spaces

Figure 1. Some classes of spaces generalising trees. Inclusions of classes
are shown. The dashed arrow is meant to communicate that CAT(0) cube
complexes are not all hierarchically hyperbolic spaces (see [HS20]), but most
examples considered in this paper are. The wavy horizontal arrows indicate
passage to asymptotic cones (up to possibly modifying the metric on the cone
in its bilipschitz equivalence class). Not shown are many other important
classes of "nonpositively curved" spaces, graphs, and groups: Helly graphs
and coarsely Helly spaces, injective spaces, CAT(0) spaces, systolic complexes,
Morse local-to-global spaces, spaces with quasicubical intervals, quasimedian
graphs, etc.

complexes also fit into this picture (we regard them as basically "fine-geometric" objects
whose coarse geometry is of great interest due to results like those in [BKS16, Hua17, Hua18,
HK18]). On the right, we have the "fine-geometric" generalisations, R–trees and median
spaces.

The question is: what is a useful notion of a R–cubing1? What class of spaces includes
both R–trees and CAT(0) cube complexes, but is less general than the class of (finite-rank,
geodesic) median spaces? There are several things we want from such a class of spaces.

Firstly, we want the class of R–cubings to have a more controlled structure and sit between
R–trees and median spaces in the same way that hierarchically hyperbolic spaces sit between
hyperbolic spaces and coarse median spaces. So, this suggests that an R–cubing should be
a median space, equipped with many projections to R–trees, in such a way that the space
isometrically and median-preservingly embeds in the product of these projections, which are
real trees. We introduce the following

Definition 1.1 (See Definition 7.5). Fix a set F, for each U P F, let IpUq be a connected
subset of R, and let `1pFq be the subset of

±
U
IpUq consisting of countably-supported `1–

functions f : F Ñ R with fpUq P IpUq.
A real cubing is a connected median subalgebra of `1pFq of finite rank, finite depth and

with projections into each IpUq ˆ IpVq of one of the following forms:
⇤

1I.e. a "R–CAT(0) cube complex". Some authors call CAT(0) cube complexes "cubings" and we adopt
that name here since "real cubing" rolls off the tongue nicely
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The rank can defined as a bound on the cardinality of subsets of F in which any two
elements are related as in the first picture. If the projection in a plane is of the third type,
we say that U à V, and this turns out to partially order F. The finite depth asks for a finite
bound on the length of chains in this partial ordering.

The definition can be formulated in such a way that it more closely resembles the definition
of a hierarchically hyperbolic space from [BHS19]; see Definition 4.2. The condition of the
type of projection into the different planes can be reformulated in terms of solutions of
equations reminiscent of the Behrstock inequalities for the mapping class group. The above
description is easier to state; the reformulated version is convenient for working with real
cubing structures on asymptotic cones of hierarchically hyperbolic spaces.

We also characterise real cubings inside the class of median spaces. More precisely, we
introduce the notion of a poset-colouring of the set of walls in a median space and show that
median spaces always admit a canonical poset-colouring. This poset-colouring has a partial
order which defines the depth of the median. In these terms, we show that real cubings are
precisely complete, connected median spaces of finite rank which admit a (tangible) poset-
colouring of finite depth. We also show that the finite depth of the canonical poset-colouring
is equivalent to the median space having a real cubing structure with some additional useful
properties (wedges and clean containers). Poset-colourings are introduced in Section 3.1.
The characterisation of median spaces that are real cubings in terms of poset-colourings is
in Section 5 and the stronger properties of wedges and clean containers are addressed in
Section 6.

This should suggests that R–cubings are very organised, structured spaces where one has
different tools to study them — both the tools of median geometry, and the "hierarchically
hyperbolic philosophy" of projecting a complicated space (the R–cubing) to a family of
tractable spaces (in this case, the R–trees) and working there. Furthermore, the finite depth
and rank defines a finite complexity on the real cubing that allows for inductive arguments,
being the base case, real trees.

The second point we want from real cubings is a connection with HHGs via asymptotic
cones. More precisely, as asymptotic cones of hyperbolic spaces are R–trees and, by an impor-
tant result of Bowditch, asymptotic cones of coarse median spaces are bilipschitz equivalent
to median spaces (see Section 23.2), the definition of an R–cubing is aimed at ensuring that
asymptotic cones of hierarchically hyperbolic spaces are bilipschitz equivalent to R–cubings.
Therefore, this result allows to move from the left to the right side of Figure 1, by passing
to asymptotic cones.

Yet another motivation is generalising Thurston’s theory of measured laminations, namely
if G is a fg group, then the space of discrete, faithful representations of G (as conjugacy classes
of orientation-preserving isometries of an HHS) has a compactification, in which the ideal
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points are obtained from certain actions of G on real cubings, hence generalising Thurston’s
compactification of the Teichmüller space.

Finally, one of the key motivations, is that we expect that real cubings will provide a
platform for a high-rank generalisation of Rips’ machine.

A key feature of Rips’ theory is that finitely presented groups acting stably on real trees
admit induced actions on simplicial trees — stable actions on real trees are approximated
by simplicial actions. Already in the 1-dimensional case is already apparent that only some
good actions can be approximated by simplicial ones and these are precisely the ones that
transfer a good structure theory to the group.

This brings to the natural question of what are the good actions that can be approxi-
mated by simplicial actions on CAT(0) cube complexes. Chatterji-Drut,u-Haglund asked this
question [CDH10, Question 1.11] in the context of median spaces, namely when a nontrivial
action of a group G on a median space can be promoted to an action on a CAT(0) cube
complex. Chatterji and Drut,u have shown that irreducible uniform lattices in the product
of finitely many copies of SOpn, 1q act properly and coboundedly on median spaces [CD17],
while results of Chatterji-Fernós-Iozzi [CFI16] strongly limit the possible actions of the lat-
tice on CAT(0) cube complexes (including ruling out proper cocompact actions). However,
as pointed out in [CD17, Remark 4.8], the above median spaces have infinite rank and these
type of finitely generated examples are unknown to exist for finite rank median spaces.

We believe that the analogous question for real cubings is more approachable. We show
that if are real cubing admits a discrete metric then it is a CAT(0) cube complex. Since
real metrics can be approximated by (rescaled) discrete ones, this indicates that real cubings
have natural approximations by CAT(0) cube complexes.

In [CRK15], the authors introduced precisely real cubings as ultralimits of sequences of
well-behaved CAT(0) cube complexes. The condition on well-behaved CAT(0)-cube com-
plexes relates directly to the finite depth of the real cubing and it played a key role in the
dynamical analysis of the action and the structure of a fg group acting on the real cubing
as a limit of co-special actions on the CAT(0) approximations. For instance, if the limiting
action on the real cubing is in addition free, it was proven that the group is a subgroup of
the graph product of cyclic and (non-exceptional) surface groups. One should contrast this
result with Rips’ theorem: if a fg group acts freely on a real tree then it is a (subgroup of a)
free product of free abelian and (non-exceptional) surface groups.

In this sense, the definition of real cubing gives a geometric, intrinsic description of the
spaces defined in [CRK15] and any real cubing defined there is a real cubing in the definition
given in this paper. This answers Problem 1 in [CRK15].

This result establishes a strategy and indicates that a good action on a real cubing should
retain the features of co-special actions of groups on CAT(0)-cube complexes. We expect
to use the machinery developed in [CRK15] in order to analyse the structure of groups
having co-special actions on real cubings and, in particular, the structure of groups having
a limiting action coming from homomorphisms to algebraic hierarchically hyperbolic groups
(see Section 35). This would open the door to the model-theoretic study of the mapping
class groups and more generally, of an algebraic HHG.

We will discuss some questions, test cases, and possibilities more precisely in Section ??.

Asymptotic cones. Asymptotic cones have played an important role in geometric group
theory since its emergence as a distinct area of mathematics — the idea essentially emerged
in Gromov’s proof of the polynomial growth theorem [Gro81], before being formalised by van
den Dries and Wilkie in 1984 [vdDW84].

Roughly speaking, an asymptotic cone of a metric space is the picture of the space one
sees when standing infinitely far away. Since passing to an asymptotic cone "converts coarse
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geometry into fine geometry" — for example, quasi-isometries are converted into bilipschitz
maps — it is not surprising that asymptotic cones have played an important role in the study
of quasi-isometric rigidity and related questions, see e.g. [BKMM12, Beh04, Bow18b, Bow16a,
Bow19, Dru00, BHS17c, KL97a, KL95, KL97b, Ham05]. Although passing to an asymptotic
cone involves a loss of information, some classes of group can be characterised by properties
of their asymptotic cones. For example, among finitely generated groups, being virtually
nilpotent is equivalent to having all asymptotic cones locally compact [Gro81, vdDW84];
being virtually abelian is equivalent to having all asymptotic cones isometric to Euclidean
space [Gro81, Pan83], and being Gromov-hyperbolic is equivalent to having all asymptotic
cones isometric to real trees [Gro93].

The latter fact motivates the main question addressed by our work. The construction of
the asymptotic cone of a space involves choices — a non-principal ultrafilter on N, a rescaling
sequence, and an observation point. For groups, the observation point is immaterial, but the
construction depends in an essential way on the choice of ultrafilter and rescaling sequence.
Indeed, in [TV00], Thomas and Velicovic constructed a finitely generated group for which
distinct choices of ultrafilters yield non-homeomorphic asymptotic cones, using an infinite
small-cancellation presentation to create "holes" in the Cayley graph visible on some scales
but not others. So, some ultrafilters yield non-simply connected asymptotic cones, while
other asymptotic cones are real trees. These groups are hence lacunary hyperbolic in the
sense of Ol’shanskii-Osin-Sapir; many interesting constructions involving such groups appear
in [OOS09]. In [DS05], Druțu-Sapir construct many examples of finitely generated groups,
each of which has "many" different asymptotic cones as one varies the ultrafilter/rescaling;
for example, there is a group G with continuously many non-homeomorphic asymptotic
cones. Even stranger is a result of Kramer-Shelah-Tent-Thomas: for a uniform lattice G
in an appropriately chosen Lie group, G has continuously many homeomorphism types of
asymptotic cones provided the Continuum Hypothesis fails [KSTT05]. On the other hand,
Thornton had earlier shown that, assuming the Continuum Hypothesis, the same lattices
have a single bilipschitz class of asymptotic cones [Tho02]. Finitely presented groups with
non-unique asymptotic cones (irrespective of the Continuum Hypothesis) were constructed
by Ol’shanskii-Sapir [OS07], and this was extended by Osin-Ould Houcine in [OH11]. In
short, among finitely generated, and even finitely presented, and even some familiar groups,
asymptotic cones depend in a serious way on the choice of ultrafilter/rescaling sequence.

And yet, if G is word-hyperbolic, then every asymptotic cone of G is isometric to a (uni-
versal) real tree: a point if G is finite, a line if G is virtually Z, or the unique complete
homogeneous 2

@0–valent real tree constructed in [DP01]. Together with the aforementioned
result about virtually abelian groups, it is then natural to ask whether uniqueness of asymp-
totic cones (up to homeomorphism or even bilipschitz equivalence) is a natural feature of
groups satisfying appropriate "generalised hyperbolicity" properties.

In fact, there are various results in this direction. First, Osin-Sapir proved in [OS11,
Corollary 1.6] that if G is hyperbolic relative to subgroups Pi, and each Pi has the property
that all of its asymptotic cones are bilipschitz equivalent, then the same is true of G. Sisto
proved the same result in [Sis13]. Using this, plus geometrisation, and his own analysis of
asymptotic cones of fundamental groups of graph manifolds, Sisto proved in [Sis11] that if M
is a compact, connected, orientable 3–manifold with toral boundary, then any two asymptotic
cones of ⇡1M are bilipschitz equivalent.

Uniqueness of the asymptotic cones for fundamental groups of non-geometric graph man-
ifolds is of particular interest since these groups are not nontrivially relatively hyperbolic; in
fact they are thick in the sense of [BDM09]. Roughly, this means that they contain a highly
connected network of subspaces quasi-isometric to products with unbounded factors, and
these "product regions" can have large coarse intersection. In the case of graph manifolds,
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these pieces are arranged in a tree-like fashion, because they are vertex spaces associated to
vertices in the Bass-Serre tree of the JSJ splitting.

There are other natural examples with similar geometry. If � is a finite simplicial graph
and A� is the associated right-angled Artin or Coxeter group, then A� again consists of
product regions — cosets of subgroups generated by subgraphs of � splitting as proper joins
— arranged in a "quasi-tree-like" fashion (which can be made precise by considering the
extension graph from [KK14] or the contact graph of the Salvetti or Davis complex [Hag14]).
Likewise, if S is a finite-type oriented hyperbolic surface and MCGpSq is its mapping class
group, then the "product regions" in MCGpSq — cosets of multicurve stabilisers — are
quasi-isometric to products of simpler mapping class groups with Zn, and are arranged in a
"hyperbolic" fashion, in the sense that coning off the product regions yields a space quasi-
isometric to the curve graph CS, which is hyperbolic [MM99].

The geometric setup alluded above is formalised in the notion of hierarchical hyperbolicity
from [BHS17b, BHS19], and this is a key ingredient in our main theorem. Rather than involve
hierarchical hyperbolicity at this point in the discussion, we state the following special case
of our main result:

Theorem A (Uniqueness of asymptotic cones, special case). Let G be a finitely generated
group that is quasi-isometric to one of the following:

‚ ⇡1X, where X is a compact special cube complex (in the sense of [HW08]);
‚ MCGpSq, where S is an oriented hyperbolic surface of finite genus, with finitely many

punctures and boundary components.
Then any two non-principal asymptotic cones of G are bilipschitz equivalent, and in particular
homeomorphic.

Theorem A was not previously known even for the classes of right-angled Artin or right-
angled Coxeter groups, or braid groups (thought of as mapping class groups of punctured
discs). It also applies to the (non-right-angled) Coxeter groups for which the Niblo-Reeves
action on a cube complex, from [NR03], is cocompact (these are characterised by Williams
in [Wil98]), using a result of Haglund-Wise [HW10].

The seemingly strange hypothesis on G — mapping class groups and special cube com-
plexes are not obviously related — comes from the fact that we actually prove the above
theorem for any G in the class of algebraic hierarchically hyperbolic groups. Hierarchically
hyperbolic groups are a well-studied class about which we will say more in this introduction;
our theorem does not apply to all such groups, but requires that the hierarchically hyper-
bolic structure (a geometric feature) arises in a particular way from algebraic properties of G.
While hierarchical hyperbolicity is a natural notion — it is easy to build new examples from
old, and many groups of interest to geometric group theorists are hierarchically hyperbolic
— the algebraic conditions we impose are more ad hoc and are designed to navigate between
specific twin perils: on one hand, the goal is a proof that covers compact special groups
and mapping class groups, and on the other, we need certain geometric properties to imply
algebraic ones. 2

There are other examples to which we expect one can apply Theorem A. For instance, we
expect (but have not shown) that the Artin groups shown in [HMS21] to be hierarchically
hyperbolic are in fact (virtually) algebraically hierarchically hyperbolic — these are the Artin
groups of large hyperbolic type — and hence have a unique bilipschitz class of asymptotic
cones.

2For the HHG enthusiasts, we need standard product regions to be cosets of subgroups, and we need
orthogonality to imply commutation of certain elements, though we stop short of insisting that the coarse
product structure of product regions comes from an actual direct product of groups, since that isn’t true in
the mapping class group.
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Summary of results. We now summarise the main results of the paper.
In the first part, we introduce and develop a systematic study of the theory of real cubings.
We further characterise real cubings inside the class of median spaces. More precisely, we

introduce the notion of a poset-colouring of the set of walls associated to a median space and
show that median spaces always admit a canonical poset-colouring of the set of walls. This
poset-colouring has a partial order which defines the depth of the median. In this terms, we
show that real cubings are precisely complete, connected median spaces of finite rank which
admit a (tangible) poset-colouring of finite depth. We also show that the finite depth of the
canonical poset-colouring is equivalent to the median space having a real cubing structure
with wedges and clean containers.

In Part 2, we review and complement the theory of HHS needed for the paper.
In part 3, we show that any asymptotic cone of an HHS is a real cubing generalising the

fact that an asymptotic cone of a hyperbolic group is a real tree.
In part 4, we introduce the notion of universal real cubing. The local structure of a

universal real tree (germs at the identity) is a sheaf of lines and so the universal real tree
is uniquely determined by the cardinality of the sheaf. In the case of real cubings, the local
structure is defined as a the quotient of a union of Euclidean spaces (with global bound on
the dimension and endowed with the l1-metric and a base point 0) where the identifications
are over convex subspaces (and all the based points are identified), for instance a sheaf of
planes and lines. In this case, the local structure does not only depend on the cardinality and
it is far from being unique. For such a local structure, we construct a universal real cubing.

In part 5, we introduce the notion of algebraic HHG. As we discussed, free cocompact
actions on CAT(0) cube complexes are not rigid enough to encode the geometry of the space
in the algebraic properties of the group and so the notion of co-special actions/groups was
introduced. In this vein, we introduce the notion of algebraic HHG as a generalisation of a
special group and a hyperbolic group.

In part 6, we concentrate our attention on the question of the uniqueness of asymptotic
cones for algebraic HHGs. We then show that the asymptotic cone of an algebraic HHG is
unique, i.e. it is a universal real cubing and the local structure is unique. In particular, we
establish uniqueness of asymptotic cones of RAAGs and MCGs.

1.1. Real cubings in the world of generalised negative curvature. Since the basic
innovation in this paper is the introduction of the class of real cubings, we first discuss in a
high-level way how these spaces fit into the existing world of spaces exhibiting "generalised
negative curvature".

Simplicial trees are among the basic objects of mathematics, and group actions on sim-
plicial trees are vital to geometric group theory in a wide variety of ways — Bass-Serre
theory [Ser80] is crucial as both a tool for studying "natural" groups and constructing new
ones, and even free actions on trees provide an entire rich universe (consider outer space).
So we start our discussion of hierarchical hyperbolicity and real cubings with a discussion of
trees.

A simplicial tree T is characterised by geometric features that generalise in various ways,
and one can think of the resulting definitions as notions of generalised negative curvature.
Some of the classes of spaces that generalise trees are naturally thought of from a "fine-
geometric" point of view: one cares about specific points, exact distances, geodesics, local
properties matter, etc. Some of the generalisations are "coarse-geometric": one cares more
about large scales and less about local phenomena.

1.1.1. Median graphs and cube complexes. For example, given three vertices a, b, c P T , there
is a unique vertex m — the median of a, b, c — that lies on each of the three geodesics joining
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pairs of distinct points in ta, b, cu. In view of the fact that any two vertices are joined by a
unique geodesic in T , this means that geodesic triangles in T are tripods.

One can abstract just the existence of medians, dropping uniqueness of geodesics, to obtain
the class of median graphs. Part of the great importance of median graphs comes from an
important result of Chepoi [Che00], which says that the class of median graphs is exactly the
class of 1–skeletons of CAT(0) cube complexes, ubiquitous objects that have arisen at many
times and in multiple guises (see, for example, [Sag14] for an introduction to cube complexes
geared toward geometric group theory).

Median graphs/CAT(0) cube complexes are a higher-dimensional generalisation of trees
(and the median property is only one of several properties of trees with an analogue in
the class of CAT(0) cube complexes). After their introduction into geometric group theory
in [Gro87, Bri91], it was recognised by Sageev [Sag95] that group actions on CAT(0) cube
complexes arise from the presence of so-called codimension–1 subgroups, and that these
"actions on high-dimensional trees" can under certain circumstances be promoted to actual
splittings [Sag97]. This sort of notion matured into the special cube complexes of Haglund-
Wise [HW08], which played a fundamental role in Agol’s resolution [Ago13], relying on work
of Wise [Wis21], of the virtual Haken conjecture. The class of groups known to act properly
on CAT(0) cube complexes is now very large, and significant information about a group —
coarse geometric, algebraic, algorithmic, etc. — can often be gleaned from the construction
of such an action.

1.1.2. Real trees. The property of trees, "every geodesic triangle is a geodesic tripod" (more
formally, given any a, b, c P T , any geodesic joining two distinct points in ta, b, cu is contained
in the union of the other two geodesics determined by those three points) can be generalised
in another way. Specifically, we keep the requirement about uniqueness of geodesics, but no
longer insist that our geodesic space is a graph. We then obtain the class of 0–hyperbolic
geodesic metric spaces, i.e. R–trees/real trees.

1.1.3. Median spaces. Moving up in dimension, we get the class of geodesic median metric
spaces. In such spaces, any three points determine some geodesic tripod, but geodesics are
no longer unique.

Median spaces (of which R–trees, CAT(0) cube complexes, and simplicial trees are exam-
ples), have a very rich structure and arise naturally in geometry and group theory. Their
ubiquity partially derives from the fact that they arise naturally as "duals" of collections of
bipartitions of some underlying set or space, via a collection of closely related constructions
(wallspaces or poc-sets, in the discrete case [CN05, Nic04, Rol16, Sag95] or, more generally,
measured walls/halfspaces [CDH10, Fio20, Fio19]).

A primary reason why median spaces are geometrically tractable is the existence of a notion
of convexity of subspaces that can be defined in terms of the median, without (explicit)
reference to the metric. This is because median spaces are a particular case of median
algebras, which have a long history in order theory [Isb80, Sho54, BH83]. A median algebra
is a set equipped with a ternary operator, the median; a geodesic median metric space is
one where the median operator detects the "central point" of each of the above-mentioned
geodesic tripods (see Definition 2.1 and Definition 2.2).

Median spaces play several important roles in geometric group theory. In work of Bowditch,
who seems to have been motivated by quasi-isometric rigidity of mapping class groups and
Teichmüller space, median spaces arise as asymptotic cones of coarse median spaces, discussed
below; in the context of mapping class groups, median structures on asymptotic cones were
also studied in [BDS11b, BDS11a]. Work of Chatterji-Druțu-Haglund on measured wallspaces
established the relationship between actions on median spaces and a-T-mendability, and
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introduced measured wallspaces. This has inspired much recent work, notably by Fiora-
vanti [Fio20, Fio19, Fio18], on group actions on median spaces. All of the above will be very
important for us later.

1.1.4. Gromov-Rips hyperbolicity. If we again start with trees, but now "coarse-ify" the ge-
odesic tripods property, we get the familiar class of hyperbolic (quasi)geodesic spaces. The
notion of a hyperbolic group seems to have its roots in small-cancellation theory (among other
things) and was defined by Gromov in [Gro87]. The theory of hyperbolic groups and spaces is
extensive. In this paper, we will mainly not be concerned with hyperbolic groups, but rather
with (non-proper) hyperbolic geodesic spaces arising from Cayley graphs of finitely-generated
groups by "coning off" appropriate subgroups and their left cosets. This is also routine prac-
tice in geometric group theory, beginning with relatively hyperbolic groups [Far98, Bow12].
The range of groups that are not hyperbolic but for which such cone-off procedures, or similar
constructions, yield useful (e.g. acylindrical [Bow08, Osi16]) actions on hyperbolic spaces is
vast.

1.1.5. Coarse median spaces. Just as geodesic median spaces can be viewed as "higher rank
R–trees", and CAT(0) cube complexes can be viewed as "higher-dimensional simplicial trees",
Bowditch has introduced coarse median spaces [Bow13]. In such spaces, triples of points de-
termine quasigeodesic "coarse tripods", and, more generally, finite sets can be (fairly loosely)
approximated by CAT(0) cube complexes. One can define a notion of rank for coarse median
spaces, and geodesic coarse median spaces of rank 1 are exactly hyperbolic spaces.

Coarse median spaces seem to have been introduced as a means of extracting the essence of
questions related to quasi-isometric rigidity of mapping class groups and Teichmüller space,
but they have become objects of geometric and group-theoretic interest in their own right,
featuring very strong geometric results like Bowditch’s quasiflats theorem [Bow19] and Fio-
ravanti’s very recent work on coarse-median preserving automorphisms [Fio21].

1.1.6. Hierarchical hyperbolicity. Although they include a variety of important examples
(mapping class groups, CAT(0) cube complexes), and the seemingly quite inclusive definition
is restrictive enough to enable one to prove surprisingly strong coarse-geometric results, it is
sometimes useful to work with more restrictive sub-classes of coarse median spaces.

In many motivating examples of coarse median spaces, actual hyperbolicity lurks. For
example, if X is a CAT(0) cube complex, one can always cone off certain convex subspaces to
obtain a graph that is hyperbolic (in fact quasi-isometric to a tree) [Hag14, BHS17b, Gen19].

Similarly, if S is a finite-type hyperbolic surface then, fixing a word-metric on the mapping
class group MCGpSq, one obtains a hyperbolic space by coning off left cosets of multicurve
stabilisers [MM99].

So, it would appear that some coarse median spaces admit many coarsely lipschitz pro-
jections to hyperbolic spaces (in the above examples, these are just inclusions of the original
space in the coned-off space). Perhaps, since hyperbolic spaces are particularly tractable,
one can study these coarse median spaces via these projections?

This is the motivation behind hierarchically hyperbolic spaces (introduced in [BHS17b,
BHS19] and generalised via a slightly different set of axioms in in [Bow18a]).

Extant discussions of hierarchically hyperbolic spaces focus on two intuitive ways to think
about them. First, as alluded to above, they are spaces where one can obtain a hyperbolic
space by coning off certain subspaces, and these subspaces are coarsely products of "simpler"
spaces, each with the same property; the "complexity" decreases at each stage, and at the
bottom one finds hyperbolic spaces. (See Sisto’s expository article [Sis19] for an elaboration
of this viewpoint.) Here we offer two other intuitive viewpoints.
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First, one of the most important facts about hierarchically hyperbolic spaces is the cubical
approximation theorem from [BHS17c], which generalises a standard fact about hyperbolic
spaces and gives a specific sense in which hierarchical hyperbolicity is a strictly stronger
condition than being coarse median. Very roughly, finite sets in coarse median spaces are
approximated by finite CAT(0) cube complexes; in a hierarchically hyperbolic space, these
approximations need to have better convexity properties. So hierarchically hyperbolic spaces
are coarse median spaces that are "coarsely locally cubical" in a particularly strong way.
(In fact, recent work [HP21, Pet21] shows that in many cases, there is even a global quasi-
isometry to a CAT(0) cube complex.)

Second, formally, a hierarchically hyperbolic space X comes equipped with a set F and, for
each U P F, a coarsely lipschitz projection to a hyperbolic space, ⇡U : X Ñ CU (the coarse
lipschitz constants and the hyperbolicity constants are uniform over F). The product of these
projections gives a map X Ñ

±
UPF CU . There are further axioms whose job is to ensure one

can prove two key theorems: the distance formula and the realisation theorem. The first says
that the metric on X can be recovered, up to quasi-isometry, from the projections (it does
not say that the map to the product of hyperbolic spaces is a quasi-isometric embedding,
but it is roughly in that spirit). The second says that the image of the map X Ñ

±
U
CU is

characterised by some consistency conditions, which compare projections onto certain pairs
of hyperbolic spaces. Very roughly, one can think of X as the "solution set of a system of
coarse equations" in

±
U
CU , with equations associated to certain pairs U, V P F.

(In the mapping class group context, the "consistency conditions" are sometimes known as
the Behrstock inequalities after [Beh04], and the fact that they coarsely characterise points in
the mapping class group among points in the product of the curve graphs of the subsurfaces
is the realisation theorem of [BKMM12].)

1.2. Hierarchically hyperbolic groups. Our main motivation for working in the context
of hierarchically hyperbolic spaces (HHS) and groups (HHG) is that these provide a com-
mon geometric framework for studying mapping class groups of hyperbolic surfaces of finite
type and fundamental groups of compact special cube complexes (in the sense of Haglund-
Wise [HW08]). Hierarchically hyperbolic spaces were introduced in [BHS17b, BHS19], in-
spired by the cases of mapping class groups [MM99, MM00, Beh06, BKMM12] and CAT(0)
cube complexes [Hag14, KK14].

There is now a fairly extensive literature on HHS/HHG, part of which is devoted to ex-
panding the class of known examples (e.g. [BHS17a, BR20a, RS20, Vok17, HMS21, BHMS20,
Ber21, BR20b, Mil20, DDLS20, DDLS21]) and part of which is to applying the theory to ob-
tain conclusions about these spaces/groups (e.g. [ABD21, BHS17a, BHS17c, DMS20, DHS17,
RST18, HHP20, HP21, Pet21, Pet21, PS20, Bow18a]).

Rather than refer the reader to that literature, we give a fairly self-contained account of
the parts of the theory that we shall need, in Section 2. Many of the results of that section
(like the realisation theorem and distance formula) are from [BHS19], but we also discuss
tools — notably the cubical approximation theorem — from [BHS17c] and [DHS17], and
relate hierarchically hyperbolicity to the work of Bowditch on coarse median spaces [Bow13].

For the moment, we just recall the data that is needed to define a hierarchically hyperbolic
space. An HHS is a pair pX ,Fq, where X is a quasigeodesic metric space (the reader should
just picture a graph) and F is a set. To each U P F, we associate a �–hyperbolic space CU
and a projection ⇡U : X Ñ CU (which the reader can assume is coarsely surjective).

This data yields a map ⇡ : X Ñ
±

UPF CU , just by taking products of projections. One
of the HHS axioms — the exact definition is Definition 10.1, and the relevant part is the
uniqueness axiom — guarantees in particular that this map will be coarsely injective.
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Figure 2. The consistency condition for U&V . Some possible pairs pa, bq
are labelled p1q and p2q; an illegal pair is crossed out.

Some more data is needed to say which points in
±

UPF CU are in the image of ⇡. The idea
is similar to the earlier discussion of real cubings arising from (infinite) products of intervals.

Specifically, for every distinct U, V P F, we will define a subspace ConspU, V q Ä CU ˆ CV .
(The notation is short for "consistent".)

The consistency conditions in Definition 10.1 say that

⇡pX q Ñ

£

U‰V

ppU ˆ pV q
´1

pConspU, V qq,

where pU :
±

WPF CW Ñ CU is natural projection.
Definition 10.1 is designed to enable the proof of the realisation theorem (see Theo-

rem 10.5), which says that any y P
ì

U‰V
ppU ˆ pV q

´1
pConspU, V qq satisfies

sup

W

dCW py,⇡W pxqq § K,

for some x P X and some global constant K independent of x and y.
The subspace ConspU, V q will be chosen according to how U and V are related.
First, they can be orthogonal, denoted UKV . In this case,

ConspU, V q “ CU ˆ CV,

so the pair U, V puts no constraint on which points in
±

W
CW lie in ⇡pX q. Another word

for orthogonality could therefore have been independence.
There are two other possibilities. The first is where U, V are transverse, denoted U&V .

We fix (coarse) points ⇢U
V

P CV and ⇢V
U

P CU , i.e. we pick a basepoint p⇢V
U
, ⇢U

V
q P CU ˆ CV .

Here ConspU, V q is the set of all pa, bq such that a is E–close to ⇢V
U

or b is E–close to ⇢U
V

,
where E is a global constant. This is shown in Figure 2.

(In the setting where X is the mapping class group of a surface and U, V are overlapping
subsurfaces, this condition is a restatement of [Beh06, Theorem 4.3].)

There is a final way in which U, V can be related: U can be nested, denoted U Ñ V . This
relation is anti-symmetric (and in fact a partial order). In this case, we put a basepoint
⇢U
V

in CV , and define a map ⇢V
U

: CV Ñ CU . One of the axioms, bounded geodesic image,
governs this map by asking that, if ⇡V pxq,⇡V pyq can be joined by a geodesic in CV avoiding
the E–ball about ⇢U

V
, then ⇢V

U
p⇡V pxqq and ⇢V

U
p⇡V pyqq coarsely coincide. The set ConspU, V q

consists of those pa, bq P CU ˆ CV such that either dCV pb, ⇢U
V

q § E, or dCU pa, ⇢V
U

pbqq § E. A
heuristic picture is Figure 3.
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Figure 3. A simple situation with U à V . The map ⇢V
U

collapses each
component of the segment CV ´ NEp⇢U

V
q to one of the endpoints of CU , and

does whatever it likes on the yellow neighbourhood of ⇢U
V

. The red arrows
indicate this map. The numbered pairs of points, viewed as points in CUˆCV ,
satisfy the consistency condition, but the ordered pair crossed out in red does not.

We impose two conditions on the partial order Ñ: first, if F ‰ H, then it contains a unique
Ñ–maximal element, and second, there is a uniform bound on the length of Ñ–chains. There
are some additional rules relating nesting and orthogonality.

So, coarsely, X is the subset of an (infinite) product of hyperbolic spaces obtained by
"solving" some coarse consistency conditions on transverse and nested pairs in F. That
this characterisation is geometrically faithful is the content of the distance formula (Theo-
rem 10.7). This does not quite say that ⇡ : X Ñ

±
WPF CW is a quasi-isometric embedding

when the latter is given the `1 metric. Instead, it says that, up to additive and multiplica-
tive error, for any x, y P X , the distance dX px, yq is obtained by summing the quantities
dCV p⇡V pxq,⇡V pyqq over the V for which those terms exceed some fixed threshold (indepen-
dent of x, y). A useful feature is that one can enlarge the threshold and obtain the same
conclusion, at the expense of modifying the additive and multiplicative constants.

One important feature of a hierarchically hyperbolic space pX ,Fq is the standard product
region PU Ä X associated to each U P F. One way to define PU is as the set of x P X for
which dV p⇡V pxq, ⇢U

V
q § E for all V P F for which the bounded set ⇢U

V
is defined, i.e. U&V or

U à V . As explained in Section 15, PU is quasi-isometric to a product FU ˆEU , where FU is
roughly the set of points obtainable from a fixed basepoint in PU by varying the projections
to CV, V Ñ U , and EU is the set of points obtainable by varying ⇡V for V KU .

Let G be a finitely generated group equipped with a word metric. For G to be a hierar-
chically hyperbolic group (HHG) means that there is an HHS structure pG,Fq, but it means
somewhat more than this. First, G must act on F cofinitely, preserving the three relations
K,Ñ,& mentioned above. Moreover, for each g P G and U P F, we have an associated
isometry g : CU Ñ CgU , and these isometries compose in the expected way. We ask that
gp⇢U

V
q “ ⇢gU

gV
wherever the bounded set ⇢U

V
is defined, and that ⇡gU pgxq “ gp⇡U pxqq for

all U P F and g, x P G. In other words, G "acts on the HHS structure" in a way that is
compatible with left-multiplication.

In an HHG pG,Fq, we have that PgU “ gPU for g P G,U P F, and in practice we
often impose an additional assumption (satisfied by our target examples) that StabGpUq

acts coboundedly on PU . Because we are free to replace PU by any subspace at uniformly
bounded Hausdorff distance from the subspace PU defined above, and since there are finitely
many G–orbits in F, this lets us assume that there are finitely many U1, . . . , Uk P F such
that 1 P PUi “ StabGpUiq, and the other product regions are left cosets of the various PUi .
So pG,Fq is weakly hyperbolic relative to tPU1 , . . . , PUku — coning off the PUi and their
left cosets yields something quasi-isometric to the hyperbolic space CS, where S P F is the
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Ñ–maximal element. In general, the product regions can have large overlaps, so this is not
a relatively hyperbolic structure, but the definitions give significant control over how the
product regions can coarsely intersect.

1.3. Real cubings. One way of defining a real cubing — Definition 4.2 — is modelled on
hierarchical hyperbolicity. Specifically, we have a complete path-connected metric space X ,
equipped with a collection F, with a real tree T U associated to each U P F. Exactly as for
hierarchically hyperbolic spaces, F has nesting, orthogonality, and transversality relations.
These satisfy slightly weaker combinatorial constraints than those for HHSes — for example,
we don’t ask for the existence of a unique Ñ–maximal element — in order to accommodate
arbitrary finite-dimensional CAT(0) cube complexes. However, when U à V or U&V , we
have a point ⇢U

V
P T V , as before, and we have projections ⇡U : X Ñ T U . Another key

difference with the hierarchically hyperbolic setup is that we ask for the product map X Ñ±
U
T U determined by the ⇡U to be an isometric embedding, when the product is given the

`1–metric.
The axioms imply that the image of ⇡ is an embedding, and we can characterise the image

in much the same way as in the HHS case: it is the solution set of a collection of conditions
on transverse and nested pairs in F — these are illustrated in Figure 14.

In HHSes, there is a constant E such that for any x, y, the set of U P F with
dCU p⇡U pxq,⇡U pyqq • E is finite; we no longer require this in real cubings, which just need
the sum of all such projection distances to be finite. Another key difference is that in an
HHS, if two points are far apart, their projections on some CU are far apart (quantitatively),
but we also no longer require this for real cubings. For example, in the standard real cubing
structure on a CAT(0) cube complex, all of the associated real trees are copies of r0, 1s.

A significant part of Part 1 is devoted to alternate characterisations of real cubings. These
are not needed in the proof of Theorem A, but we believe them to be of independent interest.

First, a standard trick embeds any real tree T U in the normed vector space `1pUq of
countably supported real functions on some set, with the `1 metric. Using this, we show in
Section 7 that any real cubing is isometric to a semialgebraic subset — i.e. the solution to
a system of equations and inequalities, each in one or two variables — of an `1 space. We
also prove a converse. The equations and inequalities are closely modelled on the consistency
conditions for HHSes, but the underlying spaces are just copies of R, not arbitrary hyperbolic
spaces.

In a way, this is as expected. Definition 4.2 turns out to imply that any real cubing is
a complete geodesic median space of finite rank, and the projections to the underlying real
trees are median-perserving. Since median subalgebras of a product of copies of R with the
product median are obtained by deleting intersections of pairs of halfspaces, the semialgebraic
characterisation of real cubings says in particular that the consistency conditions built into
Definition 4.2 specify a median subalgebra of an `1 space, which turns out to coincide with
the original real cubing.

The fact that real cubings are median raises the obvious question of which median spaces
are real cubings. Real cubings are complete and path-connected by definition, and it follows
fairly easily from the definition that they have finite rank as median algebras. So the question
is really about which complete, connected, finite-rank median spaces are real cubings. We
answer this in terms of colourings of the walls in a median space. Specifically, we prove
Theorem 5.1, which gives sufficient conditions on a median space ensuring that it is a real
cubing. This is what we will use for asymptotic cones. We also generalise the notion of a
factor system in a CAT(0) cube complex, introduced in [BHS17b], to the context of median
spaces, and use this to characterise median spaces admitting "well-behaved" real cubing
structures (where "well-behaved" means that the nesting and orthogonality relations satisfy
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some combinatorial conditions reminiscent of cube complexes). This is done in Section 6,
which is not needed for asymptotic cones but which we think significantly aids understanding
of real cubings.

1.4. Real cubing structures on asymptotic cones of HHS. Our first main result about
asymptotic cones is Theorem 26.3, which we restate as:

Theorem B. Let pX ,Fq be a hierarchically hyperbolic space. Then any asymptotic cone of
X is bilipschitz equivalent to an R–cubing.

Theorem B generalises a theorem of Behrstock-Druțu-Sapir [BDS11b], which says that
any asymptotic cone of a mapping class group admits a median structure, and a median-
preserving bilipschitz embedding into an (infinite) product of R–trees. Our result generalises
this because mapping class groups are hierarchically hyperbolic spaces (see [BHS19] or Sec-
tion 36.1). Our theorem also strengthens the result of [BDS11a], even in the mapping class
group case: we don’t merely embed the asymptotic cone in a product of real trees, we char-
acterise (from the consistency conditions in the definition of a real cubing) exactly which
points in the product are in the image of this embedding.

Our approach is quite different from that of [BDS11b], with some conceptual overlap. For
them, constructing a median on the asymptotic cone is a consequence of the embedding in
the product of R–trees. For us, the median on the cone, and a bilipschitz-equivalent metric
making the cone an honest median metric space, is the starting point — this median and
metric are provided by results of Bowditch [Bow13, Bow18b]. Once we know that we have
a median metric space, replete with median-convex product regions arising as ultralimits
of standard product regions, we can use the measured halfspace structure from the work of
Fioravanti [Fio20] to construct the R–cubing structure.

The idea is as follows. Any asymptotic cone Cone
!

pX q, viewed as a median metric space,
contains many convex subspaces PU arising as ultralimits of sequences of standard product
regions; passing to ultralimits converts the coarse product structure into an actual product
structure, PU “ FU ˆ EU. As a median space, Cone!X contains walls, and a wall can be
assigned a "colour", namely the Ñ–minimal sequence U of elements of F such that the wall
crosses FU. Given two points x,y P FU, we can consider all of the positive-measure sets of
walls that separate x,y and have colour properly nested in U. After removing these sets,
the measure of what remains in a quantity DUpx,yq. This defines a pseudometric, and the
metric quotient turns out to be a real tree. In this way, we obtain a family of real trees T U

and projections Cone
!

pX q Ñ T U. Intuitively, what he have done is start with the median
space FU, and collapsed its nontrivial intersections with product regions to points, yielding
a quotient median space which has rank one and is therefore a real tree. We let F8 denote
the set of real trees. Since each real tree came from an !–class of sequences in F, the set F8
inherits nesting, orthogonality, and transversality relations from F (these relations depend in
principle on the ultrafilter). Using these, we verify the axioms from Definition 4.2.3

In the remainder of Section 26, we turn to the special case of asymptotic cones of an HHG
pG,Fq. We consider the action of the ultrapower G˚ on the real cubing structure provided
by Theorem B and show that this is an action by real cubing automorphisms. We use this to
begin describing the local structure of the asymptotic cone.

By a real cubing automorphism, what we mean is that elements of G˚ act as median-
preserving isometries on Cone

!
pGq (with the median metric), which is the restriction of an

3Formally, we show in Part 1 that any complete connected finite rank median space whose walls admit
something we call a "finite-depth tangible poset-colouring" is a real cubing, and then in the setting of asymp-
totic cones of HHSes, we use the subspaces FU to construct a poset-colouring with the desired properties.
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action on the product of all of the underlying real trees (permuting the factors and inducing
isometries on them).

At any point x P Cone
!

pGq, one can consider the set of points y that can be reached
from x by changing only those real tree "coordinates" belonging to some pairwise-orthogonal
set. This is a local real cubing, is a real cubing in its own right, and is median convex in
Cone

!
pGq. Homogeneity of Cone!pGq means that the local structures at any two points are

isomorphic as real cubings.
The local structure plays an essential role, because the strategy for proving Theorem A

is as follows: we will show that Cone
!

pGq (as a median metric space) depends only on the
local structure, and then show that the local structure is independent of the ultrafilter and
rescaling.

1.5. Organisation of this document. In Part 1, we introduce real cubings. Specifically,
we first survey the results on median spaces needed throughout the text, and then introduce
the notion of a poset-colouring of the walls in a median space. In order to be useful, poset-
colourings must have some extra properties, namely finite depth (a combinatorial property
of the set of colours) and tangibility (a property of the relationship between the colouring
and the measure on the set of halfspaces coming from the median structure). Although it
will not be needed for our application to asymptotic cones, we show that poset-colourings
can always be constructed, by building the canonical orthogonal poset-colouring. For this
poset colouring, we show that finite depth implies tangibility. This is somewhat reminiscent
of the construction of factor systems in cube complexes from [BHS17b]. This material is in
Sections 2 and 3.

In Section 4, we introduce the first definition of real cubings, which is what we will use
in our application to asymptotic cones. In this section, we establish the main properties we
will need, showing in particular that real cubings are complete, finite-rank, geodesic median
spaces. We relate this to the preceding material in Section 5, where it is shown that real
cubings are exactly the finite-rank complete connected median spaces whose walls admit a
tangible, finite-depth poset-colouring. One direction, namely that the existence of such a
poset-colouring for a median space give a real cubing structure, will be used in the proof of
Theorem B.

In Section 6, which is not used for asymptotic cones, we press a bit further and characterise
real cubings with some extra combinatorial properties — wedges and clean containers — as
exactly the finite-rank, complete, connected median metric spaces where the depth of the
canonical orthogonal poset-colouring is finite.

Finally, the "slick" definition of a real cubing given earlier in the introduction — in terms
of semialgebraic subsets of an `1 space — is introduced in Section 7, where it is also shown
to be equivalent to the original definition.

In Part 2, we give an account of hierarchical hyperbolicity. All of the main notions are
defined here, and we have stated all of the results from the literature that we will use (with
some explanation). Some of this material is not strictly necessary for our applications, but
in various places we have provided details not found elsewhere in the literature, or proven
small statements to illustrate the techniques. We give particular emphasis to the cubical
approximation theorem from [BHS17c]. We also discuss briefly the HHS structure on CAT(0)
cube complexes from [BHS17b, HS20] and contrast them with real cubing structures, and
relate both to the canonical orthogonal poset-colouring.

Part 3 is devoted to the proof of Theorem B, as well as some additional properties of
the real cubing structure on the asymptotic cone of an HHS. Specifically, we first discuss a
result of Bowditch that allows one to put a median metric on the asymptotic cone. Then
we show how to construct a finite-depth tangible poset-colouring of the walls, and invoke
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Theorem 5.1 to conclude that the cone is a real cubing. We do an additional bit of fiddling
with the real cubing stucture so that the index set can be related to the index set of the
original hierarchically hyperbolic space. Then we turn to the HHG case, and analyse the local
real cubing one gets from the real cubing structure on the cone (it is really the local structure
that will be important in our applications). As usual, we close with questions and remarks,
and we direct the reader to Section 34.1 for some examples to illustrate the construction of
the real cubing-structure, which has a couple of subtleties that already make themselves felt
in fairly simple examples.

Part 4 concerns the notion of an algebraic HHG. Here, we introduce several different re-
strictions on an HHG structure, and compile them into the main definition, Definition 35.9.
The main goal is to prove Theorem 35.46, which provides a sufficiently rich collection of hier-
archically quasiconvex subgroups with controlled projections (playing the role of the groups
KV in the mapping class group, mentioned above). We then recall the HHG structure on
mapping class groups, and verify that it satisfies each part of the definition of an alge-
braic HHG (here we rely on algebraic results of Bestvina-Bromberg-Fujiwara [BBF15] and
Leininger-McReynolds [LM07] as well as the geometric results used in [BHS19] to produce
an HHS structure). We then do the same for fundamental groups of compact special cube
complexes in the sense of Haglund-Wise [HW08].

Part 5 has two goals. First, we introduce the notion of a universal real cubing, and
show how it is constructed deterministically from the data provided by a local real cubing.
Then, given an HHG, we start with the local real cubing structure on an asymptotic cone,
constructed earlier, and show that the resulting universal real cubing coincides with the
original real cubing structure on the cone. This reduces the question of uniqueness of the
cone to the question of uniqueness of the local real cubing structure.

To finish the proof of Theorem A, which happens in the short Part 7, we therefore need to
pair negligible sequences with respect to one rescaling/ultrafilter with negligible sequences
associated to the other, in such a way that (as discussed above), a bijection at the level of local
index sets (preserving orthogonality and nesting) is established. The key tools are "normal
forms for unbounded sequences" in an algebraic HHG, namely the straight decomposition and
the representative decomposition, both of which are constructed in Part 6. This is where the
algebraic hypotheses play a very important role.

As mentioned earlier, the reader only interested in asymptotic cones can safely skip any
section marked .
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Part 1. First look at real cubings

The first part of this paper is self-contained modulo its dependence on the theory of median
spaces, the relevant parts of which we shall recall.

We introduce the notion of an R–cubing (or real cubing) — Definition 4.2 — and establish
the properties needed in our applications to asymptotic cones — the main result of this type
is Theorem 5.1, which gives conditions on a complete, connected, finite-rank median space
sufficient to ensure that it is an R–cubing. We will verify these conditions later, in the context
of asymptotic cones of hierarchically hyperbolic spaces.

Although it is not necessary for our application to asymptotic cones, we also characterise
real cubings among complete, connected, finite-rank median metric spaces, in terms of colour-
ings of walls in such a median space by posets; see Corollary 6.9. This is very much analogous
to the construction of factor systems in CAT(0) cube complexes, from [BHS17b]. We also
give an alternate characterisation of R–cubings as cubical semialgebraic subsets of `1–spaces.
We formulate this notion and prove its equivalence with Definition 4.2, in Section 7.

The reader who is familiar with the notion of a hierarchically hyperbolic space will notice
some similarities between hierarchically hyperbolic spaces and R–cubings, although there are
key differences. However, understanding Part 1 does not require familiarity with hierarchical
hyperbolicity.

The class of R–cubings is defined in such a way as to include the following examples:
‚ CAT(0) cube complexes;
‚ R–trees, and finite products of R–trees;
‚ asymptotic cones of mapping class groups, special groups, and other hierarchically

hyperbolic spaces.
In previous work [CRK15], the first and third authors introduced a class of spaces also

called real cubings, namely rescaled ultralimits of sequences of CAT(0) cube complexes
of bounded width. Using the definition of bounded width in conjunction with results
in [BHS17b] and Section 26 of the present paper, one can check that real cubings in the
sense of [CRK15] are real cubings in our sense. It appears that Salvetti complexes of cer-
tain infinitely-generated right-angled Artin groups provide examples of spaces that are real
cubings in the sense of this paper but not in the sense of [CRK15].

Finally, it will be very important in our applications to introduce the notion of a universal
R–cubing. Universal R–trees, in the sense of [DP01], are the simplest examples of universal
R–cubings. However, universal R–trees are uniquely determined by the germs of directions
at a point, which is a sheaf of lines of a given cardinality, but universal R–cubings admit
a much more complex structure of germs of directions. So, the universal R–cubing and its
uniqueness will be determined by local data in a way made later in the paper, where we
introduce these objects. For now, we focus on the fundamentals of R–cubings.

2. Background on median spaces

The theory of median spaces, median algebras, and related structures is extensive. We
now recall just the facts needed in our study of R–cubings. Our treatment relies on [Bow20,
Bow13, Bow16b, CDH10, Fio20, Fio18]. We refer the interested reader to, for instance,
[Ver93, Rol16, Isb80, BH83] for more background.

The fundamental notion is that of a median algebra (there are various equivalent formu-
lations of the axioms; see [BH83, Section 1] and the references therein):
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Definition 2.1 (Median algebra, topological median algebra). A median algebra pM,µq is
a set M equipped with a map µ : M3

Ñ M satisfying:
‚ µpx, y, yq “ y for all x, y P M ;
‚ µpx, y, zq “ µpz, x, yq and µpx, y, zq “ µpx, z, yq for all x, y, z P M ;
‚ µpµpx,w, yq, w, zq “ µpx,w, µpy, w, zqq for all w, x, y, z P M .

If M is also equipped with a topology making µ continuous when M3 is given the product
topology, then pM,µq is a topological median algebra.

A homomorphism f : pM,µq Ñ pN, ⌘q of median algebras is a map f : M Ñ N such that
⌘pfpaq, fpbq, fpcqq “ fpµpa, b, cqq for all a, b, c P M . In this situation, we sometimes say f
preserves the median. ⇤

Often, we will be interested in a subclass of median algebras, namely median metric spaces.
(We will often use the term median space to mean median metric space, but later in the paper
we will sometimes insist on the word "metric" when there is potential for confusion, namely
when we have a metric space which is also a median algebra, but the combination of the
median and metric do not yield a median metric space.)

Definition 2.2 (Median (metric) space). A median metric space is a triple pM, d, µq, where
pM, dq is a metric space and µ : M3

Ñ M is a function such that, for all x, y, z P M , the
point m “ µpx, y, zq is the unique point satisfying

dpa, bq “ dpa,mq ` dpb,mq,

for all distinct a, b P tx, y, zu (we think of tx, y, zu as a multiset, so if x “ y, we are requiring
m “ x “ y). If pM, d, µq is a median metric space, then pM,µq is a topological median
algebra, when M is given the metric topology [Sho54]. ⇤
Definition 2.3 (Subalgebra, median-convexity). Given a median algebra pM,µq, a subset
N Ä M is a median subalgebra if µpx, y, zq P N whenever x, y, z P N . If N satisfies the
stronger property that µpx, y, zq P N whenever x, y P N (and z P M), then N is median-
convex. When we are working in a median metric space in which median-convexity is equiv-
alent to all other notions of convexity in the discussion, we will sometimes just say “convex”
to mean “median-convex”.

The (median) convex hull of a subset A of M is the intersection of all median-convex
subsets containing A. Similarly, the median subalgebra generated by A is the intersection of
all median subalgebras containing A (which is a median subalgebra). ⇤

One very important example of a convex subset is a median interval :

Definition 2.4 (Median interval). Given a median algebra pM,µq and a, b P M , the median
interval Ipa, bq is the set of c P M such that µpa, b, cq “ c. ⇤

The median interval Ipa, bq is the convex hull of the set ta, bu, and should be thought of
as the set of c P M that “lie between” a and b. This intuition becomes more concrete in the
setting of geodesic median metric spaces, as we will see shortly. See Figure 4.

An extremely important fact about median-convex subsets is [Rol16, Theorem 2.2]:

Theorem 2.5 (Helly property for convex sets). Let pM,µq be a median algebra and let
N1, . . . , Nk Ä M be finitely many median-convex subsets such that Ni X Nj ‰ H for all i, j.
Then

ì
i
Ni ‰ H.

The analogue of dimension for a median algebra is the rank. First observe that for n • 0,
the set t0, 1u

n becomes a median algebra by viewing it as the 0–skeleton of an n–cube with
the `1–metric, which is a median metric. (The reader may think about it in the following
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Figure 4. The median interval between the blue vertices in this CAT(0)
cube complex is shaded.

alternate way: if f, g, h : t0, . . . , nu Ñ t0, 1u are functions, then µpf, g, hq is the function
sending i § n to whichever of 0 or 1 is chosen by the majority of f, g, h.)

The rank of the median algebra pM,µq is the supremum of the values of n for which M
contains a median subalgebra isomorphic to t0, 1u

n. We will usually restrict our attention to
finite-rank median algebras.

Definition 2.6 (Locally convex). A topological median algebra pM,µq (for example, a me-
dian metric space) is locally convex if at each point there is a neighbourhood basis consisting
of convex sets. ⇤

We will not work with the definition of local convexity directly, but it will be hypothesised
in some of our statements whose proofs use foundational results in [Fio20] that hypothesise
local convexity. Typically, we will actually assume finite rank, which implies local convexity
by [Fio20, Lemma 2.10].

2.1. Complete geodesic median spaces. Let pX, d,µq be a median metric space. We will
use the following facts freely:

Lemma 2.7 (Lemma 4.6, [Bow16b]). If pX, dq is complete and connected, then it is a geodesic
metric space. Moreover, for all x,y P X, the interval Ipx,yq is the union of all geodesics in
X joining x to y.

In any median space,
µpx,y, zq “

£

a,bPtx,y,zu, a‰b

Ipa, bq.

(We allow the possibility that, say, x “ y, in which case we think of tx,x, zu as containing
two distinct copies of x, so that the trivial interval Ipx,xq is a factor in the above intersection
and µpx,x, zq “ x.)

In particular, if X is complete and connected, then there is a geodesic triangle with vertices
x,y, z and µpx,y, zq is the unique point lying on all three sides of this triangle.

Lemma 2.8 (Corollary 2.20 [Fio20]). If pX, dq is complete and pX,µq has finite rank, then
Ipx,yq is compact for all x,y P X.

Lemma 2.9. Let pX, d,µq be a complete, connected median metric space. Let Y Ä X be a
subspace. Then Y is median-convex if and only if Y contains every geodesic whose endpoints
lie in Y.

Proof. Suppose that Y is median-convex. Let x,y P Y. Then for any z P Ipx,yq, we have
µpx,y, zq “ z P Y, i.e. Ipx,yq Ä Y. By Lemma 2.7, every geodesic from x to y lies in Y.
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Conversely, suppose that Y contains every geodesic whose endpoints lie in Y. Let x,y P Y

and z P X. Since µpx,y, zq lies on a geodesic from x to y, it lies in Y. This proves median-
convexity. ⇤

An extremely important notion is that of a gate. Gates can be defined more generally —
in fact tautologically — for gate-convex subsets of median algebras, but we will only need the
notion of a gate map in a median metric space. In that context, the gate map to a closed,
convex subset is exactly the closest-point projection. More precisely:

Lemma 2.10 (Gate map). Let pX, d1,µq be a median metric space with compact intervals,
or which is complete. Let Y be a closed, median-convex subspace. Then there exists a unique
retraction g : X Ñ Y (the gate map) such that for all x P X and y P Y, we have

µpx,y, gpxqq “ gpxq.

Moreover, g is a 1–lipschitz median algebra homomorphism. If pX, dq is complete and con-
nected, then for all y P Y, the point gpxq lies on some geodesic from x to y.

A set Y Ä X is gated if there is a map g : X Ñ Y with the first property mentioned in
the lemma. It is not hard to see that such a map, if it exists, is unique.

Proof. See Lemma 2.6 of [Fio20] for an explanation of why closed, median-convex subsets
are gated under the compact intervals hypothesis. Lemma 2.13 of [CDH10] implies the same
conclusion under the hypothesis that X is complete. Lemma 2.13 of [CDH10] says that g

is 1–lipschitz and [Fio20, Proposition 2.1] says it is a median homomorphism. The defining
property of the gate map, together with Lemma 2.7, implies the last statement. ⇤

2.2. Halfspaces and walls. In a median algebra pM,µq, a halfspace is a subset h Ä M
such that h and M ´ h are both nonempty and median-convex.

Letting H be the set of all halfspaces in M , we have an involution ˚
: H Ñ H sending each

halfspace to its complement. For each h P H, the pair ĥ “ th, h˚
u is the wall associated to

h, and given a wall ĥ “ th, h˚
u, the halfspaces h and h˚ are associated to ĥ. We denote by

W the set of walls.
Here is some terminology. If ŵ, ĥ P W , we say that ĥ and ŵ cross if the sets h X w, h X

w˚, h˚
Xw, h˚

Xw˚ are all nonempty. If A Ä M , we say that ŵ crosses A to mean that AXh
and A X h˚ are both nonempty. We say that ĥ separates the subsets A,B if A Ä h,B Ä h˚

or vice versa. We say that ĥ separates the walls û, v̂ if, up to possibly replacing halfspaces
with their complements, we have u Ä h Ä v.

In a geodesic median metric space, halfspaces are (geodesically) convex, but they may not
be gated since they may not be closed. In fact, if X is a complete median metric space of
finite rank, then each halfspace is either open or closed, by [Fio20, Corollary 2.23].

2.3. Parallelism. Fix a median metric space pX, d1,µq. Given a convex subset Y, we write
WpYq for the set of walls crossing Y, and we write HpYq for the set of halfspaces associated
to walls crossing Y.

We will need the following list of facts, which is Lemma 2.2 in [Fio20]:

Lemma 2.11. Let pX, d1,µq be a complete median metric space. Let Y,Y1 be closed median-
convex subsets, and let g, g1

: X Ñ Y,Y1 denote the gate maps. Then:
(1) gpY

1
q is convex. If Y X Y

1
‰ H, then gpY

1
q “ Y

1
X Y.

(2) The gate map to gpY
1
q is g ˝ g

1. In particular, if Y Ä Y
1, then g “ g ˝ g

1.
(3) g ˝ g

1
˝ g “ g ˝ g

1.

Gates relate to halfspaces and walls via the following, which is Proposition 2.3 in [Fio20]:
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Lemma 2.12. Let X,Y be as in Lemma 2.11. Then the assignment h fiÑ h X Y defines
a bijection from HpYq (the set of halfspaces associated to walls crossing Y) to the set of
halfspaces in the median space pY, d1,µq. The inverse map is given by h fiÑ g

´1
phq. Moreover,

if û, v̂ are walls crossing Y, then u Ñ v if and only if u X Y Ñ v X Y.

Lemma 2.13. Let X,Y be as in Lemma 2.11. Let x P X and let ŵ “ tw,w˚
u P W. Then

ŵ separates x from Y if and only if ŵ separates x from gpxq.

Proof. One direction is clear, since gpxq P Y. The other direction follows from, for example,
Lemma 2.4 of [Fio20]. ⇤

Important to us will be the following notion of parallelism for convex subspaces:

Definition 2.14 (Parallel). Let pX, d1,µq be a complete median metric space and let Y,Y1

be closed, median convex subspaces. Let g, g1 respectively denote the gate maps to Y,Y1.
Then we say that Y,Y1 are parallel if g : Y

1
Ñ Y and g

1
: Y Ñ Y

1 are isometries. ⇤
Lemma 2.15. If Y,Y1 are parallel, then the isometries g|Y1 and g

1
|Y are inverses. Paral-

lelism is an equivalence relation on closed, median-convex subspaces of X. Finally, if Y and
Y

1 are parallel, then HpYq “ HpY
1
q.

Proof. By Lemma 2.11, the gate map to gpY
1
q is g ˝ g

1. On the other hand, since g|Y1 is an
isometry, gpY

1
q “ Y. So the restriction of g ˝ g

1 to Y is the same as the restriction of g to
Y, i.e. the identity. Apply the same argument, reversing the roles of g, g1 and Y,Y1. This
shows that g|Y1 and g

1
|Y are inverses.

If Y “ Y
1, then the restriction of g to Y is the identity, so Y is parallel to itself. Symmetry

of the parallelism relation follows directly from the definition. Transitivity follows from
Lemma 2.11 since compositions of isomtries are isometries.

Now we prove that parallel closed, convex subspaces cross the same walls, i.e. Y,Y1 being
parallel implies HpYq “ HpY

1
q.

Suppose that ĥ “ th, h˚
u P WpYq. Equivalently, h, h˚

P HpYq, i.e. h X Y ‰ H and
h˚

X Y ‰ H. These intersections are disjoint and convex.
Since g

1 is a median homomorphism, g1
phXYq, g1

ph˚
XYq are nonempty convex subsets of

Y
1. Since g

1
|Y is bijective, g1

phXYq, g1
ph˚

XYq are disjoint. Since Y “ phXYq Y ph˚
XYq,

we have Y
1

“ g
1
phXYqYg

1
ph˚

XYq, again because g
1
|Y is bijective. So g

1
phXYq, g1

ph˚
XYq

are complementary halfspaces in Y
1.

By Lemma 2.12, we have that w “ pg
1
q

´1
pg

1
ph X Yqq and w˚

“ pg
1
q

´1
pg

1
ph˚

X Yqq are
halfspaces in HpY

1
q. But w X Y “ h X Y and w˚

X Y “ h˚
X Y, so by Lemma 2.12,

w “ h,w˚
“ h˚. Hence h, h˚

P HpY
1
q. A symmetric argument gives the opposite conclusion,

so HpYq “ HpY
1
q, as required. ⇤

2.4. Measured halfspaces and Fioravanti’s construction. We now recall the notion
of measured halfspaces from [Fio20], which allows somewhat stronger conclusions than the
(perhaps more intuitively appealing for those whose mental image of a CAT(0) cube complex
favours hyperplanes over halfspaces) measured walls viewpoint from [CDH10] under the as-
sumptions on a median space under which we will work. Specifically, we work with measured
halfspaces partly because [Fio20] has very general statements about which sets of halfspaces
are measurable, and, perhaps more importantly, the following reason. The walls in a median
metric space X define a measured wallspace in the sense of [CDH10], and it is shown in that
paper that X embeds in the median space dual to the measured wallspace structure. Using
measured halfspaces, one obtains the stronger result that, under reasonable conditions on
X, this embedding is surjective (along with related results). This explains the choice to use
measured halfspaces rather than measured walls.

Fix a complete connected median metric space pX, d1,µq of rank N † 8.
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Given x,y P X, we let Hpx,yq be the set of halfspaces h such that x P h and y P h˚ or
vice versa. (In other words, Hpx,yq “ HpIpx,yqq.)

Let B0 Ä 2
H be the �–algebra generated by the sets Hpx,yq as x,y vary in X. In [Fio20],

Fioravanti extends B0 to a �–algebra B of morally measurable sets of halfspaces. We just
need some of the properties of moral measurability established in [Fio20].

The main property is that the morally measurable sets support a measure fio such that
fiopHpx,yqq “ d1px,yq

for all x,y P X (see [Fio20, Lemma 3.3, Theorem 2.17]). In particular, since d1 is a metric,
any two distinct points in X must be separated by a wall.

Now we look at some important examples of fio–measurable sets of halfspaces.
First, a set S of halfspaces is inseparable if, for all u, v P S and all halfspaces h with

u Ä h Ä v, we have h P S. Lemma 3.9 of [Fio20] says that every inseparable set of halfspaces
is measurable.

If Y Ä X is convex, then HpYq is fio–measurable; see [Fio20, Lemma 3.6]. This generalises
the fact that Hpx,yq is measurable. In fact, HpYq is inseparable.

The other important examples will be halfspace filters and halfspace ultrafilters.4

Definition 2.16 (Halfspace filter, halfspace ultrafilter). A subset � Ä 2
H is a halfspace filter

if the following hold:
‚ for all h, v P �, we have h X v ‰ H (i.e. h Ç v˚);
‚ if h P � and h Ä v, then v P �.

If the filter � has the additional property that, for all walls tw,w˚
u, either w P � or w˚

P �,
then � is a halfspace ultrafilter.

For example, if A Ä X, then the set �A of halfspaces containing A is a filter, and this is
an ultrafilter if and only if A is a single point, since any two distinct points are separated by
a wall. ⇤

As inseparable sets of halfspaces, halfspace filters (and in particular halfspace ultrafilters)
are fio–measurable.

Definition 2.17 (Tangible halfspace filter). The halfspace filter � is tangible if for some,
and hence any, x P X, we have fiop� ´ �xq † 8. ⇤

For us, the key result from the theory of measured halfspaces is Corollary 3.11 from [Fio20]:

Theorem 2.18. Let pX, d1,µq be a complete connected median space of finite rank. Then
for any tangible halfspace filter �, there exists a convex subspace C such that fiop�4�Cq “ 0

(here 4 denotes symmetric difference).

In practice, we want C to be gated, but this can be arranged as follows:

Corollary 2.19. The convex subspace C from Theorem 2.18 can always be taken to be closed.

The proof of the corollary uses the following notation: if S Ä H, then S˚
“ th˚

: h P Su.

Proof. Let C be as provided by Theorem 2.18 and let C be its closure. Then C is convex.
(Indeed, let x,y P C and z P X. Choose sequences pxnq, pynq in C converging to x,y. Then
since µ is 1–lipschitz, pµpxn,yn, zqq, which is a sequence in C by convexity, converges to
µpx,y, zq, which is therefore in C, as required.)

Following [Fio20, Section 3], let AdjpCq be the set of halfspaces h such that h intersects
C but not C. Then �C ´ �

C
“ AdjpCq

˚. By [Fio20, Lemma 3.6], fiopAdjpCqq “ 0, while by
Lemma 2.20, fiopAdjpCq

˚
q “ fiopAdjpCqq. Hence fiop�4�

C
q “ 0, as required. ⇤

4We use the term "halfspace ultrafilter" where Fioravanti uses "ultrafilter" because later, in our discussions
of asymptotic cones, we will often refer to ultrafilters on N, a different notion.
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Lemma 2.20. The measure fio is invariant under the involution ˚.

Proof. This is essentially contained in [Fio20, Section 2, Section 3]. Specifically, for any
measurable set E of halfspaces, fiopEq is defined in terms of quantities of the form ⌘pE X

Hpx,yqq, where ⌘ is a slightly different measure observed in [Fio20, Section 2] (right after
Theorem 2.17) to be ˚–invariant. But pE X Hpx,yqq

˚
“ E˚

X Hpx,yq, so ˚–invariance of fio
follows from invariance of ⌘ and the definition of fio given in [Fio20, Section 3.1]. ⇤

The next lemma supports the following proposition, and is also used in Section 5.1.

Lemma 2.21 (Parallelism criterion). Let pX, d1,µq be a complete connected median metric
space of finite rank. Let A,A1 be closed convex subspaces such that

fiopHpAq4HpA1
qq “ 0.

Then A and A1 are parallel. Hence, in fact, HpAq “ HpA1
q.

Proof. Once we prove that A and A1 are parallel, it follows from the assumption that they
are closed and convex, along with Lemma 2.15, that HpAq “ HpA1

q. So we now verify
parallelism.

Let g : X Ñ A and g
1
: X Ñ A1 be the gate maps. By definition, it suffices to show that

g|A1 is an isometry (a symmetric argument will apply to g
1).

Let x,y P A1. Let x̄ “ gpxq, ȳ “ gpyq. We have that d1px̄, ȳq “ fiopHpx,yq X HpAqq.
Indeed, the walls separating the gates of x,y are precisely those that separate x,y and cross
A, by Lemma 2.12). Applying the hypothesis that fiopHpAq4HpA1

qq “ 0, we thus get that
d1px̄, ȳq “ d1px,yq since the assumption that x,y P A1 implies that Hpx,yq Ä HpA1

q. Hence
g is an isometric embedding. Similarly, g1 is an isometric embedding.

On the other hand, the walls separating g
1
pgpxqq from x “ g

1
pxq is the set of walls crossing

A1 and separating x from gpxq and crossing A. Now, no wall crossing A separates x from
gpxq, so by the hypothesis, fiopHpx, g1

pgpxqqq “ 0. Hence g
1 is surjective. Similarly, g is

surjective, so both maps are isometries between A,A1, whence A,A1 are parallel. ⇤
We will need the following fact about convex product subspaces:

Proposition 2.22 (Product regions). Let pX, d1,µq be a complete connected median space
of finite rank. Let A,B Ä X be closed, median-convex subspaces. Let HA and HB be fio–
measurable sets of halfspaces such that the following hold:

‚ fiopHA4HpAqq “ 0;
‚ fiopHB4HpBqq “ 0;
‚ if h P HA and v P HB are associated to walls ĥ, v̂ respectively, then ĥ and v̂ cross.

Then there exist closed, median convex subspaces A1, B1, respectively parallel to A and B,
such that the inclusions A1, B1 coincide with the restrictions to A1

ˆ tbu and tau ˆ B1 of an
isometric embedding A1

ˆ B1
Ñ X with median-convex image (for some a P A1, b P B1).

We give two similar proofs, to illustrate various concepts.

First proof. We will define a filter �, check that it is tangible, and apply Theorem 2.18 and
Corollary 2.19 to produce a closed median-convex subspace P such that, up to a set of
measure 0, the halfspaces associated to walls crossing P are exactly those in HA YHB. Then
we will use a result from [Fio18] to conclude that P decomposes as a product.

Fix an arbitrary basepoint x P X, so that �x denotes the halfspace ultrafilter consisting
of halfspaces containing x.

Note that we can assume that HA Ä HpAq and HB Ä HpBq, by taking intersections,
without affecting our hypothesis. Note that since HpAq,HpBq are inseparable, and any
halfspace separating two halfspaces in HA must cross every halfspace in HB, we can replace
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HA,HB with their inseparable closures without affecting our hypothesis. Finally, we can
assume HA,HB are involution-invariant without affecting our hypothesis.

For each wall ŵ that does not cross A or B, we will assign exactly one of the halfspaces w
or w˚ associated to ŵ to our candidate halfspace filter �. There are cases to consider:

‚ Suppose ŵ separates A from B and crosses all walls in HA. Then assign to � whichever
of w,w˚ contains B.

‚ Suppose that ŵ separates A from B and crosses all walls in HB but not all walls in
HA. Then assign to � whichever of w,w˚ contains A.

‚ Otherwise, ŵ cannot separate A from B. In this case, assign to � whichever of w,w˚

contains A Y B.
We claim that � is a filter. For a wall ŵ not crossing A or B, let �pŵq be the associated

halfspace belonging to �. Note that if ŵ, ŵ1 both fall into the same itemised case above, then
�pŵq X �pŵ1

q ‰ H (both halfspaces contain A or both contain B). The same conclusion
holds if ŵ falls in the third case and ŵ1 falls in either of the first two.

The only other possibility is thus if �pŵq Å A and �pŵ1
q Å B. This means that ŵ1 crosses

all the walls in HA, and ŵ crosses all those in HB but not all those in HA. But in this case
either ŵ, ŵ1 cross, or � orients them toward each other.

Now, for each wall ŵ not crossing A or B, we have chosen an associated halfspace. If u is
a halfspace such that �pŵq Ä u, then either u P �, or û crosses A or B, and we add u to �.
So, after these additions, � is a halfspace filter.

Note that HA Y HB does not contain any halfspace belonging to �. Indeed, if u P �, then
there exists ŵ not crossing A or B with, say, w P � and w Ä u. In each of the three cases
above for ŵ, we see that u cannot contain w if u P HA Y HB.

So, � consists of one halfspace for each wall not crossing A or B, together with some
elements of pHpAq ´ HAq Y pHpBq ´ HBq.

We now check tangibility. If h P �´�x, then h separates x from either A or B, or belongs
to the measure 0 set pHpAq ´ HAq Y pHpBq ´ HBq, so

fiop� ´ �xq § d1px, gApxqq ` d1px, gBpxqq,

where gA, gB are the gate maps to A and B. Since the latter quantity is finite, the halfspace
filter � is tangible.

Hence Theorem 2.18 and Corollary 2.19 provide a closed, convex P such that, up to a set
of measure 0, we have

HpP q “ HA \ HB.

By the hypothesis and [Fio18, Proposition 2.10], P decomposes as the product of closed
convex subspaces A1, B1 that cross the same walls as A,B (up to measure-0 sets of halfspaces).

More precisely,
HpP q “ pHpP q X HAq \ pHpP q X HBq \ pHpP q ´ pHA Y HBqq,

and all sets involved are fio–measurable. Now, HA is ˚–invariant and the same is true for
HB. So to apply [Fio18, Proposition 2.10], we just need to check that

fioppHpP q ´ pHA Y HBqq “ 0.

But by construction of �, we have that fiopHpP q ´ pHpAq Y HpBqq “ 0, so it suffices to
show that

fioppHpAq Y HpBqq ´ pHA Y HBqq “ 0.

This follows since our hypotheses imply fiopHpAq´HAq “ fiopHpBq´HBq “ 0, as required.
Finally, by Lemma 2.21, A and A1 are parallel, and B and B1 are parallel, completing the

proof. ⇤
A variant more conceptual proof of Proposition 2.22 is:
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Alternate proof using parallel sets. Let

ParpAq “

§

A2
A2,

where A2 ranges over the closed convex subsets parallel to A.
Note that if tw,w˚

u is a wall crossing ParpAq, then by Lemma 2.21, either w,w˚
P HpA2

q

for each parallel copy A2 of A, or there exist parallel copies A1, A2 of A with A1 Ä w,A2 Ä w˚.
So the set W of walls crossing ParpAq decomposes as W “ WpAq\OpAq, where OpAq consists
of walls crossing every wall in WpAq.

Let P be the intersection of all halfspaces containing ParpAq, so P is convex as the inter-
section of convex subspaces, and WpP q “ WpAq \OpAq. So the closure P is a closed convex
set, and as in Corollary 2.19, HpP q is the disjoint union of the (measureable, ˚–invariant) sets
of halfspaces associated to walls in WpAq and OpAq, together with a (necessarily ˚–invariant)
measure–0 set. So, by [Fio18, Proposition 2.10] and Lemma 2.21, P “ A ˆ C, where C is a
closed convex set.

Take B1
“ g

P
pBq. From our assumptions, gApBq is crossed by a measure–0 set of halfs-

paces, and is thus a point, so B1 is parallel to a subset of C and hence P contains a product
of the form A1

ˆ B1 where A1 is a parallel copy of A.
So, to conclude, we need to show that B is parallel to B1, i.e. that g

P
: B Ñ B1 is an

isometry. If not, then there exist distinct b,b1
P B such that Hpb,b1

q X HB contains a
positive measure set S of halfspaces s with P Ä s. Since the measure is positive, we can
choose s P S such that P X s˚ “ H, by Lemma 2.23 below.

Let As be the image of A under the gate map to s˚. Since all of the walls in HA cross ŝ,
and hence s˚, our hypothesis and Lemma 2.21 ensures A,As are parallel. So As Ä s˚ X P , a
contradiction. Thus B,B1 are parallel, as required. ⇤

The next lemma supports the above proof but is not used elsewhere.
Lemma 2.23. Let pX, d1,µq be a complete connected median space of finite rank. Let Q Ä X

be closed and convex. Let S be a fio–measurable set of halfspaces such that Q Ä s and
Q X s˚ ‰ H for all s P S. Then fiopSq “ 0.
Proof. By the definition of fio, it suffices to show that fiopS X Hpx,yqq “ 0 for all x,y, so
we can assume S Ä Hpx,yq for some x,y. Hence the elements of S are partially ordered by
inclusion, and two elements are incomparable if and only if they are either disjoint, or their
associated walls cross. Now, all elements of S contain Q, and any pairwise-crossing set of
walls has cardinality at most the rank rkpXq † 8, so antichains have size at most rkpXq.
Dilworth’s theorem [Dil50] thus allows us to write S as the disjoint union of at most rkpXq

chains. Let s1 à ¨ ¨ ¨ à sk be a chain in S. Choose q P Q X s˚
1 , which exists by hypothesis.

Then q P sk X s˚
1 , so d1ps˚

1 , skq “ 0. Proposition 2.26 in [Fio20] implies k § 2 rkpXq, so
|S| § 2 rkpXq

2. Finally, since X is connected, singletons have measure 0 ([Fio20, Lemma
3.5]), so fiopSq “ 0, as required. ⇤
2.5. R–trees as median spaces, and product medians. Let F‚ be an arbitrary set, and
for each U P F

‚ , let pT ‚
U,DU,µUq be a connected median metric space with compact

intervals. Then T ‚
U is a geodesic space (we are not assuming it is complete). Fixing a

basepoint 1U P T ‚
U for each U, we let `1pF

‚
q be the set of pxUq

UPF‚ P
±

U
T ‚

U such that

d1p1, pxUqq “

ÿ

U

DUp1U,xUq † 8.

(Here we use the convention that the above sum is taken over the nonzero terms, so that
the condition that the sum is finite implies that it has countably many nonzero terms. The
order of summation is then immaterial since the terms are nonnegative.)
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Then it is readily checked that `1pF
‚
q, with the `1 metric d1, is a median metric space,

and the median is determined by the media µU in the various coordinates.
The median space `1pF

‚
q is a bit scary, e.g. it can have infinite rank, and therefore has

some surprising walls (see e.g. [Fio20, Example 2.24]). We will be working with finite-rank,
complete, connected median subspaces of such spaces, which are much better behaved. We
will usually be interested in the case where each T ‚

U is an R–tree (i.e. a 0–hyperbolic
geodesic metric space), using the following:

Proposition 2.24. Every R–tree is a geodesic median metric space of rank at most one.
Conversely, suppose that pT, dq is a metric space with the following properties:

‚ for all a, b P T , there is a unique geodesic joining a to b;
‚ for all a, b, c P T , there exists a point m such that m lies on the geodesic from x to
y, whenever x, y P ta, b, cu are distinct. (We think of ta, b, cu as a multiset so that, if
a “ b, we require m to lie on the geodesic from a to a, i.e. m “ a.)

Then pT, dq is an R–tree, and the assignment pa, b, cq fiÑ m is the median operator.

A useful feature of the above proposition is that, to check that a uniquely geodesic space
is an R–tree, one must produce the point m (given and triple a, b, c), but one need not show
that it is unique (as would be required to check straight from the definition that pT, dq is a
median space).

Proof of Proposition 2.24. Every R–tree is a geodesic space by definition, and is a median
space of rank at most one by, e.g. [Bow14].

Conversely, let pT, dq be a geodesic space satisfying the properties listed in the statement.
Let a, b, c P T , and let m be as in the statement. Then m satisfies

dpx, yq “ dpx,mq ` dpy,mq

whenever x, y P ta, b, cu are distinct (again, viewing ta, b, cu as a multiset), as required for a
median. Since the unique geodesic from a to b passes through m, and the same is true with
either a or b replaced by c, uniqueness of the geodesics from m to each of a, b, c, imply that
T is 0–hyperbolic. Hence T is an R–tree (and thus a median metric space of rank 1, with
median m). ⇤

This concludes our review of median spaces. We will sporadically use a few facts not
covered here, directing the reader to the appropriate place in the literature where needed.

3. Poset-colourings

This section is about colouring the walls in a median space by partially ordered sets of
colours; we will use these colourings later to characterise real cubings among median spaces.
Roughly, Definition 3.1 is a general definition of such a poset-colouring sufficient to ensure
that the median space in question is isometric to a real cubing — real cubings will be defined
in Section 4 and the sufficiency of a poset-colouring for constructing a real cubing structure
is Theorem 5.1. This theorem relies on two technical assumptions on the poset-colouring —
finite depth, which asks for a bound on the lengths of chains in the poset — and tangibility,
which asks that the sets of walls whose colour is bounded above by a given colour naturally
determine a tangible filter. Theorem 5.1 is what we will use later to show that asymptotic
cones of hierarchically hyperbolic spaces are bilipschitz equivalent to real cubings: we will see
that such asymptotic cones are median, and then use the hierarchically hyperbolic structure
to poset-colour the walls.

Informally, tangibility is what allows us to construct, for each colour U, a closed convex
subspace FU such that the walls crossing FU are, up to a measure-0 set, those whose colour
non-strictly precedes U in the partial order.
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In this section, we will also study a canonical colouring of the walls in a median space
by a poset, called the orthogonal poset-colouring. This is not needed for the applications to
asymptotic cones, but it is of independent interest. Indeed, we will show that the finite depth
assumption implies the tangibility assumption in the case of the orthogonal poset-colouring,
and we will use this to characterise "well-behaved" real cubings among complete, connected,
finite-rank median spaces in Corollary 6.9.

3.1. Poset-colourings and associated filters. In this section, pX, d1,µq is a median met-
ric space.

Later, we will impose additional conditions, namely completeness and connectedness of
pX, d1q (which guarantee that it is a geodesic space) and local convexity of pX, d1,µq or the
stronger condition of finite rank.

However, we do not need these conditions yet. The reader should have in mind the
situation where X is complete, connected, and of finite rank, but also the situation where X

is a discrete median algebra, i.e. the 0–skeleton of a CAT(0) cube complex.
We let W denote the set of walls in X, and H the set of halfspaces. We refer the reader

to Section 2.2 for the background on halfspaces needed in this subsection; we will also use
the measure fio from Section 2.4.

We next define a poset-colouring on pX, d1,µq.

Definition 3.1 (Poset-colouring, depth). A poset-colouring is a map Col : W Ñ pF
‚
,Ñq,

where pF
‚
,Ñq is a partially ordered set with a unique Ñ–maximal element, denoted S, such

that pF
‚
,Ñq has the following properties.

First, for a given colour U P F
‚ , let

WU “

§

VÑU

Col´1
pVq

be the set of walls whose colours precede (or coincide with) U in the partial order. Let HU

be the set of halfspaces associated to walls in WU. Given a set A of walls, we let ColpAq

denote the set of colours in F
‚ arising as colours of walls in A. We say that, e.g. ColpAq Ñ V

to mean that Colpaq Ñ V for all a P A.
We require the following to hold for all v̂, ĥ, û P W :
(I) For each U P F

‚ , the set WU is inseparable. (In particular, if û separates ĥ, v̂, and
Colpĥq “ Colpv̂q, then Colpûq Ñ Colpĥq. Note also that inseparability of WU implies
inseparability, and hence fio–measurability, of HU [Fio20, Lemma 3.9].)

(II) Let U,V P F
‚ . If there exist nonempty sets A Ä WU and B Ä WV such that

fiopHU ´ HAq “ 0, fiopHV ´ HBq “ 0 and each wall in A crosses each wall in B, then
U and V are Ñ–incomparable.

(III) Let U,V P F
‚ . Suppose we have an inseparable set A of walls such that ColpAq Ñ U,V

and the set HA of halfspaces associated to A has positive fio–measure. Then there
exists a family tWiuiPI of elements in F

‚ such that
‚ fiopHWi X HAq ° 0 for all i P I, and
‚ Wi Ñ U,V for all i P I, and
‚ fio pHA ´

î
i
pHWi X HAqq “ 0.

The third condition says that, up to a subset of A whose set of associated halfspaces
has measure 0, we have that â P A implies Colpâq Ñ Wi for some i P I.

(IV) Let U,V P F
‚ (we allow for the possibility that U “ Vq. Suppose that there exist

inseparable sets A,B of walls such that ColpAq Ñ U, ColpBq Ñ V and every wall in
A crosses every wall in B. Let HA,HB be the sets of halfspaces associated to A and
B and suppose that both sets of halfspaces have positive measure. Then there exist
families tUiuiPI and tVjujPJ of elements in F

‚ such that
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‚ Ui Ñ U for all i P I,
‚ Vj Ñ V for all j P J ,
‚ for i P I, j P J , any wall in WUi and any wall in WVj cross,
‚ fio pHA ´

î
i
pHA X HUiqq “ 0 and fiopHA X HUiq ° 0 for all i P I, and

‚ fio

´
HB ´

î
j
pHB X HVj q

¯
“ 0 and fiopHB X HVj q ° 0 for all j P J .

The last two conditions say that, up to subsets of HA,HB of measure 0, we have
Colpâq Ñ Ui, Colpb̂q Ñ Vj for some i P I, j P J , when â P A, b̂ P B.

Col is a depth D poset-colouring, for D P N, if every Ñ–chain has length at most D and
D is minimal with this property. We will use the term nesting to refer to the partial order
Ñ in a poset-colouring. ⇤
Remark 3.2. [Conditions (III), (IV) will be applied to subsets of halfspace-intervals] In
practice, we apply condition (III) to a set A such that HA “ HU X HV X Hpx,yq for some
x,y P X. The condition assumes that this set has positive measure, and provides tWiuiPI
such that each Wi Ñ U,Wi Ñ V, and each i satisfies fiopHWi X HAq ° 0. The condition
says that, up to a measure 0 set, HA, which is contained in the halfspace interval Hpx,yq,
is covered by positive-measure inseparable sets Hpx,yq X HWi . This is how the condition
functions in Theorem 5.1, for instance (and condition (IV) has a similar role). ⇤

Fix a poset-colouring Col : W Ñ F
‚ as in Definition 3.1. We can use WU to associate to

U a halfspace filter as follows.

Definition 3.3 (Filter associated to a colour). Fix a basepoint x0 P X. Fix a colour U P F
‚ .

Recall that
WU “

§

VÑU

Col´1
pVq.

Suppose that WU is nonempty. Let WK
U

be the set of walls ŵ such that ŵ crosses ĥ for all
ĥ P WU.

Let ĥ P W ´ WU. Then, up to relabelling h and h˚, one of the following holds:
‚ ĥ P WK

U
and h is the halfspace associated to ĥ that contains x0.

‚ For some ŵ “ tw,w˚
u P WU we have w Ä h. Moreover, for any ŵ1

P WU not crossing
ĥ, some halfspace associated to ŵ1 is contained in h, by the condition on separation
in Definition 3.1.

Let �U be the set of halfspace h thus chosen, as ĥ varies in W ´ WU. See Figure 5. ⇤
The next observation is an immediate consequence of the definition of a filter and the

definition of a poset-colouring:

Lemma 3.4. For each colour U P F
‚ , the set �U is a filter. In particular, �U is fio–

measurable, and so is �U ´ �x0 , where �x0 is the set of halfspaces containing x0.

Proof. Once we show that �U is a filter, then Lemma 3.9 in [Fio20] will imply that it is
fio–measurable, and so is �U ´ �x0 .

First observe that if a, b P �U, then we cannot have a Ä b˚. Indeed, let â, b̂ be the
walls respectively associated to a, b. If â, b̂ P W ´ pWU Y WK

U
q, then this would violate the

separation condition in Definition 3.1. If â, b̂ P WK
U

, then a, b both contain x0. Finally, if
â P WK

U
and b̂ R WK

U
, then there exists ŵ P WU with w Ä b and â, ŵ crossing. So aXw ‰ H,

so a X b ‰ H.
Next observe that if a P �U and a Ä b, then b P �U, by definition of �U. Hence �U is a

filter. ⇤
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Figure 5. Constructing the filter �U. The unoriented walls are in WU, while
the other walls are oriented toward the halfspace in �U.

The point of the following condition is to allow one to construct, for each colour in a poset-
colouring, a corresponding closed, median-convex subspace of X, under the hypotheses that
X is complete, connected, and locally convex, using Theorem 2.18 and Corollary 2.19. We
have isolated the tangible filter condition because, in our applications to asymptotic cones
of hierarchically hyperbolic spaces, there will be a natural poset-colouring for which both
finite depth and the below tangible filter condition hold by construction. However, there
are poset-colourings that exist more generally, and for these we will check below that the
tangible filter condition actually follows from finite depth. This is not strictly needed for the
application to asymptotic cones, but it will help with the independently interesting question
of which median spaces are R–cubings.

Definition 3.5 (Tangible filter condition). Fix a basepoint x0 P X. The poset-colouring
Col : W Ñ F

‚ satisfies the tangible filter condition if for each colour U P F
‚ such that

WU ‰ H, the filter �U is tangible in the sense of [Fio20, Section 3], i.e. for some (hence any)
x P X, we have

fiop�U ´ �xq † 8.

The “hence any” bears some explanation since �U depended on our choice of x0. If we had
defined �1

U
in the exact same way, except with reference to a basepoint x1, then we would

have �U4�1
U

Ä Hpx0,x1q, which has measure d1px0,x1q † 8. The other part of “hence
any” — the a priori dependence of the definition of tangibility on x0 for a fixed filter �, is
handled by a similar argument in [Fio20]. ⇤

Example 3.6 (Sector non-example). Let X be the median metric space whose underlying
set is the subset of points px, yq P R2 with 0 § x and 0 § y § x, equipped with the `1
metric and the median inherited as a median subalgebra of pR2, `1q. Walls are either (finite-
length) vertical line segments or (infinite) horizontal rays. We colour W with two colours
V (vertical) and H (horizontal) accordingly. We add an artificial Ñ–maximal colour S with
H,V Ñ S. The colours H,V are not Ñ–related. This colouring has all of the properties
from Definition 3.1 except (IV), and it fails to have the tangible filter property: there is
a subspace, namely the horizontal axis, crossing exactly the vertical walls, but there is no
subspace crossing exactly the horizontal walls. ⇤
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3.2. Orthogonal poset-colouring, tangibility, and finite depth. Let pX, d1,µq be a
median metric space. As usual, we let W be the set of walls, H the set of halfspaces, and
equip H with the measure fio; see Section 2.4.

In our application to asymptotic cones of hierarchically hyperbolic spaces, we will be
working with a median space with a pre-existing poset-colouring (in fact, even the filters �U
will come from "naturally occurring" subspaces in that setting). However, one can construct
a poset-colouring in much more generality, namely an orthogonal poset-colouring.

The next definition abstracts the useful properties of an orthogonal poset-colouring. The
actual construction occurs in the next subsection.

Definition 3.7 (Orthogonal set, orthogonal poset-colouring). Let pF
‚
,Ñq be a partially

ordered set, and let K be a symmetric relation on F
‚ , and suppose that the following hold

for all U,V,W P F
‚ :

‚ U M U;
‚ F

‚ has a unique Ñ–maximal element;
‚ if U Ñ V and V K W, then U K W;
‚ (Wedges.) if W Ñ U,V, then there exists a unique Ñ–maximal element that Ñ–

precedes both U and V, i.e. there exists U^V Ñ U,V such that for all W Ñ U,V
we have that W Ñ U ^ V;

‚ (Clean containers.) for all U P F
‚ such that there exists V with V K U, there

exists U
K

P F
‚ such that for all V K U we have that V Ñ U

K and U
K

K W if and
only if W Ñ U;

‚ (Nesting is determined by orthogonality.) U Ñ V (resp. U à V) if and only
if the set of W for which V K W is contained (resp. properly contained) in the set
of W

1 for which W
1

K U. In particular, if nothing is K–related to V, then V is
the unique Ñ–maximal element, and if there exists W K V, then V

K Ñ U
K (resp.

V
K à U

K) if and only if U Ñ V (resp. U à V).
A set pF

‚
,Ñ,Kq with the above properties is called orthogonal. A poset-colouring Col :

W Ñ F
‚ where:

‚ pF
‚
,Ñ,Kq is an orthogonal set;

‚ for all ĥ, v̂ P W , the walls v̂, ĥ cross if and only if ColpĥqKColpv̂q.
is an orthogonal poset-colouring . ⇤

Here are some important combinatorial properties of an orthogonal poset-colouring.

Lemma 3.8. Let pX, d1,µq be a median metric space and denote by W the set of walls. Let
ColK : W Ñ pF

‚
K,Ñ,Kq be an orthogonal poset-colouring. Then,

‚ U
KK

“ U for all U P F
‚
K;

‚ if U à V, then WU à WV.

Proof. By the definition of orthogonal complements, we have U Ñ pU
K

q
K. Indeed, UKU

K.
Observe also that ppU

K
q

K
q

K
“ U

K. Indeed, the right side is orthogonal to pU
K

q
K and hence

nested in the left side. On the other hand, since U Ñ pU
K

q
K, we have UKppU

K
q

K
q

K, so
ppU

K
q

K
q

K Ñ U
K.

Suppose that U à pU
K

q
K. Then, taking orthogonal complements and using that orthog-

onality determines nesting, we get U
K à U

K, which is impossible. Hence U “ pU
K

q
K.

Suppose now that U à V. Since orthogonality determines nesting, we have proper con-
tainment of orthogonal sets and so there exists W P F

‚
K such that W K U and W M V.

Since in an orthogonal poset-colouring, orthogonality of colours is determined by crossing of
walls, we have that each wall in WW crosses each wall in WU and there exists ĥ P WV that
does not cross a wall in WW. It follows that WU à WV. ⇤
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Remark 3.9 (Joins, and wedges of sets). Let pF
‚
,Ñ,Kq be an orthogonal set such that any

Ñ–chain has a minimal and a maximal element. Suppose that tUiuiPI Ä F
‚ has the property

that there exists V such that Ui Ñ V for all i. Then the wedge property and fact that any
chain has a minimal element implies there is a unique Ñ–minimal such V, called the joinö

i
Ui of the Ui.

On the other hand, if Ui are such that there is some V with V Ñ Ui for all i, then let W
be the join of all possible such V, i.e. W is Ñ–minimal with the property that it contains
every V that is contained in all Ui. Now, since we could replace W by W ^ Ui for any i
and retain the latter property, we see that W Ñ Ui for all i. So W is the unique maximal
W that is nested into each Ui, and it is sensible to refer to W as

ô
i
Ui. In practice, finite

depth will enable us to talk about
ö

i
Ui and

ô
i
Ui. ⇤

Remark 3.10 (Verifying poset-colourings using wedges and clean containers). Given an
orthogonal set pF

‚
,Ñ,Kq and a map Col : W Ñ F

‚ , the "wedges" and "clean containers"
property make it easier to verify that Col is a poset-colouring, at least when the wedge
operator is defined for arbitrary subsets of F‚ , i.e. for any tUiui Ä F

‚ for which there is some
V with V Ñ Ui for all i, there is a unique Ñ–maximal such V, denoted

ô
i
Ui. Remark 3.9

describes one situation in which this occurs.
Suppose that we have verified that each WU is inseparable, as demanded by Definition 3.1,

and that ĥ, v̂ cross if and only if ColpĥqKColpv̂q, as in Definition 5.7. Then Col is actually
an orthogonal poset-colouring. The remaining things to check in order to verify this are
conditions (III),(IV) from Definition 3.1.

But the wedge property implies Definition 3.1.(III). Indeed, if A is an inseparable set of
walls with fiopAq ° 0, and ColpAq Ñ U,V, then ColpAq Ñ U^V “ W. So, HAXHW “ HA,
so that intersection has positive measure, and W Ñ U,V by the definition of the wedge, and
every wall in A has colour nested in W.

Similarly, the clean containers property implies Definition 3.1.(IV). Indeed, let U,V be
colours and let A,B be inseparable sets with all elements of the former crossing all elements
of the latter. Assume ColpAq Ñ U, ColpBq Ñ V. For each â P A, we have that Colpâq Ñ
Colpb̂qK for all b̂ P B, so we take U

1
“
ô

b̂PB Colpb̂qK
^ U. Also, let V

1
“
ô

b̂PB Colpb̂q.
Then ColpAq Ñ U

1, ColpBq Ñ V
1, as required by Definition 3.1.(IV).

Moreover, U1
KV

1. Indeed, for any b̂ P B, we have Colpb̂qKU
1 since U

1 Ñ Colpb̂qK. But
V

1 Ñ Colpb̂q, so U
1
KV

1. So, every wall whose colour is nested in U
1 and every wall whose

colour is nested in V
1 have orthogonal colours, and hence the walls cross. Thus Col is indeed

a poset-colouring. ⇤

Before proceeding to construct orthogonal poset-colourings, we illustrate one of their pur-
poses with Theorem 3.13: an orthogonal poset-colouring has the property that finite depth
implies the tangible filter condition. This will not be needed for the application to asymptotic
cones of hierarchically hyperbolic spaces.

Example 3.11 is an example where finite depth fails.

Example 3.11 (Staircase). Modify the median space X from Example 3.6 so that it consists
of the union of the squares lying between y “ x and y “ 0 in the standard tiling of R2 by
2–cubes (an infinite staircase). This is again a median metric space — and also a CAT(0)
square complex — and each wall is parallel to exactly one hyperplane. Notice that the infinite
staircase is a median subalgebra of R2 but not a median convex subspace.

Colour the walls according to the hyperplanes (i.e. the colour of a wall is the unique
hyperplane to which it is parallel), again with a trivial Ñ–relation (one can insert an artificial
Ñ–maximal element). This is now a finite-depth poset-colouring, and it satisfies the tangible
filter condition.
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Declare walls to be orthogonal if they cross. This is not an orthogonal poset-colouring,
because it fails the clean containers condition.

On the other hand, in this example, the orthogonal poset-colouring constructed in Sec-
tion 3.3 does not have finite depth but does satisfy the tangible filter condition. ⇤
Example 3.12. The CAT(0) cube complex illustrated in Figure 6 has an orthogonal poset-
colouring of the walls, described in Section 3.3 below. The reader can check that this or-
thogonal poset-colouring has infinite depth, and does not have the tangible filter property.
Indeed, the colour of the ith horizontal wall is the set of the first i horizontal walls, and the
join of these colours (i.e. the Ñ–minimal colour Ñ–larger than all of them, which is just the
set of all horizontal walls) witnesses failure of tangibility since there is no convex subcomplex
crossing exactly the horizontal walls.

The difference with Example 3.11 is the following. In that example, the join of the colours
associated to "horizontal" walls is just the unique maximal colour, whose associated filter is
tangible. In this example, the join of the horizontal (blue) walls is non-maximal, since it is
orthogonal to the colour of each purple wall. And its associated filter is not tangible. ⇤

Figure 6. CAT(0) cube complex of infinite depth, whose orthogonal poset-
colouring fails to satisfy the tangible filter condition.

Theorem 3.13 (Finite depth implies tangible for orthogonal poset-colourings). Let
pX, d1,µq be a complete, finite rank median metric space and let W be the set of walls.
If there exists an orthogonal set pF

‚
,Ñ,Kq and an orthogonal poset-colouring Col : W Ñ F

‚

of finite depth, then Col satisfies the tangible filter condition from Definition 3.5.

Proof. Let U P F. Let WU be the set of walls with colour nested in U and �U be the
associated filter as in Definition 3.3. Let x0 P X be a fixed basepoint. Recall that we need
to show that fiop�U ´ �x0q † 8.

First suppose that U is the unique Ñ–maximal element of F. Then WU “ W , the set of
all walls. So �U is the empty set of halfspaces, and we are done.

So, assume that U is not Ñ–maximal. Consider the set �U ´ �x0 . This is the set of
halfspaces u such that
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‚ the wall û associated to u is not in WU;
‚ some wall ĥ P WU satisfies h Ä u or h˚

Ä u;
‚ x0 R u, i.e. x0 P u˚.

The set �U ´ �x0 is partially ordered by inclusion. The following claim about this partial
order is the first place where we need the finite rank assumption.

Claim 1. Let u, v P �U ´ �x0 , and let û, v̂ respectively denote the associated walls. Then
one of the following holds:

‚ u Ä v;
‚ v Ä u;
‚ û and v̂ cross.

Hence �U ´ �x0 can be written as a disjoint union of at most N chains in the partial order
Ñ, where N is the rank of pX,µq.

Proof of Claim 1. Suppose that û, v̂ do not cross.
First suppose that u X v ‰ H but neither u nor v contains the other. Then u˚

X v˚
“ H,

contradicting that x0 P u˚
X v˚. So, either u Ä v or v Ä u, in which case we are done, or

uX v “ H. Assume the latter. Then x0 P u˚
X v˚, while we have walls ĥ, ŵ such that, up to

relabelling halfspaces, h Ä u,w Ä v, and ĥ, ŵ P WU. This contradicts inseparability of WU

since û, v̂ separate ĥ, ŵ. Hence u, v are Ñ–comparable.
Hence Ñ–antichains have cardinality at most N , by [Bow13, Proposition 6.2]. So the

“hence” part of the claim follows from Dilworth’s theorem [Dil50]. ⇤

By the Claim, there exists k § N and Ñ–chains C1, . . . , Ck whose disjoint union is �U´�x0 .
For each i § k, let Ci be the inseparable closure of Ci, defined in [Fio20, Section 2.1]: Ci is
the set of all halfspaces b such that for some a, c P Ci, we have a § b § c. Note that Ci is
contained in �U´�x0 . By construction, Ci is inseparable and hence fio–measurable by [Fio20,
Lemma 3.9].

Suppose that fiop�U ´ �x0q “ 8. Then, without loss of generality, fiopC1q “ 8, since
�U ´�x0 is the union of the finitely many measurable sets Ci. (Recall that �U ´�x0 “ YiCi,
and for each i we have Ci Ä Ci Ä �U ´ �x0 .)

Claim 2. We can choose a sequence of halfspaces thnu in �U ´ �x0 such that
‚ hn`1 à hn for all n P N, and
‚ the inseparable set Hn of halfspaces h such that x0 P h˚

1 Ä h˚ and hn Ä h satisfies
fiopHnq ° n.

Proof of Claim 2. By [Fio20, Corollary 2.27] (which hypothesises completeness and finite
rank), there is a countable chain thnun•1 in C1 that is cofinal in C1.

For each n • 1, let Hn be the set of halfspaces h such that x0 P h˚
1 Ä h˚ and hn Ä h.

Then Hn is inseparable (hence fio–measurable) and Hn Ä C1.
Observe that fiopHnq is unbounded as n Ñ 8, by cofinality of thnu in C1, the definition

of the inseparable closure, and the fact that fiopC1q “ 8. So, we can pass to a subsequence
with the desired properties. ⇤

By definition of �U ´ �x0 , for each n there exists ŵn P WU such that wn Ä hn (up to
relabelling the ŵn halfspaces). Hence wn Ä hi for all i § n. Let Wn be the set of walls
crossing hn.

Claim 3. For m § n, we have Wm XWU Ñ Wn XWU. Moreover, for all m P N there exists
npmq ° m such that the preceding containment is proper whenever n • npmq.
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Figure 7. Proof of Theorem 3.13.

Proof of Claim 3. If û crosses ĥm and does not cross ĥn, then û is separated from ŵn by
ĥn, so by inseparability of WU, we have û R WU. This proves the first assertion, i.e.
Wm X WU Ñ Wn X WU for m § n.

Suppose for some m P N that
Wm X WU “ Wn X WU

for all n • m. Then we can take ŵn “ ŵm for all n • m. Thus the set of halfspaces
separating x0 from wm includes hn for all n • m, and hence includes all subsets of the form
Hn, n • m. Hence Hpx0, wmq has infinite measure, contradicting that every point in wm lies
at finite distance from x0. This proves the second assertion. ⇤

In view of the previous claim, we can pass to a subsequence and assume that Wn XWU à

Wn`1 X WU for all n. (The subsequence is obtained by redefining h2 to be hnp1q, h3 to be
hnpnp1qq, etc.)

Note that if v̂ P Wn, then v̂ crosses ĥn, by definition, so Colpv̂qKColpĥnq by Defini-
tion 3.7. Hence Wn Ä W

ColpĥnqK . (To see the latter containment, note that if v̂ P Wn, then
Colpv̂qKColpĥnq implies Colpv̂q Ñ Colpĥnq

K, so v̂ P W
ColpĥnqK .)

On the other hand, if v̂ is a wall with Colpv̂q Ñ Colpĥnq
K, i.e. Colpv̂qKColpĥnq, then by

the same definition, v̂ and ĥn cross. Hence v̂ P W
ColpĥnqK “ Wn.

The claim and the preceding discussion show that
W

ColpĥnqK X WU à W
Colpĥn`1qK X WU.

By the Lemma 3.14 below, we thus have:

Colpĥnq
K

^ U à Colpĥn`1q
K

^ U

for all n.
This contradicts finite depth, so �U must be tangible. ⇤

Lemma 3.14. Let pF
‚
,Ñ,Kq be an orthogonal set and Col : W Ñ F

‚ an orthogonal poset-
colouring. Let U ,V P F

‚ . Then
‚ WU à WV implies U à V.
‚ If U ^ V is defined, i.e. if there exists W that is nested in both U and V, then

WU^V “ WU X WV.

Proof. If V is the unique Ñ–maximal element, then the first assertion holds automatically,
so suppose not. Then by Definition 3.7, VK is defined. By the same definition, every wall in
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WV crosses every wall in WVK , so if WU à WV, another application of the definition shows
that UKV

K, i.e. V
K Ñ U

K. Yet another application of the definition then shows U Ñ V.
Now, if U “ V, then WU “ WV, so if the containment in the statement is proper, so is the
nesting. This proves the first assertion.

Now suppose that U ^ V is defined (so as to prove the second assertion). Suppose that
û is a wall with Colpûq Ñ U ^ V. Then Colpûq Ñ U, so by definition, û P WU X WV.
Hence WU^V Ä WU X WV. On the other hand, if Colpûq Ñ U and Colpûq Ñ V, then
Colpûq Ñ U ^ V, which implies the other containment and hence concludes the proof of the
second assertion. ⇤

3.3. Existence of orthogonal poset-colouring on median spaces. We now construct
an orthogonal poset-colouring for median metric spaces, called the canonical orthogonal poset-
colouring. For our applications, we have in mind the case of a complete, connected, finite-rank
median space, but the reader is also encouraged to have in mind the example of the median
metric space consisting of the 0–skeleton of a CAT(0) cube complex. The reader familiar with
the factor system construction in [BHS17b, Section 8] might notice a resemblance between
that construction and the one in this section in the case of cube complexes.

Fix a wall û. Recall that Wpûq is the set of walls crossing û. (Recall that û, v̂ cross if
every halfspace associated to one intersects every halfspace associated to the other.)

Definition 3.15 (The set F
‚
0). Let F

‚
0 be the set of all nonempty sets of walls of the formì

iPI Wpûiq, where tûiuiPI is a collection of walls. We adopt the convention that W P F
‚
0 —

it is the intersection of sets Wpûq, taken over an empty set of walls û. ⇤
If U P F

‚
0, then U is inseparable, and therefore fio–measurable by [Fio20, Lemma 3.9].

Indeed, we have:

Lemma 3.16. Let û, v̂ be walls that both cross a wall ŵ. Suppose that ĥ is a wall separating
û, v̂. Then ĥ crosses ŵ. Hence each element of F‚

0 is inseparable.

Proof. We can label halfspaces so that v Ä h Ä u. Choose x, y P u˚
X w, u˚

X w˚ and
z, t P v X w, v X w˚. Then x P h˚

X w, y P h˚
X w˚, z P h X w, t P h X w˚, so ĥ, ŵ cross.

This shows that Wpŵq is inseparable. Since arbitrary intersections of inseparable sets are
inseparable, every set in F

‚
0 is inseparable. ⇤

We will use F
‚
0 to build an orthogonal set, starting with the following orthogonality and

nesting relations on F
‚
0:

Definition 3.17 (Orthogonality in F
‚
0). Let U ,V P F

‚
0. We write UKV to mean that every

wall in U crosses every wall in V . ⇤
Definition 3.18 (Nesting in F

‚
0). We say that U Ñ V if U Ä V . ⇤

Immediately from the definitions, we have the following for all U ,V,W P F
‚
0:

‚ Ñ is a partial order on F
‚
0 and W is the unique maximal element.

‚ Ñ and K are mutually exclusive, since no wall crosses itself.
‚ K is anti-reflexive (since no wall crosses itself) and symmetric.
‚ If Y Ñ U and UKV , then YKV .

Remark 3.19 (Wedge property in F
‚
0). Let U ,V P F

‚
0. Suppose that there exists Y P F

‚
0

with Y Ñ U and Y Ñ V .
Write

U “

£

iPI
Wpûiq
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and
V “

£

iPJ
Wpv̂jq.

Then
U X V “

£

iPI,jPJ
Wpûiq X Wpv̂jq,

so U X V P F
‚
0. Since Y is contained in U X V , we have Y Ñ U X V P F

‚
0. So, we can define a

wedge operator on F
‚
0 as in Definition 3.7 by U ^ V “ U X V . ⇤

Remark 3.20. We will not need the following, but we observe that we can take wedges of
arbitrary collections of subsets in F

‚
0, not just pairs, just by taking intersections. ⇤

Lemma 3.21 (Clean containers). Let U P F
‚
0 be such that there exists V P F

‚
0 with UKV.

Then there exists UK
P F

‚
0 such that UK

KU , and Y P F
‚
0 satisfies YKU if and only if Y Ñ UK.

Moreover, for all U ,V, we have that U Ñ V implies VK Ñ UK, and in particular

UK
“ ppUK

q
K

q
K.

Proof. Write
U “

£

iPI
Wpûiq,

where tûiuiPI is a set of walls. Let

Y “

£

ŵPU
Wpŵq.

In other words, Y is the set of walls ŷ such that ŷ crosses every wall in U . By definition,
Y P F

‚
0.

By assumption, VKU , so every wall in U crosses every wall in V . Hence, V Ä Y, i.e.
V Ñ Y. Since V is arbitrary, this will show that every element of F‚

0 orthogonal to U is nested
in Y. In particular, YKU . Let UK

“ Y.
Now we prove the "moreover" statement. Suppose that U ,V satisfy U Ñ V , so that U Ä V .

So, from the definition, we immediately get VK Ñ UK: any wall that crosses all walls in V
must cross all walls in U .

In particular, since UK
KU , we have U Ñ pUK

q
K, so ppUK

q
K

q
K Ñ UK. On the other hand,

letting V “ UK, we have VK
KV , so V Ñ pVK

q
K, i.e. UK Ñ ppUK

q
K

q
K. So ppUK

q
K

q
K

“ UK,
since Ñ is a partial order. ⇤

Now let F
‚
1 Ä F

‚
0 be the set of U P F

‚
0 such that either U “ W , or there exists V P F

‚
0 with

UKV .

Lemma 3.22. Suppose that U ,V P F
‚
1. Then

‚ if U ^ V is defined (i.e. U X V ‰ H) then U ^ V P F
‚
1;

‚ UK
P F

‚
1 provided U ‰ W.

Proof. The second assertion follows from the definition of F‚
1 and the fact that UK

KU . For
the first assertion, note that if YKU , then YKpU ^ Vq. ⇤

We would like to use pF
‚
1,Ñ,Kq as our orthogonal set, but it does not necessarily satisfy

the “nesting is determined by orthogonality” condition from Definition 3.7.
To remedy this, we introduce the following equivalence relation on F

‚
1: we write U „ V

to mean UK
“ VK. If W is the unique Ñ–maximal element of F‚

1, then we declare W to be
unique in its „–class. We let U denote the „–class of U , and V the „–class of V , etc.
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Let F
‚
K be the set of „–class representatives in F

‚
1. The following lemma defines a section

of the quotient map F
‚
1 Ñ F

‚
K, and after proving it, we will therefore think of F‚

K as a subset
of F‚

1.

Lemma 3.23 (Ñ–maximal „–class representatives). Let U P F
‚
K. Then there is a unique

Ñ–maximal Y P U. If U is not the class of W, then Y has the property that Y “ pUK
q

K for
all U P U. Conversely, any element of the form pVK

q
K, with V P F

‚
1, is Ñ–maximal in its

„–class.

Proof. Let U P U. If U “ W , we are done, so suppose not. Then UK is defined, and we have
U Ñ pUK

q
K. If V „ U , then pUK

q
K

“ pVK
q

K, proving the first assertion.
Now let V P F

‚
1. Let Y “ pVK

q
K. Then Y „ V by Lemma 3.21. Also, V Ñ Y, and for

any V 1
„ V , applying the orthogonal complement operation twice to V 1 gives Y. So Y is

Ñ–maximal in the „–class. ⇤

Thus we can view F
‚
K as the subset of F‚

1 containing exactly those elements that are Ñ–
maximal in their „–class. So, F

‚
K contains W and inherits the Ñ and K relations from

F
‚
1.
By the preceding lemma, if U P F

‚
K, then we can write U “ pVK

q
K for some V . Hence

UK
“ ppVK

q
K

q
K, so by Lemma 3.23, F‚

K inherits the clean containers property.
Observe that pUK

q
K

X pVK
q

K
“ pppUK

q
K

X pVK
q

K
q

K
q

K, by Lemma 3.21, so the wedge
property persists in F

‚
K in view of Lemma 3.23. We now check that we have found an

orthogonal set:

Lemma 3.24. The triple pF
‚
K,Ñ,Kq is an orthogonal set.

Proof. We have already seen that K is a symmetric, anti-reflexive relation and Ñ is a par-
tial order with a unique maximal element. Moreover, Ñ and K are mutually exclusive and
U Ñ VKW implies UKW . The wedge and clean containers properties from Definition 3.7
have already been verified, so it just remains to check that nesting is determined by orthog-
onality, i.e. if U ,V P F

‚
K, then VK Ñ UK implies U Ñ V (the other direction was checked in

Lemma 3.21).
Suppose that U “ pAK

q
K and V “ pBK

q
K and VK Ñ UK. Then by Lemma 3.21, BK Ñ AK,

so by another application of the same lemma, U Ñ V , as required.
Now we take care of the proper nesting part of the "nesting is determined by orthogonality"

condition. Suppose that VK à UK. Then U Ñ V , by the preceding discussion, and U ‰ V
since they have different orthogonal complements.

Conversely, suppose that U à V . We have by the preceding discussion that VK Ñ UK. We
need to show that VK

‰ UK. Writing U “ pAK
q

K and V “ pBK
q

K, we have by Lemma 3.21
that VK

“ UK implies AK
“ BK, from which, taking orthogonal complements once more, we

get U “ V , a contradiction. ⇤

Now we can prove the main result:

Proposition 3.25 (Canonical orthogonal poset-colouring). Let pX, d1,µq be a median metric
space and denote by W the set of walls. Then there is an orthogonal poset-colouring ColK :

W Ñ pF
‚
K,Ñ,Kq.

We call the orthogonal poset-colouring described in this section, the canonical orthogonal
poset-colouring of a median space.

We emphasise that in the proposition, the poset-colouring may have infinite (even un-
countable) depth.

We need one more lemma:
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Lemma 3.26 (Crossing pair has an abstract square). Let ĥ, v̂ be crossing walls. Then there
exist U,V P F

‚
K such that the following hold:

‚ UKV.
‚ There exist U P U,V P V respectively containing ĥ, v̂.

Figure 8. Setup of the proof of Lemma 3.26.

Proof. Choose w, x, y, z respectively lying in hXv, hXv˚, h˚
Xv˚, h˚

Xv. By [CDH10, Lemma
2.26], we can assume that w, x, y, z form a rectangle, so in particular ĥ separates w, x from
y, z, and v̂ separates w, z from x, y. See Figure 8.

Let V “ Wpw, z | x, yq be the set of walls separating w, z from x, y and let R “ Wpw, x |

y, zq be defined analogously. Each wall in R crosses each wall in V , since w, x, y, z form a
rectangle. Note that ĥ P R and v̂ P V .

Let U
ĥ

“
ì

ŵPRWpŵq and let Uv̂ “
ì

ŵPV Wpŵq. Then U
ĥ
,Uv̂ P F

‚
0, by definition.

Now, v̂ P U
ĥ
. Indeed, v̂ crosses every wall in R.

Let Y “
ì

ûPUĥ
Wpûq. Then since ĥ P R, we have that ĥ crosses every element of U

ĥ
, so

ĥ P Y. So Y is nonempty, and therefore by definition lies in F
‚
0. By construction, YKU

ĥ
, so

both Y,U
ĥ

P F
‚
1.

Let V be the „–class of U
ĥ

and let U be the „–class of Y. Then UKV, by the definition
of Y. Moreover, ĥ P Y and v̂ P U

ĥ
, as required. ⇤

Now we can prove the existence of orthogonal poset-colourings.

Proof of Proposition 3.25. If X is a single point, then the proposition holds vacuously since
there are no nontrivial walls, so we can assume the set of walls is nonempty.

Define a map ColK : W Ñ F
‚
K as follows.

Let ŵ “ tw,w˚
u be a wall. Let Ipŵq be the set of walls û such that ŵ crosses û. So,

Uŵ “

£

ûPIpŵq
Wpûq

lies in F
‚
0 and contains ŵ. If Ipŵq “ H, then by our convention on intersections over the

empty index set, Uŵ “ W . To see that Uŵ P F
‚
0, refer to Definition 3.15 and observe that Uŵ

is nonempty since it contains ŵ.
If Ipŵq ‰ H, then let Y “

ì
ûPUŵ

Wpûq. Then YKUŵ, and Y is nonempty since it contains
Ipŵq. Thus Uŵ P F

‚
1.
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Therefore, we can sensibly define ColKpŵq P F
‚
K to be the „–class of Uŵ. In particular, if

Ipŵq “ H, i.e. ŵ does not cross any walls, then ColKpŵq is the „–class of W .
We have already checked that pF

‚
K,Ñ,Kq satisfies the parts of Definition 3.7 not involving

the map ColK. It remains to complete the proof that ColK is a poset-colouring, i.e. to check
the the four conditions in Definition 3.1, and to check that, if ColKpŵqKColKpv̂q, then ŵ and
v̂ cross, and conversely, if ĥ and v̂ are crossing walls, then their colours are orthogonal.

Suppose that there exists a set A Ñ U,V as in Definition 3.1.(III). Then it suffices to
take as a family the wedge W “ U^V. Indeed, by definition, W Ñ U,V; by Remark 3.19,
we have that ColpAq Ñ W. Furthermore, since the set of halfspaces associated to A has
positive fio–measure and since the halfspaces associated to W contain those associated to A,
it follows that they also have positive fio–measure. This verifies Definition 3.1.(III).

Suppose that v̂ and ĥ cross. By Lemma 3.26, we have U ,V P F
‚
1 such that ĥ P U and

v̂ P V , and UKV . We can write
U “

£

iPI
Wpûiq,

so since ĥ P U , we have I Ä Iph̄q, and hence ColKpĥq Ñ U, where U is the „–class of U .
Similarly, ColKpv̂q Ñ V. So ColKpĥqKColKpv̂q, and in particular ColKpĥq, ColKpv̂q are not
Ñ–related.

Next, suppose that ĥ, v̂, û are walls such that ColKpĥq, ColKpv̂q Ñ V and û separates
ĥ from v̂. Let V P F

‚
1 be the unique Ñ–maximal representative of its „–class (given by

Lemma 3.23). Writing
V “

£

iPI
Wpŷiq,

we have that v̂ and ĥ both cross every ŷi. Since û separates v̂, ĥ, it follows that û crosses ŷi.
Hence ColKpûq Ñ V.

Next, suppose that U,V P F
‚
K. Suppose there exist sets A,B of walls with ColKpAq Ñ U

and ColKpBq Ñ V. Suppose that all walls in A cross all walls in B, and A,B are nonempty.
Let UA P F

‚
1 be the set of walls crossing all walls in B. Note that A Ä UA. Also every wall

in B crosses every wall in UA, by definition, so B Ä UK
A

.
So UA,UK

A
respectively contain A,B and are orthogonal in F

‚
1. Let U

2 and V
2 be their

„–classes, so U
2
KV

2. To conclude, just let U1
“ U

2
^U and let V1

“ V
2

^V. This verifies
Definition 3.1.(IV).

Finally, if ColKpv̂qKColKpĥq, then since ColKpv̂q is represented by a set of walls containing
v̂ and vice versa, the definition of orthogonality implies that v̂ and ĥ cross. Conversely, if v̂
and ĥ are crossing walls, then we saw above that ColKpĥqKColKpv̂q.

This completes the proof that ColK is an orthogonal poset-colouring. ⇤

We next show that the canonical orthogonal poset-colouring is minimal and essentially
unique in the following sense.

Proposition 3.27. Let pX, d1,µq be a median metric space and denote by W the set of
walls. Let ColK : W Ñ pF

‚
K,Ñ,Kq be the canonical orthogonal poset-colouring as described in

Proposition 3.25 and let Col1K : W Ñ pF
‚
K

1
,Ñ1,K

1
q be an arbitrary orthogonal poset-colouring.

Let F‚
K,p

1 be the subset of elements V P F
‚
K

1 such that WV ‰ H and consider pF
‚
K,p

1
,Ñ,Kq

with the induced relations.
Then, there is a bijective map f : pF

‚
K,p

1
,Ñ,K

1
q Ñ pF

‚
K,Ñ,Kq that respects the relations,

i.e. U K presp. ÑqV if and only if fpUq K presp. ÑqfpVq.

Proof. Let V
1

P F
‚
K,p

1.
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Suppose that V
1 is not the Ñ–maximal element. Then, since orthogonality determines

nesting, it follows that there exists W
1

P F
‚
K,p

1 such that W
1

K V
1.

Since F
‚
K

1 is an orthogonal poset-colouring, there exists V1K
P F

‚
K,p

1. Since V
1K

K V
1, from

the definition of orthogonal poset-colouring we have that each wall in W
V1K crosses each

wall in WV1 . Conversely, if a wall ŵ crosses each wall in WV1 , then from the definition of
orthogonal poset-colouring, we have that Colpŵq K V

1. Since V
1K has nested all W1

P F
‚
K,p

1

such that W1
K V

1, we deduce that W
V1K is precisely the set of walls that cross each wall in

WV1 .
Now, from the construction of the canonical orthogonal poset-colouring, see Definition

3.15, the set of walls that cross a given set of walls is an element of F‚
K. Therefore, we deduce

that there exists V
K

P F
‚
K such that WVK “ W

V1K Ä W . Furthermore, since V
K

P F
‚
K, we

have V
KK

P F
‚
K. From Lemma 3.8, we have that VKK

“ V and so V P F
‚
K and since WV are

the walls that cross WVK “ W
V1K , we have that WV1 “ WV.

We set that f : F
‚
K,p

1
Ñ F

‚
K sends the Ñ-maximal element of F

‚
K,p

1 to the Ñ-maximal
element of F‚

K and, in the notation above, V1 to V. From the discussion above, we have that
WV1 “ WfpV1q for all V P F

‚
K,p

1. It follows that the map f is injective as if fpV
1
q “ fpW

1
q,

we have that WV1 “ WfpV1q “ WfpW1q “ WW1 and since nesting is determined by inclusion
of the sets of walls, we have that V

1
“ W

1.
Finally, since

W “

§

V1PF‚
K,p

1
WV1 “

§

V1PfpF‚
K,p

1q
WfpV1q

and by construction WV ‰ H for all V P F
‚
K, it follows that fpF

‚
K,p

1
q “ F

‚
K and so f is

surjective.
It follows that f : F

‚
K,p

1
Ñ F

‚
K is a bijection. Since orthogonality of elements in F

‚
K and F

‚
K

1

is determined by the crossing of the walls with colours nested in those elements, we have that
U

1
K V

1 if and only if fpU
1
q K fpV

1
q; furthermore, since orthogonality determines nesting,

we have that U
1 Ñ V

1 if and only if fpU
1
q Ñ fpV

1
q. ⇤

We also record the following fact about orthogonal poset-colourings.

Proposition 3.28. Let X be a median metric space with more than one point, and let
Col : W Ñ pF

‚
,Ñ,Kq be an orthogonal poset-colouring. For U P F

‚ , recall that WU is the
set of walls ĥ with Colpĥq Ñ U and HU is the set of halfspaces associated to walls in WU.

Then for all walls ĥ,
maxtfiopH

Colpĥqq, fiopH
ColpĥqKu ° 0;

the above quantity may be infinite. When Colpĥq is Ñ–maximal, we take the above to mean
fiopH

Colpĥqq ° 0.

Proof. Let T “ Colpĥq, let T be its „–class.
First suppose that no wall crosses ĥ. Then by Definition 3.7, T is Ñ–maximal, so HT “ H,

which has positive measure since X is not a single point.
Otherwise, some wall crosses ĥ. So, by the definition of an orthogonal poset-colouring,

there exists U P F
‚ , and some v̂ with Colpv̂q “ U, such that UKT (and ĥ and v̂ cross).

Let w, x, y, z P X and R,V be as in the proof of Lemma 3.26. Then the sets of halfspaces
associated to R and V both have positive measure, since d1pw, xq ° 0 and d1pw, zq ° 0. As
in the proof of Lemma 3.26, we have ĥ P R and v̂ P V . Every wall in V crosses ĥ, so if some
wall û crosses every wall crossing ĥ, then û crosses every wall in V . Hence V Ä WTK , and
therefore HTK has positive measure. ⇤
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4. Real cubings

We now introduce real cubings.

4.1. Definition of a real cubing. In this section, we introduce R–cubings. First we need
some notation:

Notation 4.1 (The `1–space associated to a set of based R–trees). Let F
‚ be a set, and,

for each F P F
‚ , let pT ‚

F, dFq be an R–tree (i.e. a 0–hyperbolic geodesic metric space) with
a basepoint 1F. We denote by `1pF

‚
q the subspace of

±
FPF‚ T ‚

F consisting of those tuples
pxFq

FPF‚ such that ÿ

FPF‚
dFpxF, 1Fq † 8.

We equip `1pF
‚
q with the `1 metric d1, i.e.

d1ppxFq, pyFqq “

ÿ

FPF‚
dFpxF,yFq.

Note that we do not impose any cardinality constraint on F
‚ . But, in the above definition,

and later, we use the following convention on sums: we are summing over the F P F
‚ for

which the corresponding term is nonzero (hence positive). If there are uncountably many
such terms, pxFqF R `1pF

‚
q. So we are really only interested in points for which the set of

such F is countable, and then the infinite sum can be interpreted in the usual way since the
property of convergence is independent of the order in which we sum the terms, in view of
positivity of the nonzero terms. ⇤
Definition 4.2 (R–cubing). The nonempty set F‚ together with the collection tT ‚

W : W P

F
‚
u of R–trees pT ‚

W, dWq, each with a fixed basepoint 1W P T ‚
W is a real cubing index

set whenever it satisfies the following four properties:
(1) (Nesting.) F

‚ is equipped with a partial order Ñ, called nesting. For V,W P F
‚ ,

we say V is nested in W when V Ñ W. (We emphasise that W Ñ W.)
For each W P F

‚ , we denote by F
‚
W

the set of V P F
‚ such that V Ñ W. Moreover,

for all V,W P F
‚ with V à W, there is an associated point ⇢V

W
P T ‚

W. There is
also a map ⇢W

V
: T ‚

W Ñ T ‚
V whenever V à W.

(2) (Orthogonality.) F
‚ has a symmetric and anti-reflexive relation called orthogonal-

ity : we write VKW when V,W are orthogonal. Also, whenever V Ñ W and WKU,
we require that VKU. If VKW, then V,W are not Ñ–comparable.

(3) (Transversality.) If V,W P F
‚ are not orthogonal and neither is nested in the

other, then we say V,W are transverse, denoted V&W. If V&W, then there are
points ⇢V

W
P T ‚

W and ⇢W
V

P T ‚
V so that the following holds. If U Ñ V or UKV,

then ⇢U
W

“ ⇢V
W

whenever W P F
‚ satisfies either V à W or V&W and W & U.

(4) (Finite complexity.) There exists �‚
P N Y t0u, the complexity of pX,F

‚
q, so that

any Ñ–chain in F
‚ has cardinality at most �‚ . Similarly, any subset of F

‚ whose
elements are pairwise orthogonal has cardinality at most �‚ .

The nonempty path-connected complete metric space pX, dXq is a real cubing (or R–
cubing) if there exists a real cubing index set F

‚ for which the following hold:
(5) (Consistency, realisation, isometric embedding) The space X is a subspace of

`1pF
‚
q, and dX is the restriction to X of the `1 metric.

Moreover, X has the following property, where ⇡W : `1pF
‚
q Ñ T ‚

W is the natural
projection for each W P F

‚ . A point x P `1pF
‚
q belongs to X if and only if

‚ ⇡Wpxq P ⇡WpXq for all W P F
‚ ; and
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‚ if V&W, then

min
 
dWp⇡Wpxq, ⇢VWq, dVp⇡Vpxq, ⇢WV q

(
“ 0,

and
‚ if V à W, then

min
 
dWp⇡Wpxq, ⇢VWq, dVp⇡Vpxq, ⇢WV p⇡Wpxqqq

(
“ 0.

The above equalities are called consistency conditions on tuples in `1pF
‚
q.

We require that for all V,W P F
‚ , we have that ⇢V

W
P ⇡WpXq whenever V Ñ W

or V&W.
(6) (Bounded geodesic image.) If V à W and x,y P X, then ⇡Vpxq ‰ ⇡Vpyq only

if the geodesic in T ‚
W from ⇡Wpxq to ⇡Wpyq contains ⇢V

W
.

We also refer to the pair pX,F
‚
q as a real cubing. This notation implicitly includes all of the

data: R–trees, ⇢‚
‚-points and maps, etc.

The space X is complete by hypothesis, but the associated R–trees need not be, even if
(as will be the case in practice), the maps ⇡U : X Ñ T ‚

U are surjective. ⇤
Remark 4.3. Real trees were introduced by Alperin and Moss [AM85] as metric completions
of simplicial trees and in their influential work, Morgan and Shalen [MS84] studied real
trees and groups acting on them as degenerations of hyperbolic spaces, or in other words,
asymptotic cones of hyperbolic spaces. In this first setting, real trees were defined as complete
metric spaces. Later, the definition was generalised to be a 0-hyperbolic space and nowadays
real trees do not need to be complete.

As in the original setting for trees, our main interest is in spaces that are complete for some
other reason, e.g. asymptotic cones of hierarchically hyperbolic groups. For this reason we
require real cubings to be complete metric spaces. This assumption is mainly for convenience
and we believe that, with the corresponding adjustments, it may be dropped (but path-
connectedness must be retained).

For instance, one of the implications of completeness that we use is the fact that real
cubings are geodesics spaces: we show that they are complete, connected median spaces.
However, a path-connected, not necessarily complete metric space X satisfying the rest of
Definition 4.2 can be shown to be a geodesic space as follows. First, the proof of Lemma 4.7
below shows that X is a median metric space, without using completeness.

Then, the completion X is again median, by [DK18, Proposition 6.42]. For each W P F
‚ ,

the lipschitz projection ⇡W : X Ñ T ‚
W extends to a lipschitz projection ⇡W : X Ñ T ‚W

between completions, which continues to be a median-preserving map. As a complete, path-
connected median space, X is a geodesic space, and the extended ⇡W must send geodesics
to geodesics since it is a median homomorphism. But for any pair of points x,y P X, the
geodesic � from x to y in X must remain inside X, since its image in each T ‚W must
remain in T ‚

W since it cannot contain any valence–1 points (except the endpoints), and the
completion of any R–tree is obtained by adding valence–1 points [AB87, MNO92].

But, for our purposes, we will just work with complete R–cubings. ⇤
Remark 4.4. Definition 4.2 is motivated by the definition of a hierarchically hyperbolic
space (see Part 2), with a few important differences.

For example, we do not require that F has a unique Ñ–maximal element, although this
will often hold in practice.

Also, in contrast with the definition of a hierarchically hyperbolic space, the hyperbolic
spaces associated to elements of the index set of an HHS structure have been replaced with R–
trees, and various coarse points have become points, coarse equalities have become equalities,
etc. Most importantly, several statements that are axioms in the hierarchically hyperbolic
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space setting have analogues in this setting that are consequences of the other axioms; we
now establish these. ⇤

As we mentioned, real cubings do not require a unique maximal element. However, the
next lemma allows us to assume without of generality when convenient, that the real cubing
has a unique Ñ-maximal element.

Lemma 4.5. Let pX,F
‚
q be a real cubing. Then we can modify the index set F‚ by adding a

unique Ñ-maximal element and obtain an index set F‚
m so that pX,F

‚
mq is a real cubing.

Proof. If F‚ does not have a Ñ-maximal element, we define the set F‚
m to be F

‚ together with
a new element S, The relations and real trees from F

‚ are preserved in F
‚
m. For all U P F

‚

we declare that U à S and define T S to be a point p. The ⇢ maps are defined as follows:
for all U P F

‚ , ⇢U
S

“ p and ⇢S
U

is an arbitrary point in T U.
Then it is routine to check that F

‚
Y tSu is a real cubing index set.

Note that adding elements to the index set whose associated real trees are points does not
affect the set of consistent tuples. More precisely, the natural map

π

UPF‚
T U Ñ tpu ˆ

π

UPF‚
T U

sends consistent, `1 points to consistent `1 points bijectively. Since T S is a point, the geodesic
bounded property is satisfied trivially. Therefore, pX,F

‚
mq is a real cubing.

Note that the clean containers property (see Definition 4.40) persists, and the wedge
property persists (if it held in the first place). ⇤

The next statement should be compared to the uniqueness axiom (Definition 10.1.(9))
in the definition of an HHS. While they are similar, the following statement is weaker, for
example because it does not imply that tT ‚

W : W P F
‚
u contains R–trees of arbitrarily

large diameter even when X is unbounded.

Lemma 4.6 (Weak uniqueness). Let pX,F
‚
q be an R–cubing. Let x,y P X. If x ‰ y, then

there exists W P F
‚ such that ⇡Wpxq ‰ ⇡Wpyq.

Proof. This is immediate from the definition. ⇤

As an analogue of the fact that hierarchically hyperbolic spaces are coarse median spaces
(see [BHS19, Section 7]), R–cubings are median metric spaces:

Lemma 4.7 (R–cubings are median). Let pX,F
‚
q be an R–cubing. Fix x,y, z P X. Let

W P F
‚ and let µW be the median of ⇡Wpxq,⇡Wpyq,⇡Wpzq in the R–tree T ‚

W. Then there
exists a unique µ “ µpx,y, zq P X such that ⇡Wpµq “ µW for all W P F

‚ .
In particular, pX, dXq is a complete, connected, median, geodesic metric space and µ :

X
3

Ñ X is the median operator.

Before giving a detailed proof, we sketch a more conceptually revealing proof. First, equip±
UPF‚ T ‚

U with the product median coming from the median metrics on the real trees
T ‚

U. Note that `1pF
‚
q is a median subalgebra, and in fact a median metric space. So

to prove that X is a connected median space whose median has the property given in the
statement, we just need to show that X is a median subalgebra of `1pF

‚
q. But each of the

consistency conditions in Definition 4.2 defines a median subalgebra of T ‚
UˆT ‚

V for some
U,V, and by definition X is the intersection of the preimages of these subalgebras under the
natural projection `1pF

‚
q Ñ T ‚

U ˆ T ‚
V, and hence a median subalgebra. This viewpoint

is explained more fully in Section 7.
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Proof of Lemma 4.7. Fix W P F
‚ . For each distinct a, b P t⇡Wpxq,⇡Wpyq,⇡Wpzqu, let ra, bs

be the unique geodesic in T ‚
W joining a to b (and hence passing through µW).

Since X is path-connected, and ⇡W is continuous, ra, bs Ä ⇡WpXq. Indeed, any X–path
from, say, x to y is sent by ⇡W to a path in T ‚

W joining ⇡Wpxq,⇡Wpyq and hence containing
r⇡Wpxq,⇡Wpyqs in its image.

Suppose that V&W. Then by Definition 4.2.(5), up to switching W,V, we have that ⇢W
V

coincides with at least two of the points ⇡Vpxq,⇡Vpyq,⇡Vpzq. Hence µV “ ⇢W
V

, or the same
holds with V and W reversed.

Similarly, if V à W and ⇢V
W

coincides with at least two of ⇡Wpxq,⇡Wpyq,⇡Wpzq, then
µW “ ⇢V

W
.

So, suppose that µW ‰ ⇢V
W

. Then ⇢V
W

does not lie on the geodesic between, say, ⇡Wpxq

and ⇡Wpyq, while µW does.
By Definition 4.2, ⇡Vpxq “ ⇡Vpyq “ µV, and each of these points coincides with

⇢W
V

p⇡Wpxqq and ⇢W
V

p⇡Wpyqq. Now, ⇢W
V

is constant on each component of ⇡WpXq ´ t⇢V
W

u,
and µW lies on a geodesic from ⇡Wpxq to ⇡Wpyq and is not equal to ⇢V

W
. So ⇢W

V
pµWq “ µV.

We have verified that pµWq
WPF‚ satisfies the conditions from Definition 4.2.(5), whence

there exists µ P X such that ⇡Wpµq “ µW for all W. The point µ is unique by Lemma 4.6.
µ is a median: Given x,y, z P X, let µ “ µpx,y, zq. Define

S “ Spx,y, zq “
1

2
pdXpx,yq ` dXpz,yq ` dXpx, zqq.

Define T “ T px,y, z, µq “
∞

aPtx,y,zu dXpa, µq.
For each W P F

‚ , define

SW “ Sp⇡Wpxq,⇡Wpyq,⇡Wpzqq

and
TW “ T p⇡Wpxq,⇡Wpyq,⇡Wpzq,⇡Wpµqq

analogously. Since ⇡Wpµq is the median of ⇡Wpxq,⇡Wpyq,⇡Wpzq in T ‚
W, we have SW “

TW for all W, by characterisation (C2) of a median from [Bow16b, p. 6].
From the characterisation of dX as the restriction to X of the `1 metric, it follows immedi-

ately from the above that S “ T . Another application of characterisation (C2) from [Bow16b]
now shows that px,y, zq fiÑ µ defines a median on X.

Conclusion: Thus far, we know that pX, dXq is a median metric space that is path-
connected and complete by hypothesis. So, by Lemma 4.6 of [Bow16b], X is a geodesic
space. ⇤

4.2. ⇢–consistency and nonempty product regions. Another difference between the
definition of a real cubing and a hierarchically hyperbolic space has to do with the fact that for
real cubings, we have assumed the analogue of the HHS realisation theorem (Theorem 10.5)
but omitted an analogue of the partial realisation axiom (Definition 10.1.(8)). Nonetheless,
a weaker version of the omitted axiom holds:

Proposition 4.8. Let pX,F
‚
q be a real cubing. Let U P F

‚ . Let PU be the set of x P X such
that ⇡Vpxq “ ⇢U

V
whenever U&V or U à V. Then PU “ H only if ⇡UpXq is a single point.

The converse of the proposition does not hold. Very typically, we will encounter real
cubings where some ⇡UpXq is a single point and PU ‰ H. These U are totally innocuous.
This is why, in Proposition 4.10, when we discard certain U, without affecting X, to get a
new real cubing structure, we discard only those U with PU “ H. Other U stay, even if
⇡UpXq is a single point. This flexibility is useful in our applications to asymptotic cones.
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Proof of Proposition 4.8. Suppose U P F
‚ satisfies ⇡Upxq ‰ ⇡Upyq for some x,y P X, i.e.

⇡UpXq is not a single point.
Let � be a geodesic in X from x to y, which exists by Lemma 4.7. Since ⇡U is a lipschitz

(hence continuous) median homomorphism (the former because of Definition 4.2.(5) and
the latter by the characterisation of the median in Lemma 4.7), the composition ⇡U ˝ �
is a (continuous) path and in fact an unparameterised geodesic in T ‚

U from ⇡Upxq to
⇡Upyq. Hence we can choose t P � such that ⇡Uptq is an interior point of ⇡U ˝ �, i.e.
⇡Uptq R t⇡Upxq,⇡Upyqu.

As above, we have for any other V P F
‚ that ⇡V ˝� is (after reparameterising) the geodesic

in the real tree T ‚
V from ⇡Vpxq to ⇡Vpyq. In particular, ⇡Vptq lies on the geodesic in T ‚

V

from ⇡Vpxq to ⇡Vpyq.
We now argue that t P PU, which will complete the proof.
Suppose that V P F

‚ satisfies V&U. Then by Definition 4.2.(5) (the consistency condi-
tion), one of the following holds:

‚ ⇡Vpxq “ ⇡Vpyq “ ⇢U
V

, in which case, since ⇡Vptq lies on the geodesic ⇡V ˝ �, we get
⇡Vptq “ ⇢U

V
.

‚ ⇡Vpxq ‰ ⇡Vpyq so that, up to interchanging the roles of x,y, we have ⇡Vpxq “ ⇢U
V

and ⇡Upyq “ ⇢V
U

. Since ⇡Uptq ‰ ⇡Upyq, consistency demands that ⇡Vptq “ ⇢U
V

.
Now suppose that U à V. The consistency and bounded geodesic image (Defini-

tion 4.2.(6)) imply that the geodesic ⇡V ˝ � passes through ⇢U
V

. The point ⇡Vptq also lies on
this geodesic. So if ⇢U

V
‰ ⇡Vptq, then consistency and bounded geodesic image imply that

⇡Uptq P t⇡Upxq,⇡Upyqu, violating our choice of t. Hence t P PU, and we are done. ⇤
The sets PU — the standard product regions in X — will be examined in more detail in

Section 4.10, in which the name "product region" is justified. For now, we are only concerned
with whether and when these subsets are nonempty.
Definition 4.9 (Nonempty products). The R–cubing pX,F

‚
q has nonempty products if PU ‰

H for all U P F
‚ . ⇤

Proposition 4.10. Let pX,F
‚
q be a real cubing. Let F

‚
1 be the set of U P F

‚ with PU ‰

H. Then pX,F
‚
1q is a real cubing with nonempty products, where the relations Ñ,K,&, the

points/maps ⇢‚
‚, and the real trees are inherited from pX,F

‚
q.

Proof. Let X
1 be the set of points in `1pF

‚
1q satisfying the consistency conditions in Defi-

nition 4.2.(5). By definition, pX
1,F

‚
1q is a real cubing provided X

1, with the `1–metric, is
complete and path-connected.

The natural projection
±

VPF‚ T ‚
V Ñ

±
UPF‚

1
T ‚

U induced by forgetting factors in F
‚
´F

‚
1

induces a 1–lipschitz map X Ñ X
1, since consistent points in the larger product are sent to

consistent points in the small product, and the property of being finite distance from the
basepoint is preserved. Since ⇡UpXq is a single point for U P F

‚
´ F

‚
1, by Proposition 4.8,

the map X Ñ X
1 is in fact an isometric embedding.

By another application of Proposition 4.8, every element of X
1 uniquely extends to an

element of
±

VPF‚ T ‚
V whose V–coordinate is the point ⇡VpXq for V R F

‚
1. The consistency

condition is automatic for this extended tuple, so the map X Ñ X
1 is surjective. Hence X

1 is
isometric to X, and thus complete and path-connected. Hence pX,F

‚
1q is a real cubing, and

it has nonempty products by construction. ⇤
Example 4.11. The reader interested in how empty products can arise should consider the
example where X “ R, and F

‚ consists of pairwise transverse elements Vn, with T ‚
Vn “

rn, n ` 1s for n P Z, and an additional U, transverse to all Vn, with T ‚
U a single point.

Define ⇢Vn
Vn´1

“ n and ⇢U
Vn

“ n ` 1 for all n. Then PU “ H. ⇤
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The preceding proposition says that if we are only interested in X itself, we can assume that
it has nonempty products. In practice, and in particular in our applications to asymptotic
cones, we will be working with real cubings that have nonempty products by construction,
and we will not need to apply the above proposition.

Finally, nonempty products yields the following consequence of the consistency condition
in Definition 4.2, which will be useful in Section 6.

Lemma 4.12 (⇢–consistency). Let pX,F
‚
q be a real cubing with nonempty products. Let

U,V,W P F
‚ satisfy

‚ U à V or U&V, and
‚ U à W or U&W.

Then, if V&W, we have

mintdWp⇢UW, ⇢VWq, dVp⇢UV, ⇢WV qu “ 0,

and if V à W, we have

mintdWp⇢UW, ⇢VWq, dVp⇢UV, ⇢WV p⇢UWqu “ 0.

More generally, the above conclusion holds without the nonempty products assumption when-
ever U,V,W are as above and, additionally, PU ‰ H.

Proof. It suffices to prove the "more generally" statement. Assume PU ‰ H and choose
x P PU. Then ⇡Vpxq “ ⇢U

V
and ⇡Wpxq “ ⇢U

W
. The lemma now follows by applying

Definition 4.2.(5) to x. ⇤

4.3. Real cubing rank and contractibility. Recall that the rank of X as a median space
is the maximal n P N such that there is a median preserving embedding of an n–cube t0, 1u

n

in X.

Lemma 4.13. Let pX,F
‚
q be an R–cubing. Then X is a finite-rank median space.

Remark 4.14 (Finite rank in practice). The R–cubings arising later in the paper will often
be (spaces bilipschitz equivalent to) asymptotic cones of bounded-rank coarse median spaces
with uniform coarse median constants. They are thus finite-rank topological median algebras,
by [Bow13, Theorem 2.3], and, by modifying the metric in its bilipschitz class (but not
modifying the median), they are finite-rank median metric spaces [Bow18b, Theorem 6.9].
But the preceding lemma says finite rank can be checked directly from the definition of an
R–cubing. ⇤
Proof of Lemma 4.13. Fix n • 0 and let C be a median algebra isomorphic to t0, 1u

n. Let
� : C Ñ X be an injective, median preserving map. Let 0 be the �–image of p0, 0, . . . , 0q,
let ei P C be the vector whose ith coordinate is 1 and all other coordinates are 0, and let
xi “ �peiq.

Let i ‰ j. Then there exist Ui,Uj P F
‚ such that ⇡Uip0q ‰ ⇡Uipxiq, and the same

holds with i replaced by j. Let eij be the vector in C with 1 in the i and j coordinates
and 0 elsewhere. Let xij “ �peijq. Note that µp0,xi,xijq “ xi and µp0,xj ,xijq “ xj , and
µpxij ,xi,xjq “ xij . Also, µp0,xi,xjq “ 0.

Hence ⇡Uipxiq lies on the unique geodesic in T ‚
Ui joining the projections of 0 and xij .

The same holds in Uj , with ⇡Uj pxiq replacing ⇡Uipxiq. On the other hand, the projection of
0 to T ‚

Ui lies on the geodesic joining the projections of xi,xj , and the same holds with i and
j reversing roles. Finally, the projection of xij lies on the geodesic joining the projections of
xi,xj .

We claim that UiKUj . If not, then, up to relabelling, one of the following holds:
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‚ Ui “ Uj . Then each of ⇡Uipxiq,⇡Uipxjq lies on the geodesic joining the other to
⇡Uip0q. This is impossible since ⇡Uipxiq,⇡Uipxjq both differ from ⇡Uj p0q. Hence
Ui ‰ Uj .

‚ Ui&Uj . By consistency, up to reversing the roles of i and j, we have ⇢
Uj

Ui
“

⇡Uipxijq ‰ ⇡Uip0q, since ⇡Uipxiq lies on the geodesic from ⇡Uip0q to ⇡Uipxijq.
By consistency, ⇡Uj p0q “ ⇢Ui

Uj
. But then by consistency, ⇡Uipxjq “ ⇡Uipxijq,

contradicting that the projection of 0 lies on the geodesic from that of xi to that of
xj . Hence Ui is not transverse to Uj .

‚ Ui à Uj or vice versa. Assume the former. Then ⇢Ui
Uj

lies on the T ‚Uj–geodesic
joining the projections of 0 and xij , by consistency and bounded geodesic image
axioms. So, by the same axioms, either ⇡Uipxjq coincides with the Ui–projection of
0 or xij , contradicting either that ⇡Uipxiq lies on the geodesic joining the projections
of 0 and xj , or that ⇡Uipxijq lies on the geodesic joining the projections of xi and xi.

Hence we have found n pairwise orthogonal elements U1, . . . ,Un of F‚ , whence n § �
‚ by

the finite complexity axiom. So, the rank of X as a median space is at most �‚
† 8. ⇤

From the preceding, and [Bow16b, Theorem 1.1], we get:

Corollary 4.15 (Contractibility). Let pX,F
‚
q be an R–cubing. Then X is bilipschitz home-

omorphic to a CAT(0) space, and is in particular contractible.

4.4. Discrete real cubings. We next show that discrete real cubings are precisely CAT(0)
cube complexes. We say that a real cubing pX,F

‚
q is discrete if each T ‚

W,W P F
‚ is a

simplicial tree, and ⇢V
W

is a vertex of T ‚
W whenever it is defined and a single point.

Theorem 4.16. Every discrete real cubing is median-preservingly, `1–isometric to a finite-
dimensional CAT(0) cube complex. Conversely, every finite-dimensional CAT(0) cube com-
plex is median-preservingly `1–isometric to a discrete real cubing.

Proof. In Example 4.25 we will show that CAT(0) cube complexes are discrete real cubings
(the associated trees are single edges and the ⇢–points are vertices), so it suffices to show the
converse.

If pX,F
‚
q is a discrete real cubing, then it is a finite-rank connected median subalgebra in

a (possibly infinite) product of simplicial trees, by Lemma 4.7 and Lemma 4.13. Hence X is
a finite-dimensional CAT(0) cube complex. ⇤

The preceding theorem is not much more informative than the fact that any CAT(0) cube
complex is an isometrically embedded median subspace of an (infinite) cube. Later we show
that one gets a more useful real cubing structure on X when the orthogonal poset-colouring of
the hyperplanes in X has finite depth, and we relate this to conditions in [BHS17b] ensuring
that X is a hierarchically hyperbolic space.

4.5. Convex subspaces and gates. We now study convex subspaces of R–cubings.

Definition 4.17 (Convexity). Let pX,F
‚
q be a R–cubing. We say that Y Ä X is convex if

the following hold:
‚ ⇡WpYq is a subtree of ⇡WpXq for all W P F

‚ ;
‚ if x P X satisfies ⇡Wpxq P ⇡WpYq for all W P F

‚ , then x P Y.
We will almost always be interested in convex sets that are also closed. ⇤
Lemma 4.18. Let pX,F

‚
q be an R–cubing and let µ be the median on X from Lemma 4.7.

Then Y Ñ X is convex only if Y is median-convex, i.e. µpy,y1,xq P Y whenever y,y1
P Y

and x P X.
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Proof. Suppose that Y is convex. Fix y,y1,x as in the statement and let µ be their median.
For each W P F

‚ , the point µW lies on the geodesic from ⇡Wpyq to ⇡Wpy
1
q and hence in

⇡WpYq, by the first condition in Definition 4.17. Hence, by the second condition, µ P Y. ⇤
The next lemma reflects a general fact about median metric spaces:

Lemma 4.19 (Gates in R–cubings). Let pX,F
‚
q be a R–cubing and let Y Ä X be closed and

convex. Then there is a 1–lipschitz retraction gY “ g : X Ñ Y. Moreover, for all x P X and
U P F

‚ , the point ⇡UpgYpxqq is the closest point in the subtree ⇡UpYq Ä T ‚
U to ⇡Upxq.

Proof. By the preceding lemma, Y is median convex in X, and hence there is a unique map
gY : X Ñ Y such that dXpx, gYpxqq “ dXpx,Yq for all x P X. The gate map gY is a
retraction by definition and is always 1–lipschitz [CDH10, Lemma 2.13].

Let x P X. For any y P Y, we have a geodesic �y from x to y passing through gYpxq.
Fix W P F

‚ . Then for any y P Y, we have that ⇡W ˝ �y is (after reparametrising) a
geodesic of CW, since ⇡W is a median-preserving map. So, for any point p P ⇡WpYq, we
have that µWp⇡Wpxq,⇡WpgYpxqq, pq “ ⇡WpgYpxqq. Hence ⇡WpgYpxqq is the closest point
of ⇡WpYq to ⇡Wpxq. ⇤

We note the following converse:

Lemma 4.20 (Gated implies convex). Let pX,F
‚
q be an R–cubing and let Y Ä X have

the property that there is a 1–lipschitz retraction g : X Ñ Y satisfying the conclusion of
Lemma 4.19. Then Y is convex.

Proof. Let U P F
‚ . Since g is continuous and X is connected, Y is connected. Continuity

of ⇡U implies that ⇡UpYq is connected, i.e. a subtree of T ‚
U. Suppose that x P X satisfies

⇡Vpxq P ⇡VpYq for all V. Then by hypothesis, gpxq has the same image in T ‚
V as x,

for all V, so Lemma 4.6 implies that gpxq “ x. Hence x P Y. Thus Y is convex, by
Definition 4.17. ⇤

One can also define convex hulls from the R–cubing viewpoint, and relate this to the
median-convex hull.

Definition 4.21 (Convex hulls). Let pX,F
‚
q be an R–cubing, and let A Ä X. Then convex

hull Hull‚pAq of A is the intersection of all closed convex subsets of X that contain A. Let
Hull

‚
1pAq be the intersection of all closed, median-convex subsets containing A. ⇤

Lemma 4.22. Let A Ä X. Then Hull
‚
pAq “ Hull

‚
1pAq.

In particular, for all x,y P X, the subspace Hull
‚
ptx,yuq and Hull

‚
1ptx,yuq coincide with

the median interval between x and y, i.e. the set of all z with µpx,y, zq “ z.

Proof. Let M be a closed convex set containing A. By Lemma 4.18, M is median-convex
and closed. So Hull

‚
1pAq Ä Hull

‚
pAq.

Conversely, suppose that M Å A is median-convex and closed. Then M admits a gate
map g : X Ñ M . Since g is continuous and surjective and ⇡W is continuous for all W P F

‚ ,
⇡WpMq is connected, and hence a subtree. Moreover, since ⇡W takes the median µ to the
median µW, and g is characterised by the fact that µpy,x, gpxqq “ gpxq whenever x P X and
y P M (see e.g. [Bow20, Section 4]), we see that ⇡Wpgpxqq is the closest point of ⇡WpMq to
⇡Wpxq. Hence, by Lemma 4.20, M is convex. Hence Hull

‚
1pAq Ä Hull

‚
pAq.

The statement about median intervals follows immediately from the first part of the lemma,
once we recall that the median interval between x,y is exactly Hull

‚
1ptx,yuq (e.g. [CDH10,

Corollary 2.15] combined with the face that any closed median-convex set containing x,y
contains the median interval). ⇤

The final property of convexity established here is:
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Lemma 4.23. Let pX,F
‚
q be an R–cubing. Let Y Ä X be closed and convex. Then Y is an

R–cubing.

Proof. For each U P F
‚ , let T ‚

1 U be the image of T ‚
U under closest-point projection to

closure of the subtree ⇡UpYq. The indexing set in our new R–cubing structure will be F
‚ ,

and T ‚
1 U will be the R–tree associated to U. Given U,V transverse, let p⇢1

q
U

V
be the image

of ⇢U
V

under the gate map T ‚
V Ñ T ‚

1 V, and define p⇢1
q
U

V
likewise when U à V. In this

case, let p⇢1
q
V

U
be obtained by composing the above closest-point projection to ⇡UpYq with

⇢V
U

. It is now easily verified that this data determines a R–cubing structure on Y. ⇤

The preceding properties mirror statements about hierarchically quasiconvex subsets of
hierarchically hyperbolic spaces, in [BHS19, Section 5].

4.6. Motivating examples. We now discuss some basic examples of real cubings.

Example 4.24 (Finite products of R–trees). Let F‚ be a finite set, and for each U P F
‚ , let

T ‚
U be a (based) R–tree. Let & be the empty relation on F

‚ , let Ñ be the trivial reflexive
relation, and declare UKV for all distinct U,V P F

‚ . Then p
±

UPF‚ T ‚
U,F

‚
q is an R–cubing.

In particular, if the R–trees are lines, we see that pRn,F
‚
q is an R–cubing for any n • 0,

where Rn is given the `1 metric. ⇤
Example 4.25 (Cubings are R–cubings). Let X be a finite-dimensional CAT(0) cube com-
plex with base 0–cube x0. Let F

‚ be the set of hyperplanes. For each H P F
‚ , let T ‚

H be a
1–cube dual to H, which we identify with r´

1
2 ,

1
2 s in the following way. Let H

˘ be the two
halfspaces of X associated to H, and identify ˘

1
2 with the 0–cube of T ‚

H lying in H
˘. We

base T ‚
H at ˘

1
2 according to whether x0 P H

˘.
Declare HKH

1 if H,H1 cross (i.e. they are distinct and have nonempty intersection).
Otherwise, if H ‰ H

1, declare H&H
1.

Given transverse (i.e. disjoint) H,H1, let ⇢H
H1 be ˘

1
2 if H Ä pH

1
q

˘.
Let Y Ä `1pF

‚
q be the subspace consisting of all consistent tuples pyHq

HPF‚ . So, pY,F
‚
q

is a R–cubing (with trivial Ñ relation).
We can now define an isometric embedding pXq

p0q
Ñ Y as follows, where pXq

p0q is equipped
with the graph-metric from pXq

p1q (recall that this means that the distance between x, y P

pXq
p0q is the number of hyperplanes separating x, y).

Given a 0–cube x, and a hyperplane H, let xH P T ‚
H be ˘

1
2 if x P H

˘.
If H,H1 are transverse, then either H separates x from H

1, or H
1, x lie in the same

halfspace of X associated to H. In the later case, xH “ ⇢H
1

H
, and in the former case, H

1

does not separate H, x, so ⇢H
H1 “ xH1 . Hence the tuple pxHq is consistent, and thus defines a

unique point ypxq P Y.
By definition, if H P F

‚ and x, x1
P pXq

p0q, then dHp⇡Hpypxqq,⇡Hpypx1
qqq ‰ 0 if and only

if H separates x, x1, so x fiÑ ypxq defines an isometric embedding. This map can be extended
to the open cubes of X to produce an `1–isometry X Ñ Y, when X is given the piecewise–`1
metric from, e.g. [Mie14]. In other words, finite-dimensional CAT(0) cube complexes are
R–cubings. (Note that we need finite dimension to ensure that the finite complexity axiom
is satisfied.)

Because of the lack of nesting and the way the R–trees and projections were defined, this
example does not exhibit an important phenomenon that one can see in more general R–
cubings: the set Y of consistent tuples is in this case contained in the set of points pxHq

such that xH ‰ px0qH for only finitely many values of H. Indeed, let H&H
1. Without loss

of generality, ⇢H1
H

“
1
2 and ⇢H

H1 “ ´
1
2 . If xH P p´

1
2 ,

1
2q, then by consistency, xH1 “ ´

1
2 . So,

the set of H where xH is not at the endpoint of the associated interval is pairwise-orthogonal
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and thus finite. The set of H where xH is at an endpoint of the associated interval different
from px0qH is finite since we only consider points in `1pF

‚
q. So, there are finitely many H

where the x and x0–coordinates differ. (This reflects surjectivity of X Ñ Y.)
In more complicated examples, like asymptotic cones of hierarchically hyperbolic spaces,

the basepoint x0 need not have the property that dHpx0, ⇢H
1

H
q is either 0 or 1, and one finds

consistent points that differ from the basepoint on infinitely many coordinates. ⇤

Remark 4.26. The cubical example illustrates a key difference between the notion of a
R–cubing and a hierarchically hyperbolic space: the uniqueness axiom for hierarchically
hyperbolic spaces (Definition 10.1.(9)) can not hold for the above construction, since the T ‚

H

have uniformly bounded diameter. So, a R–cubing is not simply a hierarchically hyperbolic
space with each associated hyperbolic space being an R–tree and all coarse equalities in
the definition replaced with equalities. Indeed, there are simple examples of CAT(0) cube
complexes of finite dimension that do not admit hierarchically hyperbolic structures that are
compatible with the cubical/median structure [BHS17b, HS20]. ⇤

Example 4.27 (Trees of flats). Let G “ xa, b, c | ra, bs “ 1y – Z2
˚ Z. Let X be the

presentation complex (a nonpositively-curved square complex) and let rX be its universal
cover. As a CAT(0) cube complex, rX has a unique metric making each cube convex and
isometric to a Euclidean unit cube with the `1 metric [Mie14]; let d1 denote this metric.

Consider the following index set F
‚ , consisting of all cosets in G of canonical cyclic sub-

groups:

‚ gA “ gxay.
‚ gB “ gxby.
‚ gC “ gxcy.

We declare gAKgB for each g, and all other pairs are transverse. For each U P F
‚ , let T ‚

U

be an isometric copy of R.
We leave the following as exercises for the reader:

‚ Define projections in such a way that the above data makes p rX, d1q a real cubing
with index set F

‚ .
‚ Show that the real cubing metric defined in rX (as a subspace of `1pF

‚
q) coincides

with d1.
‚ Note that p rX, d1,µq is a complete connected median space of finite rank. Describe

the orthogonal poset-colouring for p rX, d1,µq and show that it satisfies the tangible
filter condition.

‚ Modify X to a square complex X 1 by blowing up the vertex to an edge, with one
endpoint contained in a torus and one contained in a circle. Find a real cubing struc-
ture on the universal cover ÄX 1 whose index set contains a unique Ñ–maximal element
whose associated R–tree is the Bass-Serre tree of the above splitting of G. Show that
this can be done in such a way that the R–cubing structure is simultaneously an HHS
structure, see Definition 10.1.

‚ What is the relations between the two metrics?
‚ Note that pÄX 1, d1

1,µ
1
q is a complete connected median space of finite rank. Describe

the orthogonal poset-colouring for pÄX 1, d1
1,µ

1
q and show that it satisfies the tangible

filter condition.

Together with Example 4.25, this shows that a space can admit multiple distinct real cubing
structures. ⇤
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Figure 9. First, produce a rectangle satisfying the hypotheses of Claim 4,
and then apply the claim to produce the red interval, which embeds in some
T ‚Un. Then build a new rectangle with top-left corner on L, and its right
vertical side contained in the red interval. This rectangle yields Un`1 by
another application of the claim, and Un`1 à Un.

4.7. Motivating non-example and some discussion of trapezoids. Not every com-
plete, connected, finite-rank median metric space is isometric to a real cubing. In this section,
we given an example.

Let X be the (closed) trapezoid in R2 determined by the points p0, 0q, p0, 1q, p1, 0q, p1, 2q.
Let d1 be the metric on X obtained by restricting the `1 metric on R2 to X. Let µ be the
usual product median on R2.

Observe that X is a median subalgebra of R2. So, pX, d1,µq is a complete, connected
median metric space of rank 2.

Proposition 4.28. There does not exist an R–cubing into which X isometrically embeds,
preserving the median, as a median-convex subspace. In particular, X is not an R–cubing.

Remark 4.29. By construction, X is an isometrically embedded median subalgebra of an
R–cubing, namely R2 with the `1 metric and median µ, but it is not median-convex since,
for example, µpp0, 0q, p0, 2q, p1, 2qq “ p0, 2q R X but p0, 0q, p1, 2q P X. ⇤
Sketch of Proposition 4.28. Suppose that pY,F

‚
q is an R–cubing and X Ñ Y is a median-

preserving isometric embedding with convex image. Then by Lemma 4.23, pX,F
‚
q is an

R–cubing.
So it suffices to derive a contradiction from the assumption that there is a real cubing

structure pX,F
‚
q giving rise to the metric d1 and the median µ.

The key fact is the following consequence of the definition of an R–cubing, which we leave
as an exercise5

Claim 4. Let L be the Euclidean line segment in X joining p0, 1q to p1, 2q. Let p P L ´

tp0, 1q, p1, 2qu. Let ra, bs ˆ rc, ds be a nontrivial axis-parallel rectangle in X (necessarily
median-convex) with pa, dq “ p. Then there exist e † e1

P pc, dq such that there is a U P F
‚

on which the projections of pa, eq and pa, e1
q differ and on the segment from pa, eq to pa, e1

q,
the projection ⇡U : X Ñ T ‚

U is an isometric embedding.

Applying the preceding claim iteratively, as shown in Figure 9, one finds à–chains of
arbitrary length, contradicting Definition 4.2.(4).

The remaining things to check are:
5Apologies; we will not leave things as exercises in this paper where a full proof is needed for the main

results, but we have sometimes done so in explaining examples.
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Figure 10. At left is the median metric space pX, d1,µq. The lines indicate
some of the walls determined by the median µ. Since this is just the sub-
space metric and median inherited from the plane, these walls are vertical or
horizontal. The middle space is X, equipped with the same metric d1, but
with a different median, indicated again by some of the walls. This is not a
median metric space. For example, the right and left vertical segments cross
exactly the same walls but have different lengths. At right is r0, 1s

2, with the
product median and `1 metric; it is a median metric space. The right arrow is
a median isomorphism, but not an isometry (it is bilipschitz). The left arrow
is an isometry, but not a median isomorphism.

‚ one must produce the sequence of rectangles as in Figure 9;
‚ one must check that any two parallel segments in one of the rectangles are "supported"

on the same R–trees;
‚ one must check that we do not have Un “ Un`1, which is essentially because of

Definition 4.2.(5).
We leave the details to the reader, since this is an illustrative example. ⇤

We note that X also supports a different median, µ1, obtained by pulling back the product
median on r0, 1s

2 under the homeomorphism X Ñ r0, 1s
2 that scales each vertical segment

down so that it has length 1.
The triple pX, d1,µ1

q is not a median metric space. However, the above homeomorphism
shows that we can change the metric in its bilipschitz class, preserving the median, to obtain
a median metric space, namely r0, 1s

2. This is an instance of an important result of Bowditch
that we shall use later. See Figure 10 for a summary.

4.8. Automorphisms of real cubings. We will later be interested not only in R–cubings,
but in group actions on them. We first define the notion of a morphism of R–cubings, which
is a lipschitz map at the level of the space, and which preserves the R–cubing structure.

Definition 4.30 (Morphism of R–cubings). Let pX,F
‚
q, pY,H

‚
q be R–cubings and K • 1.

A K–morphism is a triple pf, I, tfU : U P F
‚
uq where

‚ f : X Ñ Y is a K–lipschitz map;
‚ I : F

‚
Ñ H

‚ is a map preserving Ñ,K,&;
‚ for each U P F

‚ , the map fU : T ‚
U Ñ T ‚IpUq is a K–lipschitz injective map,

and all of the following hold:
‚ for all x P X and U P F

‚ , we have fUp⇡Upxqq “ ⇡IpUqpfpxqq;
‚ if U,V P F

‚ satisfy U&V, then fVp⇢U
V

q “ ⇢IpUq
IpVq;

‚ if U à V, then fVp⇢U
V

q “ ⇢IpUq
IpVq.

⇤
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Remark 4.31 (“Downward” ⇢‚‚ maps and morphisms). Let f, I, tfUu be as in Definition 4.30.
Let U,V P F

‚ satisfy U à V. Then for any x P X, the following holds. If ⇡Vpxq ‰ ⇢U
V

, then
by consistency, we have ⇢V

U
p⇡Vpxqq “ ⇡Upxq.

On the other hand, fVp⇢V
U

q “ ⇢IpUq
IpVq so, since fV is injective and ⇡Vpxq ‰ ⇢U

V
, we have

⇡IpVqpfpxqq “ fVp⇡Vpxqq ‰ ⇢IpUq
IpVq. Hence, by consistency, ⇢IpVq

IpUqpfVp⇡Vpxqq “ ⇡IpUqpfpxqq “

fUp⇡Upxqq. In summary, the equality

⇢IpVq
IpUq ˝ fV “ fU ˝ ⇢VU

holds in ⇡VpXq away from the point ⇢V
U

. ⇤
Lemma 4.32. Let pf, I, tfUuq be as in Definition 4.30. Suppose that:

‚ I is injective;
‚ if U R impIq then ⇡U ˝ f is constant;
‚ each fU is an isometric embedding.

Then f is an isometric embedding.

Proof. Let x,y P X. Let U P F
‚ . Then dIpUqpfpxq, fpyqq “ dUpfpxq, fpyqq by hypothesis,

so dXpx,yq § dYpfpxq, fpyqq. Next, suppose that U P H
‚ . If U R impIq, then the second

hypothesis implies that ⇡Upfpxqq “ ⇡Upfpyqq. The two preceding facts immediately show
that f is an isometric embedding. ⇤
Remark 4.33 (Recognising isometries). Suppose that pX,F

‚
q and pY,H

‚
q are R–cubings

with the property that each map ⇡U : X Ñ T ‚
U and ⇡V : Y Ñ T ‚

V is surjective (which can
always be arranged by replacing various R–trees with subtrees). Let pf, I, tfUuq be a mor-
phism from pX,F

‚
q to pY,H

‚
q. Suppose that I is bijective and each fU is an isometry. Then

f is an isometric embedding by Lemma 4.32, and, moreover, it follows from Definition 4.2.(5)
that f is an isometry. ⇤

If X “ Y, and F
‚

“ H
‚ , and I is bijective, and f and each fU is an isometry, then

pf, I, tfUuq is an automorphism of pX,F
‚
q. If, instead, there exists K such that f and each

fU is a K–bilipschitz map, and I is bijective, then pf, I, tfUuq is a K–automorphism.
Let pf, I, tfUuq and pg, J, tgUuq be automorphisms of pX,F

‚
q. Then f ˝ g is an isometry,

I ˝ J is a bijection preserving Ñ,K,&, and for each U, fJpUq ˝ gU is an isometry, so pf ˝

g, I ˝ J, tfJpUq ˝ gUuq is an automorphism. There is an identity automorphism defined in the
obvious way. The inverse of pf, I, tfUuq is pf´1, I´1, tf´1

U
uq.

Hence the set of 1–automorphisms forms a group, denoted AutpF
‚
q, of isometries of X.

An action of a group � on pX,F
‚
q is a homomorphism � Ñ AutpF

‚
q.

Such an action in particular determines an action of � on the set F
‚ , preserving the

relations, and an isometric action of � on X.

4.9. Local real cubings and groves. Let pX,F
‚
q be a R–cubing. We say that pX,F

‚
q is

a local R–cubing if there exists x0 P X such that the following hold for all V,W P F
‚ :

‚ if W&V, then ⇡Vpx0q “ ⇢W
V

;
‚ if V à W, then ⇡Wpx0q “ ⇢V

W
.

If pX,F
‚
q is a local R–cubing, then we refer to F

‚ (together with the relations Ñ,&,K, the
R–trees T ‚

U,U P F
‚ , and the points/maps ⇢W

V
) as a grove (i.e. a collection of trees, all in

one place).

Remark 4.34. Observe that if pX,F
‚
q is a local real cubing, and x0 P X is as above, then

for any x P X, the set of U P F
‚ with ⇡Upxq ‰ ⇡Upx0q is a collection of pairwise orthogonal
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elements and hence finite. This follows from consistency and the definition of a local real
cubing. ⇤

Remark 4.35 (The "sheaf" of groves associated to an R–cubing). Let pX,F
‚
q be an R–

cubing.
Recall that each U P F

‚ can be associated to a subspace PU Ä X as follows: let PU be
the set of x P X such that ⇡Vpxq “ ⇢U

V
whenever V&U or U à V.

Given x,y P PU, observe that dWp⇡Wpxq,⇡Wpyqq ° 0 only if W Ñ U or WKU.
For each x P X, let F

‚
x be the subset of F‚ consisting of those U P F

‚ such that x P PU.
(In other words, U P F

‚
x if and only if, for all V with V&U or U à V, we have ⇢U

V
“ ⇡Vpxq.)

Let Xx be the set of y P X such that ⇡Vpyq ‰ ⇡Vpxq only if V P F
‚
x. Then pXx,F

‚
xq is a

local R–cubing and F
‚
x is a grove. This continues to hold if we replace each R–tree T ‚

V by
the subtree ⇡VpXxq.

There are other variants on this. Define F
‚
x as above. Let X

1
x be the set of all y P X

such that the set of V with ⇡Vpxq ‰ ⇡Vpyq is a set of pairwise-orthogonal elements of F‚
x.

Then replace each T ‚
V,V P F

‚
x by the R–tree ⇡VpX

1
xq. This again yields a local R–cubing.

Similarly, we can consider the real cubing pX
2,F

‚
q consisting of that y whose projection

differs from that of x on at most one element of F‚
x. ⇤

Remark 4.36 (Translating the local structure). We will typically be interested in the fol-
lowing situation. Let � act transitively on X by K–automorphisms (for fixed K ° 0). Then
for each x,y P X, choose pg, Ig, tgWuq P � such that gx “ y. Then for all U P F

‚
x, we have

IgpUq P Xy, and so g induces an invertible K–morphism of R–cubings pXx,F
‚
xq Ñ pXy,F

‚
yq.

Indeed, suppose that U P F
‚
x. Then for all V with V&IgpUq or IgpUq à V, we have

that U is either properly nested in, or transverse to, I´1
g pVq. Hence, since U P F

‚
x, we have

⇡
I

´1
g pVqpxq “ ⇢U

I
´1
g pVq. Since pg, Ig, tgWuq is a morphism, we have ⇡Vpyq “ ⇢

IgpUq
V

, whence

IgpUq P F
‚
y. So, Ig : F

‚
x Ñ F

‚
y is injective, and considering pg´1, I´1

g , tg´1
W

uq shows that it is
surjective.

For each W P F
‚
x, the map gW : T ‚

W Ñ T ‚IgpWq is K–bilipschitz by definition.
To conclude, it thus suffices to show that the K–bilipschitz map g : X Ñ Y restricts to a

map g : Xx Ñ Yy. Suppose that z P Xx. Then ⇡Wpxq “ ⇡Wpzq for all W P F
‚

´ F
‚
x. Now,

if W P F
‚

´ F
‚
y, then IgpWq P F

‚
´ F

‚
x, so x, z have identical image in T ‚I´1

g pWq. Hence
⇡Wpyq “ ⇡Wpgpzqq, so gpzq P Xy, as required.

The main case of interest is where K “ 1, i.e. all of the maps above are isometries. The
exact same conclusion holds if we had used the local R–cubing pX

1
x,F

‚
xq (with the modified

R–trees) constructed in the previous remark. ⇤

4.10. Standard product regions, wedges, and clean containers in real cubings. Let
pX,F

‚
q be an R–cubing. Recall that for each U P F

‚ , there is an associated subspace PU

consisting of exactly those points x P X such that

⇡Vpxq “ ⇢UV

whenever V&U or U à V. Recall from Proposition 4.10 that we can discard some elements
of F‚ and assume that each PU is nonempty, but we don’t require this in this section.

For each p P PU, let F p

U
be the subset of PU consisting of those x with ⇡Vpxq “ ⇡Vppq

whenever VKU. Similarly, let Ep

U
be the set of x P PU be such that ⇡Vpxq “ ⇡Vppq

whenever V Ñ U.

Proposition 4.37. For all U P F
‚ and p P PU, we have the following:

(1) The subspaces Ep

U
, F p

U
,PU are closed and median-convex.
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(2) The inclusions Ep

U
, F p

U
Ñ X extend to a median-preserving isometric embedding

F p

U
ˆEp

U
Ñ X with image PU. In particular, F p

U
and F q

U
are parallel for all p, q P PU.

(3) The map ⇡U : X Ñ T ‚
U restricts on FU to a surjection to ⇡UpXq.

(4) Let U,V P F
‚ . Then V Ñ U implies gFU : FV Ñ FU is an isometric embedding.

Similarly, UKV implies gEU : FV Ñ EU is an isometric embedding.

Proof. Each real tree T ‚
V is Hausdorff, so singletons are closed. Each ⇡V is continuous,

so since PU, F p

U
, Ep

U
are all defined as intersections of preimages of points in various real

trees, each of those sets is closed. Convexity follows in each case from the definition and
Definition 4.17 and Definition 4.2.(5). This proves (1).

Given f P F p

U
, e P Ep

U
, consider the point in `1pF

‚
q whose V–coordinate is ⇡Vpfq for V Ñ

U, and ⇡Vpeq for VKU, and ⇢U
V

otherwise. This tuple is consistent in view of Lemma 4.12
(⇢–consistency) and the fact that PU ‰ H.

This tuple thus determines a unique point in X, by Definition 4.2.(5). This defines an
isometric embedding F p

U
ˆ Ep

U
Ñ X whose image is PU. This proves assertion (2) once we

observe that the parallelism claim follows since, in a product median space, any two sections
of the natural projection to one of the factors are parallel.

Note that the image of F p

U
in CU coincides with that of PU, so to prove (3), it suffices

to show that PU surjects to ⇡UpXq. To see this, choose ⇡Upxq, and note that gPUpxq P PU

has the same image in T ‚
U as x does.

The final assertion follows from the definitions of the spaces involved. ⇤
We often refer to any closed convex subspace parallel to F p

U
as FU, and similarly for EU,

when the choice of parallel copy is not important (for example, when we are just interested
in the set of walls crossing FU — see Lemma 2.15).

Corollary 4.38. Let U,V P F
‚ satisfy UKV. Then PU contains a closed convex subspace

of the form FU ˆ FV. In particular, if ĥ, v̂ are walls respectively crossing FU and FV, then
ĥ and v̂ cross.

Proof. The first assertion follows from Proposition 4.37. The assertion about crossing walls
then follows. Indeed, let f P h X FU and f 1

P h˚
X FU and e, e1

P v X FV, v˚
X FV. Then

by Lemma 2.15, pf, eq P h X v, pf 1, eq P h˚
X v, pf 1, e1

q P h˚
X v˚, pf, e1

q P h X v˚, so ĥ and v̂
cross. ⇤

The following two restrictions on the combinatorics of the index set are often useful:

Definition 4.39 (Wedges). We say that F
‚ has wedges if, for all U,V P F

‚ for which there
exists W Ñ U,V, there is a unique Ñ–maximal such W, denoted U ^ W. ⇤
Definition 4.40 (Clean containers). We say that F

‚ has clean containers if for all U such
that there exists W with WKU, there exists U

K
P F

‚ such that UKU
K and UKV if and

only if V Ñ U
K. ⇤

Remark 4.41. If F‚ has wedges and clean containers, then the following holds for all V.
Suppose that U Ñ V. Then, if there exists W Ñ V with UKW, we have a unique Ñ–maximal
such W, namely V ^ U

K, and necessarily UKpV ^ U
K

q. ⇤
The next lemma is due to Berlai and Robbio [BR20a], who were working with hierarchically

hyperbolic spaces, rather than real cubings (but the arguments are formally identical):

Lemma 4.42 (Joins). Suppose F
‚ has wedges and a Ñ–maximal element. Let tUiuiPI Ä F

‚ .
Then there exists a unique element of F‚ , denoted

™

iPI
Ui,
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that is Ñ–minimal with the property that each Ui is nested in it.

Proof. There exists U such that Ui Ñ U for all i; at minimum we can take U to be the
Ñ–maximal element. Since the length of Ñ–chains is bounded, we can assume that U is Ñ–
minimal with the above property. If V is also Ñ–minimal with the property that Ui Ñ V for
all i, then U^V is defined and Ui Ñ U^V for all i. Now, U^V Ñ U, so by Ñ–minimality,
U ^ V “ U. Hence U Ñ V, contradicting Ñ–minimality of V unless U “ V. This shows
that U is unique, establishing the existence of

ö
iPI Ui. ⇤

Lemma 4.43 (Wedges of arbitrary subsets). Suppose that F‚ has wedges. Let tUiuiPI Ä F
‚

and suppose that there exists V P F
‚ with V Ñ Ui for all i. Then there exists a unique

Ñ–maximal such V, denoted
ô

i
Ui.

Proof. Let V be as in the statement. By finite complexity, there is a Ñ–maximal such V. If
V,V1 are both nested in Ui for all Ui, then so is V _V

1. This contradicts maximality of V
unless V “ V

1, and we are done. ⇤

5. Characterisation of real cubings among median spaces

5.1. Finite-depth tangible poset-colourings give real cubings. The main theorem of
the section is:

Theorem 5.1 (R–cubings from poset-colourings). Let pX, d1,µq be a complete, connected
median metric space of rank N † 8 and let x0 P X be a basepoint. Suppose that there exists
D † 8 and a depth–D poset-colouring Col : W Ñ F

‚
1 of the walls of X that satisfies the

tangible filter condition.
For each U P F

‚
1, let FU Ä X be the closed convex subspace obtained by applying Theo-

rem 2.18 and Corollary 2.19 to the tangible filter �U. Let F‚
Ä F

‚
1 be the set of U P F

‚ such
that diampFUq ° 0.

Then to each U P F
‚ we can associate a based R–tree T ‚

U and a 1–lipschitz median-
preserving map ⇡U : X Ñ T ‚

U such that the product map X Ñ `1pF
‚
q is an isometric

embedding making pX,F
‚
q an R–cubing in the sense of Definition 4.2. Moreover, this real

cubing has nonempty products.

Remark 5.2. In Section 26, we will apply the above theorem to the asymptotic cone of a
hierarchically hyperbolic space, after changing the metric in its bilipschitz equivalence class
(using a theorem of Bowditch) to make it a median metric space. Since completeness and
connectedness are automatic for asymptotic cones, and finite rank will be verified using the
HHS structure, the main work will be to produce a finite-depth poset-colouring of the walls
satisfying the tangible filter condition. ⇤

The proof of Theorem 5.1 will occupy the rest of the subsection.
Fixing U P F

‚
1, we take the filter �U which, by hypothesis, satisfies

fiop�U ´ �x0q † 8.

So, there is a (nonempty) closed, median-convex subspace FU such that the set �FU of
halfspaces containing FU is morally measurable and satisfies

fiop�U4�FUq “ 0.

We collect some properties of the subspaces FU. Since FU is closed and convex, there is a
gate map hU : X Ñ FU. So far, we are not insisting on U P F

‚ , i.e. we allow the case where
FU is a single point.
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Lemma 5.3. Let U P F
‚
1 be a colour. Let HpFUq be the set of halfspaces h such that h, h˚

both intersect FU. Let HU be the set of halfspaces associated to walls in WU.
Then both of these sets of halfspaces are morally measurable, and fiopHU4HpFUqq “ 0.

Proof. By Definition 3.1 and [Fio20, Lemma 3.9], HU is morally measurable (HU is insepa-
rable). By [Fio20, Lemma 3.6], HpFUq is morally measurable.

We have HpFUq “ H ´ p�FU \ �˚
FU

q where, for any set S of halfspaces, S˚ is obtained
from S by replacing each halfspace in S by its complement. Similarly, HU satisfies HU “

H ´ p�U Y �˚
U

q.
A computation shows that

HU4HpFUq Ä p�U4�FUq Y
`
�˚
U4�˚

FU

˘
.

The defining property of FU is that

fiop�U4�FUq “ 0.

So it suffices to show that
fiop�˚

U4�˚
FU

q “ 0.

Recall from Lemma 2.20 that the involution ˚
: H Ñ H is measure-preserving. Moreover, we

have, for any sets A,B of halfspaces, that pA ´ Bq
˚

“ A˚
´ B˚, so the claim follows. ⇤

Next, we eliminate ambiguity arising from the fact that �U depends on x0, to the extent
that x0 influenced our choice of �U.

Lemma 5.4 (Parallel copies of FU). Let U P F
‚
1. Let F be a closed, median-convex subspace

of X such that fiopHU4HpFqq “ 0. Then the gate map hU : F Ñ FU is a median-preserving
isometry whose inverse is the restriction to FU of the gate map h : X Ñ F.

In particular, FU and F are crossed by exactly the same walls.

Proof. This follows from Lemma 2.21. Indeed, by Lemma 5.3, fiopHU4HpFUq “ 0, and
by assumption, fiopHU4HpFqq “ 0, so fiopHpFUq4HpFqq “ 0, and Lemma 2.21 applies,
showing that FU and F are parallel and cross the same walls. ⇤
Remark 5.5. The reader should think of any F in the previous lemma (including FU) as
a "geometric realisation" of the colour U. However, the reader is warned that although,
by the lemma, any two such "geometric realisations" cross the same walls, the set of walls
crossing a given "geometric realisation" is not exactly the set WU — the corresponding sets
of halfspaces differ by a set of measure 0. ⇤

Fixing U P F
‚
1, consider all of the closed convex subspaces F satisfying the hypotheses of

Lemma 5.4. We call such an F a parallel copy of FU.
Next, we take care of the "combinatorial" part of the construction of an R–cubing, i.e.

the part not requiring the R–trees, by equipping F
‚

Ä F
‚
1 with the relations required by

Definition 4.2.

Definition 5.6 (Nesting). Ñ is just the partial order on F
‚ already mentioned. So, chains

have length bounded by N † 8, and there is a unique Ñ–maximal S. ⇤
Definition 5.7 (Orthogonal colours). The colours U,V Ä F

‚ are orthogonal if there exist
parallel copies F1

U
,F1

V
of FU,FV respectively, such that the inclusions F1

U
,F1

V
Ñ X extend

to a median-preserving isometric embedding F
1
U

ˆ F
1
V

Ñ X with convex image. (Here
the product is given the `1 metric and product median, where the median and metric on the
factors are those inherited from X.) This is denoted UKV. We emphasise that orthogonality
has only been defined on F

‚ , so if UKV, then both factors of the associated product region
are nontrivial. ⇤
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If U,V are not Ñ–related or orthogonal, then they are transverse, denoted U&V.
Next, we verify all of the properties of Ñ,K,& from Definition 4.2 not involving the R–trees,

which we have not yet constructed.
We first need a "geometric" description of nesting mirroring that for orthogonality.

Lemma 5.8. We have U Ñ V only if, up to replacing FU by a parallel copy, we have
FU Ä FV.

Proof. Arguing almost exactly as in the proof of Lemma 5.4, using that U Ñ V, one shows
that the gate map to FV restricts on FU to an isometric embedding. Hence, if U Ñ V,
then FU Ä FV, up to changing FU in its parallelism class (replace it by the image of the
aforementioned gate map). ⇤

From the preceding lemma, we get that Ñ and K are mutually exclusive as relations on F
‚ .

From the definition, K is symmetric and anti-reflexive (note that anti-reflexivity uses that
FU is not a single point).

From Lemma 5.8, we have the following. Suppose that UKV and W Ñ U. Then WKV.
Indeed, we have a product subspace FU ˆFV, and FW Ä FU (after choosing an appropriate
parallel copy of FW, holding the given parallel copy of FU fixed). So we have a product
FW ˆ FV. Thus WKV.

The part of the finite complexity axiom (Definition 4.2.(4)) involving Ñ holds by our
assumption that the depth is D † 8, so we just need to check the part about orthogonality.
This, together with anti-reflexivity, is why we have passed to F

‚ .

Lemma 5.9. Let U1, . . . ,Uk P F
‚ be pairwise orthogonal. Then k § N , where N is the rank

of pX,µq.

Proof. For each i § k, choose distinct xi,yi P FUi (the choice of parallel copy does not
matter). Let ŵi be a wall separating xi,yi. Then ŵi separates the gates of xi,yi in any
parallel copy of FUi lying in the product region FUi ˆFUj which exists by the orthogonality
assumption. From the product structure, it follows that ŵi and ŵj cross. Hence W contains
a set of k distinct pairwise-crossing walls, so k § N by [Bow13, Proposition 6.2]. ⇤

Hence the finite complexity axiom is satisfied with �‚
• maxtN,Du. We now move on to

the construction of the R–trees, having verified the parts of Definition 4.2 not involving the
real trees.

5.1.1. Construction of T ‚
U. We now construct the real tree T ‚

U for U P F
‚ as a quotient

of FU. The same exact construction would work for U P F
‚
1 ´ F

‚ , but for these colours, the
associated R–tree, as a quotient of FU, would be a point, so we ignore these. (It may also
happen that the construction below gives a trivial R–tree for certain U P F

‚ .)
The goal is to define a pseudometric DU on X so that the metric quotient is a connected,

rank-1 median metric space, where the median µU is induced by µ. We will then deduce
that the quotient is an R–tree. This R–tree need not be complete.

Fix U P F
‚ . For any x P X, we let x̄ “ hUpxq. So, we have implicitly fixed a parallel

copy FU onto which we are projecting. From the definition of parallelism, and Lemma 2.15,
it will become clear during the construction that the choice of parallel copy has no effect on
the outcome.

Definition 5.10 (t–distance, AU). Given x,y P X, let

tUpx,yq “ d1px̄, ȳq.

Note that
tUpx,yq “ fiopHpx,yq X HUq.
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Indeed, the halfspaces separating x̄, ȳ are exactly those that separate x,y and lie in HpFUq.
But by Lemma 5.3, HpFUq coincides with HU up to a set of measure 0.

We will use the notation
AU “ Hpx,yq X HU

when the points x,y are understood (in what come next, we hold x,y fixed but vary U, so
will also use notation AV etc., defined in the same way with V replacing U, but always with
respect to the same x,y). ⇤

In particular, recall that S is the unique Ñ–maximal element of F‚ and X “ FS. (We can
assume S P F

‚ , for otherwise FS “ X is a single point, and we are done.) Then x̄ “ x and
ȳ “ y. Also, HS “ H. So, d1px,yq “ tSpx,yq.

The next step is to define a quantity sUpx,yq. The idea is that sUpx,yq will measure the
contribution to tUpx,yq coming from positive-measure subsets HV X Hpx,yq with V à U.

Definition 5.11 (s–distance for minimal U). If U is Ñ–minimal, then HU is the set of all
halfspaces associated to walls whose colour is exactly U, and we define

sUpx,yq “ tUpx,yq.

This will form the basis for an inductive definition of sU, where induction is on the level
of U, i.e. the maximum possible length of a Ñ–chain with highest element U. So, in this
induction, we will use finite depth. ⇤

For U not Ñ–minimal, we define the quantity sUpx,yq as follows. First, recall that AU “

HUXHpx,yq is fio–measurable, since it is the intersection of two inseparable sets (see [Fio20,
Lemma 3.9]).

For each V à U,
fiopAVq “ tVpx,yq.

We define a measurable set PV of halfspaces as follows. If V is Ñ–minimal, then PV “ AV

(which is fio–measurable).
Proceed inductively on the Ñ–level of V. Let VV be the set of W à V with fiopAWq ° 0.

Let
PV “ AV ´

§

WPVV

PW.

Assume by induction that each PW Ä AW, each PW is fio–measurable, and PW XPT has
measure 0 whenever T ‰ W.

Now suppose that V1 à U has level at most that of V. We first claim that PV X PV1 has
measure 0 whenever V ‰ V

1.
There are three cases:

‚ If VKV
1, then HpFVq X HpFV1q “ H, so fiopHV X HV1q “ 0 by Lemma 5.3. So

AV X AV1 has measure 0, so the same is true upon replacing A with P.
(The assertion HpFVq XHpFV1q “ H follows from the fact that, up to parallelism

(which does not affect the sets of halfspaces in question by Lemma 2.15), we have
a convex product region FV ˆ FV1 . So, no wall can simultaneously separate points
in FV and FV1 since the image of one under the gate map to the other is a single
point.)

‚ If V1 à V, then PV Ä AV ´ PV1 , as required.
‚ If V&V

1, then let F “ hVpFV1q. So, up to a set of measure 0, the halfspaces in
AV X AV1 are in HpFq X Hpx,yq. If this set has measure 0, we are done.

Otherwise, note that HpFq “ HpFVq X HpFV1q. So, by Lemma 5.3, the measure
of

A “ Hpx,yq X HV X HV1
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is positive.
Moreover, letting WA be the set of walls whose associated halfspaces are in A, we

have ColpWAq Ñ V,V1. Furthermore, since HV,HV1 and Hpx,yq are inseparable
sets of walls, so is their intersection A.

Thus, by Definition 3.1, we have colours tWiuiPI Ñ V
1,V such that fiopHWiXAq °

0 for all i P I and such that WA Ä
î
iPI

WWi , up to replacing A by a subset differing

from it on a null set.
Now, up to null sets, we have AV X AV1 “ A Ä

î
iPI

AWi . Moreover, since HWi X

A Ä HWi X Hpx,yq “ AWi and by assumption fiopHWi X Aq ° 0, we have that
fiopAWiq ° 0 and so Wi P VV X VV1 . Hence, PV X PV1 has measure 0, as required.

Next, we check that PV is fio–measurable. For each n • 1, let Vn

V
be the set of W P VV

with fiopPWq °
1
n
. For any finite F Ä Vn

V
, the preceding discussion and the inclusion-

exclusion principle gives

fio

˜
§

WPF
PW

¸
°

|F |

n
.

Hence
|F | § n ¨ fiopAVq § n ¨ d1px,yq † 8,

so since this bound is independent of F , we have that Vn

V
is finite. So VV “ Yn•1Vn

V
is

countable. Hence PV is the complement in a fio–measurable set of a countable union of
measurable sets, so it is fio–measurable.

We thus have that PU is measurable, and we define

sUpx,yq “ fiopPUq.

Note that
sUpx,yq “ tUpx,yq ´

ÿ

VàU

sVpx,yq.

We have shown above that the sum on the right has countably many nonzero terms, all
positive, so the sum is well-defined. More precisely, choosing an enumeration tVnun•1 of the
elements of the countable set VU, we have

sUpx,yq “ fio

˜
AU ´

§

VPVU

PV

¸

“ tUpx,yq ´ fio

˜
§

n•1

PVn

¸
.

For any n • 1, we have fiopPVn XPVmq “ 0 for all m ‰ n, so we can write PVn “ P 1
Vn

\Qn,
where fiopQnq “ 0 and P 1

Vn
X P 1

Vm
“ H for n ‰ m. So

ÿ

n

fiopP 1
nq § fio

˜
§

n

Pn

¸
§

ÿ

n

fiopP 1
nq `

ÿ

m

fiopQmq,

whence fio p
î

n
Pnq “

∞
VàU

sUpx,yq, as required.
In particular, taking U “ S, we have

d1px,yq “

ÿ

VPF‚
sVpx,yq.

This will be essential later when we verify Definition 4.2.(5).
Now we can construct the R–tree T ‚

U.
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Proposition 5.12 (Building T ‚
U). Let U P F

‚ . Then sU : X
2

Ñ r0,8q is a pseudometric.
Let pT ‚

U,DUq be the metric quotient of the pseudometric space pX, sUq. Let ⇡U : X Ñ

T ‚
U be the quotient map. For each x,y, z P X, let

µUp⇡Upxq,⇡Upyq,⇡Upzqq “ ⇡Upµpx,y, zqq.

Then µU is independent of the implicit choices of x,y, z and pT ‚,DU,µUq is a connected
median metric space, and in fact an R–tree.

Moreover, ⇡U : pX, d1,µq Ñ pT ‚
U,DU,µUq is a 1–lipschitz median homomorphism.

Finally, for all x P X, we have ⇡Upxq “ ⇡UphUpxqq, and if F,F1 are parallel copies of FV

for V à U or V&U, then ⇡UpFq “ ⇡UpF
1
q is a single point, which we denote ⇢V

U
.

Later, where it is unlikely to cause confusion, for x,y P X, we will write DUpx,yq to mean
DUp⇡Upxq,⇡Upyqq.

Proof of Proposition 5.12. First we check that sU is a pseudometric; as part of this argument,
we will establish an identity that will also be used to see that DU is a median metric.

Symmetry of sU is automatic, since Hpx,yq “ Hpy,xq for all x,y P X.
Let x,y, z P X and let m “ µpx,y, zq.
We have

Hpx,yq “ Hpx, zq Y Hpy, zq ´ Hpz,mq,

essentially by the definition of a median. In other words,
Hpx,yq “ rHpx, zq ´ Hpz,mqs \ rHpy, zq ´ Hpz,mqs,

so intersecting both sides with HU and taking fio–measures gives
tUpx,yq “ tUpx, zq ` tUpy, zq ´ 2tUpm, zq.

(The reader can think of the factor of 2 coming from the fact that the first two terms
collectively count each halfspace separating m, z twice.)

In particular, when U is Ñ–minimal, so sU “ tU, we have verified that
(:) sUpx,yq “ sUpx, zq ` sUpy, zq ´ 2sUpm, zq.

Suppose that U is not Ñ–minimal. Assume by induction on the Ñ–level that equation (:)
holds with V replacing U, for any V à U.

Then from the identities
tUpx,yq “ tUpx, zq ` tUpy, zq ´ 2tUpm, zq

and
sUpx,yq “ tUpx,yq ´

ÿ

VàU

sVpx,yq

we deduce that sUpx,yq “ sUpx, zq ` sUpy, zq ´ 2sUpm, zq, i.e. equation (:) holds for
arbitrary U.

(For the reader concerned about convergence, here is the full computation. First observe
that

∞
VàU

sVpx,yq is absolutely convergent, where the sum is, as usual taken over the
countably many nonzero terms, and the same is true with x replaced by y or m. So from
the inductive hypothesis, we have that

ÿ

VàU

sVpx,yq “

ÿ

VàU

sVpx, zq `

ÿ

VàU

sVpz,yq ´ 2

ÿ

VàU

sVpz,mq.

Combing this with tUpx,yq “ tUpx, zq ` tUpy, zq ´ 2tUpm, zq then gives

sUpx,yq “ tUpx, zq ´

ÿ

VàU

sVpx, zq ` tUpy, zq ´

ÿ

VàU

sVpz,yq ´ 2tUpm, zq ´ 2

ÿ

VàU

sVpz,mq,

and this is exactly sUpx, zq ` sUpy, zq ´ 2sUpm, zq.)
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Equation (:) immediately yields the triangle inequality for sU, since sUpz,mq • 0, because
sU is defined as a measure of a set. So sU is a pseudometric.

Applying the same equation to any pair of distinct elements of tx,y, zu, a computation
shows that

sUpx, zq “ sUpx,mq ` sUpz,mq,

and similarly with either x, z replaced by y.
Let pT ‚

U,DUq be the metric quotient of pX, sUq (i.e. identify points at sU–distance 0).
Let ⇡U : X Ñ T ‚

U be the quotient map.
The equalities of the form

sUpx, zq “ sUpx,mq ` sUpz,mq

almost show that µ is a median for the pseudometric sU, but they do not establish uniqueness
of the median. In other words, we have shown that for all ⇡Upxq,⇡Upyq,⇡Upzq, there exists

m̄ “ µUp⇡Upxq,⇡Upyq,⇡Upzqq “ ⇡Upµpx,y, zqq

such that
(::) DUp⇡Upxq,⇡Upyqq “ DUp⇡Upxq, m̄q ` DUpm̄,⇡Upyqq,

and the same holds with x or y replaced by z. We have not yet shown that m̄ is unique with
this property, which is needed to have T ‚

U be a median space. This will be verified as part
of the proof that T ‚

U is an R–tree, using Proposition 2.24.
Now we show that T ‚

U is a geodesic space with unique geodesics.
First, for any x P X,

HpFUq X Hpx, hUpxqq “ H,

so by Lemma 5.3,
fiopHpx, hUpxqq X HUq “ 0,

so sUpx, hUpxqq “ 0. Thus ⇡Upxq “ ⇡UphUpxqq, as claimed in the statement.
By the definition of sU and the fact that hU is 1–lipschitz, we have that ⇡U is 1–lipschitz

and hence continuous. Thus, by connectedness of X, the space T ‚
U is connected.

Next, we show that ⇡U sends geodesics to geodesics. Indeed, let x,y P X and let � :

r0, Ls Ñ X be a geodesic (parametrised by arc length) with �p0q “ x, �pLq “ yq. By the
definition of a median metric, for 0 § r § s § t § L, we have

µp�prq, �psq, �ptqq “ �psq.

Now, continuity of ⇡U implies that ⇡U ˝� : r0, Ls Ñ T ‚
U is a continuous path joining ⇡Upxq

to ⇡Upyq. Moreover, we have
µUp⇡U ˝ �prq,⇡U ˝ �psq,⇡U ˝ �ptqq “ ⇡U ˝ �psq.

So, by (::), we have
DUp⇡U ˝ �prq,⇡U ˝ �ptqq “ DUp⇡U ˝ �prq,⇡U ˝ �psqq ` DUp⇡U ˝ �psq,⇡U ˝ �ptqq.

Applying the above to arbitrary subdivisions of r0, Ls, if 0 § a “ s0 † ¨ ¨ ¨ † sk “ b § L is a
subdivision of ra, bs, then for any 0 § i § j § k, we have

DUp⇡U ˝ �paq,⇡U ˝ �pbqq “

j´1ÿ

`“i

DUp⇡U ˝ �ps`q,⇡U ˝ �ps``1qq,

by repeated application of (::). This shows that the right side is independent of the subdi-
vision of ra, bs, so taking suprema over subdivisions gives

DUp⇡U ˝ �paq,⇡U ˝ �pbqq “

ˇ̌
ˇ⇡U ˝ �|ra,bs

ˇ̌
ˇ ,

as required. Hence T ‚
U is a geodesic space and ⇡U takes geodesics to geodesics.
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We need an auxiliary claim:

Claim 5. Let x,y P X and let ↵,� be geodesics of pX, d1q starting at x and ending at y

(and parametrised by arc length). Then ⇡U ˝ ↵ “ ⇡U ˝ �.

The proof of the claim is illustrated in Figure 11.

Figure 11. In the middle is the geodesic bigon and the sets A,B of walls
in the proof of Claim 5. If A,B both correspond to sets of halfspaces with
positive measure, then Definition 3.1 provides tUiu, tVju so that each Ui,Vj

contributes a positive-measure set of halfspaces to the rectangle Ipa, cq, and
every wall in Wpa, cq has colour nested in some Ui,Vj , so the rectangle
collapses to a point (picture on the right). But if HB has measure 0, then the
rectangle is degenerate (picture on the left).

Proof of Claim 5. Since ⇡U factors through hU, we can assume for simplicity that x,y P FU,
and hence ↵,� Ä FU (by convexity of FU).

If ↵ “ �, we are done, so assume there exists t such that ↵ptq “ d P ↵ ´ � and �ptq “ b P

� ´ ↵. Note that b, d do not lie on a common geodesic from x to y. Let a “ µpx, b, dq and
let c “ µpy, b, dq.

Then the sequence pa, b, c, dq is a rectangle in the sense of [CDH10, Definition 2.22],
by [CDH10, Remark 2.23.(2)]. Hence Hpa, dq “ Hpb, cq and Hpa, bq “ Hpc, dq, and every
wall associated to a halfspace in the first set crosses every wall associated to a halfspace in
the second set. This follows from [CDH10, Corollary 5.9]. Let A be the set of walls separating
ta, bu from tc, du and let B be the set of walls separating ta, du from tb, cu. Notice that the
sets of walls A,B are inseparable. Let HA,HB be the sets of halfspaces associated to walls
in A,B respectively. Up to sets of fio–measure 0, we have A Ä WU and B Ä WU.

First suppose that fiopHAq ° 0 and fiopHBq ° 0. Since the sets of walls A,B are
inseparable and each wall in A crosses each wall in B, from Definition 3.1, there exist
tUiuiPI , tVjujPJ Ñ U such that

‚ fiopHA X HUiq ° 0 for all i P I, fiopB X Vjq ° 0 for all j P J ,
‚ A Ä

î
iPI

WUi , B Ä
î
jPJ

WVi , up to sets of walls associated to measure-0 sets of

halfspaces, and
‚ every wall with colour nested in Ui crosses every wall with colour nested in Vj for

all i P I, j P J .
Notice that Vj à U for all j P J . Indeed, if Vj “ U for some j P J , since each wall in

WUi crosses each wall in WVj “ WU and Ui Ñ U we would have that each wall in WUi

crosses itself, which is a contradiction. Hence ⇡Upbq “ ⇡Upcq and ⇡Upaq “ ⇡Updq. (Indeed,
the Ui show that, for example, sUpb, cq “ 0.)

On the other hand, since Vj à U for all j P J , we must have Ui à U for all i P I, as
argued for Vj à U. So ⇡Upaq “ ⇡Upbq and ⇡Upcq “ ⇡Updq. In particular b, d have the same
image.

Now suppose that fiopHAq “ 0. Then a “ b and c “ d. Hence b, d lie on a common
geodesic from x to y, a contradiction.
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Hence ⇡U ˝ ↵ptq “ ⇡U ˝ �ptq for all t, as required. ⇤
Recall that, for any x,y, the median interval Ipx,yq between x,y is the union of geodesics

in X between x,y (since X is a geodesic median space; see Lemma 2.7). So, by the preceding
claim and the fact that geodesics map via ⇡U to geodesics, ⇡UpIpx,yqq is (the image of) a
single geodesic in T ‚

U from ⇡Upxq to ⇡Upyq.

Claim 6. Let x̄ “ ⇡Upxq, ȳ “ ⇡Upyq. Suppose that m P X has the property that m̄ “

⇡Upmq lies on a geodesic in T ‚
U from x̄ to ȳ. Then there exists m

1
P Ipx,yq such that

sUpm,m1
q “ 0.

Proof. Since X is complete and finite-rank, Ipx,yq is compact (Lemma 2.8), and in particular
closed in X. As an interval, Ipx,yq is convex. Hence there is a gate map g : X Ñ Ipx,yq.

(More generally, intervals in a median algebra are always gated, and the gate of a point in
Ipx,yq is just the median of that point, x, and y.)

Let m
1

“ gpmq, so m
1

P Ipx,yq, and the walls separating m,m1 are exactly those that
separate m from Ipx,yq. If sUpm,m1

q “ 0, we are done. So, suppose that sUpm,m1
q ° 0.

Now, µpx,y,mq “ m
1, so by the equality established above, we have
sUpx,mq ` sUpy,mq “ sUpx,yq ` 2sUpm,m1

q.

Hence
DUpx̄, ȳq † DUpx̄, m̄q ` DUpȳ, m̄q,

so m̄ cannot lie on a geodesic in T ‚
U from x̄ to ȳ. This is a contradiction, so we are done. ⇤

The preceding claim shows that any geodesic in T ‚
U from x̄ to ȳ lies in ⇡UpIpx,yqq,

which we saw above is a single geodesic. Since x,y were arbitrary, we conclude that any two
points in T ‚

U are joined by a unique geodesic.
On the other hand, any x̄, ȳ, z̄ P T ‚

U determine a geodesic triangle whose three sides all
pass through µUpx̄, ȳ, z̄q. Another application of uniqueness of geodesics now shows that
T ‚

U is a 0–hyperbolic geodesic metric space, i.e. an R–tree. In particular, T ‚
U is a median

space of rank 1, and µU is the median. (See Proposition 2.24.)
In order to prove the proposition, it remains to prove the claim about V à U or V&U.

First suppose that V à U, so by Lemma 5.8, we can choose FV such that FV Ä FU. If
x,y P FV we thus have

fioppHpx,yq X HUq4pHpx,yq X HVqq “ 0,

so ⇡Upxq “ ⇡Upyq, i.e. ⇡UpFVq is a single point. If F is parallel to FV, then for all x,y P F,
the fact that ⇡Upxq “ ⇡UphUpxqq then shows that ⇡Upxq “ ⇡Upyq, as required.

Now consider the case where U&V and consider ⇡UpFVq “ ⇡UphUpFVqq. If the latter is
a single point, we are done, so suppose that x,y P FV have distinct gates on FU, denoted
x̄, ȳ.

By replacing x with hVpx̄q and doing similarly for y, we can assume that Hpx̄, ȳq “

Hpx̂, ŷq, where x̂ “ hVpx̄q and ŷ “ hVpȳq.
Now, since x̄, ȳ P FU we have that Hpx̄, ȳq Ä HpFUq; similarly, Hpx̂, ŷq Ä HpFVq. Since

HpFUq and HpFVq coincide with HU and HV up to measure 0, respectively, we have that
up to measure 0, Hpx̄, ȳq is contained in HU X HV.

Let A be an inseparable set of walls such that fiopHA4Hpx̄, ȳqq “ 0 and ColpAq Ä UXV.
For example, we can take A to be the intersection of the inseparable set Hpx̄, ȳq with the
inseparable set WU X WV.

Then from Definition 3.1.(III), there exists a family tWiuiPI Ñ U,V such that A Äî
iPI

WWi (up to a null set) and so HA Ä
î
iPI

HWi (up to a null set). Moreover, each HAXHWi

has positive measure.
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Now, each Wi Ñ U,V, so since U and V are not Ñ–related, the preceding nestings are
proper. Thus the contribution of HA X HWi to DUpx̄, ȳq is 0 for each i. More precisely, we
have shown that up to a set of measure 0, we have A Ä PU.

Hence ⇡Upxq “ ⇡Upyq, i.e. ⇡UpFVq is a single point.
Exactly as in the nested case, the fact that ⇡U factors through hU shows that the same

holds for any parallel copy of FV. This completes the proof. ⇤
5.1.2. Checking the remainder of Definition 4.2.

Proposition 5.13 (Distance formula). Let ⇡ : X Ñ
±

UPF‚ T ‚
U send each x to the tuple

p⇡Upxqq
UPF‚ . Fixing a basepoint x0 P X, base each T ‚

U at 1U “ ⇡Upx0q. Then the image
of ⇡ is contained in `1pF

‚
q, and ⇡ is an isometric embedding, and, identifying X with its

image, each ⇡U coincides with the natural projection `1pF
‚
q Ñ T ‚

U.

Proof. The final statement, about natural projections, follows immediately from the defini-
tion of ⇡. Let x,y P T ‚. We saw above that

d1px,yq “

ÿ

UPF‚
sUpx,yq,

i.e.
d1px,yq “

ÿ

UPF‚
DUp⇡Upxq,⇡Upyqq,

so ⇡ is an isometric embedding. In particular, since d1px,x0q † 8 for all x, the image of ⇡
is in `1pF

‚
q. ⇤

We have now verified the first part of Definition 4.2.(5). We have also constructed the
R–trees T ‚

U and, for V à U or V&U, we have chosen a point ⇢V
U

P T ‚
U — see Propo-

sition 5.12. As required by Definition 4.2, ⇢U
V

always lies in ⇡VpXq, because of how it was
defined.

We now check the rest of Definition 4.2.(3):

Lemma 5.14. Let U à V or UKV. Suppose V à W, or V&W and W & U. Then
⇢U
W

“ ⇢V
W

.

Proof. Suppose that U à V. Then we can choose FU in its parallelism class to lie in FV, so
by Proposition 5.12 we have ⇢U

W
“ ⇢V

W
.

Next, suppose that UKV. Then we can choose parallel copies of FU,FV that intersect
in a point, by the definition of orthogonality. An application of Proposition 5.12 again gives
⇢U
W

“ ⇢V
W

. ⇤
Next, suppose that U à V. Let ⇡Vpxq P T ‚

V. Define ⇢V
U

p⇡Vpxqq to be ⇡Upxq if ⇡Vpxq ‰

⇢U
V

, and define it arbitrarily otherwise. To check that this is well-defined, we will use the
following lemma, which also implies the bounded geodesic image axiom of Definition 4.2.

Lemma 5.15. Let U à V and let x,y P X. Suppose that the geodesic in T ‚
V from ⇡Vpxq

to ⇡Vpyq does not pass through ⇢U
V

. Then ⇡Upxq “ ⇡Upyq.

Proof. Without loss of generality, x,y P FV and FU Ä FV. So, we work entirely in FV.
If hUpxq “ hUpyq, then ⇡Upxq “ ⇡Upyq, and we are done. So, writing x̄, ȳ for the gates

of x,y on FU, we have
fiopHpx,yq X HpFUqq ° 0.

Let a “ µpx,y, x̄q and let b “ µpx,y, ȳq.
So, b lies on a geodesic from x to ȳ (by the definition of the median and the fact that we

are in a geodesic median space) and the same is true of x̄, by the definition of the gate of x,
since ȳ P FU. In short, b, x̄ P Ipx, ȳq.
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Now, µpx, x̄, bq “ a by Definition 2.1. Also, µpb, x̄, ȳq “ ȳ. So by [CDH10, Remark
2.23], the tuple a, b, ȳ, x̄ (in that order) is a rectangle. So, Hpa, x̄q “ Hpb, ȳq and Hpa, bq “

Hpx,yq X HpFUq.
Every wall associated to a halfspace in the former set crosses every wall associated to a

halfspace in the latter set. Now, if ⇡Upxq ‰ ⇡Upyq, then Hpx,yq X HpFUq has a positive-
measure subset A Ä PU.

If Hpa, x̄q has measure 0, then ⇡VpIpx,yqq intersects ⇡VpFUq “ ⇢U
V

, and we are done.
Apply Definition 3.1 to find tUiuiPI Ñ U such that A Ä

î
iPI

HUi , and tVjujPJ Ñ V such

that Hpa, x̄q is, up to a null set, contained in
î
jPJ

HVj . Moreover, every wall associated to a

halfspace in HUi crosses every wall associated to a halfspace in HVj for all i P I, j P J , and
the following hold for all i, j:

‚ fiopHA X HUiq ° 0, and
‚ fiopHpa, x̄q X HVj q ° 0.

Now, if Ui à U for some i P I, then we contradict that A is contained in PU. So, U “ Ui

for all i P I, whence, by Proposition 2.22 and the definition of orthogonality, we have UKVj

for all j P J and a is contained in a parallel copy of FU. Again, since a lies on a geodesic
from x to y, we see that ⇡VpIpx,yqq passes through ⇡Vpaq “ ⇢U

V
, as required. ⇤

Lemma 5.16. Let U à V. The map ⇢V
U

: T ‚
V Ñ T ‚

U is well-defined and constant on
each component of T ‚

V ´ t⇢U
V

u.

Proof. To see that ⇢V
U

is well-defined, note that Lemma 5.15 implies ⇡Upxq “ ⇡Upyq whenever
x,y have the property that ⇡Vpxq “ ⇡Vpyq ‰ ⇢U

V
. This also shows that ⇢V

U
is constant on

each component of T ‚
V ´ t⇢U

V
u. ⇤

It remains to verify the consistency equations from Definition 4.2.(5), and to show that X
coincides with the set of points in `1pF

‚
q satisfying the consistency equations.

Lemma 5.17. If U à V and x P X, then either ⇡Vpxq “ ⇢U
V

or ⇢V
U

p⇡Vpxqq “ ⇡Upxq.

Proof. This is a rephrasing of the definition of ⇢V
U

. ⇤

Lemma 5.18. Let U&V. Let x P X. Then either ⇡Upxq “ ⇢V
U

or the same holds with the
roles of U,V reversed.

Proof. Let a “ hUpxq and let b “ hVpxq (so, we have implicitly fixed parallel copies of
FU,FV).

If ŵ is a wall separating x from a and crossing FV, then ŵ cannot separate x from b. If v̂
is a wall separating x from b and crossing FU, then we therefore have that v̂, ŵ cross.

If ⇡VpIpx, aqq is a single point, then ⇡Vpxq “ ⇢U
V

, and we are done. So, assume not. Then

fiopHpx, aq X HVq ° 0.

Similarly, if ⇡UpIpx, bqq is a single point, we are done, so we can assume that

fiopHpx, bq X HUq ° 0.

Hence we have two positive-measure sets of halfspaces, A Ä HU and B Ä HV, such that
every wall associated to a halfspace in A crosses every wall in a halfspace associated to B.

Now apply Definition 3.1 to find tUiuiPI Ñ U and tVjujPJ Ñ V such that (up to null sets
of associated halfspaces) A–halfspaces are associated to walls coloured Ui and B–halfspaces
are associated to walls coloured Vj , and every wall coloured Ui crosses every wall coloured
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Vj . Moreover, the sets HA X HUi and HB X HVj have positive measure. If Ui à U for all
i P I, then fiopA X PUq “ 0 and we get

DUpx, ⇢VUq “ 0,

and the same holds with V and U switching roles if Vj à V for all j P J . We conclude
that U “ Ui0 for some i0 P I (and so tUiu “ tUi0u) and V “ Vj0 for some j0 P J (and so
tVju “ tVj0u).

One can now use [Fio20, Corollary 3.11] and [Fio18, Proposition 2.10] to construct par-
allel copies FU,FV whose convex hull in X is isometric to FU ˆ FV (more explicitly, use
Proposition 2.22), so by Definition 5.7, UKV, a contradiction. ⇤

We have finished verifying the consistency conditions. To verify that the consistency
conditions completely characterise the image of X in `1pF

‚
q, we prove the following.

Proposition 5.19 (Realisation). Let pxUq
UPF‚ P `1pF

‚
q and suppose that the following hold

for all U,V P F
‚ :

‚ If U&V, then
dUpxU, ⇢VUq ¨ dVpxV, ⇢UVq “ 0.

‚ If U à V, then
dVpxV, ⇢UVq ¨ dUp⇢VUpxVq,xUq “ 0.

Then there exists x P X such that ⇡Upxq “ xU for all U P F
‚ .

Note that the point x provided by the proposition is necessarily unique. Before the proof,
we need a general lemma about gates in X.

Lemma 5.20. Let A Ä X be a closed convex subset and let g : X Ñ A be the gate map.
Then for all U P F

‚ and all x P X, the point ⇡Upgpxqq P ⇡UpAq lies on the T ‚
U–geodesic

from ⇡Upxq to any point in ⇡UpAq.

Proof. Since ⇡U is continuous, ⇡UpAq is connected and hence convex in T ‚
U. Let p P ⇡UpAq,

so we can write p “ ⇡Upaq for some a P A. Then gpxq lies on a geodesic in X from x to a,
so since ⇡U sends geodesics to geodesics, ⇡Upgpxqq lies on the geodesic from ⇡Upxq to p. ⇤

Proof of Proposition 5.19. Fix a tuple pxUq
UPF‚ P `1pF

‚
q as in the statement (i.e. a consis-

tent tuple in `1pF
‚
q). Fix a basepoint y P X.

The spaces YU: First, we study the preimage of xU under the projection ⇡U.
For each U P F

‚ , the set YU “ ⇡´1
U

pxUq is closed, since T ‚
U is Hausdorff and ⇡U is

continuous (since it is lipschitz).
Moreover, YU is median-convex since ⇡U is a median homomorphism. Indeed, if a,b P YU

and c P X, then µUp⇡Upaq,⇡Upbq,⇡Upcqq “ xU, and so ⇡Upµpa,b, cqq “ xU, as required.
Also, YU ‰ H since ⇡U : FU Ñ T ‚

U is surjective (recall that T ‚
U is by construction a

quotient of FU).
Using consistency and the Helly property: We next claim that YU X YV ‰ H for

all U,V P F
‚ . We will use the consistency assumption.

‚ If UKV, then since ⇡U is surjective on any parallel copy of FV, and the same is true
reversing U and V, the definition of orthogonality yields some a P FU ˆ FV such
that ⇡Upaq “ xU and ⇡Vpaq “ xV. So, a P YU X YV.

‚ If V&U, then consistency implies, without loss of generality, that xV “ ⇢U
V

“

⇡VpFUq. Choose a P FU such that ⇡Upaq “ xU. Then ⇡Vpaq “ ⇢U
V

“ xV, so
again a P YU X YV.
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‚ If U à V, then there are two possibilities. If ⇢U
V

“ xV, then we can take a P FUXYU,
and as in the transverse case we get a P YU X YV. Otherwise, if xV ‰ ⇢U

V
, then

choose a P FV X YV. Then ⇡Upaq “ ⇢V
U

pxVq “ xU, by the consistency assumption
and the definition of the map ⇢V

U
.

By the Helly property for convex sets [Rol16, Theorem 2.2], for any finite set S Ä F
‚ , we

therefore have
YS “

£

UPS
YU ‰ H.

The set of relevant domains: Let F be the set of U such that ⇡Upyq ‰ xU. Let F 1
n

be the subset of F consisting of those U for which

DUpy,xUq °
1

n
.

Since pxUqU P `1pF
‚
q and d1py,x0q † 8, we have

∞
UPF DUpy,xUq † 8. So, F 1

n is finite
for each n, and F is countable.

If F “ H, then y is the desired point, and we are done. So we assume that F ‰ H.
By choosing an arbitrary enumeration of F , we write

F “

8§

n“0

Fn,

where F0 “ H, and for all n • 1, we have Fn “ Fn´1 Y tVnu, where Vn P F is the nth

element in the enumeration.
The points yn: We define a sequence pynqn•0 in X as follows. First, let y0 “ y.
For n • 1, using the above application of the Helly property, we have that YFn ‰ H.

Moreover, YFn is closed and convex, as the intersection of closed convex sets. So YFn admits
a gate map, and we declare yn to be the image of y0 under the gate map to YFn .

Our goal now is to show that pynqn is a Cauchy sequence, so that by completeness of X,
this sequence converges to some point x P X, which we will show satisfies ⇡Upxq “ xU for
each U.

Recall that Fn “ Fn´1 Y tVnu, so that

YFn “ YFn´1 X YVn .

This has two useful consequences:
(A) By the definition of the gate, µpy,yn,yN q “ yN whenever n • N . Hence yN lies on

a geodesic from y to yn whenever N § n. Here, we have just used that YFn Ä YFN

when n • N , and both sets are closed and convex.
(B) The point yn is the gate of yn´1 in YVn . We now check this, and use the following

notation: given a closed convex set A, let gA : X Ñ A be the gate map. So, by definition,

yn “ gYFn´1XYVn
pyq.

But YFn´1XYVn “ gVnpYFn´1q, by e.g. [Fio20, Lemma 2.2.(1)]. Hence gYFn´1XYVn
“

gYVn
˝ gYFn´1

, by [Fio20, Lemma 2.2.(2)]. Thus

yn “ gYVn
pyn´1q.

Comparing projections of y,yN : By construction, the points y,yN can have different
projections to T ‚

U when U P F . We now argue that elements of F are the only places
where these projections can differ.

Claim 7. Let N • 0 and suppose that U P F
‚ satisfies DUpy,yN q ° 0. Then U P F .
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Proof. We argue by induction on N . In the base case, N “ 0, we have y “ yN and so the
claim holds.

Hence fix N • 1 and suppose the claim holds for N ´ 1.
Assume that U P F

‚
´ F . Then ⇡Upyq “ xU, by the definition of F . Let V “ VN , so

that FN “ FN´1 Y tVu. We saw above that yN is the gate of yN´1 on YV. Also, by the
induction hypothesis, ⇡UpyN´1q “ ⇡Upyq, since U R F . Since V P F , we have ⇡Vpyq ‰ xV.

We now analyse four cases, according to how U and V are related:
‚ Suppose U&V. Recall that ⇡Upyq “ xU. Suppose that xU ‰ ⇢V

U
. Then by consis-

tency, ⇢U
V

“ xV ‰ ⇡Vpyq. So the consistency of ⇡Upyq and ⇡Vpyq is violated.
Hence ⇢V

U
“ xU. In other words, ⇡UpFVq “ xU. So, we can choose a P FV such

that a P YV and ⇡Upaq “ ⇡Upyq “ ⇡UpyN´1q. Thus, by Lemma 5.20, the gate of
yN´1 in YV has U–coordinate ⇡Upyq. So ⇡Upyq “ ⇡UpyN q.

‚ Suppose U à V. If ⇡VpyN q (which coincides with xV since yN P YV) differs from
⇢U
V

, then by consistency, we have ⇡UpyN q “ ⇢V
U

pxVq “ xU “ ⇡Upyq.
Otherwise, ⇡VpyN q “ ⇢U

V
. Then ⇡VpFUq “ ⇡VpyN q, so we can choose a P FU

with ⇡Upaq “ ⇡UpyN´1q and a P YV. So, again by Lemma 5.20 and the induction
hypothesis, ⇡UpyN q “ ⇡UpyN´1q “ ⇡Upyq.

‚ Suppose V à U. Recall that ⇡Upyq “ ⇡UpyN´1q “ xU. If xU ‰ ⇢V
U

, then by
consistency we have ⇢U

V
pxUq “ xV “ ⇡Vpyq, a contradiction. So ⇢V

U
“ xU. Choose

a P FV with ⇡Vpaq “ xV. Then a P YV and ⇡Upaq “ ⇡Upyq “ ⇡UpyN´1q, so by
Lemma 5.20, ⇡UpyN q “ ⇡Upyq.

‚ Suppose UKV. Then there exists a P FU ˆ FV such that ⇡Vpaq “ xV and ⇡Upaq “

xU “ ⇡UpyN´1q. So by Lemma 5.20, ⇡UpyN q “ ⇡Upyq.
This completes the proof of the claim. ⇤

Conclusion: Recall that yN lies on the geodesic from y to yn when n • N .
For any U P F

‚ , one of the following holds. If U P F , then for all sufficiently large
n, we have yn P YU, so ⇡Upynq “ xU. If U R F , then by the Claim, we have that
⇡Upynq “ ⇡Upyq “ xU for all n.

Since ⇡U takes geodesics to geodesics, DUpy,yN q § DUpy,ynq for n • N . For sufficiently
large n, we have ⇡Upynq “ xU. So DUpy,yN q § DUpy,xUq.

From the Claim, we thus get:

d1py,yN q §

ÿ

UPF
DUpy,xUq “ d1py, pxUqUq † 8,

and d1py,yN q is nondecreasing in N . So the sequence d1py,yN q is convergent, and in par-
ticular d1pym,ynq Ñ 0 as m,n Ñ 0.

Thus pynqn is a Cauchy sequence, which must converge to some x P X by completeness
of X. Finally, we saw that the y and yn projections to T ‚

U can only differ if U P F , and
for such U, we have ⇡Upynq “ xU for all sufficiently large n. Hence, by continuity of ⇡U, we
have ⇡Upxq “ xU for each U, as required. ⇤
Lemma 5.21. The real cubing pX,F

‚
q has nonempty products.

Proof. Let U P F
‚ . Consider the parallelism class of subspaces FU. By construction, FU ‰

H. Let FU be a fixed representative. Choose x P FU. Let V P F
‚ satisfy V&U or U à V.

Then by definition, ⇡VpFUq “ ⇡Vpxq “ ⇢U
V

, which verifies Definition 4.9, i.e. the nonempty
products property. ⇤

This finishes the proof of Theorem 5.1. In summary, pX,F
‚
q is an R–cubing, where

‚ F
‚

Ä F
‚
1 is the index set;
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‚ T ‚
U is the metric quotient of the pseudometric space pX, sUq, the projection map

⇡U is the quotient map, and it is a median homomorphism;
‚ the nesting relation on F

‚ is the original one coming from the poset-colouring;
‚ UKV if and only if, up to parallelism, FU,FV span a convex product region (and

dealing with orthogonality is why we restricted to T ‚);
‚ if U à V or U&V, then ⇢U

V
“ ⇡UpFUq;

‚ if U à V, then for all x P X, either ⇡Vpxq “ ⇢U
V

or ⇢V
U

p⇡Vpxqq “ ⇡Upxq.
In particular, the subspaces FU defined using the tangible filter �U coincides with the sub-
space FU defined in terms of the real cubing structure in Section 4.10. Indeed, let FU be the
subspace defined in terms of �U. As noted above, if U à V or U&V, then ⇢U

V
“ ⇡VpFUq,

so FU Ä PU. Moreover, if VKU, then since ⇡V factors through the gate map to FV, the
definition of orthogonality implies that ⇡V is constant on FU. So, letting PU “ FU ˆ EU

as in Proposition 4.37, we have a parallel copy FU with FU Ä FU. On the other hand, if
p P FU, then the gate p̄ on FU has the same V–coordinate as p whenever V �Ñ U. On the
other hand, if V Ñ U, then FV is parallel to a subset of FU, so no wall separating p, p̄ has
colour V. Hence p “ p̄ and FU “ FU. So from now on we use the notation FU for FU in
a real cubing since, if that real cubing happened to come from a poset-colouring (as we are
about to show is always the case), there would be no ambiguity.

Remark 5.22. A given real cubing can admit many real cubing structures, and a given
median space can admit many finite-depth tangible poset-colourings. This is clear even
when the space is R — it has a trivial real cubing structure as a real tree, corresponding to a
poset-colouring in which all walls have the same colour. On the other hand, by subdividing
it into 1–cubes, we get a different real cubing structure from Example 4.25, corresponding
to a poset-colouring with countably many colours. This is in contrast to Proposition 3.27,
which says that among orthogonal poset-colourings, there is essentially a unique one. ⇤
5.2. Real cubings have finite depth tangible poset-colourings. Conversely, we now
provide a poset-colouring for the walls in a real cubing:

Proposition 5.23. Any real cubing is a complete, connected median metric space of finite
rank which admits a finite-depth poset-colouring that satisfies the tangible filter condition.

Proof. Let pX,F
‚
q be a real cubing. We invoke Lemma 4.5 and assume without loss of

generality, that F
‚ has a unique Ñ–maximal element.

Moreover, for convenience, we apply Proposition 4.10 and henceforth assume that pX,F
‚
q

has nonempty products.
From Lemma 4.7 and Lemma 4.13, the real cubing pX,F

‚
q is a connected median metric

space of finite rank and by definition, it is complete.
Let W be the set of walls. For all U P F

‚ , let FU be the subspace defined (up to parallelism)
in Proposition 4.37. Define F

‚
p Ä F

‚ to be the subset tU P F
‚

| diampFUq ° 0u.
Observe that if U R F

‚
p, that is FU is a point, and V Ñ U, then V R F

‚
p as FV is (parallel

to) a subspace of FU by Proposition 4.37. Furthermore, if U R F
‚
p, then there is no wall that

crosses FU as w X FU and W ˚
X FU can not be both non-empty.

Now, X is a point if and only if both F
‚
p and W are empty. In this case, the poset-colouring

map Col : W Ñ tSu trivially satisfies the definition.
We now assume that X is not a point and so the Ñ-maximal S P F

‚
p and W ‰ H.

We define the map:
Col : W Ñ F

‚
p

where, for a wall ŵ P W , Colpŵq is the Ñ–minimal element U of F‚
p such that ŵ crosses FU,

that is, both halfpsaces w,w˚ intersect FU.
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We now show that the map is well-defined. First, every wall crosses some FU, for U P F
‚
p.

Indeed, suppose that the wall ŵ separates x,y P X. Since x,y P FS, where S is the unique
Ñ–maximal element, ŵ crosses FS “ X.

We next show that the minimal element U is well-defined. For that, it suffices to show
that if ŵ crosses FU and FV, then there exists W Ñ U,V such that ŵ crosses FW. Then,
from the fact that Ñ-chains are finite, the existence of a Ñ-minimal such U follows. Notice
that without loss of generality, we can assume that U&V. Indeed, since there is a wall which
crosses both FU and FV, U and V cannot be orthogonal, because a halfspace must intersect
FU ˆ FV in a convex set. If one of them is nested in the other one, say U Ñ V, then it
suffices to take W to be U. So assume U&V.

If ŵ crosses FU and FV, then there exist x,y P gFVpFUq such that ŵ separates them.
Since ⇢V

U
is a point and x,y P FV, we have that ⇡Upxq “ ⇡Upyq “ ⇢V

U
; symmetrically, we

have that ⇡Vpxq “ ⇡Vpyq “ ⇢U
V

. Since x ‰ y, by Lemma 4.6 there exists W P F
‚ such

that ⇡Wpxq ‰ ⇡Wpyq. In particular FW is not a point and so W P F
‚
p. Furthermore from

consistency, we have that W Ñ U,V as required. Therefore, the map Col is well-defined.
In both the existence and uniqueness proofs above, we have used that Ñ–chains in F

‚ have
bounded length, by Definition 4.2.(4).

We next show that Col is a poset-colouring as in Definition 3.1.
Since F

‚ is an index set for a real cubing structure, pF
‚
p,Ñq is a partially ordered set and

by assumption, it has a Ñ–maximal element.
Verifying Definition 3.1.(I): Assume that û separates ĥ, v̂ and Colpĥq, Colpv̂q Ñ U P F

‚
p.

From the definition of the map Col, we have that ĥ and v̂ cross FU. Since û separates ĥ
and v̂, it follows that û crosses FU, in view of convexity of the latter. From the minimality
of Col, we have that Colpûq Ñ U, by the same argument as was used to show that Col is
well-defined.

Verifying Definition 3.1.(II): Let U,V P F
‚
p and suppose that each wall in WU crosses

each wall in WV, up to measure 0 sets of halfspaces. Then, from the definition of the poset-
colouring, we have that each wall that crosses FU crosses every wall that crosses FV (a priori,
up to measure 0 halfspaces). Since real cubings are connected median metric spaces of finite
rank and FU and FV are closed, median–convex subspaces, it follows from Proposition 2.22,
that there is an isometric embedding of FU ˆ FV into X with median–convex image. Since
by assumption FU and FV are not points, it follows Proposition 4.37 that U and V are not
Ñ–comparable.

Verifying Definition 3.1.(III): Suppose we have an inseparable set A of walls such that
ColpAq Ñ U,V and the set HA of halfspaces associated to A has positive fio–measure.

Let D “ hFUpFVq. Then every wall in A crosses D, since by assumption any â in A has
Colpâq nested in U and V and hence crossing FU and FV since FColpâq is (up to parallelism)
contained in FU and FV.

Let x,y P D be such that Hpx,yq X HA has positive fio-measure (such x,y exist because
of how fio is defined in [Fio20, Section 3]).

For each such x,y, all elements of Relpx,yq “ tW P F
‚

| ⇡Wpxq ‰ ⇡Wpyqu Ä F
‚
p are

nested in U and V.
Consider the subset MaxRelpx,yq of Ñ–maximal elements of Relpx,yq. Notice that there

are countably many elements in Relpx,yq, since the sum of the distances between the projec-
tions of x,y into the real trees associated to elements in Relpx,yq converges to the distance
between x and y. Hence, there are also countably many elements in MaxRelpx,yq.

Moreover, the median interval Ipx,yq is the union of closed convex subsets, each of which
is a nontrivial median subinterval, and for each of which there is some W P MaxRelpx,yq

so that the gate map to FW is an isometric embedding on the given subinterval. (These
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subintervals may overlap.) Nontriviality means each such W has the property that HW X

Hpx,yq has positive measure. Moreover, up to a null set, Hpx,yq is contained in the union
of the sets HW X Hpx,yq. (Indeed, for each such W we have

fiopHW X Hpx,yqq “

ÿ

VÑW

dVpx,yq,

so since dVpx,yq “ 0 unless V Ñ W for some such W, we get

fiop

§

WPMaxRelpx,yq
HW X Hpx,yqq “

ÿ

VPRelpx,yq
dVpx,yq “ dXpx,yq “ fiopHpx,yq,

as required. The first equality follows from the inclusion-exclusion principle, countability of
Relpx,yq, and the fact that each V is nested in finitely many (and at least one) of the W

by consistency.)
We define the family tWiuiPI from Definition 3.1.(III) to be the set of elements Wi P

MaxRelpx,yq such that both

fiopHpx,yq X HWiq ° 0

and
fiopHA X HWiq ° 0.

For the given x,y, let Abadpx,yq be the set of walls that separate x,y, belong to A, and
do not cross one of the FWi for Wi in our family. Since Abadpx,yq X WT is associated to a
set of halfspaces of measure 0 for each T P MaxRelpx,yq and MaxRelpx,yq is countable,
we have that HAbadpx,yq is a countable union of measure 0 sets, so it has measure 0.

Let Abad be the set of walls in A that do not have colour nested in one of the Wi in
our family. Then for any x,y P D, we have Abad X Wpx,yq “ Abadpx,yq. Now, from the
definition of the measure fio (see [Fio20, p. 19]), this implies that HAbad has measure 0.
Indeed, HAbad has positive measure only if it has positive-measure intersection with some set
of halfspaces of the form Hpx,yq, and since all walls in A cross D, we can restrict to points
x,y in D. This shows that Condition (III) is satisfied.

Verifying Definition 3.1.(IV): Suppose that there exist inseparable sets A,B of walls
such that ColpAq Ñ U, ColpBq Ñ V and every wall in A crosses every wall in B. Suppose
that the sets HA,HB of halfspaces associated to A and B have positive fio–measure.

Consider families tUiu and tVju satisfying Definition 3.1.(III) for A,U and B,V respec-
tively.

Specifically, each Ui Ñ U, each Ui satisfies fiopHUi X HAq ° 0, and all but a measure 0

subset of HA is contained in YiHUi . Analogous properties hold for B,V, tViu.
Among sets tUiu and tVju with the given properties, choose these sets so that the levels of

the Ui,Vj are as small as possible; more precisely, suppose that tUiu cannot be replaced by
a set with the preceding properties by replacing some Uj by a set tU

1
j
u with each U

1
j

à Uj ;
such a choice is possible by finite complexity.

Note that the first, second, fourth, and fifth bullet points from Definition 3.1.(IV) are
satisfied by these sets.

We will show that UiKVj for all i, j. This then provides a product region FUi ˆ FUj , in
view of Proposition 4.37, which in turn implies that all walls crossing the first factor — i.e.
all walls in WUi — cross all walls crossing the second factor — i.e. all walls in WVj . Hence,
to verify the third bullet point in Definition 3.1.(IV), it indeed suffices to those that Ui,Vj

are orthogonal.
Fix i P I, j P J . Since HA X HUi has positive fio–measure, there exist x,y P X such that

fiopHA X HUi X Hpx,yqq ° 0.
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We call x,y a pair of test points for Ui and A. As explained in [Fio20, Section 3], a set of
halfspaces has positive measure only if it has positive-measure intersection with Hpx,yq for
some x,y. So test points exist. Likewise, we can choose w, z P X such that

fiopHB X HVj X Hpw, zqq ° 0.

Moreover, by minimality of the levels of Ui,Vj , we can assume that Ui P Relpx,yq

and Vj P Relpw, zq. Indeed, if not, then for all pairs x,y of test points for Ui, we have
⇡Uipxq “ ⇡Uipyq, and by taking gates on FUi , we can assume that every element of Relpx,yq

is properly nested in Ui.
It follows that FUi X Ipx,yq is contained in the union of subsets obtained by projecting

FW to Ipx,yq, where W à Ui is one of the countably many elements of Relpx,yq. Now,
if ŵ P Wpx,yq is a wall crossing FUi , then (after excluding a set of walls associated to
a measure–0 set of halfspaces) ŵ must cross some such FW. So there is a set T px,yq of
W à Ui such that fiopHW X Hpx,yq X HAq ° 0 for W P T px,yq and HA X Hpx,yq is
contained in the union of the HW.

Now replace Ui by the union of the T px,yq as x,y vary over the test points for Ui,A.
This yields a new family tU

1
i
u with the same properties mentioned above, but where Ui has

been replaced by lower-level elements, contradicting our minimal level choice.
Hence we can assume that, for our given i P I, j P J and test pairs x,y and w, z for Ui,A

and Vj ,B respectively, we have Ui P Relpx,yq and Vj P Relpw, zq.
Since all walls in A cross all walls in B, we thus have a,b, c,d P X such that

‚ a,b, c,d, in that order, form a median rectangle in X, and
‚ Hpta,du, tb, cuq contains HA X HUi X Hpx,yq and Ui P Relpa,bq, and
‚ Hpta,bu, tc,duq contains HB X HVj X Hpw, zq and Ui P Relpa,dq.

Indeed, we can take x “ a,y “ b, and then obtain d, c by moving a,b, respectively, across
the walls in HB X HVj X Hpw, zq. If necessary, we use [CDH10, Remark 2.23.(2)] to tighten
to a median rectangle. See Figure 12.

Figure 12. Verifying Definition 3.1.(IV) in a real cubing.

Now, by applying consistency to the median rectangle, exactly as in the proof Lemma 4.13,
we get that UiKVj .

This completes the verification of Definition 3.1.(IV).
Finite depth and tangibility: We have shown that Col is a poset-colouring. Since the

index set has finite depth so does the poset-colouring. We are left to check that it satisfies
the tangible condition.
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Observe that if ŵ is a wall crossing FU, then by definition Colpŵq Ñ U so ŵ P WU.
Conversely, if Colpŵq Ñ U, then FColpŵq is, up to parallelism, contained in FU, so ŵ crosses
FU. Thus WU is exactly the set of walls crossing FU.

By construction, �U is therefore the set of halfspaces containing FU, which is tangible
since, for any choice of basepoint x0 P Xq, we have

fiop�U4�x0q “ d1px0,FUq † 8,

where d1 is the distance in X, as needed. ⇤

Combining Proposition 5.23 with Theorem 5.1 gives:

Corollary 5.24 (Characterisation of real cubing among median metric spaces). A complete,
connected median metric space pX, d1,µq of finite rank admits a finite depth poset-colouring
which satisfies the tangible filter condition if and only if there is a real cubing pY,F

‚
q and a

median-preserving isometry X Ñ Y, where Y is equipped with the metric from Definition 4.2
and the median from Lemma 4.7.

Example 5.25. In Example 4.27 we discussed that the trees of flats rX and ÄX 1 are complete,
connected median spaces of finite rank and the orthogonal poset-colourings satisfy the tan-
gible condition. What are the real trees associated to the real cubing structures described in
Theorem 5.1, applied to the orthogonal poset-colourings? ⇤

6. Characterisation of real cubings with clean containers and wedges

among median spaces

We have characterised real cubings as complete, connected, finite-rank median spaces
whose walls admit a finite-depth poset-colouring satisfying the tangible filter property.

On the other hand, in Section 3.3, we have proven that the orthogonal poset-colouring
always exists for median spaces. In this section, we prove that the finite depth of the canonical
orthogonal poset-colouring characterises complete, connected median space of finite rank that
admit a real cubing structure with clean containers and wedges.

6.1. An index set where K is an involution. In this section, we show that if a real
cubing has an index set with clean containers and wedges, then the real cubing admits a
different real cubing structure where the index is an orthogonal set in the sense of Defini-
tion 3.7. Furthermore, the poset-colouring defined by the orthogonal index set is a finite
depth tangible orthogonal poset-colouring.

First, there is a relationship between clean containers and the orthogonality determined
nesting condition in Definition 3.7 that can be used to check whether the latter condition
holds.

In this section, given a real cubing pX,F
‚
q with clean containers, we denote by U

K the
orthogonal complement of U, which is, by definition, defined whenever there is some V with
VKU.

Proposition 6.1 (Double orthogonal). Let pX,F
‚
q be a real cubing such that F‚ has clean

containers. Assume that F‚ has a unique Ñ–maximal element S.
Then the following are equivalent:

‚ Complementation is an involution. For all U P F
‚

´ tSu, we have that U
K is

defined and U
KK

“ U.
‚ Orthogonality determines nesting. For all U,V P F

‚
´ tSu, we have U à V if

and only if VK à U
K.
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Proof. Suppose that U
KK

“ U for all U à S. Suppose that U à V à S. Then V
K à

U
K. The properness of the nesting follows since, if V

K
“ U

K, then, taking orthogonal
complements and applying the assumption, we would have U “ V. Conversely, suppose that
V

K à U
K. Take orthogonal complements to get U à V.

Now suppose that orthogonality determines nesting. Just from clean containers, we already
have for all U that U Ñ U

KK. But since U
K

“ U
KKK (again, just from clean containers),

if the nesting was proper, we would have from our assumption that U
K à U

K, which is
impossible. Hence U “ U

KK. (See also Lemma 3.8.) ⇤
Remark 6.2 (Double orthogonal in hierarchically hyperbolic spaces). In this remark (which
the reader not interested in later applications to hierarchically hyperbolic spaces should skip),
we look ahead to the definition of a hierarchically hyperbolic space, Definition 10.1, where
one can define the clean containers property for the HHS nesting and orthogonality relations
exactly as for real cubings (see Definition 35.3), and likewise define the "orthogonality de-
termines nesting" property in exactly the same way as for real cubings. If these properties
hold, then Proposition 6.1 holds also — the proof used only the relations on the index set,
so works as well in the hierarchically hyperbolic setting as it does in the real cubing setting.
In some cases (see e.g. [HS20, Corollary 3.4]), naturally occurring hierarchically hyperbolic
structures have the property that the orthogonal complementation operator is an involution.

However, there are naturally occurring hierarchically hyperbolic structures with clean con-
tainers where orthogonal complementation is not an involution and so orthogonality does
not determine nesting. This is the case for the standard HHS structure on the mapping class
group of a surface S; see Section 36.1 for a description. Figure 13 shows a surface S and
two subsurfaces U, V such that U à pUK

q
K, because we disregard pants. Later, when we

Figure 13. The subsurface U consists of two (red) open one-holed tori and
a (red) open two-holed torus, and their boundary annuli. Its topological
complement is the yellow (open) subsurface, but since we disregard pants,
UK is just the yellow once-punctured torus. So U à pUK

q
K.

work with HHSes, we often assume clean containers but not that orthogonality determines
nesting. ⇤
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We also need an auxiliary lemma to allow us to assume our real cubings have nonempty
products.

Lemma 6.3. Let pX,F
‚
q be a real cubing and suppose that F

‚ has clean containers. Let
F

‚
1 Ä F

‚ be the set of U such that PU ‰ H. Then pX,F
‚
1q is a real cubing with clean

containers.

Proof. By Proposition 4.10, pX,F
‚
1q is a real cubing. So to conclude, it suffices to show that

PU ‰ H implies PUK ‰ H when U
K is defined, i.e. when U is orthogonal to at least one

element. But this follows since the latter must contain the former. Indeed, if x P PU, then
⇡Vpxq “ ⇢U

V
whenever U à V or U&V. Suppose that V&U

K or UK à V. Then we cannot
have VKU (which would force V Ñ U

K) and we cannot have V Ñ U (which would force
VKU

K). So V&U or U à V. So ⇡Vpxq “ ⇢U
V

“ ⇢U
K

V
, with the latter equality coming from

Definition 4.2.(3). Hence x P PUK , as required. ⇤
Definition 6.4 (Isoorthogonal). Suppose that U,V have the property that, for all W P F

‚ ,
we have UKW if and only if VKU. Then we say that U,V are isoorthogonal. ⇤
Remark 6.5. Notice that if the index set F‚ has clean containers, then two elements U and
V are isoorthogonal if and only if either U

K
“ V

K or each of U and V is not orthogonal to
any element of the index set.

Indeed, suppose that U and V are isoorthogonal and they are orthogonal to an element
W. Then U

K is orthogonal to V, so U
K is nested in V

K, and symmetrically V
K is nested in

U
K, so they are equal. Conversely, if UK

“ V
K, then WKU implies W Ñ U

K
“ V

K which
implies WKV, and conversely. ⇤

The main proposition is:

Proposition 6.6. Let pX,F
‚
q be a real cubing with clean containers. Then X admits a real

cubing structure pX,F
‚
rq such that

‚ pX,F
‚
rq has nonempty products;

‚ there is a unique Ñ–maximal element S;
‚ no two distinct elements of F‚

r are isoorthogonal;
‚ U “ U

KK, and U
K is defined, for all U ‰ S;

‚ for all U,V à S, we have U à V if and only if VK à U
K.

In particular, every U P F
‚
r is orthogonal to some element UK, unless U “ S.

Finally, if F‚ has wedges, then so does F
‚
r.

Proof. By Lemma 4.5, we assume without loss of generality that the index set F‚ has a unique
maximal element, say S.

We also invoke Lemma 6.3 and assume that pX,F
‚
q has nonempty products; in particular,

Lemma 4.12 (⇢–consistency) applies.
We define F‚

r Ä F
‚ to be the subset of elements of the form U

KK together with the maximal
element S. The relations in F

‚
r are induced from the relations in F

‚ .
Notice that U and U

KK are isoorthogonal. Furthermore, UKK is the unique Ñ-maximal
element in the isoorthogonality class of U, and all the elements of the class are nested in
U

KK. Indeed, if V and U are isoorthogonal in F
‚ , then, from Remark 6.5 we have that

U
K

“ V
K and so U

KK
“ V

KK. Furthermore, since V Ñ V
KK, we have that V Ñ U

KK.
Our goal is to prove that X admits a real cubing structure with index set F

‚
r, with the

given relations.
From Proposition 5.23, we have that X admits a poset-colouring

Col : W Ñ F
‚
p,
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where F
‚
p is the set of U for which FU is not a single point.

We define the map:

Colr : W Ñ F
‚
r X F

‚
p

as Colrpŵq “ Colpŵq
KK if Colpŵq

K is defined, and Colpŵq “ S if Colpŵq is isoorthogonal to
S. To see that this is well-defined, note that if U P F

‚
p, then FUKK , which contains a parallel

copy of FU, cannot be a point, and so U
KK

P F
‚
p.

We need the following lemma:

Lemma 6.7. In the notation above, Colr is a poset-colouring that satisfies the tangible filter
condition and it has finite depth.

Proof. Let us begin with an observation. Suppose U
K is defined, i.e. U is not isoorthogonal

to S.
Let ŵ P WUKK . Then by definition, Colpŵq Ñ U

KK. By definition of Colr we have that
Colrpŵq “ Colpŵq

KK. As a consequence of the fact that U
KKK

“ U
K, we deduce that

Colpŵq
KK Ñ U

KK. Indeed, since Colpŵq Ñ U
KK, it follows that U

KKK
“ U

K Ñ Colpŵq
K

and so Colpŵq
KK Ñ U

KK. It follows that the sets WUKK coincide for the two maps Col and
Colr.

Our goal is to show that Colr is a poset-colouring, see Definition 3.1. In order to do so, we
use the fact that Col is a poset-colouring and the observation that the sets WUKK coincide
for the two maps.

Item (I) holds since the set WUKK for Colr is the same as for Col, and since Col is a
poset-colouring, then that set is inseparable.

Item (II) is an immediate consequence from the fact that F
‚
r is a subset of F

‚ and the
relations are induced. Indeed if UKK,VKK

P F
‚
r satisfy the conditions of Item II, they do

so as elements of F
‚ and since Col is a poset-colouring, it follows that U and V are Ñ-

incomparable in F
‚ and so in F

‚
r.

Let us now prove Item (III). Let UKK,VKK
P F

‚
r Ä F

‚ satisfy the hypothesis with respect
to some A as in Item (III).

Let tWiu be the family of elements of F‚ provided by Item (III) for the poset-colouring
Col. We claim that the family tW

KK
i

u of elements of F
‚
r satisfies the requirements. The

elements W
KK
i

exist since Wi Ñ UKK, so WiKU
K, so W

K
i

and hence W
KK
i

is defined.
Indeed, since Wi Ñ W

KK
i

, we have that HWi Ä H
W

KK
i

. Then since fiopHWi X HAq ° 0

by properties of the family tWiu, we have that fiopH
W

KK
i

X HAq ° 0. Similarly, since

fio pHA ´
î

i
pHWi X HAqq “ 0, we have that fio

´
HA ´

î
i
pH

W
KK
i

X HAq

¯
“ 0.

Since Wi Ñ U
KK,VKK, as shown above, we have that W

KK
i

Ñ U
KK,VKK.

This proves that Item (III) holds.
Item (IV) is proven analogously - one considers the families tUiu and tViu provided by

the poset-colouring Col and checks that the families tU
KK
i

u and tV
KK
i

u satisfy the required
conditions.

This shows that Colr is indeed a poset-colouring, and since F‚ (and so F
‚
r) has finite depth,

so does Colr.
We are left to check that it satisfies the tangible condition. Observe that if ŵ is a wall

crossing FU, then by definition Colpŵq Ñ U so ŵ P WU. Conversely, if Colpŵq Ñ U, then
FColpŵq is, up to parallelism, contained in FU, so ŵ crosses FU. Thus WU is exactly the set
of walls crossing FU. From the first observation, WUKK coincide for Col and Colr and so
WUKK is exactly the set of walls crossing FUKK .
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By construction, �UKK is therefore the set of halfspaces containing FUKK , which is tangible
since, for any choice of basepoint x0 P X, we have

fiop�UKK4�x0q “ d1px0,FUKKq † 8,

where d1 is the distance in X, as needed.
This finishes the proof that Colr is a poset-colouring of finite depth satisfying the tangible

filter condition. ⇤

We now proceed with the proof of Proposition 6.6.
We apply Theorem 5.1 with the new poset-colouring Colr and give X a real cubing struc-

ture with index set F‚
r. Notice that F‚

r has clean containers because pU
KK

q
K

“ pU
K

q
KK

P F
‚
r.

By construction, there is a unique Ñ–maximal S, every other element U has a well-defined
orthogonal complement and satisfies U

KK
“ U, and so by Proposition 6.1, orthogonality

determines nesting.
Nonempty products holds because it held for F‚ . More precisely, the product region PUKK

for the new real cubing structure coincides with the product region for the old real cubing
structure, which was nonempty by assumption.

Finally, the wedge property persists since, in F
‚ , we have

U
KK

^ V
KK

“ pU
K

_ V
K

q
K

“ pU ^ Vq
KK.

This concludes the proof. ⇤
Remark 6.8 (Real trees got blown up). The proof of Theorem 5.1 shows how the real trees
change when passing from pX,F

‚
q to pX,F

‚
rq in the preceding proof. For each U

KK, the new
real tree is obtained from the original real tree by "blowing up" the point ⇢V

UKK to a subtree
(isometric to T ‚

V) for each V isoorthogonal to U
KK. The new real tree for S is obtained

from T ‚
S by blowing up ⇢V

S
to a copy of T ‚

S whenever V is isoorthogonal to S (i.e. nothing
is orthogonal to V). This is reminiscent of a very similar modification to HHS structures
introduced by Abbott-Behrstock-Durham in [ABD21]. The blow-ups aren’t done explicitly,
rather they are an alternate way of looking at the real trees produced by the construction
used to prove Theorem 5.1.

Another way to look at it: for each isoorthogonality class, we discarded all but the unique
Ñ–maximal element V in the class. Then we considered the image of X in the product±

UK“VK T ‚
U, and noted that this image is a median subalgebra whose rank must be 1

since no two of the factors of the product correspond to orthogonal elements. Hence this
image is a real tree, and we use it as our new T ‚

U.
The advantage of the latter construction, and the version above using poset-colourings, is

that it’s easier to construct R–trees as quotients of X (or some FU) than it is to literally
blow up points in a real tree to obtain a large real tree. This is the same sort of insight used
in [ABD21] in the HHS case. ⇤
6.2. Characterisation of real cubings with clean containers and wedges. Now we
come to the main goal of this section:

Corollary 6.9. Let pX, d1,µq be a complete, connected median space. Then the following
are equivalent:

(1) pX,F
‚
q is a real cubing where F

‚ is an index set with clean containers and wedges;
(2) pX, d1,µq has finite rank and admits an orthogonal poset-colouring of finite depth;
(3) pX, d1,µq has finite rank and the canonical orthogonal poset-colouring has finite depth.

Proof. Clearly (3) implies (2). On the other hand, from Proposition 3.27 it follows that if an
orthogonal poset-colouring has finite depth, so does the canonical orthogonal poset-colouring
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and since the canonical poset-colouring exists, by Proposition 3.25, it follows that (2) implies
(3).

Let us show that (3) implies (1). Assume that X is a complete, connected median space
of finite rank and that the canonical orthogonal poset-colouring has finite depth. From
Theorem 3.13, we deduce that the orthogonal poset-colouring satisfies the tangible filter
condition. Recall that the orthogonal poset-colouring has clean containers and wedges.

In order to give a real cubing structure to the median space with clean containers and
wedges, one would like to invoke Theorem 5.1 applied to the orthogonal poset-colouring and
argue that the index set inherits the relations from the orthogonal poset-colouring which by
definition has clean containers and wedges. However, the real cubing structure from Theorem
5.1 is obtained from a poset-colouring, not necessarily an orthogonal one, and in particular,
in Definition 5.7, we defined the orthogonality between elements of the index set precisely
when there is a median-preserving isometric embedding FU ˆFV Ñ X. Therefore, to endow
the index set with clean containers and wedges, one would like to relate the orthogonality in
the orthogonal poset-colouring with the orthogonality defined in the index set.

The key point in relating the two notions of orthogonality is via the relation between the
set of walls WU nested in a colour and the set of walls that cross the corresponding subspace
FU, which as a consequence of Theorem 2.18, differ in general by a set of measure 0.

In order to establish the correspondence between the two different notions of orthogonality,
we will modify the domain of the orthogonal poset-colouring by removing what we call
redundant elements, see definition below, and show that with this new poset-colouring, the
two notions of orthogonality coincide.

Let pX, pF
‚
,Ñ,K2qq be the real cubing obtained from Theorem 5.1 applied to the orthog-

onal poset-colouring Col1 : W Ñ pF
‚
,Ñ,K1q. From the definition, the nesting relations

coincide in the index set and the orthogonal poset-colouring but the orthogonality relations
K1 and K2 may differ.

From Proposition 5.23, the real cubing pX, pF
‚
,Ñ,K2qq (which has wedges and clean con-

tainers) defines a poset-colouring Col2 : W Ñ pF
‚
,Ñ,K2q, where for all ĥ P W , Col2pĥq is

defined to be the Ñ-minimal element U in F
‚ such that ĥ crosses FU.

Definition 6.10 (Redundant). We say that U P F
‚ is redundant if there exists V à U such

that FV “ FU.
We let F

‚
` denote the set of U P F

‚ such that
‚ U is not redundant, and
‚ FU is not reduced to a single point.

⇤
Lemma 6.11. Col2pWq Ä F

‚
`.

Proof. Let ŵ be a wall and let U “ Col2pŵq. Since by definition ŵ crosses FU, the latter
space cannot be a single point. Moreover, if V à U and FV “ FU, then ŵ crosses FV,
contradicting that Col2pŵq “ U. So U must be non-redundant, whence U P F

‚
`. ⇤

Lemma 6.12. Let U P pF
‚
,Ñ,K2q and suppose that FU is not a single point. Then there

exists U1 Ñ U such that
‚ U1 P F

‚
`, and

‚ FU1 “ FU, and
‚ U1 is the unique Ñ–minimal element of F

‚ such that Colpŵq Ñ U1 whenever ŵ
crosses FU.

Proof. Let tViuiPI be the set of elements of the form Col2pŵq where ŵ is a wall crossing FU.
Let U1 be Ñ–minimal among the set of all V P F

‚ such that Vi Ñ V for all i.
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To see that U1 exists, it suffices to observe that Vi Ñ U for all i, since each wall ŵ crossing
FU has colour nested in U.

Recall that by definition the orthogonal poset-colouring has wedges and since the nesting
relation in the index set, see Definition 5.6, coincides with nesting relation in the orthogonal
poset-colouring, the index set pF

‚
,Ñ,K2q inherits the wedge property. Then, uniqueness of

U1 follows from the wedge property in the index set. It also follows from the wedge property
that U1 Ñ U. Indeed, for any ŵ with Col2pŵq Ñ U, we have Col2pŵq Ñ U1 ^ U, so by
minimality, U1 “ U1 ^ U Ñ U.

Hence FU1 Ä FU (for appropriately chosen parallel copies). Now, suppose that this
containment is proper. Then there exists a wall ŵ such that ŵ crosses FU but not FU1 , so
Col2pŵq “ U, a contradiction. Thus FU “ FU1 .

Finally, if FV “ FU1 , then each ŵ crossing FV has colour nested in V, so V �à U1, whence
U1 is non-redundant and hence in F

‚
`. ⇤

Lemma 6.13. Let U,V P F
‚
` Ä F

‚ . Then U K1 V in the orthogonal poset-colouring if and
only if U K2 V in the index set pF

‚
,Ñ,K2q.

Proof. Let U,V P F
‚
` be such that U K1 V and let FU and FV the the associated closed,

median-convex subspaces. From the definition of the orthogonal poset-colouring, we have
that each wall in W1

U
crosses each wall in W1

V
.

From Theorem 2.18, we have that for all U P F
‚ , the set of halfspaces HpUq associated to

walls with colour nested in U and the set HpFUq of halfspaces that cross FU differ by a set
of measure 0. Therefore, the sets HpUq XHpFUq and HpVq XHpFVq differ from HpFUq and
HpFVq correspondingly by a set of measure 0 and each wall in W1

U
XWFU crosses each wall

in W1
V

XWFV . Then, from Proposition 2.22, it follows that there exists a median-preserving
isometric embedding from FU ˆFV to X and from the definition of the orthogonality in the
index set, we have that U K2 V.

Suppose now that U K2 W, i.e. there is a median-preserving isometric embedding from
FU ˆ FW to X and so the set of walls WFU crosses the set of walls WFW .

From the definition of the orthogonal poset-colouring, the set of walls that cross WFU

coincides with W1
V

for some V P pF
‚
,Ñ,K1q. Since the orthogonal poset-colouring has clean

containers, we have that WFU Ä W1
VK .

Since W1
U

XWFU Ä W1
U

XW1
VK “ W1

U^VK Ä W1
U

and W1
U

^WFU differs from W1
U

by a
set of measure 0, so do W1

U^VK and W1
U

. It follows that FU^VK “ FU. Since by assumption
U P F

‚
`, U is non-redundant and so U ^ V

K
“ U.

Since each wall in WFW crosses each wall in WFU , from the definition of V we have
that WFW Ä WV. A similar argument as the one above, shows that the sets of halfspaces
associated to the sets of walls W1

W^V
and WFW differ by a set of measure 0 and so FW^V “

FW and from the non-redundancy of W we deduce that W “ W^V. Now, since W^V Ñ
V, U ^ V

K Ñ V
K and V K1 V

K, we deduce that W “ pW ^ Vq K1 pU ^ V
K

q “ U, that is
W K1 U. ⇤
Lemma 6.14. Let pX,F

‚
q be the real cubing as above. Then Col2 : W Ñ F

‚
` is a poset-

colouring with wedges and clean containers. Furthermore, pX,F
‚
`q is a real cubing with clean

containers and wedges.

Proof. By Lemma 6.11, Col2pF
‚
q Ä F

‚
` and by Lemma 6.13, the index set pF

‚
`,Ñ,K2q satisfies

that the nesting and orthogonality coincide with the restriction of F‚
` Ä pF

‚
,Ñ,K1q.

Let us show that F
‚
` has wedges. Let W Ñ U,V P F

‚
`. Since F

‚
` Ä F

‚ and F
‚ has

wedges, there exists U ^ V P F
‚ . Let pU ^ Vq1 Ñ pU ^ Vq be as in Lemma 6.12. We show

that pU ^ Vq1 is the wedge of U,V in F
‚
`. Let W P F

‚
` be such that W Ñ U ^ V. Since
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W Ñ U ^ V, from Lemma 5.8 we have that FW Ä FU^V “ FpU^Vq1 and so HpFWq Ä

HpFpU^Vq1q.
Since from Theorem 2.18, we have that HpFWq and HpWq differ by a set of measure 0,

it follows that HpW ^ pU ^ Vq1q and HpFUq X HpFpU^Vq1q “ HpFWq differ by a set of
measure 0 and since HpFWq and HpWq also differ by a set of measure 0, we conclude that
HpW^pU^Vq1q and HpWq differ by a set of measure 0. It follows that FW^pU^Vq1 “ FW

and since W is non-redundant, we have that W ^ pU ^ Vq1 “ W and so W Ñ pU ^ Vq1.
Therefore, pU ^ Vq1 is the wedge in F

‚
`.

Let us now show that it has clean containers. Let U P F
‚
`. Let UK

P F
‚ and let pU

K
q1 P F

‚
`

be as in Lemma 6.12. Then pU
K

q1 is the clean container in F
‚
`. Indeed, since pU

K
q1 Ñ U

K

and U K U
K we have that U K pU

K
q1. Suppose that W P F

‚
` satisfies that W K U, then

W Ñ U
K. An argument similar to the one proven for the wedge shows that FW “ FW^pUKq1

and from non-redundancy, we deduce that W “ W ^ pU
K

q1 Ñ pU
K

q1.
Finally, given the poset-colouring Col2 : W Ñ F

‚
` and applying Theorem 5.1, we obtain

that pX,F
‚
`q is a real cubing and by construction, the orthogonality in the index set and in

the poset-colouring Col2 is given by a median-preserving isometric embedding of FU ˆ FV

in to X and so the two notions of orthogonality coincide. Since we have seen that F
‚
` has

wedges and clean containers, so does the real cubing. This concludes the proof. ⇤

This concludes the proof that (3) implies (1).
To finish proving Corollary 6.9, we are left to show that (1) implies (2), that is, if pX,F

‚
q

is a real cubing with clean containers and wedges, then it has an orthogonal poset-colouring
of finite depth, as follows.

Proposition 6.6 allows us to assume that pX,F
‚
q has wedges and clean containers, F‚ has

a unique Ñ–maximal element, and orthogonality determines nesting, i.e. pF
‚
,Ñ,Kq is an

orthogonal set in the sense of Definition 3.7. The finite complexity assumption implies that
the depth is finite.

Now, since pX,F
‚
Kq is a real cubing, from Proposition 5.23, it admits a poset-colouring

map Col : W Ñ F
‚
K that sends û P W to the Ñ-minimal U P F

‚
K such that û crosses FU. In

fact, this poset-colouring was used in the proof of Proposition 6.6.
We are left to show that this colouring is an orthogonal poset-colouring. This amounts to

proving the following claim.

Claim 8. If ĥ, v̂ are walls, then they cross if and only if ColpĥqKColpv̂q.

Proof of Claim 8. Suppose ĥ, v̂ cross.
Choose a P h X v, b P h X v˚, c P h˚

X v˚, d P h˚
X v, which is possible since ĥ and v̂ cross.

Applying [CDH10, Lemma 2.26], we can assume that a, b, c, d is a median rectangle.
Let Relpa, bq be the set of V P F

‚
K such that ⇡Vpaq ‰ ⇡Vpbq and define Relpa, dq analo-

gously. Now, ta, b, c, du is the image of an embedding of t0, 1u
2 in X as a median subalgebra

(this is exactly what it means to be a median rectangle), so by the proof of Lemma 4.13 in
the case n “ 2, we have that AKB whenever A P Relpa, bq and B P Relpa, dq.

Let U “
ö

APRelpa,bq A and let V “
ö

BPRelpa,dq B.
Observe that ĥ crosses FU and so Colpĥq Ñ U. Similarly, Colpv̂q Ñ V. So, to conclude

that ColpĥqKColpv̂q, it suffices to show that UKV.
We have that B Ñ

ô
APRelpa,bq A

K whenever B P Relpa, dq. From the definitions of wedges,
joins, and orthogonal complements, it follows that BKU. But then U Ñ

ô
BPRelpa,dq B

K, so
UKV.
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Conversely, suppose that ColpĥqKColpv̂q. Then ĥ, v̂ respectively cross F
Colpĥq,FColpv̂q and

Proposition 4.37 provides a convex subset F
Colpĥq ˆ FColpv̂q, so ĥ and v̂ cross. This proves

the claim. ⇤

We have proven the equivalence and so we conclude the proof of Corollary 6.9. ⇤

Example 6.15. Notice that the staircase, see Example 3.11, is a median space of finite rank.
As discussed in the Example, the staircase can be given a real cubing structure (and so a
finite depth tangible poset-colouring). However, since the orthogonal poset-colouring of the
staircase has infinite depth, it cannot admit an index set with clean containers and wedges
(although the orthogonal poset-colouring is tangible).

Similarly, the 3-dimensional staircase, see Example 3.6, is a CAT(0) cube complex and
so it can be given a real cubing structure, see Example 4.25. In this case, the orthogonal
poset-colouring has infinite depth and it is not tangible. In particular, the 3-dimensional
staircase cannot be given a real cubing structure with clean containers and wedges.

Also recall that there are median spaces of finite rank and infinite depth orthogonal poset-
colouring that cannot be given a real cubing structure; see Proposition 4.28. ⇤

6.3. Automorphisms of pX,F
‚
q from colour-preserving isometries. In this subsection,

we consider a complete, connected, finite-rank median space pX, d1,µq and a finite-depth
poset-colouring Col : W Ñ F

‚ of the walls of X, satisfying the tangible filter condition.
Theorem 5.1 provides a real cubing structure pX,F

‚
q.

Let � be a group and let � Ñ IsompXq be an action by (necessarily median-preserving)
isometries. This gives a natural �–action on W . Suppose also that � acts on F

‚ in such a
way that Col is �–equivariant and the action of � preserves the partial ordering Ñ.

For each g P � and each U P F
‚ , observe that gFU “ FgU.

It then follows that � preserves the relation K, and hence the relation &.
Given g P � and U P F

‚ , we define an isometry g : T ‚
U Ñ T ‚gU as follows. For each

p P T ‚
U, choose x P FU projecting to p, and let gppq “ ⇡gUpgxq. Since g preserves colours of

walls and measures of sets of halfspaces, this is independent of the choice of x, and defines an
isometry. By construction, g⇡Upxq “ ⇡gUpgxq for all g,U,x. From this, and the definition
of the point ⇢U

V
, we have g⇢U

V
“ ⇢gU

gV
whenever U à V or UKV. This verifies the properties

demanded by Definition 4.30, so:

Proposition 6.16 (R–cubing automorphisms from colour preserving isometries). Let
pX, d1,µq be a complete connected finite-rank median space and let Col : W Ñ F

‚ be a finite-
depth poset-colouring of the walls satisfying the tangible filter condition. Let � Ñ IsompXq

be a group action such that, giving W the natural � action and equipping F
‚ with an order-

preserving � action, the poset-colouring Col is �–equivariant. Then the action of � on X is
an action by R–cubing automorphisms on the R–cubing structure from Theorem 5.1.

We will use Theorem 5.1 and Proposition 6.16 in the study of asymptotic cones of hierar-
chically hyperbolic spaces.

6.3.1. Automorphisms and orthogonal sets. In the next theorem, we show that if the real
cubing X has an index set F

‚ such that pF
‚
,Ñ,Kq is an orthogonal set, then any isometry

f : X Ñ X induces an automorphism of the real cubing pX,F
‚
q. Notice that by Corollary

6.9, the existence of an index set with clean containers and wedges assures the existence of
an orthogonal index set of finite depth. In particular, if a real cubing has an index set which
is the canonical orthogonal set, then this structure is minimal and preserved by the group of
isometries of X.
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Theorem 6.17. Let pX,F
‚
q be a real cubing and assume that pF

‚
,Ñ,Kq is the canonical

orthogonal set, see Section 3.3.
If f : X Ñ X is an isometry, then f induces an automorphism of the real cubing pX,F

‚
q,

see Definition 4.30.

Proof. Since pF
‚
,Ñ,Kq is the orthogonal set, in particular it has clean containers and wedges

and so by Corollary 6.9 it has an orthogonal poset-colouring of finite depth, Col : W Ñ F
‚

that sends a wall û P W to the Ñ-minimal U P F
‚ such that û crosses FU. Recall that for

U P F
‚ we denote by WU the subset of walls û with colour Colpûq nested in U. Notice that

by construction WU is non-empty, since in Definition 3.15 we only consider non-empty sets
of walls and the index set is defined as a quotient of a subset of that set.

Observe that, since X is a median space, the isometry f : X Ñ X preserves the median
structure and so it has to preserve the set of walls. In particular, the isometry f induces a
bijection on the set of walls, which abusing the notation we denote again by f : W Ñ W .

We next show that the isometry f induces a bijection on the index set F
‚ which makes

the map Col equivariant. More precisely, we claim that for all U P F
‚ , there exists V P F

‚

such that fpWUq is WV (up to a subset of walls of measure 0).
Suppose towards contradiction that this is not the case, then up to taking f´1 if necessary,

we can assume that fpWUq is not contained (up to measure 0) in any WV. Then the set
tViu Ä F

‚ such that fpWUq X WVi has positive measure has at least 2 elements. Let U be
Ñ-minimal with this property.

Each wall in fpWUq crosses each wall in fpWUKq. If fpWUKq Ç W
V

K
i
, then Item III in

Definition 3.1 and Remark 3.2, there exists V
1
i

Ñ Vi such that fpWUq X WVi Ä WV
1
i

and
fpWUKq Ä W

V
1
i

K . Hence without loss of generality, it suffices to consider Vi in the set such
that fpWUKq Ä W

V
K
i
.

Since F
‚ is an orthogonal set, in particular elements have different clean containers and

so V
K
i

‰ V
K
j

for i ‰ j. Furthermore, since orthogonality determines nesting and fpWUKq Ä

W
V

K
i
, we have that fpWUKq à W

V
K
i
.

It follows that the each wall in fpWUq X WVi crosses each wall in W
V

K
i

and fpWUKq à

W
V

K
i
. Again from Item III in the definition of poset-colouring, there exists Ui Ñ U such

that fpWUq X WVi Ä fpWUiq. Since fpWUq is contained in the union of WVi , it follows
that U “

ö
iPI

Ui. Since U is chosen to be the nest-minimal with the property that fpWUq

does not coincide up to measure 0 with WV and Ui Ñ U, we have that fpWUiq is WWi for
some Wi. From the above it follows that fpWUq “ fpWö

iPI
Ui

q coincides up to measure 0

with Wö
iPI

Wi
- a contradiction.

Therefore, the isometry f induces a bijection on the index set that respects nesting and
orthogonality and it makes the map Col equivariant. Therefore, it induces an automorphism
of the real cubing pX,F

‚
q. ⇤

7. Characterisation of real cubings with systems of equations and

inequalities

In this subsection, we give yet another characterisation of real cubings. We will work with
Definition 4.2 later in the paper, since that definition is more visibly related to asymptotic
cones of hierarchically hyperbolic spaces (a relationship that becomes more apparent if one
compares Definition 4.2 to Definition 10.1). However, we feel it clarifies matters to have the
following definition in terms of semialgebraic sets.
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The are two (independent) ideas that are at the core of this characterisation. Firstly, in
a real cubing, we associate real trees to elements of the index set. However, as we will see
below, real trees can in turn be given a real cubing structure where all the trees associated
to the elements of the index set are connected subspaces of R. This allows one to think of
real cubings as subspaces of `1pRq. Secondly, real cubings are precisely the set of consistent
points, see Definition 4.2. Consistency is a property that involves only pairs of elements of the
index set and can hence be checked by examining the projection of the candidate real cubing
into planes coming from pairs of coordinates. In Definition 7.1 below, we give an algebraic
description in terms of semialgebraic sets of how this projections into pairs should look like,
see also Figure 14. Roughly speaking, we show that having semialgebraic projections into
pairs characterises a real cubing.

Given a set F
‚ , let `1pF

‚
q be the set of functions f : F

‚
Ñ R such that

}f}1 “

ÿ

UPF‚
|fpUq| † 8.

We emphasise that F
‚ has no restriction on cardinality, but that any f P `1pF

‚
q has

countable support, as before. This is consistent with Notation 4.1; we are considering the
special case where all the R–trees are copies of R based at 0.

We usually denote a function f : F
‚

Ñ R by a tuple pxUq
UPF‚ , where xU “ fpUq.

Definition 7.1 (Cubical system, U,V–semialgebraic set). Given distinct U,V P F
‚ , and two

connected subspaces IpUq and IpVq of R, a pU,Vq–cubical system (relative to IpUq, IpVq)
is a system of equations and inequalities in the variables xU, xV of one of the following forms:

‚ the set of at most four inequalities stating that xV P IpVq and xU P IpUq, in which
case we say U,V are independent ;

‚ the following additional condition: for some a P IpUq, b P IpVq

‚ xU ´ a “ 0 and xV P IpVq or
‚ xV ´ b “ 0 and xU P IpUq.

In this case we say that U,V are quadratically related ;
‚ or the following alternate additional condition: for some a P IpVq and some b, c P

IpUq, where b ‰ c,
‚ xV ´ a “ 0 and xU P IpUq or
‚ xU ´ b “ 0 and xV P IpVq and xV § a or
‚ xU ´ c “ 0 and xV P IpVq and xV • a.

In this case, we say that V dominates U.
Given a pU,Vq–cubical system relative to IpUq, IpVq, let XpU,Vq be its solution set in

`1ptU,Vuq – R2. This is a semialgebraic set in R2, in the sense of real algebraic geometry,
see [BCR98]. See Figure 14. ⇤

In other words, XpU,Vq is one of three types of median subalgebra of IpUq ˆ IpVq.

Remark 7.2. In Definition 7.1 above, when we define domination, the requirement that
b and c be distinct can be avoided. Indeed, in the case that b “ c the definition of “V
dominates U” degenerates into “V and U are quadratically related”. However, abusing the
definition, in the case when b “ c, sometimes it will be convenient for us to declare that V

dominates U. This does not cause problems provided that we take care that only one of the
two alternatives takes place: either V dominates U or U dominates V. ⇤

Definition 7.3 (Cubical semialgebraic set). For each U P F
‚ , let IpUq be a fixed connected

subspace of R.
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Figure 14. The semialgebraic set XpU,Vq in the three cases. Left to right:
independence, quadratic relation, domination.

Suppose that for each distinct U,V P F
‚ , we have chosen exactly one cubical system

relative to IpUq, IpVq, whose solution set is the semialgebraic set XpU,Vq. Let PU,V :

`1pF
‚
q Ñ `1ptU,Vuq be the natural projection.

Then
X “

£

U‰V

P´1
U,V

pXpU,Vqq

is a cubical semialgebraic set in `1pF
‚
q provided that PU,VpXq “ XpU,Vq for each distinct

pair U,V P F
‚ . ⇤

Definition 7.4 (Finite depth, finite dimension). The cubical semialgebraic set X Ä `1pF
‚
q

has finite dimension if there is a bound on the cardinality of pairwise independent sets.
A cubical semialgebraic set X Ä `1pF

‚
q has finite depth if there exists N such that any

N ` 1 distinct elements of F‚ contain either a quadratically related or independent pair.
As we shall see in Lemma 7.10 below, domination is a strict partial order on F

‚ , hence in
fact we require that there be a bound on the length of chains in the domination order.

⇤
Definition 7.5 (R–cubing). A cubical semialgebraic set X Ä `1pF

‚
q satisfying the finite

depth and finite dimension conditions is a real cubing (or R–cubing). ⇤
Remark 7.6. Notice that by construction, the real cubing X (in the sense of Definition 7.5)
is obtained from `1pF

‚
q by deleting a collection of quarterspaces and halfspaces. Recall that

a U–halfspace in X is a subset of the form P´1
U

pRq, where U P F
‚ , and PU : `1pF

‚
q Ñ

`1ptUuq – R is the natural projection (which is surjective), and R is a ray in `1ptUuq.
In our situation, the various IpUq will all be closed in R, so we can take each R to be an

open ray.
A pU,Vq–quarterspace is the intersection of a U–halfspace and a V–halfspace for U ‰ V.

By continuity of natural projections (they are lipschitz), halfspaces and hence quarterspaces
are open in `1pF

‚
q. The viewpoint of real cubings as complements in a product of collec-

tions of quarterspaces is partly inspired by the notion of the Guirardel core of a product of
trees [Gui05], and by the fact that any median subalgebra of the 0–skeleton of a CAT(0)
cube complex is obtained by deleting halfspaces and quarterspaces. ⇤

We next aim to prove that this definition is equivalent to Definition 4.2. Along the way,
we also compare the class of cubical semialgebraic sets to the class of median metric spaces.

Lemma 7.7 (Cubical semialgebraic implies complete). Let X Ä `1pF
‚
q be a cubical semi-

algebraic set and suppose that IpUq is closed for all U P F
‚ . Then X, equipped with the

subspace metric d1, is complete.
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Proof. We first show that `1pF
‚
q is complete.

For each n P N, let fn
: F

‚
Ñ R be a function such that

∞
U

|fn
pUq| † 8, and such that

pfn
qn is a Cauchy sequence in the metric d1.

For each n,m P N, let F
‚
n,m be the set of U P F

‚ for which fn
pUq ‰ fm

pUq. Then since
d1pfm, fn

q † 8, the set F‚
n,m is countable. So F

‚
˚ “

î
m,n

F
‚
m,n is countable. Thus pfn

qn is a
Cauchy sequence in the isometrically embedded copy `1pF

‚
˚q of `1pNq in `1pF

‚
q. Since `1pNq

is complete, it follows that pfn
q has a limit in `1pF

‚
q, as required.

To deduce completeness of X, we use the structure of X described in Remark 7.6. Since
halfspaces and hence quarterspaces are open in `1pF

‚
q and by construction, X is obtained

from `1pF
‚
q by deleting a collection of quarterspaces and halfspaces, it follows that X is

closed in `1pF
‚
q. Since the latter is complete, so is X. ⇤

We observe that `1pF
‚
q is a median metric space. Indeed, given summable functions f, g, h :

F
‚

Ñ R, we can define m : F
‚

Ñ R by letting mpUq be the median of fpUq, gpUq, hpUq P

`1ptUuq – R. It is routine to check that this product median, which we denote µ, makes
`1pF

‚
q a median metric space; see Section 2.5.

Lemma 7.8 (Cubical semialgebraic implies median). Let X Ä `1pF
‚
q be a cubical semi-

algebraic set. Then X with the metric inherited from the `1 metric on `1pF
‚
q is a median

subalgebra of `1pF
‚
q. Hence pX, d1,µq is a median metric space.

Proof. It is immediate to check that for all U,V the semialgebraic set XpU,Vq is a median
subalgebra and so is P´1

U,V
pXpU,Vqq. Indeed, this amounts to saying that the complement

in R2 (with the product median and `1 metric) of a collection of four quarterspaces and at
most four halfspaces is a median subalgebra.

By definition the cubical semialgebraic set X is therefore the intersection of median sub-
algebras and hence is a median subalgebra. Since d1 and µ make `1pF

‚
q a median metric

space, the same holds for any median subalgebra (with the subspace metric), as required. ⇤
Proposition 7.9. Let X Ä `1pF

‚
q be a cubical semialgebraic set with all IpUq closed. Then

X is connected. Hence pX, d1,µq is a complete geodesic median metric space.

Proof. Lemma 7.8 showed that X is a median metric space, and Lemma 7.7 showed that it is
complete. Once we prove connectedness, Lemma 4.6 of [Bow16b] will imply that the metric
on X is geodesic.

Claim 9 (Finite cube case). If F‚ is finite, then X is connected.

Proof of Claim 9. We use induction on the number k of sets in the intersection X “ì
U‰V

P´1
U,V

pXpU,Vqq to show that X is a connected median subalgebra. Note that k

is always finite since so is F
‚ .

Since P´1
U,V

pXpU,Vqq is connected, we have the base of induction. By induction suppose
that if the number of sets in the intersection is less than k, then X is a connected median
subalgebra of `1pF

‚
q.

To simplify the notation, write X “
ì

i“1,...,k Xi. Suppose that X is not connected and
let x,y P

ì
i“1,...,k Xi be so that PU,Vpxq “ PU,Vpyq, where XpU,Vq “ Xk.

Since x,y P
ì

i“1,...,k´1Xi and
ì

i“1,...,k´1Xi is a connected median subalgebra, it follows
that the interval Ik´1px,yq is a connected subspace of

ì
i“1,...,k´1Xi. The projection PU,V is

median preserving and PU,Vpxq “ PU,Vpyq, hence for any z in Ik´1px,yq, we have PU,Vpzq “

PU,Vpxq “ PU,Vpyq. It follows that the interval Ik´1px,yq Ñ P´1
U,V

pPU,Vpxqq and the fibres
of points under PU,V are connected. Hence, if X is disconnected, so is PU,VpXq, which is
XpU,Vq by definition - a contradiction. ⇤
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Claim 10 (Reduction to finite cube case). X is connected.

Proof of Claim 10. Let x,y P X. Let Ipx,yq be the median interval in `1pF
‚
q between x,y.

Observe that
Ipx,yq “

π

UPU
rxU,yUs,

where U is the (necessarily countable) set of U for which xU ‰ yU. The above product,
equipped with the `1 metric inherited from `1pF

‚
q, is compact — since

ÿ

UPU
|xU ´ yU| † 8,

the `1–metric topology on Ipx,yq coincides with the Tychonov topology.
For each n P N, let Un be the set of U P U with |xU ´ yU| °

1
n
, which is finite.

Let
In “

π

UPUn

rxU,yUs,

and let pn : Ipx,yq Ñ In be the natural projection.
Let xn “ pnpxq,yn “ pnpyq. Let Xn be the cubical semialgebraic set in In “ `1pUnq

obtained by imposing the defining conditions from Definition 7.3 used to define X on the
pairs U,V P Un.

Note that p´1
n pXnq Ä p´1

m pXmq when n • m, and

X X Ipx,yq “

£

n•1

p´1
n pXnq,

and that
p´1
n pXnq “ Xn ˆ

π

URUn

rxU,yUs.

Now, by Claim 9, there exists a geodesic �n : r0, Lns Ñ Xn joining xn to yn. The product
structure of p´1

n pXnq mentioned above allows us to lift �n to a geodesic ↵n : r0,Mns Ñ Ipx,yq

such that
‚ ↵np0q “ x,↵npMnq “ y;
‚ the image of ↵n lies in p´1

n pXnq.
Since Ipx,yq is compact, after passing to a subsequence, the functions ↵n converge uni-

formly to a function ↵ : r0,M s Ñ Ipx,yq such that ↵p0q “ x,↵pMq “ y. Now, for any n and
any m • n, we have that imp↵mq Ä p´1

n pXnq, so imp↵q Ä XX Ipx,yq, i.e. x,y are joined by
a path in X X Ipx,yq. ⇤

The preceding claim completes the proof. ⇤
Lemma 7.10. Let X Ä `1pF

‚
q be a cubical semialgebraic set. Then

‚ domination is a strict partial order on F
‚ ;

‚ if V dominates U and W and V are independent, then U and W are also indepen-
dent.

Proof. By definition, U does not dominate U and if V dominates U, then U does not
dominate V. Here we are using that each pair pU,Vq is assigned exactly one of the sets of
equations/inequalities, and that in the event of domination, b ‰ c.

We next address transitivity: if V dominates U and W dominates V, then W dominates
U.

First we define some notation, YpU,Vq and ZpU,Vq, according to how U,V are related.
Suppose that V dominates U. By definition, then we have the following system a, b, c P R,

either xV ´ a “ 0, or xV ´ a • 0 and xU ´ b “ 0, or xV ´ a § 0 and xU ´ c “ 0, see Figure
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Figure 15. Transitivity of domination.

15. Recall that we denote its solution set by XpU,Vq. In this case, we decompose XpU,Vq

as a union of sets YpU,Vq and ZpU,Vq. Define

YpU,Vq “ tpxU, xVq | xV ° a, xU “ bu Y tpxU, xVq | xV † a, xU “ cu;
ZpU,Vq “ tpxU, xVq | xV “ au.

Clearly, XpU,Vq is the union of YpU,Vq and ZpU,Vq.
Suppose that U and V are quadratically related. As above, we decompose XpU,Vq as a

union of YpU,Vq “ XU “ tpxU, xVq | xU “ au and ZpU,Vq “ XV “ tpxU, xVq | xV “ bu.
Finally, suppose that V and U are independent. For convenience, we introduce the fol-

lowing notation set YpU,Vq “ ZpU,Vq “ XpU,Vq.
We are now ready to check transitivity. Suppose that W dominates V, which in turn

dominates U. We show that in this case W dominates U.
By definition, we have that for some a, b, c P R, either xV ´ a “ 0, or xV ´ a • 0 and

xU ´ b “ 0, or xV ´ a § 0 and xU ´ c “ 0; and for some a1, b1, c1
P R, either xW ´ a1

“ 0, or
xW ´ a1

• 0 and xV ´ b1
“ 0, or xW ´ a1

§ 0 and xV ´ c1
“ 0. It is immediate to check that

PU,WpP´1
U,V

pXpU,VqqXP´1
V,W

pXpV,Wqqq is the semialgebraic set X1
pU,Wq defined by the

collection xW ´ a1
“ 0, or xW ´ a1

• 0 and xU ´ b “ 0, or xW ´ a1
§ 0 and xU ´ c “ 0.

Define Y
1
pU,Wq and Z

1
pU,Wq analogously to YpU,Wq and ZpU,Wq, correspondingly.

By definition X
1
pU,Wq “ Y

1
pU,Wq Y Z

1
pU,Wq .

We show that XpU,Wq “ X
1
pU,Wq. We first establish that

XpU,Wq “

£

R,SPF‚
PU,WpP´1

R,S
pXpR,Sqqq.
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Indeed, by definitions of X and XpU,Wq we have the following equalities, while the last
inclusion holds in general

XpU,Wq “ PU,WpXq “ PU,Wp

£

R,SPF‚
P´1
R,S

pXpR,Sqqq Ñ

£

R,SPF‚
PU,WpP´1

R,S
pXpR,Sqqq.

Since the intersection is taken over all R,S P F
‚ , setting pR,Sq “ pU,Wq we have that the

last intersection contains the term PU,WpP´1
U,W

pXpU,Wqqq “ XpU,Wq, hence
£

R,SPF‚
PU,WpP´1

R,S
pXpR,Sqqq Ñ XpU,Wq

which establishes the desired equality.
Since X1

pU,Wq “ PU,WpP´1
U,V

pXpU,VqqXP´1
V,W

pXpV,Wqqq, it follows that XpU,Wq Ñ

X
1
pU,Wq. We prove the converse, write
£

R,SPF‚
PU,WpP´1

R,S
pXpR,Sqqq “

£

R,SPF‚
PU,WpP´1

R,S
pYpR,Sqq Y PU,WpP´1

R,S
pZpR,Sqqq.

Rewrite the (infinite) intersection of (single) unions as (infinite) union of (infinite) intersec-
tions. In this union, consider the term corresponding to

‚ YpU,Vq, where tR,Su “ tU,Vu;
‚ YpV,Wq, where tR,Su “ tV,Wu;
‚ XR, whenever U “ S and they are quadratically related;
‚ ZpR,Sq, if R dominates S “ U;
‚ YpR,Sq, where R “ U dominates S;
‚ either YpR,Sq or ZpR,Sq in all other cases (i.e. whenever R,S R tU,Vu or whenever
R and S are independent);

It is routine to check that this term is exactly Y
1
pU,Wq.

The construction for the term containing Z
1
pU,Wq is analogous. Therefore, XpU,Wq “

X
1
pU,Wq.
Finally, we show that if V dominates U, and W and V are independent, then so are U

and W. As above, we have that for some a, b, c P R, either xV ´ a “ 0, or xV ´ a • 0 and
xU ´ b “ 0, or xV ´ a § 0 and xU ´ c “ 0. Since V and W are independent, the projection
of X on to `1ptU,V,Wuq contains points of the form pb, a, pq as well as pc, a, pq, where p is
arbitrary.

By Lemma 7.8, X is a connected median subalgebra of `1pF
‚
q and since the points pb, a, pq

and pc, a, pq belong to the projection of X to `1ptU,V,Wuq, it follows that so does the
geodesic connecting the two points. Since p is arbitrary, we conclude that any point of the
form xW “ p, xV “ a and xU “ q also belongs to the projection of X to `1ptU,V,Wuq,
here q is arbitrary and hence U and W are independent; see Figure 16. This concludes the
proof. ⇤

Proposition 7.11. Let X Ä `1pF
‚
q be a cubical semialgebraic set satisfying the finite depth

and finite dimension conditions, with each IpUq closed in R. Then X, with the inherited `1
metric, is an R–cubing in the sense of Definition 4.2. In particular, X is a complete geodesic
space.

Proof. The underlying index set is F
‚ , and the R–tree T ‚ associated to U is an isometric

copy of R. So, `1pF
‚
q is naturally isometric to the `1 space from Notation 4.1. We define

relations Ñ and K on F
‚ by letting Ñ denote domination, and K denote independence. For

Ñ–incomparable, K–incomparable U,V, we write U&V (this corresponds to a quadratically
related pair).
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Figure 16. If V dominates U, and W and V are independent, then so are
U and W.

By Lemma 7.10, Ñ is a partial order, and by hypothesis, there is a uniform bound on the
length of chains. Again, by hypothesis, there is a uniform bound on the size of pairwise-
independent sets.

Thus far, we have produced the complete geodesic space pX, d1q, the index set F
‚ , the

associated R–trees, and the relations from Definition 4.2. We have verified finite complexity
(Definition 4.2.(4)). We have also verified that the metric on X is just the subspace metric
inherited from the `1 metric on `1pF

‚
q, as demanded by Definition 4.2, item (5).

To verify Definition 4.2, item (2), observe that the relation K is symmetric and anti-
reflexive by definition. Moreover, by Lemma 7.10, if U,V,W P F

‚ satisfy U Ñ V and
VKW, then UKW.

If U&V, then XpU,Vq is, by definition, the solution set of pxU ´ aUqpxV ´ aVq. Let
⇢U
V

“ aV and ⇢V
U

“ aU.
Similarly, if U Ñ V, then we can recover the value ⇢U

V
, and the function ⇢V

U
(constant on

each component of R´⇢U
V

) from the pU,Vq–cubical system (see Definition 7.1). So, we have
verified Definition 4.2.(1).

Claim 11. Suppose that U à V or UKV, and ⇢U
W

and ⇢V
W

are defined and single points,
then ⇢U

W
“ ⇢V

W
.

Proof of Claim 11. We consider the case U à V, the argument in all the other cases is the
same.

Since ⇢U
W

and ⇢V
W

are defined and single points, then either U Ñ V Ñ W or V&W and
either U&W or U à W.

We first consider the case U Ñ V Ñ W. We have the following system:

(1)

$
&

%

U Ñ V : xV “ aV _ pxV † aV ^ xU “ bUq _ pxV ° aV ^ xU “ cUq;

V Ñ W : xW “ aW _ pxW † aW ^ xV “ bVq _ pxW ° aW ^ xV “ cVq;

U Ñ W : xW “ a1
W

_ pxW † a1
W

^ xV “ b1
U

q _ pxW ° a1
W

^ xV “ c1
U

q.
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We have ⇢U
V

“ p0, aV, 0q, ⇢V
W

“ p0, 0, aWq, ⇢U
W

“ p0, 0, a1
W

q in pxU,xV,xWq-coordinates.
Suppose towards contradiction that aW ‰ a1

W
.

In this case, the solution set of the system formed by last two collections of system
(1) is formed by 2 rays and 2 lines and has 2 connected components, namely, lines (in
`1ptU,V,Wuq) defined by xW “ a1

W
,xV “ cV and xW “ aW,xU “ b1

U
and rays defined

by xW ° a1
W
,xV “ cV,xU “ c1

U
and xW † aW,xV “ bV,xU “ b1

U
.

Since aW ‰ a1
W

, this set has 2 connected components. It is now easy to check that the
solution set of the entire system (1) has 2 connected components.

Hence, the image of X under the projection of `1pF
‚
q onto `1ptU,V,Wuq is disconnected,

which is impossible since X is connected and the projection is a continuous map, thus aW “

a1
W

and ⇢U
W

“ ⇢V
W

. ⇤
This completes the verification of Definition 4.2.(3).
The remaining part of Definition 4.2.(5) (“Consistency and realisation”) follows from how

we chose the various points/maps ⇢U
V

together with Definition 7.3.
It remains to verify the “Bounded geodesic image” property, Definition 4.2.(6). Let V à W

and x,y P X. If xV ‰ yV, then by Definition 7.3, we have that xW and yW are separated
by aW “ ⇢V

W
, as required. (Figure 14 illustrates this.)

Therefore, the cubical semialgebraic set is a real cubing in the sense of Definition 4.2. ⇤
Having shown that cubical semialgebraic sets with all IpUq closed are real cubings, we

proceed to the converse. For this we need the following lemma about embedding real trees
in products of copies of R so that the image is a real cubing.6

Lemma 7.12. Let T be any real tree, then T can be given a structure of a real cubing pX,F
‚
q

whose index set F‚ has the following properties:
‚ for all W P F

‚ , the real tree T W is a closed segment, line, or ray, and T W is a
single point if and only if T is;

‚ for all U,V P F
‚ we have U&V.

Moreover, either all of the segments involved are nontrivial, or T is a point, and F
‚ consists

of a single element.

Proof. Let T be a real tree. If T is a single point, just take F
‚ to be a singleton whose

associate real tree is a point, and we are done. So assume that T is nontrivial.
We define inductively a family of subtrees Ti of T such that

î
iPI

Ti “ T and index sets F
‚
i

that satisfy the properties of the statement and such that pTi,F
‚
i
q is a real cubing. We define

F
‚

“
î
iPI

F
‚
i

and by transfinite induction we show that pT,F
‚
q is a real cubing with the desired

properties.
For the base of induction, let b P T be any point which we fix and refer to as the basepoint.

We choose any point y P T distinct from the basepoint and consider the subtree T1 “ rb,ys

corresponding to the convex hull of b and y in T . We define the index set F
‚
1 to have a

unique element U1 with associated tree the segment rb,ys. Clearly, pT1,F
‚
1q is a real cubing

with the required properties.
Induction hypothesis. Let ↵ be any ordinal and suppose that T↵ is defined as the closed

convex hull of ↵ points; in particular, T↵ is closed. Suppose that the index set F
‚
↵ is defined

and satisfies the properties of the statement and that pT↵,F
‚
↵q is a real cubing.

6The embedding part seems to be well-known, although we are not clear on the correct ref-
erence. Yves de Cornulier provides a proof here: https://mathoverflow.net/questions/226049/
embedding-of-real-trees-into-ell-1-gamma. However, we need a bit more than an isometric embedding,
namely a characterisation of points in the image as consistent tuples.

https://mathoverflow.net/questions/226049/embedding-of-real-trees-into-ell-1-gamma
https://mathoverflow.net/questions/226049/embedding-of-real-trees-into-ell-1-gamma
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Induction step. We choose any point z P T r T↵ and define T↵`1 to be the union of T↵

and the segment rz,ps, where p is the (unique) closest point projection of z onto T↵. Notice
that p is well-defined since by induction hypothesis T↵ is closed. The corresponding index set
F

‚
↵`1 is the union of F‚

↵ and the element U↵`1 which is transverse to all the other elements
of the index set and the associated real tree is the segment rz,ps. The ⇢ maps are defined
naturally as ⇢Ui

U↵`1
“ p and ⇢U↵

Ui
“ ⇡Uippq. It is easy to check that the tree pT↵`1,F

‚
↵`1q is

a real cubing and satisfies all the conditions required.
Suppose now that ↵ is a limit ordinal and that T� and F

‚
�

are defined for all � † ↵. Let
T 1
↵ “

î
�†↵

T� and define T↵ to be the closure of T 1
↵ in T . We define F

‚
↵ to be the unionî

�†↵

F
‚
�
. We now show that pT↵,F

‚
↵q is a real cubing. From the definition and the induction

hypothesis, it suffices to prove consistency for points x in the closure of T 1
↵ and realization.

Let x P T↵zT 1
↵ and let pxnq P T 1

↵ be a sequence of points that converges to x in T (note that
in particular txnu is Cauchy).

For all Ui P F
‚
↵, we define the projection ⇡Uipxq to be the limit of ⇡Uipxnq. Notice

that since the sequence txnu is Cauchy, so is the sequence t⇡Uipxnqu, and since the tree
associated to Ui is a closed segment, its limit belongs to Ui. From the definition of ⇡Ui and
the consistency conditions for all points in T� (for all � † ↵), we deduce the consistency
condition at x. Indeed, let Ui,Uj P F

‚
↵ be different elements of the index set. By definition

they are transverse. Then

mintdUip⇡Uipxq,⇢
Uj

Ui
q, dUj p⇡Uj pxq, ⇢Ui

U
qu “

Do “ lim
n

mintdUip⇡Uipxnq, ⇢
Uj

Ui
q, dUj p⇡Uj pxnq, ⇢Ui

Uj
qu “ 0.

Let us now see realization. Suppose that we have a set of consistent conditions C on F
‚
↵:

mintdUipti, ⇢
Uj

Ui
q, dUj ptj , ⇢

Ui
Uj

qu “ 0.

Let � † ↵ and let C� be the subset of conditions in C that make sense in T� , that is the
corresponding elements of the index set Ui and Uj belong to F

‚
�
. Then, the conditions C�

are also consistent in F
‚
�

and by induction there exists x� that realises them.
Since the conditions are consistent,

ÿ

UiPF‚
↵

dUipb, tiq † 8,

and from the inclusion of index sets F
‚
�

Ä F
‚
�1 for all � § �1

§ ↵ we have that
ÿ

UiPF‚
�

dUipb,x�q §

ÿ

UiPF‚
�1

dUipb,x�1q §

ÿ

UiPF‚
↵

dUipb, tiq † 8.

Choose a sequence of ordinals t�iuiPN so that Yi�i “ ↵. Then, tx�iu is a convergent
sequence of points in T 1

↵. As T↵ is closed, so the limit x of this sequence belongs to T↵ and
realises the consistency conditions.

Therefore pT↵,F
‚
↵q is a real cubing with the required properties. The statement now follows

by transfinite induction. ⇤

Remark 7.13. Let T be the universal real tree described in [DP01]. Using an argument
similar to the one of Lemma 7.12, but taking convex hulls of points in the boundary of T
instead of points in the tree, one can show that T admits a real cubing structure with the
index set having rays as associated trees.
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Since any tree S isometrically embeds into T, we conclude that S has an induced real
cubing structure with associated trees consisting of rays and nontrivial segments, or, if S is
trivial, a single trivial segment. ⇤
Proposition 7.14. Let X be a real cubing in the sense of Definition 4.2. Then X is median-
preservingly isometric to a real cubing in the sense of Definition 7.5.

Proof. Let pX,F
‚
0q be a real cubing in the sense of Definition 4.2. We prove the statement

in two steps. First, we show that X admits a real cubing structure pX,F
‚
q in the sense of

Definition 4.2 where all trees associated to the index set are closed segments. Then we show
that pX,F

‚
q is a real cubing in the sense of of Definition 7.5.

Index set. Let pX,F
‚
q be obtained from pX,F

‚
0q by applying Lemma 7.12 to every real

tree in U P F
‚
0.

More specifically, to each Z P F
‚
0, we have associated a family U

Z

i
. If T Z was a non-trivial

real tree, then the real trees T U
Z

i
are nontrivial closed segments. If T Z is trivial, then there

is a single U
Z

i
, whose associated real tree is a single point. We define ⇡

U
Z
i
: Z Ñ U

Z to be
the closest point projection.

Hence to every real tree associated to an element Z P F
‚
0 there corresponds a family of

(pairwise transverse) closed segments U
Z

i
.

Relations and ⇢ points. We now define &,K and Ñ on pX,F
‚
q.

‚ Let Y&Z in F
‚
0. By definition, we set U

Y

i
&U

Z

j
for each U

Y

i
and U

Z

j
. In this case,

we define ⇢
U

Z
j

U
Y
i

“ ⇡
U

Y
i

p⇢Z
Y

q and ⇢
U

Y
j

U
Z
i

“ ⇡
U

Z
i

p⇢Y
Z

q for all i, j.
‚ Let YKZ in F

‚
0. By definition, we set U

Y

i
KU

Z

j
for all UY

i
and U

Z

j
.

‚ Suppose next that Y Ñ Z in F
‚
0 and we have ⇢Y

Z
P T ‚

Z is a point and ⇢Z
Y

: T ‚
Z Ñ

T ‚
Y.
For any U

Z

j
so that ⇢Y

Z
P U

Z

j
and any U

Y

i
, we set U

Y

i
Ñ U

Z

j
. Define ⇢U

Y
i

U
Z
j

“

⇡
U

Z
j

p⇢Y
Z

q “ ⇢Y
Z

and ⇢
U

Z
j

U
Y
i

“ ⇡
U

Y
i

˝ ⇢Z
Y

ˇ̌
U

Z
j
. Otherwise, i.e. if ⇢Y

Z
R U

Z

j
, we set

U
Y

i
&U

Z

j
. In this case we define ⇢U

Y
i

U
Z
j

“ ⇡
U

Z
j

p⇢Y
Z

q and ⇢
U

Z
j

U
Y
i

“ ⇡
U

Y
i

˝ ⇢Z
Y

ˇ̌
U

Z
j
.

F
‚ is real cubing index set. By definition, for all V,W,U P F

‚ we have that if V Ñ W

and WKU, then VKU (since the same is true in F
‚
0).

By construction, the complexity of pX,F
‚
q, is exactly the same as the complexity of pX,F

‚
0q

(to any Ñ–chain in F
‚ there corresponds a Ñ–chain in F

‚
0). Similarly, to any subset of F‚

whose elements are pairwise orthogonal there corresponds a subset of pairwise orthogonal
elements of F‚

0.
We next show that consistent points for pX,F

‚
0q are also consistent points for pX,F

‚
q.

Indeed, let x P X is a consistent point in pX,F
‚
0q. By definition if Y&Z, then

min
 
dZp⇡Zpxq, ⇢Y

Z
q, dYp⇡Ypxq, ⇢Z

Y
q
(

“ 0. Since ⇡
U

Y
i

pxq “ ⇡
U

Y
i

p⇡Ypxqq and ⇢
U

Z
j

U
Y
i

“

⇡
U

Y
i

˝ ⇡Yp⇢Z
Y

q and the same equalities hold for Z and U
Z

j
, we have that

min

"
d
U

Z
j

p⇡
U

Z
j

pxq, ⇢
U

Y
i

U
Z
j

q, d
U

Y
i

p⇡
U

Y
i

pxq, ⇢
U

Z
j

U
Y
i

q

*
“ 0.

If Y à Z, then we have min
 
dZp⇡Zpxq, ⇢Y

Z
q, dYp⇡Ypxq, ⇢Z

Y
p⇡Zpxqqq

(
“ 0.

If ⇢Y
Z

R U
Z

j
and hence U

Y

i
&U

Z

j
, the proof is the same as above.

Finally, assume that U
Y

i
Ñ U

Z

j
and hence ⇢U

Y
i

U
Z
j

“ ⇡
U

Z
j

p⇢Y
Z

q “ ⇢Y
Z

.
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Suppose that ⇡Zpxq “ ⇢Y
Z

. Since ⇢Y
Z

P U
Z

j
, then ⇡Zpxq “ ⇡

U
Z
j

pxq and so ⇡
U

Z
j

pxq “ ⇢Y
Z

“

⇢
U

Y
i

U
Z
j

and the last equality is by definition.

Suppose now that ⇡Zpxq ‰ ⇢Y
Z

. Then ⇡Ypxq “ ⇢Z
Y

p⇡Zpxqq. It follows that the same
equality holds after applying ⇡

U
Y
i

. Therefore, from the definition, we have that ⇡
U

Y
i

pxq “

⇢
U

Z
j

U
Y
i

p⇡
U

Z
j

pxqq. This concludes the proof that consistent points in pX,F
‚
0q are consistent in

pX,F
‚
q.

We are left to show that consistent points in pX,F
‚
q are also consistency in pX,F

‚
0q. Let

x be a consistent point in pX,F
‚
q. Let Y,Z P F

‚
0 be so that Y&Z. We show that either

⇡Ypxq “ ⇢Z
Y

or ⇡Zpxq “ ⇢Y
Z

.
Suppose towards contradiction that ⇡Ypxq ‰ ⇢Z

Y
and ⇡Zpxq ‰ ⇢Y

Z
, then there exist i and

j so that ⇡
U

Y
i

p⇡Ypxqq ‰ ⇡
U

Y
i

p⇢Z
Y

q and ⇡
U

Z
j

p⇡Zpxqq ‰ ⇡
U

Z
j

p⇢Y
Z

q. Since Y and Z are trees,
U

Y

i
and U

Z

j
are segments, and from Lemma 7.12, it follows that ⇡

U
Y
i

p⇡Ypxqq “ ⇡
U

Y
i

pxq and

⇡
U

Z
j

p⇡Zpxqq “ ⇡
U

Z
j

pxq, and ⇡
U

Y
i

p⇢Z
Y

q “ ⇢
U

Z
j

U
Y
i

and ⇡
U

Z
j

p⇢Y
Z

q “ ⇢
U

Y
i

U
Z
j

. Hence, ⇡
U

Z
j

pxq ‰ ⇢
U

Y
i

U
Z
j

and ⇡
U

Y
i

pxq ‰ ⇢
U

Z
j

U
Y
i

. Since U
Y

i
&U

Z

j
, we obtain a contradiction with consistency of F‚ . This

proves that pX,F
‚
q is a real cubing in the sense of Definition 4.2.

We would like to show that the real cubing is also a real cubing in the sense of Definition 7.5.
In order to do that, one would like to interpret the relations in a natural way: nesting

is just domination, transversality corresponds to quadratic relation and independence to
orthogonality.

However, by definition of domination, if V dominates U we must have b ‰ c, see Definition
7.1. (This is due to the fact that in a cubical semialgebraic set, we need to have that if V
dominates U, then U does not dominate V in order to proof that domination is a partial
order.) The latter translates to the following statement about the real cubing pX,F

‚
q: if

U à V, then ⇢V
U

is not a single point. A priori, this does not have to hold in real cubings
pX,F

‚
0q and pX,F

‚
q.

To solve this issue, we modify the index set F
‚ as follows: for any U,V P F

‚ , so that
U à V and ⇢V

U
is just a point we declare U&V. It is immediate to check that F

‚ is a real
cubing index set and that pX,F

‚
q is a real cubing. Abusing the notation, we denote the

obtained index set by F
‚ . Using this index set, we now can interpret nesting as domination

(independence, as orthogonality and transversality, by quadratic relation).
We are now ready to show that with this index set, the real cubing is also a real cubing

in the sense of Definition 7.5.
We note that pX,F

‚
q has finite depth and finite dimension, in fact it has the same depth

and dimension as pX,F
‚
0q.

Semialgebraic projections. We show that if U,V P F
‚ , then PU,VpXq is a semialgebraic

set defined by a pU,Vq-cubical system. Let now U,V P F
‚ be distinct. Suppose first that

UKV. We show that ⇡U ˆ ⇡V : X Ñ T ‚
U ˆ T ‚

V is surjective. Since UKV, then the
nonempty products hypothesis and Proposition 4.37 provide a convex subspace FU ˆ FV.
Since ⇡U,⇡V are surjective, and the gate map to the product region does not change U,V–
coordinates of any point, and ⇡U is constant on each parallel copy of FV and vice versa, we
get that ⇡U ˆ ⇡V is surjective, as required. We note that this argument is general and does
not require that T ‚

U and T ‚
V be subspaces of R.

Suppose next that U&V. In this case, we have that ⇡UpFVq “ ⇢V
U

and ⇡VpFUq “ ⇢U
V

.
It follows that the preimage of p⇡UpFVqq in T ‚

U ˆ T ‚
V is a copy of FV and similarly
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the preimage of ⇡VpFUq in T ‚
U ˆ T ‚

V is a parallel copy of FU. Both of them are closed
connected subspaces of R and the statement follows in this case.

Finally, assume that U Ñ V. Arguing as above, since ⇡VpFUq “ ⇢U
V

is a point it follows
that the preimage of ⇡VpFUq in T ‚

U ˆ T ‚
V is a parallel copy of FU, a closed connected

subset of R. Since FV is a closed connected subset of R, it follows that FVr⇢U
V

has at most
2 connected components. Therefore, PU,VpXq is a subset of the set pictured on Figure 17.

Figure 17. PU,VpXq is a subset of the set marked red.

Finally, by Definition 4.2(5), X isometrically embeds into `1pF
‚
q and so PU,VpXq also

isometrically embeds into `1ptU,Vuq. It follows that PU,VpXq corresponds to domination
(see Definition 7.1).

We are left to observe that the equality X “
ì

U‰V
P´1
U,V

pXpU,Vqq holds, since we
established that XpU,Vq “ PU,VpXq for all U,V. ⇤

8. Miscellaneous remarks

We collect here some miscellaneous remarks about real cubings that may be of interest.

Remark 8.1 (Tree-graded structures). The class of real cubings is closed under taking
finitely many direct products and tree-graded structures. More precisely, if X1, . . . ,Xk are
real cubings, then so is X1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Xk. The real trees for Xi are declared to be orthogonal
to those for Xj whenever i ‰ j.

Let X be a tree-graded space, in the sense of [DS05]. Suppose the pieces in the tree-graded
structure are R–cubings with globally bounded rank N and a global bound D on the length
of Ñ–chains. Then X is isometric to an R–cubing of rank N , with Ñ–chains of length at
most D ` 1. Indeed, let F

‚ be the union of the index sets tF
‚
i
u corresponding to the pieces

and a maximal element S. Declare the following relations:
‚ for each Ui P F

‚
i
, we have U Ñ S;

‚ if Ui,U1
i

P F
‚
i
, then the relation between them is the same as in F

‚
i
;

‚ for all i ‰ j, for all Ui P F
‚
i

and for all Uj P F
‚
j
, Ui&Uj ;

To the maximal element we associate the transverse tree obtained by collapsing all the
pieces. The ⇢ maps are defined naturally by the composition of the closest point projection
of the pieces in the space and the ⇢ maps in the pieces. One can check that with this data,
X is a real cubing.

Alternatively, suppose that the pieces are real cubings where the index set has clean
containers. From Corollary 6.9 we have that the pieces are real cubings with orthogonal
poset-colouring of finite depth. Assume further that the pieces have a global bound D on
the depth of the orthogonal poset-colouring and a global bound N on the rank.
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A tree-graded space with geodesic median spaces as pieces is again median. We leave this
part as an exercise; it can also be assembled from results in [Dru09] and [DS08, Section 2.2],
in particular Lemma 2.7 of the latter paper.

The set of walls of the tree-graded space X is the union of the walls in the pieces together
with walls arising from the transverse tree associated to X. The orthogonal poset-colouring
associated to the median space X is the union of the orthogonal poset-colourings of the
pieces and a maximal element S the maximal elements of the index sets of the piece have
been identified with S. Therefore, X is a median space of rank N and with orthogonal poset-
colouring of depth D ` 1 and so by Corollary 6.9 it is a real cubing with clean containers.

The motivating example of an R–cubing is an asymptotic cone of a hierarchically hyperbolic
space (Theorem 26.3), and a motivating example of a tree-graded space (with additional
properties of the pieces) is an asymptotic cone of a relatively hyperbolic group [DS05, DS08].
In this situation, since hierarchical hyperbolicity of parabolic subgroups implies hierarchical
hyperbolicity of the whole group [BHS19, Theorem 9.1], it is true that tree-graded spaces
arising as asymptotic cones of hierarchically hyperbolic groups are R–cubings. ⇤

Remark 8.2 (Relative real cubings). Just as there is a notion of a relatively hierarchically
hyperbolic space [BHS17a], one can imagine a notion of a relative R–cubing. We imagine that
the definition would be the same as Definition 4.2, except that for W P F

‚ a Ñ–minimal
element, we would require only that T ‚

W is a geodesic space, not necessarily an R–tree.
(There might be some in-between notion, where we ask that such T ‚

W is a geodesic median
space of rank possibly larger than 1.) We wonder if such a notion would be useful for
studying asymptotic cones of, say, graph products, since graph products admit relative HHS
structures [BR20b] (we are grateful to Anthony Genevois for a question related to this). ⇤

Remark 8.3 (Injective metrics). Let pX,F
‚
q be an R–cubing. Replace the `1 metric by the

`8 metric. Presumably, as in the more general theorem of Bowditch about finite rank median
spaces from [Bow20], this changes X within its bilipschitz equivalence class to become an
injective space. Is this useful for anything? For example, is it useful to know that asymptotic
cones of hierarchically hyperbolic groups are bilipschitz equivalent to injective spaces arising
by restricting the `8 metric on a product of real trees? (Note that Haettel-Hoda-Petyt have
already shown that any hierarchically hyperbolic group is quasi-isometric to an injective
space [HHP20], but it does not seem clear that asymptotic cones of injective spaces should
be injective.) ⇤

Remark 8.4 (Approximating median spaces by real cubings). We have proven in Proposition
3.25 that any median metric space admits an orthogonal poset-colouring. Furthermore, if
this poset-colouring has finite depth, then the space can be given a real cubing structure.
Informally speaking, this hints that truncating the depth in a metric median space, one
would get a real cubing and this process could give a way to approximate median metric
spaces of finite rank by real cubings. Can any complete median metric space of finite rank
be approximated by real cubings (as direct or inverse limit of real cubings)? ⇤

Remark 8.5 (Eliminating isoorthogonality more generally). It is possible that there is a
version of Proposition 6.6 not using clean containers. Specifically, let pX,F

‚
q be a real cubing.

Can we replace F
‚ by a new real cubing structure F

‚
1 in which no two distinct elements are

isoorthogonal?
The idea is the following. If tUiui is a set of isoorthogonal (and hence pairwise non-

orthogonal elements), then using consistency one can show that the image T ‚
tUiu of X

in
±

i
T ‚

Ui is a real tree, and moreover if W is such that ⇢W
Ui

is defined for each Ui, the
point p⇢W

Ui
qi in the product lies in T ‚

tUiu. (Similar statements hold for nesting.) This
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seems to us to be quite elegant, and suggests the idea that one should form F
‚
1 as the set of

isoorthogonality classes, using the various T ‚
tUiu as the associated real trees.

What is less elegant is what one has to do to arrange for the required combinatorial
properties of the index set from Definition 4.2 to hold for F

‚
1. Specifically, defining the new

nesting relation so that it is transitive seems to require a bit of a hack. We did not need
this construction above, because in our situation clean containers allowed us to, essentially,
replace each isoorthogonality class with an element of F‚ , and simply restrict the relations.
Without clean containers, it is more complicated, but we think this possibility is worth
pointing out. ⇤

Remark 8.6 (More flexible sets of walls). In this part we have considered the set of all
walls W in a median space. Any measurable subset W 1

Ä W of walls in a metric median
space defines a pseudo-metric on it. We say that a subset of walls is complete if it defines the
original metric of the space, that is for all x,y P X, fiopHpx,yqzpHpx,yqXH1

qq “ 0 where H1

is the set of halfspaces associated to walls in W 1. In this part we could have consider complete
set of walls instead of the set of all walls (and adjust correspondingly the definitions).

In particular, the domain of poset-colouring map is W . In order to obtain extra properties
on a real cubing, for instance wedges and clean containers, we modify the poset-colouring
and remove the redundant colours, see the proof of Corollary 6.9.

One could have proceeded in a different way as follows. We could define poset-colouring
on complete subsets of walls. This would allow us to remove set of walls of measure 0 and
obtain poset-colouring with the extra properties, for instance, without redundant colours. In
other words, there are two equivalent approaches to obtain better structures on a real cubing
- one can either modify the domain of the poset-colouring (from the set of walls to a complete
set of walls) or the co-domain (the set of colours). ⇤

9. Summary

Thus far we have defined what it means for a space pX, dXq to be an R–cubing, described
the structure of an R–cubing as a complete, finite-rank median metric space, and discussed
convexity. We have also discussed automorphisms of R–cubings, the local structure of an
R–cubing (via the notion of a grove), and how these two notions interact.

We have also characterised real cubings as semialgebraic sets, and related real cubings
with some additional properties for their index sets — wedges and clean containers — to
properties of walls (the orthogonal poset-colouring).

We have seen some examples of R–cubings from "nature", like finite products of R–trees,
and finite-dimensional CAT(0) cube complexes, and we have promised that more examples
are provided by asymptotic cones of hierarchically hyperbolic spaces and groups.

Part 2. Hierarchically hyperbolic spaces and groups

In this part, we discuss hierarchically hyperbolic spaces and groups (respectively abbrevi-
ated as HHS and HHG). We aim to keep things somewhat self-contained, stating many of the
results from the literature that we shall use later, and including some proofs (in particular, we
give a more detailed account of standard product regions than appeared in [BHS17b, BHS19],
and correct two misstatements from [BHS19, Section 5]).

At the end of this part, we revisit the construction of hierarchically hyperbolic structures
on cube complexes from [BHS17b] in light of the orthogonal colouring, and in the following
section, speculate on some related questions; Sections 20 and Section 21 are therefore not
necessary for our applications to asymptotic cones.
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A gentle but detailed explanation of hierarchically hyperbolic spaces, clearly explaining the
geometric intuition behind each part of the definition, was recently written by Sisto [Sis19].
The presentation here is somewhat more technical, and aimed at our specific applications.

10. The definition of an HHS

We now recall from Definition 1.1 of [BHS19] the notion of a hierarchically hyperbolic space
and the associated hierarchically hyperbolic structure.

In the remainder of the paper, given a metric space M, a subspace A, and r • 0, we let
NrpAq denote the (closed) r–neighbourhood of A in M .

Definition 10.1 (Hierarchically hyperbolic space). The pq, qq–quasigeodesic space pX , dX q

is a hierarchically hyperbolic space (abbreviated as HHS) if there exist
‚ an index set F,
‚ a constant � • 0, and
‚ a set tCW : W P Fu of �–hyperbolic geodesic metric spaces,

such that the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) (Projections.) There exist K, ⇠ • 0 and, for each W P F, a projection ⇡W : X Ñ

2
CW such that

‚ for each x P X , the set ⇡W pxq is nonempty and of diameter at most ⇠;
‚ ⇡W is pK,Kq–coarsely lipschitz7;
‚ the image of ⇡W is K–quasiconvex in CW .8

(2) (Nesting.) F is equipped with a partial order Ñ with the following properties:
‚ if F ‰ H, then F has a unique Ñ–maximal element, denoted S;
‚ W Ñ W for all W P F (i.e. our partial order is reflexive).

When V Ñ W , we say that V is nested in W , and when V à W , we say that this
nesting is proper.

For each W P F, we denote by FW the set of V P F such that V Ñ W . For all W P F

and all V P F ´ tW u, there is a nonempty subset ⇢V
W

Ä CW with diamCW p⇢V
W

q § ⇠.
There is also a projection ⇢W

V
: CW Ñ 2

CV
´ tHu.

(3) (Orthogonality.) F has a relation K, called orthogonality, satisfying:
‚ K is symmetric;
‚ K is anti-reflexive;
‚ V Ñ W and WKU imply V KU for all U, V,W P F;
‚ if V KW , then V,W are not Ñ–comparable.
Furthermore, the following holds for all T P F. Suppose that U P FT and tV P

FT : V KUu ‰ H. Then there exists W P FT ´ tT u with the property that V KU and
V Ñ T together imply V Ñ W .

This V is called a container for the orthogonal complement of U in T . It need
not be unique, or orthogonal to U , although in practice the latter often holds and
simplifies various things.

(4) (Transversality and consistency.) If V,W P F are not orthogonal and neither is
nested in the other, then we say V,W are transverse, denoted V &W .

There exists 0 • 0 such that if V &W , then there are nonempty sets ⇢V
W

Ñ CW
and ⇢W

V
Ñ CV each of diameter at most ⇠ and satisfying:

min
 
dW p⇡W pxq, ⇢VW q, dV p⇡V pxq, ⇢WV q

(
§ 0

7Where it will not cause confusion, we will sometimes treat coarse maps like maps, e.g. this condition
means that for all x, y P X , and all U P F, we have dCU p⇡U pxq,⇡U pyqq § KdX px, yq ` K.

8This means the set
î

xPX ⇡U pxq is K–quasiconvex in the hyperbolic space CU .
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for all x P X .
For V,W P F satisfying V à W and for all x P X , we have:

min
 
dW p⇡W pxq, ⇢VW q, diamCV p⇡V pxq Y ⇢WV p⇡W pxqqq

(
§ 0.

The preceding two inequalities are the consistency inequalities for points in X .
Similarly, if U Ñ V , then dW p⇢U

W
, ⇢V

W
q § 0 whenever W P F satisfies either

V à W or V &W and W & U .
(5) (Finite complexity.) There exists � • 0, the complexity of pX ,Fq, so that any set

of pairwise Ñ–comparable elements has cardinality at most �.
(6) (Large links.) There exist � • 1 and E • maxt⇠,0u such that the following holds.

Let W P F and let x, x1
P X . Let N “ �dW p⇡W pxq,⇡W px1

qq ` �.
Then there exists tTiu

tNu
i“1 Ñ FW ´ tW u such that for all T P FW ´ tW u, either

T P FTi for some i, or dT p⇡T pxq,⇡T px1
qq † E. Also, dW p⇡W pxq, ⇢Ti

W
q § N for each i.

(7) (Bounded geodesic image.) There exists B • 0 such that the following holds.
For all W P F, all V P FW ´ tW u, and all geodesics � of CW , either

diamCV p⇢W
V

p�qq § B or � X NBp⇢V
W

q ‰ H.
(8) (Partial Realization.) There exists a constant ↵ with the following property. Let

tVju be a family of pairwise orthogonal elements of F, and let pj P ⇡Vj pX q Ñ CVj .
Then there exists x P X so that:

‚ dVj px, pjq § ↵ for all j,
‚ for each j and each V P F with Vj Ñ V , we have dV px, ⇢

Vj

V
q § ↵, and

‚ for each j and each W with W&Vj , we have dW px, ⇢
Vj

W
q § ↵.

(9) (Uniqueness.) For each  • 0, there exists ✓u “ ✓upq such that if x, y P X and
dpx, yq • ✓u, then there exists V P F such that dV px, yq • .

We refer to F, together with the nesting and orthogonality relations, the projections, and the
hierarchy paths, as a hierarchically hyperbolic structure for X . Given A Ä X and U P F we
let ⇡U pAq denote YaPA⇡U paq. ⇤

Notation 10.2. Where it will not cause confusion, we will often suppress the symbols ⇡ and
C in the following way: we write, e.g., dU px, yq to mean dCU p⇡U pxq,⇡U pyqq for U P F and
x, y P X . ⇤

Remark 10.3. One can replace each CU with a suitable geodesic thickening of ⇡U pX q to
make each ⇡U coarsely surjective. Hence we can and shall assume that ⇡U is uniformly
coarsely surjective for each U P F.

An HHS where the projections are uniformly coarsely surjective is normalised, and this
procedure is discussed in [BHS19, Section 1] and [DHS17, Section 1].

The reason that coarse surjectivity is not imposed in the definition is that the more flexible
definition is useful for verifying that certain subsets of HHSes are again HHSes.

So, when introducing an HHS, we will assume that it is normalised. If we encounter an
HHS (arising as a subspace) that is not normalised, we will warn the reader. ⇤

Remark 10.4 (Summary of constants). As in [BHS19, Remark 1.5], we choose our constant
E † 8 to exceed each of the constants �,K, ⇠,0, B,↵. So, the reader can usually forget
those constants and just use E.

The constant E, the complexity �, the large link constant �, and the function  fiÑ ✓upq

from the uniqueness axiom will often be referred to as the HHS constants. For example,
when we say that some other constant depends on the HHS constants (or depends on the
HHS structure), we are saying that it depends on the space X and the particular choice of
HHS structure, but not on any other feature of the situation at hand. ⇤
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10.1. Realisation and the distance formula. The two main technical theorems about
hierarchically hyperbolic spaces are the realisation theorem and the distance formula, stated
immediately below. If they wish, the reader can take these to be part of the definition of a
hierarchically hyperbolic space.

Theorem 10.5 (Realisation (with linear bound)). Let pX ,Fq be a hierarchically hyperbolic
space with each ⇡U an E–coarsely surjective coarse map. Then there exists r0, depending
only on the constant E, such that the following holds. Let  • 1 and let pbV qV PF P

±
V PF CV

be –consistent, i.e.
‚ if U, V P F satisfy U&V , then mintdU p⇢V

U
, bU q, dV p⇢U

V
, bV u § ;

‚ if U à V , then mintdV p⇢U
V
, bV q, diampbU Y ⇢V

U
pbV qqu § .

Then there exists x P X such that, for all V P F, we have dV px, bV q § r0.

Proof. This is almost the content of Theorem 3.1 and Remark 3.2 of [BHS19]. The only dif-
ference is that the statement of [BHS19, Theorem 3.1] does not make the bound on dV px, bV q,
in terms of , explicit. However, inspecting the proof of that theorem shows that we can
take r0 “ 10

10�E2, where � (the complexity) bounds the cardinalities of pairwise orthogonal
subsets of F by Lemma 2.1 of [BHS19] and E is the constant from Remark 10.3. ⇤

Remark 10.6 (Admissibility). In the realisation theorem, we are assuming uniform coarse
surjectivity of the ⇡U maps, as mentioned earlier. If we didn’t assume this, then the same
conclusion would hold, except one would have to add the hypothesis that dU pbU ,⇡U pX qq § 
for all U P F. This blanket coarse surjectivity assumption is why we have omitted the notion
of an admissible tuple used in [BHS19]. ⇤

The realisation theorem says roughly that the consistency inequalities coarsely charac-
terise X as a subspace of

±
V PF CV . The next theorem, the distance formula, says that the

projections completely control the coarse geometry of X .

Theorem 10.7 (Distance formula and existence of hierarchy paths for HHS). Let pX ,Fq be
a hierarchically hyperbolic space. Then there exists a constant s0 such that for all s • s0
there exists K such that for all x, y P X , we have

K´1dX px, yq ´ K §

ÿ

tUPF:dU px,yq•su
dU px, yq § KdX px, yq ` K.

Moreover, there exists a constant D “ DpX ,Fq such that the following holds: for all
x, y P X , there is a pD,Dq–quasigeodesic � : r0, Ls Ñ X , with �p0q “ x, �pLq “ y, such
that, for all U P F, the composition ⇡U ˝� is an unparameterised pD,Dq–quasigeodesic in the
E–hyperbolic space CU , lying D–close to any CU–geodesic joining its endpoints.

A path as in the statement is a pD,Dq–hierarchy path.
Theorem 10.7 follows from Theorem 4.4 and Theorem 4.5 in [BHS19]. An alterna-

tive proof of the above theorem, in a slightly more general setting, was recently given by
Bowditch [Bow18a].

Remark 10.8 (Distances and realisation in the main examples). In this paper, we are
mainly interested in the case where X is either a Cayley graph of a mapping class group of an
orientable surface of finite type, or the Cayley graph of a group that is compact special in the
sense of [HW08]. In the former case, the realisation theorem was also proved in [BKMM12]
and the distance formula in [MM00]. In the latter case, realisation and the distance formula
were established in [BHS17b]. ⇤
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10.2. Differences between hierarchically hyperbolic spaces and real cubings.
Definition 10.1 and Definition 4.2 are morally very similar — one might say that the defini-
tions are roughly the same, except in a real cubing, hyperbolic spaces are replaced by real
trees, various bounded sets are replaced by points, coarse maps are replaced by maps, etc.
However, there are a few more important differences that we now highlight:

‚ In a real cubing, we do not require F
‚ to have a unique Ñ–maximal element, as we

do for F in a hierarchically hyperbolic space;
‚ The part of Definition 10.1.(3) asking that every element orthogonal to a given U is

nested in a single, non-maximal element has no analogue for real cubings.
‚ There is no real cubing analogue of the large link axiom, and in particular in a real

cubing, the set of U P F
‚ such that ⇡Upxq ‰ ⇡Upyq for a given x,y may be infinite

(although the `1 condition means it must be countable); in an HHS, this is ruled
out by Lemma 11.4, which relies on the large link axiom. Similarly, the "passing up
lemma", so important for HHSes, Lemma 11.1, has no real cubing analogue.

‚ The distance formula, Theorem 10.7, does not say that the projections ⇡U give a
quasi-isometric embedding X Ñ

±
UPF CU , because of the thresholding in the sum in

the theorem. On the other hand, just by definition, in a real cubing the projections
give an isometric embedding X Ñ

±
UPF‚ T ‚

U.
‚ Real cubings have no analogue of the uniqueness axiom, Definition 10.1.(9). For

hierarchically hyperbolic spaces, this axiom implies that if X is unbounded, then
there are associated hyperbolic spaces CU of arbitrarily large diameter. We have
seen an example of an (unbounded) real cubing where all of the associated real trees
are unit intervals, Example 4.25.

The real cubings considered later, that arise as asymptotic cones of hierarchically hyper-
bolic spaces, will retain some features of hierarchically hyperbolic spaces that do not hold
for general real cubings (e.g. F

‚ will have a unique Ñ–maximal element), but some of the
differences will persist (e.g. there will certainly be many pairs of points whose projections to
infinitely many real trees differ).

10.3. Group actions on hierarchically hyperbolic spaces. We now discuss group ac-
tions on hierarchically hyperbolic spaces. The formulation is a bit more modern than
in [BHS17b], following [DHS20]. The present formulation of the definition of a hierarchi-
cally hyperbolic group was introduced explicitly, to our knowledge, in [PS20].

Definition 10.9 (HHS automorphisms, hierarchically hyperbolic group). Let pX ,Fq be an
HHS. Let G be a group acting on X , and suppose that all of the following hold:

‚ the action of G on X is by uniform quasi-isometries (i.e. the quasi-isometry constants
can be taken independently of the group element);

‚ G acts on F, preserving the relations Ñ,K,&;
‚ for each g, h P G and each U P F, we have isometries g : CU Ñ CgU and h : CU Ñ

ChU , such that gh : CU Ñ CghU is the composition of the isometries g and h;
‚ for all x P X , g P G,U P F, we have ⇡gU pgxq “ gp⇡U pxqq;
‚ for all g P G and all U, V P F with either U à V or U&V , we have

gp⇢UV q “ ⇢gU
gV

.

Then each element of g is an HHS automorphism of pX ,Fq.
If, in addition, the action of G on F is cofinite, and the action of G on X is (metrically)

proper and cobounded, then pG,Fq is a hierarchically hyperbolic group, abbreviated HHG. ⇤
Remark 10.10. Suppose that pX ,Fq is an HHS on which G acts (metrically) properly and
coboundedly by HHS automorphisms, acting cofinitely on F.
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Fix a basepoint x0 P X . Let  : G Ñ X be the orbit map  pgq “ gx0. For each U P F,
define ⇡1

U
: G Ñ CU by ⇡1

U
pgq “ ⇡U p pgqq. Note that

g⇡1
U phq “ g⇡U phx0q “ ⇡gU pghx0q “ ⇡1

gU pghq.

So, to check that the left-multiplication action of G on pG,Fq is an action by HHS au-
tomorphisms, we just need to check that G is finitely generated and pG,Fq, with the above
projections, is an HHS. By the definition of ⇡1

U
, the HHS axioms will hold (after uniform

enlargement of constants) once we show that G is finitely-generated and quasi-isometric to
X . (Indeed, by [BHS19, Proposition 1.10], if G is quasi-isometric to X , then composing
projections ⇡U : X Ñ CU with the quasi-isometry makes pG,Fq an HHS.)

Now, since X is a quasigeodesic space, it is quasi-isometric to a geodesic metric
space [CdlH16, Lemma 3.B.6]. So, G quasi-acts on X 1 by uniform quasi-isometries. Ap-
plying Lemma 1.4 of [FLS15], we see that G is finitely generated and  is a quasi-isometry.
Hence pG,Fq is an HHS where G acts properly and coboundedly by automorphisms, and
cofinitely on F. ⇤

Accordingly, we will always use the following simpler definition of an HHG:

Definition 10.11 (Hierarchically hyperbolic group). A finitely generated group G is a hierar-
chically hyperbolic group (HHG) if, fixing a word-metric on G associated to a finite generating
set, we have an HHS pG,Fq on which G acts by HHS automorphisms in such a way that the
action of G on G is left-multiplication, and the action of G on F is cofinite. ⇤
Remark 10.12. In the preceding definition, we could just as well have used the Cayley
graph of G as our HHS. Typically, one does not bother with this because in the HHS setting,
one works coarsely, so there’s nothing gained by having the space be geodesic; quasigeodesic
is enough. Moreover, even if one did use a geodesic space like the full Cayley graph, one must
take care since geodesics may not interact well with the rest of the HHS structure (they may
not be hierarchy paths). The mantra is that the geodesics in an HHS are a mystery, but we
have special quasigeodesics — the hierarchy paths — instead. ⇤

In particular, asking that G be an HHG is strictly stronger than simply requiring every
Cayley graph of G to be an HHS: in fact, every Cayley graph of the p3, 3, 3q triangle group
is an HHS, but this group admits no HHG structure [PS20].

Although many of the results of this paper are for general HHGs (or with mild combina-
torial hypotheses on the index set) the uniqueness of the asymptotic cone will be established
for a more restrictive class of groups, algebraic HHG, which are introduced in Section 35.
Thus far, hierarchical hyperbolicity is just an abstract geometric property of a group; later,
we will ask that the HHG structure arise in a particular way from algebraic features of G.

11. Counting, ordering, and colouring in the index set

When working with an HHS pX,Fq, one frequently uses directly the consistency and
bounded geodesic image axioms. It is less typical to use the large link axiom as stated;
one more frequently uses it in conjunction with finiteness of complexity, in the following
form, which is Lemma 2.5 in [BHS19]:

Lemma 11.1 (Passing up large projections). Let pX ,Fq be an HHS. For all C • 0 there
exists N P N such that the following holds. Let x, y P X and V P F. Let tUiu

n

i“1 Ä F be a
subset of the index set with the following properties:

‚ n • N ;
‚ Ui Ñ V for all i;
‚ dUipx, yq • E for all i.
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Then there exists U P FV such that Ui à U for some i, and dU px, yq ° C.

The preceding lemma plays an important role in several places in the literature on HHSes,
and in the present paper.

We also record that, while the finite complexity axiom is about nesting, it combines with
the orthogonality axiom to yield the following, which is Lemma 2.1 in [BHS19]:
Lemma 11.2 (Finite dimension). Let pX ,Fq be an HHS. Let O Ä F be a subset of the index
set whose elements are pairwise orthogonal. Then |O| § �.

Given x, y P X , it is often useful to consider the set of CU on which x, y project "far apart",
and get some combinatorial control on that set; Lemma 11.1 does that using the large link
axiom and finite complexity. Here’s an analogous statement using finite complexity and
consistency, which also appears in [DMS20, Section 2]:
Lemma 11.3 (Covering). Let pX ,Fq be an HHS. Then there exists N P N, depending only
on the HHS constants, such that the following holds. Let x, y P X . Let C • 100E, and
consider the set RelCpx, yq of V P F such that dV px, yq • C. Then for all U P RelCpx, yq,
there are at most N elements V P RelCpx, yq such that U Ñ V .

Proof. Fix U as in the statement and let V be the set of V P RelCpx, yq such that U à V .
We want to bound |V| uniformly. First, observe that any Ñ–chain in V has length at most
�. In other words, if V 1 is a set of pairwise Ñ–related distinct elements of V , then |V 1

| § �.
Any set of pairwise orthogonal elements has cardinality at most � by Lemma 11.2.

Now suppose that V1, V2, V3 P V and suppose that Vi&Vj for all i ‰ j with i, j P t1, 2, 3u.
Since C ° E, the consistency axiom implies that, up to relabelling, we have dV2p⇢V1

V2
, xq § E

and dV2p⇢V3
V2

q § E. Hence dV2p⇢V1
V2
, ⇢V3

V2
q • C ´ 4E ° E, which contradicts Definition 10.1.(4)

since U à V1, U à V2, U à V3. Hence subsets of V whose elements are pairwise transverse
have cardinality at most 2.

By Ramsey’s theorem [Ram29], with N “ Ramp� ` 1,� ` 1, 3q ´ 1 (where Ram denotes
the Ramsey number), we have |V| § N , since any two elements of V are either Ñ–related,
orthogonal, or transverse. ⇤

We also have the following lemma. It follows from the distance formula, but one does not
need the distance formula to prove it (and in fact it plays a role in the proof of the distance
formula). So, we include a proof for illustrative purposes:
Lemma 11.4. Let C • E. Then for all x, y P X , the set RelCpx, yq is finite.

Proof. Given U P F, let RU be the set of V P RelCpx, yq with V à U .
Letting S be the unique Ñ–maximal element of F, we have by the large link axiom that

there exist T1, . . . , Tk à S such

RelCpx, yq Ä tSu Y

k§

i“1

RTi .

By induction on the maximum length of a Ñ–chain terminating at Ti (which is strictly less
than the corresponding number for S, namely �), each RTi is finite, and we are done. (In
the base case, Ti is Ñ–minimal, and |RTi | § 1.) ⇤

We record two more important combinatorial facts about the set RelCpx, yq for C suffi-
ciently large. The first is used later in the paper, where it is instrumental in the construction
of the diagonal decomposition of a sequence of elements. The second, related, fact is not used
directly, but we include it because it is instrumental in the original proof of the distance for-
mula (Theorem 10.7), and it is helpful for understanding the cubical approximation theorem,
discussed below.
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Definition 11.5 (Level). The level of U P F is the length of a longest Ñ–chain having U as
the maximal element, and is denoted LevelpUq. Note that LevelpUq § � for all U . ⇤
Lemma 11.6 (Partial order on relevant elements). For all C • 100E, the following holds.
Let x, y P X and let RelCpx, yq be the set of V P F with dV px, yq • C. Let V Ä RelCpx, yq.
Define a relation † on V by U ® V if V “ U , or V &U and dV px, ⇢U

V
q § E. Then ®

is a partial order on V. Moreover, U, V P RelCpx, yq are either orthogonal, à–related, or
®–comparable.

Proof. This is Proposition 2.8 in [BHS19], and is illustrated in Figure 11. ⇤

Figure 18. A ®–example. Here, RelCpx, yq “ tU1, U2, U3, V1, V2, V3,W1u.
We have that W1KU2, U3 and V1, V2 Ñ U2 and V3 Ñ U3. Hence W1KVi for all
i. The other pairs are transverse, and some ⇢‚‚ points are shown. We have,
for example, U1 † U2 † U3, and U1 † W1, and V1 † V2 † U3. While V2 † U3

and V2 † V3, the elements U3, V3 are not transverse and hence †–incomparable.

We could have equivalently defined † by asking dU py, ⇢V
U

q § E, because of consistency.
The partial order intuitively means that, when moving along any hierarchy path from x to
y, one must first change the U coordinate before one can change the V coordinate.

For each ` § �, and any C • 100E, we can consider the set of V P RelCpx, yq with
LevelpV q “ `, denoted Rel

`

C
px, yq.

The following lemma is proved in [BHS19, Section 2], but we reproduce the proof here,
because it is a nice quick application of Dilworth’s theorem.

Lemma 11.7 (Colouring of relevant elements). Let C • 100E, let ` § �, and let x, y P X .
Then there exists n § � and disjoint subsets V1, . . . ,Vn of Rel`

C
px, yq such that

‚
ó

i
Vi “ Rel

`

C
px, yq;

‚ the elements of Vi are pairwise transverse, and in particular form a †–chain, for each
i § n.

Hence RelCpx, yq can be partitioned into at most �2 †–chains.

Proof. The "hence" part is immediate from the first part of the lemma. So, it suffices to do
the colouring for a fixed ` § �.
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But Rel
`

C
px, yq is partially ordered by ® in such a way that transverse elements are com-

parable, and incomparable elements are orthogonal. Hence, by Lemma 11.2, antichains have
cardinality bounded by �, so the claim follows from Dilworth’s theorem [Dil50]. ⇤

The partial order and the colouring will play a role later in this section, in our discussion
of the cubical approximation theorem, which essentially transforms the partial order † on
the set of relevant projections for a pair of points into the usual partial order on halfspaces
in an appropriately chosen finite CAT(0) cube complex.

12. Coarse median operator on an HHS

Let pX ,Fq be a hierarchically hyperbolic space. Here we recall the coarse median struc-
ture on X . Coarse median spaces are a common generalisation of hyperbolic spaces and
CAT(0) cube complexes introduced by Bowditch in [Bow13] and play a fundamental role in
hierarchically hyperbolic spaces.

We do not need the general definition of a coarse median space here, just the definition of
the coarse median in the HHS context. This closesly parallels the construction of the median
operator on an R–cubing.

Definition 12.1 (Coarse median coordinates). Let x, y, z P X and let W P F. Consider
any geodesic triangle in the E–hyperbolic space CW formed by geodesics between the points
⇡W pxq,⇡W pyq,⇡W pzq. Let µW px, y, zq P CW be any point lying E–close to each of the three
geodesics. ⇤

Now consider the tuple pµW px, y, zqqWPF. Lemma 2.6 of [BHS19] shows that this tuple is
100E–consistent. So the realisation theorem, Theorem 10.5, provides a point µ “ µpx, y, zq P

X such that dW pµ, µW q § 100r0E for all W P F.
Define µ : X 3

Ñ X by px, y, zq fiÑ µpx, y, zq. The choice of µpx, y, zq relied on two sets
of choices, namely the choice inherent in the various µW , and the choice in output of the
realisation theorem. However, the choice of µW is well-defined up to distance bounded in
terms of E, and hence, by the uniqueness axiom, µ is well-defined up to uniformly bounded
error.

Moreover, if x, y, z P X and � is any permutation of tx, y, zu, then the points µpx, y, zq

and µp�pxq,�pyq,�pzqq uniformly coarsely coincide (i.e. lie at distance bounded in terms of
the HHS structure only). So we will not make a big deal of the order of x, y, z in the coarse
median operation.

Theorem 7.3 in [BHS19] says that the coarse median operator µ makes X into a coarse
median space.

If a group G acts on pX ,Fq freely by coarse median automorphisms, and µ : X 3
Ñ X is the

coarse median operator defined above, we can always assume that µpgx, gy, gzq “ gµpx, y, zq

for all g P G, x, y, z P X .
Indeed, fix x, y, z P X and let W P F. Then

dgW pµW pgx, gy, gzq, gµW px, y, zqq § 100E,

because, by Definition 10.9, the isometry g : CW Ñ CgW takes any geodesic triangle with
vertices ⇡W pxq,⇡W pyq,⇡W pzq to a geodesic triangle with vertices ⇡gW pgxq,⇡gW pgyq,⇡gW pgzq,
so computing the coarse median in CW and applying g is uniformly coarsely the same as
computing the coarse median in CgW . Hence, by the uniqueness axiom, there exists C “

CpEq such that dX pgµpx, y, zq, µpgx, gy, gzqq § C.
We now choose one ordered triple px, y, zq in each G–orbit, and let µpx, y, zq be as defined

above, and then define µpgx, gy, gzq “ gµpx, y, zq for all g P G. Since this is only a bounded
perturbation of the original coarse median, it is still a coarse median operator.
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In particular, given an HHG pG,Fq, we will denote by µ : G3
Ñ G the coarse median

operator, which has the following two properties:
‚ gµpx, y, zq “ µpgx, gy, gzq for all g, x, y, z P G;
‚ for all W P F and x, y, z, P G, the point ⇡W pµpx, y, zqq lies C0–close to any geodesic

joining ⇡W paq,⇡W pbq whenever a, b P tx, y, zu are distinct; the constant C0 depends
only on E.

Beyond that, we will only use a few additional properties of coarse media from the litera-
ture, which we will mention as they are used.

Remark 12.2 (Equivariance and permutation-invariance simultaneously). At the expense
of uniformly increasing constants, we can perturb µ : X 3

Ñ X so that µpx, y, zq “

µp�pxq,�pyq,�pzqq and µpx, x, zq “ x whenever � is a permutation of tx, y, zu. In prac-
tice, we do not ever need exact permutation-invariance of this type.

When pX ,Fq has a free action by a group G of HHS automorphisms, we are often interested
in µ being exactly (not just coarsely) equivariant, as arranged above.

In general, one cannot arrange this simultaneously with the perturbation needed to make
µ invariant under permutation of its three arguments. However, one can do this provided
the action of G on the set of unordered triples in X is free, i.e. if G doesn’t have subgroups
embedding in S3. The reader really wishing for a G–equivariant and permutation-invariant
coarse median is invited, in all later sections, to assume our HHGs are torsion-free and to
replace mapping class groups everywhere with a fixed torsion-free finite-index subgroup. ⇤

13. Hierarchical quasiconvexity and hulls

We now introduce the notion of (quasi)convexity appropriate to HHSes, following [BHS19,
Section 5]. The reader may notice that it is a "coarse-ification" of the notion of convexity in
an R–cubing. Fix an HHS pX ,Fq.

Definition 13.1 (Hierarchical quasiconvexity). Let  : N Y t0u Ñ N Y t0u be a function.
Let Y Ä X . Then Y is –hierarchically quasiconvex if both of the following hold:

‚ for all U P F, the subset ⇡U pYq is p0q–quasiconvex in CU ;
‚ for all t P N there exists s “ ptq P N such that the following holds for all x P X : if

dU px,Yq § t for all U P F, then dX px,Yq § s.
Occasionally, when  is not important, we will say that Y is hierarchically quasiconvex if

the above two properties hold for some function . ⇤

Just as convexity in an R–cubing is closely related to median-convexity, a theorem of
Russell-Spriano-Tran relates hierarchical quasiconvexity to quasiconvexity in the coarse me-
dian sense. Recall that µ : X 3

Ñ X denotes the coarse median from Section 12.

Definition 13.2 (Coarse median quasiconvexity). Let Q • 0. A subset Y Ä X is Q–median
quasiconvex if for all y, y1

P Y and x P X , we have dX pµpx, y, y1
q,Yq § Q. ⇤

From [RST18, Proposition 5.11], we obtain:

Proposition 13.3. Let pX ,Fq be a hierarchically hyperbolic space and let Y Ä X . Then the
following are equivalent:

‚ there exists Q such that Y is Q–median convex;
‚ there exists  such that Y is –hierarchically quasiconvex.

Moreover, Q depends only on  and the HHS structure, and  depends only on Q and the
HHS structure.
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The preceding proposition is extremely useful, because, depending on the situation, either
the definition of hierarchical quasiconvexity using the HHS structure or the coarse median
characterisation may be much easier to work with than the other.

Given a notion of "convexity", one should have a notion of "convex hull". This is achieved
by the following, which is Definition 6.1 of [BHS19]:

Definition 13.4 (Hull). Let ✓ • 0. Given A Ä X , let H✓pAq be the set of all x P X such
that, for all W P F, the point ⇡W pxq lies ✓–close to a geodesic in CW joining two points in
⇡W pAq. ⇤

Lemma 6.3 of [BHS19] provides a constant ✓0, depending only on the HHS constants, such
that for all ✓ • ✓0, there is a function 0 such that H✓pAq is 0–hierarchically quasiconvex
for any A. We will frequently refer to the constant ✓0 and the associated function 0.

We direct the reader to [RST18] for alternate characterisations of the hull in terms of
hierarchy paths.

14. Gates

Recall that median convex subsets of a median space admit gate maps, which are 1–
lipschitz retractions, and indeed coincide with closest-point projection. Here we discuss the
appropriate coarse-ification of this notion in the HHS context.

Let pX ,Fq be an HHS and let Y Ä X be –hierarchically quasiconvex, where  is some
arbitrary hierarchical quasiconvexity function.

Definition 14.1 (Gate tuple). Let x P X . Fix W P F. Recall that ⇡W pYq is p0q–
quasiconvex in CW . Accordingly, we have a uniformly coarsely lipschitz coarse projection
pW : CW Ñ ⇡W pYq given by

pW paq “ tb P ⇡W pYq : dW pa, bq § dW pa,⇡W pYqq ` 1u,

which sends points in CW to nonempty sets of diameter bounded in terms of p0q and E.
Let bW pxq be an arbitrary point in pW p⇡W pxqq, for each W P F. ⇤

Lemma 5.5 of [BHS19] produces a constant C1, depending on E and , such that the
tuple pbW pxqqWPF is C1–consistent. Applying realisation (Theorem 10.5) and hierarchical
quasiconvexity of Y yields a point gYpxq P Y such that dW pbW pxq, gYpxqq § C2 for all W ,
where C2 depends on , E, and C1.

Accordingly, we have a gate map gY : X Ñ Y with the following properties:
‚ gY is an pL1, L1q–coarsely lipschitz L1–coarse retraction, with L1 depending only on

the HHS constants and the function .
‚ For all U P F and all x P X , the set ⇡U pxq uniformly coarsely coincides with the image

of ⇡U pxq under coarse closest-point projection to the quasiconvex subspace ⇡U pYq.
(Here, "uniformly" means "dependent on pX ,Fq but independent of U and x".)

Remark 14.2 (Iterated gates). If Y Ä Z are hierarchically quasiconvex subsets, then gYpxq

lies at bounded distance from gYpgZpxqq, where the bound depends only on the hierarchical
quasiconvexity functions of Y,Z and the HHS constants. ⇤

A great deal of further discussion of the gate map can be found in [BHS17c, Section 1].
We will introduce various other properties of gates as needed. For example, later we will see
that in an HHG pG,Fq, given a hierarchically quasiconvex subset Y, it is possible to make
gY a StabGpYq–equivariant map, using a bounded perturbation.
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15. Standard product regions

One of the most important notions in the HHS world is that of standard product regions.
One intuitive idea the reader should have in mind is: in an HHS, there are various hierar-
chically quasiconvex subspaces, each of which is coarse-median-preservingly quasi-isometric
to the product of "simpler" hierarchically hyperbolic spaces. These are standard product
regions, and the ambient HHS is weakly hyperbolic relative to them — indeed, coning them
off yields a space quasi-isometric to CS, where S P F is the unique Ñ–maximal element.

We recall from [BHS19, Section 5] the notion of a standard product region. We will
formulate things somewhat more explicitly than in [BHS19], give a bit more detail, and
correct two misstatements.

Let pX ,Fq be a hierarchically hyperbolic space. Fix U P F. Recall that FU is the set of
V P F with V Ñ U , and let F

K
U

be the set of V with V KU .
Let  • E, and let

‚ FU
 be the set of tuples ppV qV PFU P

±
V PFU

CV that are –consistent, and let
‚ EU

 be the corresponding set of –consistent tuples, with FU replaced by F
K
U
.

For each p~p, ~qq P F 

U
ˆE

U
, we obtain a p`Eq–consistent tuple fp~p, ~qq P

±
V PF CV whose

V –coordinate is pV if V Ñ U , and qV if V KU , and ⇢U
V

otherwise.
(The consistency of the tuple fp~p, ~qq is verified in [BHS19, Construction 5.10]. This re-

lies on [BHS19, Proposition 1.8] (the source of the  ` E), which is a coarse analogue of
Lemma 4.12 about real cubings, and which essentially depends on the partial realisation
axiom. Moreover, nonemptiness of F 

U
and E

U
also relies on the partial realisation and

consistency axioms.)
So, Theorem 10.5 provides x P X such that for all V P F, we have dV px, fV q § r0p` Eq,

where fV is the V –coordinate of fp~p, ~qq.
This gives a map f : F 

U
ˆE

U
Ñ X whose image we denote by PU

. We recall the following
from [BHS19, Section 5]:

Lemma 15.1. P 

U
is hierarchically quasiconvex, with hierarchical quasiconvexity function

depending only on  and pX ,Fq and the associated constant E.
Moreover, if V &U or U à V , then diamp⇡V pP 

U
q Y ⇢U

V
q is bounded above by a constant

depending only on  and the HHS structure (but independent of U).

Proof. Let x, y P P 

U
. Then by construction, for all V as in the "moreover" part of the

statement, we have that ⇡V pxq and ⇡V pyq are both r0p ` Eq–close to ⇢U
V

. This proves the
"moreover" assertion.

We now show that for all V Ñ U or V KU , we have that ⇡V pP 

U
q uniformly coarsely

coincides with the uniformly quasiconvex set ⇡V pX q, and is therefore uniformly quasiconvex.
Indeed, fix such a V and consider ⇡V paq for some a P X . Then t⇡W paq : W P Fu is an

E–consistent tuple. Form a tuple ~a by changing the CW–coordinate of the preceding tuple
to ⇢U

W
whenever U à W or U&W . Restricting ~a to FU and F

K
U

gives –consistent tuples
~a1 P F 

U
and ~a2 P E

U
. By construction, ⇡V pfp~a1,~a2qq is uniformly close to ⇡V paq, as required.

Now fix a constant L and suppose that a P X satisfies dV pa, P 

U
q § L for all V P F.

Then p⇡V paqqV PF is an E–consistent tuple. Let ~b be the tuple obtained by changing the
V –coordinate to ⇢U

V
for V &U or U à V . Then ~b is a p ` Eq–consistent tuple, and there

exists x P P 

U
such that ⇡V pxq is r0p` Eq–close to the V –coordinate of ~b for all V . On the

other hand, dV pa, xq § L ` r0p ` Eq for all V , so by Theorem 10.7, dX pa, xq is bounded
uniformly in terms of L,, i.e. a is close to P 

U
. Thus P 

U
is hierarchically quasiconvex. ⇤

Fix once and for all a constant  as above (we can take  “ E), and let PU “ P 

U
. Fix an

arbitrary basepoint x0 “ fp~p0, ~q0q. Consider the set F 

U
ˆ t~q0u, and let FU “ fpF 

U
ˆ t~q0uq.
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Similarly, let EU “ fpt~p0u ˆ E

U
q. Arguing exactly as in the proof of Lemma 15.1 shows

that EU and FU are hierarchically quasiconvex, with hierarchical quasiconvexity function
depending only on  and E. In particular, this function is independent of the basepoint
fp~p0, ~q0q.

We metrise FU , EU by equipping them with the subspace metric coming from X .

Remark 15.2 (Gates in product regions). We denote by ˆ a function, depending only on
the HHS constants, such that each PU , EU , FU is ˆ–hierarchically quasiconvex.

Let gU : X Ñ PU denote the gate map. Then (up to uniform enlargement of ˆ
p0q), we

have that, for all V P F and all x P X , the point ⇡V pgU pxqq is ˆ
p0q–close to:

‚ ⇢U
V

if U à V or U&V ;
‚ ⇡V pxq if UKV or U Ñ V .

Similarly, for any choice of ~q0 P F 

U
, letting gFU : X Ñ FU , we have for all x P X , V P F

that ⇡V pgFU pxqq is ˆ
p0q–close to:

‚ ⇢U
V

if U à V or U&V ;
‚ ⇡V pxq if V Ñ U ;
‚ ⇡V p~q0q if V KU .

A similar statement about the gate map to EU “ fp~p0 ˆ E

U
q holds, except in the second

bullet point, K replaces Ñ, and in the third bullet point, Ñ replaces K and ⇡V p~p0q replaces
⇡V p~q0q. ⇤

As in Proposition 5.11 of [BHS19], FU and EU are hierarchically hyperbolic spaces. In
general, the statement of Proposition 5.11 is not quite accurate in the case of EU ; here is the
corrected version:

Proposition 15.3. Let FU be the set of V P F with V Ñ U . Let A P F be such that every
V P F with V KU satisfies V Ñ A and A is not the unique Ñ–maximal element of F. Then:

(1) pFU ,FU q is an HHS, with constants depending only on E.
(2) pFU ,Fq is an HHS, with constants depending only on E.
(3) pEU ,Fq is an HHS, with constants depending only on E. Moreover, for all V P F

with V & U , the diameter of ⇡V pEU q is bounded in terms of E.
(4) pEU ,FAq is an HHS, with constants depending only on E. Moreover, the complexity

is strictly lower than that of pX ,Fq.

Proof. The assertions about pFU ,Fq and pEU ,Fq follow from hierarchical quasiconvexity
and [BHS19, Proposition 5.6]. The assertion about pFU ,FU q follows exactly as in the proof
of Proposition 5.11 of [BHS19]. In particular, pFA,FAq is an HHS, and EU is uniformly
quasi-isometric to a hierarchically quasiconvex subset of FA. Hence, by [BHS19, Proposition
5.6], pEU ,FAq is an HHS. The statement about complexity follows since A is not Ñ–maximal
in F. ⇤
Remark 15.4 (Visitor from the past and future: clean containers). In most of the natu-
ral examples (e.g. mapping class groups and fundamental groups of compact special cube
complexes), the HHS structure satisfies a stronger version of the orthogonality axiom called
clean containers.

This says that for all V P F, and all U Ñ V , if there exists W Ñ V such that WKU , then
there exists T à V such that TKU , and if W Ñ V and WKU , then W Ñ T .

First formalised in [ABD21], this property will often be assumed in later sections, and is
defined again later, where we start to use it. This property implies in particular that for each
U P F, there is a unique UK

P F such that V KU if and only if V Ñ UK. In this situation,
Proposition 5.11 from [BHS19] holds as written, and in fact FA “ FUK and EU “ FUK .
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The reader should compare the notion of clean containers in an HHS structure to the
identical notion for real cubings from Definition 4.40. ⇤
Remark 15.5 (Visitor from the future: wedges). As for real cubings, one can ask that an
HHS pX ,Fq has wedges, i.e. if U, V P F have the property that there is some W with W Ñ
U,W Ñ V , then there is a unique W that is Ñ–maximal with this property. This is completely
analogous to the notion for real cubings (Definition 4.39). We will not need the notion of
wedges in the next few sections — though some of the questions in Section 21 mention wedges
— but we will use this notion (and remind the reader about it) in Section 3. ⇤
Remark 15.6. Elsewhere in the literature, one works mainly with pFU ,FU q, so the incorrect
statement of Proposition 5.11 in [BHS19] does not have serious effects. We take the oppor-
tunity to point out the places in the literature where one should really use Proposition 15.3
above instead:

‚ In [BHS17b], following Remark 3.5, one should use pEU ,FAq rather than pEU ,FK
U

q.
‚ In [BHS17a], on page 14, one should again use pEU ,FAq rather than pEU ,FK

U
q.

The point is that the sets FA and F
K
U

differ only on elements U in which EU has
bounded image in CU , so passing from the latter to the former has no geometric
effect. However, FA satisfies the orthogonality axiom, while F

K
U
, as defined in Section

5 of [BHS19], might not.
‚ In the proof of Theorem 3.4 of [DHS17], pEU ,FAq should be used, to obtain a lower-

complexity HHS structure.
‚ In several places in [DHS17], one has a group G acting on an HHS pX ,Fq by HHS

automorphisms, and one wishes to consider an action of StabGpUq on EU by HHS
automorphisms. The question is which index set to use for the HHS structure on EU .
In all but two places, it suffices to use pEU ,Fq as in Proposition 15.3 instead of the
HHS structure mentioned in Section 1.3 of [DHS17]. In the proofs of Theorem 9.13
and Theorem 9.20, we wish to have StabGpUq act on an HHS with underlying space
EU and strictly lower complexity. There are ways to correct this using an application
of [DHS17, Proposition 9.2], but we note that those two theorems have recently been
given a simpler proof by Petyt and Spriano [PS20] and so do not pursue the matter
further here.

All the above proofs work as written under the extra assumption of clean containers. ⇤
By the previous proposition and Proposition 8.27 of [BHS19], FU ˆ EU is a hierarchically

hyperbolic space, where the index set has the property that every element whose associated
hyperbolic space is not a single point belongs to FU \ F

K
U
, and each FU ˆ teu, tfu ˆ EU is

uniformly hierarchically quasiconvex.
The metric on FU ˆ EU is the `1–metric (where the factors still have the subspace metric

from X ), and the coarse median µˆ on FU ˆ EU is given by pµF , µEq, where µF , µE are the
coarse media on FU , EU coming from their hierarchically hyperbolic structures.

Define a map � : FU ˆ EU Ñ X as follows. Given x P FU , y P EU , let ~x P F 

U
be p⇡V pxqqV

and let ~y P E

U
be p⇡V pyqqV . Let �px, yq “ fp~x, ~yq.

Proposition 15.7. There exist constants C1, C2, C3, depending on E but independent of U
and x0, such that � is C1–quasimedian pC2, C2q–quasi-isometric embedding whose image is
at Hausdorff distance C3 from PU .

Remark 15.8 (Quasimedian). By C1–quasimedian, we mean that for any triple in FU ˆEU ,
the coarse median is taken C1–close to the coarse median of the images of the points in the
triple. In [Bow13], such maps are called quasimorphisms, but this word has another common
meaning, so we changed terminology. ⇤
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Proof of Proposition 15.7. Let px, yq, ps, tq, pw, zq P FU ˆEU . Let m P FU ˆEU be the coarse
median of these three points. Then for each V Ñ U , the V –coordinate of m is the coarse
median of ⇡V pxq,⇡V psq,⇡V pwq, and for V KU , the V –coordinate of m is the coarse median
of ⇡V pyq,⇡V ptq,⇡V pzq, where coarse medians are taken in the hyperbolic spaces CV . (Here,
we are working in the hierarchically hyperbolic structure on FU ˆ EU , where the projection
of px, yq to CV, V Ñ U is ⇡V pxq and the projection to CW,WKU is ⇡W pyq.)

Now, for each V Ñ U , we have that ⇡V p�px, yqq is r0p`Eq–close to ⇡V pxq, and for WKU ,
⇡W p�px, yqq is r0p`Eq–close to ⇡W pyq. For all other W , ⇡W p�px, yqq is r0p`Eq–close to
⇢U
W

. Analogous facts hold for ps, tq and pw, zq.
So, the coarse median m1 (in X ) of �px, yq,�ps, tq,�pw, zq has the following V –coordinates,

for V P F:
‚ If V Ñ U , then ⇡V pm1

q is C 1
1–close to the geodesic from ⇡V pxq to ⇡V psq, and similarly

when either of x or s is replaced by w; here C 1
1 “ C 1

1pr0p` Eq, Eq.
‚ If V KU , then the same holds, but with x, s, w replaced by y, t, z.
‚ Otherwise, ⇡V pm1

q is r0p` Eq–close to ⇢U
W

.
Hence, by the distance formula (Theorem 10.7), there exists C1 depending only on C 1

1 such
that dX pm1,�pmqq § C1, i.e. � is C1–quasimedian.

Next, we show that � is a quasi-isometric embedding. Let s0 be as in Theorem 10.7 (i.e.
the smallest valid distance formula threshold) and let ⇣ • s0 be a constant to be determined.

Let px, yq, ps, tq P FU ˆ EU . Since x, s P FU , we have dV px, x0q § r0p ` Eq if V KU and
dV px, ⇢U

V
q § r0p ` Eq if V &U or U à V . So, letting ⇣ • 10r0p ` Eq, we have A,B • 1

(depending only on ⇣) so that, by the distance formula,

dFU px, sq —A,B

ÿ

V ÑU,dV px,sq•⇣

dV px, sq.

Similarly,
dEU py, tq —A,B

ÿ

V KU,dV py,tq•⇣

dV py, tq.

Hence

dFUˆEU ppx, yq, ps, tqq —A,2B

ÿ

V ÑU,dV px,sq•⇣

dV px, sq `

ÿ

V KU,dV py,tq•⇣

dV py, tq.

Now, if V Ñ U , then |dV px, sq ´ dV p�px, yq,�ps, tqq| § 2r0p ` Eq. So, if dV px, sq • ⇣ °

20r0p` Eq, we have
9

10
dV px, sq § dV p�px, yq,�ps, tqq §

11

10
dV px, sq.

When V KU , the same inequalities hold with x replaced by y and s replaced by t on the far
left and far right.

So,
ÿ

V ÑU,dV px,sq•⇣

dV px, sq §
10

9

ÿ

V ÑU,dV p�px,yq,�ps,tqq°9⇣{10
dV p�px, yq,�ps, tqq

and similarly
ÿ

V KU,dV py,tq•⇣

dV py, tq §
10

9

ÿ

V KU,dV p�px,yq,�ps,tqq°9⇣{10
dV p�px, yq,�ps, tqq.

Now, applying the distance formula with threshold 9⇣{10, having choosing ⇣ sufficiently
large in terms of r0p` Eq and s0, we obtain uniform constants A1, B1 such that

dFUˆEU ppx, yq, ps, tqq § A1dX p�px, yq,�ps, tqq ` B1.
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A similar argument gives the lower bound, so � is a uniform quasi-isometric embedding.
Finally, by construction, imp�q Ñ PU . On the other hand, let fp~x, ~yq P PU . Then p~x, ~q0q P

F 

U
ˆ t~q0u, and p~p0, ~yq P t~p0u ˆ E

U
, so x1

“ fp~x, ~q0q P FU and y1
“ fp~p0, ~yq P EU . A

simple application of the distance formula now shows that dX pfp~x, ~yq,�px1, y1
qq is uniformly

bounded, so PU is Hausdorff-close to im�. ⇤
So, in summary, for each U P F, we have an associated subspace PU Ä X such that:

‚ PU is hierarchically quasiconvex, with hierarchical quasiconvexity function ˆ inde-
pendent of U (it depends only on the constants from Definition 10.1).

‚ For each W P F such that U à W or U&W , we have diamp⇡W pPU q Y ⇢U
W

q § ˆ
p0q.

‚ PU is the image of a uniform quasi-isometric embedding � : FU ˆEU Ñ X such that
each FU ˆ teu and tfu ˆ EU has ˆ–hierarchically quasiconvex image. We abuse
notation and let FU ˆ teu denote this image (and we just say FU when the particular
parallel copy has been fixed).

‚ Each parallel copy FU has the property that ⇡V is ˆ
p0q–coarsely surjective when

V Ñ U , and, when V KU , the set ⇡V pFU q has uniformly bounded diameter, by ˆ
p0q.

The reverse holds when FU is replaced by EU .
‚ If V Ñ U , then for each parallel copy FU , we can choose a parallel copy FV such

that FV is contained in a ˆ
p0q–neighbourhood of FU (this is Proposition 5.16

from [BHS19]).

Remark 15.9. If UKV , then PU and PV have coarse intersection containing a quasi-
isometrically embedded copy of FU ˆ FV . Choosing some x in this subspace, we see that if
W P F has the property that each of U, V is transverse to W or properly nested in W , then
⇢V
W
, ⇢U

W
both uniformly coarsely coincide with ⇡W pxq and therefore are coarsely equal. This

reflects the following lemma. ⇤
Lemma 15.10. Let W,U, V P F. Suppose that UKV , and each of U, V is either properly
nested in W , or transverse to W . Then

dW p⇢UW , ⇢VW q § 3E.

Proof. This is Lemma 1.5 in [DHS17]. Fix p P ⇡U pX q, q P ⇡V pX q. By Definition 10.1.(8),
there exists x P X such that

‚ dU px, pq § E,
‚ dV px, qq § E, and, most importantly,
‚ dW px, ⇢U

W
q § E and

‚ dW px, ⇢V
U

q § E.
The triangle inequality, plus diamp⇡W pxqq § E, now yields the lemma. ⇤

Finally, we mention how to make product regions function nicely with actions by HHS
automorphisms:

Remark 15.11 (Equivariant product regions in HHG, first version). Later, the following
flexibility will be useful. If PU is as above, and L is some constant, and P 1

U
is any subspace

that is L–Hausdorff close to PU , then P 1
U

has the same properties as PU listed above, except
the uniform constants and hierarchical quasiconvexity functions now also depend on L.

In particular, if pG,Fq is a hierarchically hyperbolic group, then for each U P F and g P G,
we have the following. Recall the map f : F 

U
ˆ E

U
Ñ G whose image is PU . Suppose that

x P PU . Define gf : F 

U
ˆE

U
Ñ G by pgfqpp, qq “ g¨fpp, qq. We also have fg

: F 

gU
ˆE

gU
Ñ G

as defined above. By Definition 10.11, we have an isometry g : F 

U
ˆE

U
Ñ F 

gU
ˆE

gU
arising

from the isometries g : CV Ñ CgV for V Ñ U or V KU . Since g⇢U
V

“ ⇢gU
gV

whenever U&V
or U à V , we have a uniform constant L, depending only on the HHS constants, such that
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dGpgfpp, qq, fg
pgpp, qqq § L for all p, q. In particular, gPU and PgU are at bounded Hausdorff

distance.
Now let F1 Ä F contain exactly one U P F in each G–orbit. For U P F1, let P 0

U
“ PU ,

and redefine PU to be
î

gPStabGpUq gP
0
U
. Then, for arbitrary U P F, we can write U “ gŪ

for Ū P F, with g in a fixed left coset g StabGpUq. Let PU “ gP
Ū
. Since P

Ū
is StabGpUq–

invariant, this definition is independent of the choice of g in the given coset. Finally, by
the preceding discussion, PU is at bounded Hausdorff distance from the original U–standard
product region.

Hence, when dealing with HHGs, we can and shall assume that the product regions
have the additional property that PgU “ gPU for all U P F and g P G. ⇤
Remark 15.12 (Equivariant product regions in HHG II). There is another way to arrange
for the set of product regions in an HHG pG,Fq to be G–invariant. For each U P F, for
suitably large (in terms of the HHS constants) , let PU be the set of x P G such that

dV px, ⇢UV q § 

whenever U à V or U&V . It is now immediate from the definition of an HHG that gPU “

PgU , and in particular StabGpUq acts on PU , for g P G and U P F. On the other hand, the
product region PU as defined above is at uniformly bounded Hausdorff distance from the
image of �, and hence has all of the properties required of a product region (at the expense
of a uniform enlargement of the hierarchical quasiconvexity function). ⇤

16. The cubical approximation theorem

The coarse median map µ : X 3
Ñ X actually enjoys a stronger property than merely

making X a coarse median space, expressed by the following proposition, which states that
hulls of finite sets in X can be approximated by CAT p0q cube complexes.

The idea is to generalise the fact that in a Gromov-hyperbolic space, any finite set of points
can be approximated by a tree in the following sense: if � is the hyperbolicity constant, and
x1, . . . , xn are points, then there is a constant C “ Cp�, nq and a p1, Cq–quasi-isometric
embedding of a tree T , whose leaves get sent to some of the xi, and whose image coarsely
coincides with the quasiconvex hull of tx1, . . . , xnu.

The following is Theorem 2.1 in [BHS17c], and has been reproved (and generalised) by
Bowditch in [Bow18a, Theorem 1.3]. A more refined version, under extra hypotheses on the
HHS structure, was recently established by Durham-Minsky-Sisto [DMS20].
Proposition 16.1 (Cubulation of hulls). Let pX ,Fq be a hierarchically hyperbolic space.
Then there exists M0 (depending on the HHS constants) such that the following holds. Let
✓ • ✓0 and n P N.

There exists constants M1 • 100nM0 such that for all M • M1, we have a constant C • 1

satisfying the following. Let A “ tx1, . . . , xnu Ä X and let U be the set of U P F such that
dU pxi, xjq • M for some i, j. Then there exists a finite CAT(0) cube complex Y and a map
f : Y Ñ X such that:

‚ f is a pC,Cq–quasi-isometric embedding whose image is at finite Hausdorff distance
(depending only on the HHS structure and M,n, ✓) from H✓pAq.

‚ There exist x̂i1 , . . . , x̂is P Y such that dX pfpx̂ij q, xjq § C for all j and Y is equal to
the convex hull in Y of tx̂i1 , . . . , x̂isu.

‚ Let â, b̂, ĉ P Y be vertices and let m̂ P Y
p0q be their median. Then dX pfpm̂q,mq § C,

where m “ µpfpâq, fpb̂q, fpĉqq denotes the coarse median. (In other words, f is C–
quasimedian.)

‚ Each hyperplane h of Y is labelled by an element of U Ä F such that hyperplanes h, h1

cross if and only if their labels U,U 1 satisfy UKU 1. In particular, dimY § �.
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Finally, if � is a combinatorial geodesic in Y, then f ˝ � is a pD,Dq–hierarchy path in X ,
where D depends only on C.

We say more about the labels below.

Remark 16.2. The entire proposition is [BHS17c, Theorem 2.1], except for the final state-
ment about hierarchy paths, which follows from the quasimedian quasi-isometric embedding
statement, together with Lemma 1.37 of [BHS17c]. ⇤

The proposition directly strengthens the property of being a coarse median space; the
definition of a coarse median space asks that any finite set of points is contained in the image
of a quasimedian map from the 0–skeleton of a finite CAT(0) cube complex. For any finite
set in X , the corresponding cube complex Y satisfies the required properties from [Bow13,
Section 8], plus more: its image is coarsely median convex, by the above proposition combined
with Proposition 13.3.

Later we will mainly be interested in the case of Proposition 16.1 where n “ 2, i.e. in
using CAT(0) cube complexes that are intervals for their intrinsic median to approximate
hulls of pairs of points in X . It will be useful to use some parts of the proof of the proposition
— i.e. some extra properties of the cubical approximation that follow from the construction
in [BHS17c, Section 2].

Accordingly, we now discuss the construction of Y in the simpler setting where n “ 2.

Remark 16.3 (Hyperbolicity unnecessary when n “ 2). Because we are working with n “ 2,
we will not actually use that CU,U P F is hyperbolic during the construction. We will
comment on this at the end, and on a more general statement of the proposition that is
therefore true when n “ 2. ⇤

Fix x, y P X . Fix ✓ • maxt✓0, Eu, so that for some function  depending on ✓, Lemma 6.3
of [BHS19] implies that H✓ptx, yuq is –hierarchically quasiconvex.

Let M0 “ M0pE, ✓q be a constant to be determined, let M1 • 200M0, and let M • M1.
Let RelM px, yq be the set of U P F such that dU px, yq • M . Recall from Lemma 11.4 that

RelM px, yq is finite as long as we chose M0 ° E.
For each U P RelM px, yq, let �U be a geodesic joining ⇡U pxq to ⇡U pyq. Let Rel

U

M
px, yq

be the set of V P RelM px, yq with V à U . By the consistency and bounded geodesic image
axioms, V P Rel

U

M
px, yq implies that there is a point rV

U
P �U with dU prV

U
, ⇢V

U
q § E.

For each U P RelM px, yq, choose a (finite) set of points tpU
i

uiPIU in �U with the following
properties:

‚ dU ptx, yu, pU
i

q • M0 for all i P IU ;
‚ dU ppU

i
, pU

j
q • M0 for i ‰ j in IU ;

‚ dU ppU
i
, rV

U
q • M0 for i P IU and V P Rel

U

M
px, yq;

‚ each component of �U ´tpU
i
, rV

U
: i P IU , V P Rel

U

M
px, yqu has diameter at most 20M0.

Figure 19 shows a heuristic picture of the above ingredients, using the same x, y and
elements of F as in Figure 11.

We are now ready to define walls in H✓ptx, yuq. For each U P RelM px, yq and each
i P IU , let –›w pU, iq be the set of z P H✓ptx, yuq such that every point on �U that is ✓–close
to ⇡U pzq lies in the same component of �U ´ tpU

i
u as the endpoint of �U in ⇡U pxq. Let

›Ñw pi, Uq “ H✓ptx, yuq ´
–›w pi, Uq. The sets –›w pi, Uq,›Ñw pi, Uq are the pU

i
–halfspaces.

Then the pair wpi, Uq “ p
–›w pi, Uq,›Ñw pi, Uqq is a wall in H✓ptx, yuq, i.e. a bipartition.

We say that wpi, Uq separates z, z1 if z, z1 lie in distinct pU
i
–halfspaces. Since there are

finitely many pU
i

for each U , and finitely many U P RelM px, yq, we have defined finitely
many walls. Accordingly, H✓ptx, yuq, with the given set of walls, is a wallspace in the sense
of [HP98, Nic04].
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Figure 19. The geodesics, points rVi
Uj

, and extra "wall-points" pWi
j

, shown
in the example from Figure 11.

Following [Nic04, CN05], define the CAT(0) cube complex Y dual to this wallspace as
follows. A 0–cube ŷ P Y is coherent orientation of the walls, i.e. a map from the set of walls
to the set of halfspaces such that

‚ for all wpi, Uq, the halfspace ŷpwpi, Uqq is one of the two pU
i
–halfspaces;

‚ for all U, V and all i P IU , j P IV , we have
ŷpwpi, Uqq X ŷpwpj, V qq ‰ H.

We join ŷ, ŷ1 by a 1–cube if they differ on exactly one wall, and then fill in all cubes whose
1–skeleta appear.

The hyperplane hpi, Uq of Y corresponding to the wall wpi, Uq is given a label,
Labphpi, Uqq “ U .

Figure 20. The approximating cube complex in the example from Figure 19,
with the hyperplanes labelled.

Having defined the finite CAT(0) cube complex Y, we now define the map f : Y Ñ X
and establish the properties mentioned in the proposition, along with some other properties
we will use.
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Fix a 0–cube ŷ P Y. We define fpŷq P X as follows.
For each U P RelM px, yq and each i P IU , we have a pU

i
–halfspace ŷi,U chosen by the

coherent orientation ŷ.
For each V P RelM px, yq, let Spi, U, V q be the intersection of all closed subintervals of �V

that contain all points in �V that are ✓–close to ⇡V pŷi,U q.
Fix V . For all U,U 1 and i, i1, coherence provides a P ŷpi, Uq X ŷpi1, U 1

q. Now, choose
ā P �V that is ✓–close to ⇡V paq, which is possible since a P H✓ptx, auq by definition. So
ā P Spi, U, V q X Spi1, U 1, V q.

We have shown that for any V , the subintervals Spi, U, V q pairwise intersect as i, U vary.
So, there exists bV P

ì
i,U

Spi, U, V q.
For V R RelM px, yq, let bV P ⇡V pxq.
We next observe that, for each V P F, the set of possible bV has diameter bounded in

terms of M . When V R RelM px, yq, this is clear.
Suppose that V P RelM px, yq. Suppose that ā, b̄ P �V satisfy dV pā, b̄q ° 50M0, where ā, b̄

are respectively ✓–close to ⇡V paq,⇡V pbq for some a, b P X . Then one of the following holds:
‚ Some pV

j
separates ā, b̄ in �V . Then, provided M0 is sufficiently large in terms of ✓,

we have that wpj, V q separates a, b, and ā, b̄ cannot both belong to bV .
‚ For some U P Rel

V

M
px, yq, the point rU

V
separates ā, b̄, and no pV

j
has this property.

Our choice of 50M0 then implies that there are at least two such U , and one such
U has both of ā, b̄ at least M0–far from rU

V
.

Hence, provided M0 is large enough in terms of E and ✓, consistency and bounded
geodesic image imply that dU pa, bq ° 50M0.

Moreover, by Definition 10.1.(4), we can assume that U is Ñ–minimal in
RelM px, yq.

Choose ā1, b̄1
P �U respectively ✓–close to ⇡U paq,⇡U pbq. Then ā1, b̄1 are separated

by some pU
i
, and so ā, b̄ cannot both lie in bV .

We have shown that the set of possible bV has diameter bounded by some B0 depending
only on M0, provided M0 is sufficiently large in terms of E and ✓. (This was a version of
Lemma 2.6 in [BHS17c], simplified by the assumption n “ 2.)

Exactly as in Lemma 2.7 of [BHS17c], there exists B1 “ B1pM0q such that pbV qV PF is
a B1–consistent tuple, so realisation (Theorem 10.5) provides a point fpŷq P X such that
dV pfpŶ q, bV q § r0B1 for all V P F.

This defines the map f : Y Ñ X .
The proofs that f is a quasimedian quasi-isometric embedding whose image coarsely co-

incides with H✓ptx, yuq do not seem to simplify significantly when n “ 2, so we refer the
interested reader to [BHS17c].

We now discuss the remaining statements from Proposition 16.1 and some additional facts
about the hyperplanes in Y that follow fairly easily from the construction in the case n “ 2

but which are not stated exportably in [BHS17c].
First, let x̂ be the 0–cube of Y obtained by setting x̂pwpi, Uqq “

–›w pi, Uq for all i, U , and
similarly define ŷ by ŷpwpi, Uqq “

›Ñw pi, Uq. Note that x P x̂pwpi, Uqq and y P ŷpwpi, Uqq for
all i, U , so these are really coherent orientations.

Note that every hyperplane of Y separates x̂ from ŷ, so Y is the convex hull in Y of
tx̂, ŷu. By uniformly enlarging the constant C from Proposition 16.1 and perturbing f , we
can assume fpx̂q “ x, fpŷq “ y.

Accordingly, letting HyppYq denote the set of hyperplanes in Y, we can put a partial
order on HyppYq, denoted †, such that h † v if h separates v from x̂. Given h, v P HyppYq,
exactly one of the following holds:

‚ h “ v;
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‚ h, v cross;
‚ h † v or v † h.

The next statement relates † to the partial order † on RelM px, yq from Lemma 11.6.
Recall that distinct U, V satisfy U † V if U&V and dV px, ⇢U

V
q § E.

Proposition 16.4 (Extra properties of the cubical approximation when n “ 2). The map
f : Y Ñ X , and the map HyppYq Ñ RelM px, yq given by h fiÑ Labphq, have the following
properties:

(I) LabphqKLabpvq if and only if h and v cross (i.e. h, v are distinct and †–incomparable).
(II) Suppose that h, v P HyppYq satisfy v † h and let Labpvq “ V, Labphq “ U . Suppose

that U&V . Then V † U .
(III) Suppose that h, v P HyppYq and Labpvq “ V, Labphq “ H. Suppose that V à H. Let

pH
i

P �H be the point determining the wall corresponding to h. Then
‚ if v † h, then rV

H
lies in the same component of �H ´ tpH

i
u as the endpoint in

⇡Hpxq;
‚ if h † v, then rV

H
lies in the same compoonent of �H ´ tpH

i
u as the endpoint in

⇡Hpyq.
(IV) There exists B2 “ B2pMq such that the following holds. Let h1, . . . , hk P HyppYq. Let

↵̂ be a combinatorial geodesic in Y that joins some 0–cubes â, b̂ and crosses exactly the
hyperplanes hi. Then for all V R tLabph1q, . . . , Labphkqu, we have

dV pfpâq, fpb̂qq § B2.

Proof. Assertion (I) is just Lemma 2.12 from [BHS17c].
We now prove assertion (II). Suppose that v † h and let Labpvq “ V, Labphq “ U .

Suppose that U&V . Then either V † U or U † V . Suppose that U † V , i.e. dV px, ⇢U
V

q § E.
Let i P IU and j P IV be such that the hyperplanes v, h respectively correspond to the walls
wpj, V q, wpi, Uq. Since v † h, we have that x is separated from h by v, i.e. –›w pj, V q Ä

–›w pi, Uq.
By Lemma 16.5 below, there thus exists z P

–›w pi, Uq ´
–›w pj, V q. So, letting z̄ P �U be

✓–close to ⇡U pzq, we have dU pz̄, ⇢V
U

q • dU ppU
i
, ⇢V

U
q • M0 ´ E, since dU py, ⇢V

U
q § E by

consistency and U † V . Hence dU pz, ⇢V
U

q • M0 ´ ✓ ´ E ° E, whence dV pz, ⇢U
V

q § E. Thus
dV pz, xq § 3E. So, z P

–›w pj, V q, a contradiction. Hence V † U .
Next, we prove (III). Suppose that v † h and V à H. Choose j, V and i,H so that

v, h correspond to wpj, V q, wpi,Hq. Since v † h, we have –›w pj, V q Ä
–›w pi,Hq. Let z P

–›w pi,Hq ´
–›w pj, V q (using Lemma 16.5). Since z P

›Ñw pj, V q, we have that dV px, zq ° E, so
by consistency and bounded geodesic image, ⇢V

H
lies E–close to the subpath of �H joining

⇡Hpxq to pH
i

, as required. The proof of the statement about h † v is identical.
We now prove assertion (IV). Fix V P F. If V R RelM px, yq, then, since the image of f

is uniformly close to H✓ptx, yuq, the points ⇡V pfpâqq and ⇡V pfpb̂qq lie uniformly close to a
geodesic in CV of length at most M , so dV pfpâq, fpb̂qq is bounded in terms of the constants
from Proposition 16.1, as required.

So, suppose V P RelM px, yq. For 1 § i § k, let Ui “ Labphiq (note that these labels need
not all be distinct).

For each W P RelM px, yq, let bW pâq, bW pb̂q be the W–coordinates of the tuples used above
to define fpâq, fpb̂q respectively.

By hypothesis, bW pâq “ bW pb̂q unless W “ Ui for some i, so in particular, bV pâq “

bV pb̂q. Since bV pâq and bV pb̂q are respectively r0B1–close to ⇡V pfpâqq and ⇡V pfpb̂qq, the
claim follows, with B2 “ 2r0B1. ⇤

The auxiliary lemma needed above was:
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Lemma 16.5. Suppose that pi, Uq, pj, V q are distinct. Then –›w pi, Uq ‰
–›w pj, V q.

Proof. If UKV , then by [BHS17c, Lemma 2.12], the corresponding walls cross and are in
particular distinct.

If U&V , then suppose that –›w pi, Uq “
–›w pj, V q. Without loss of generality, U † V . Choose

z P X such that ⇡U pzq is ✓–close to a point z̄ P �U such that z̄ is in the same component of
�U ´ tpU

i
u as the endpoint in ⇡U pyq, but dU ppU

i
, zq § 10pE ` ✓q. Note that z P

›Ñw pi, Uq.
Provided M0 is sufficiently large in terms of E, ✓, we have dU pz, ⇢V

U
q ° E, so dV pz, xq § 3E,

by consistency, so z P
–›w pj, V q, as required.

Suppose that U à V and that –›w pi, Uq “
–›w pj, V q. Without loss of generality, pj,V lies

between the endpoint of �U in ⇡U pxq and the point rU
V

. So, by consistency and bounded geo-
desic image, ⇡U p

–›w pj, V qq is contained in the E–neighbourhood of ⇡U pxq. On the other hand,
we can choose z P

–›w pi, Uq “
–›w pj, V q so that ⇡U pzq is 10pE ` ✓q–close to pU

i
, contradicting

that dU px, pU
i

q ° M0 provided M0 is sufficiently large.
A similar argument works when U “ V . ⇤

Remark 16.6 (The relative HHS case). Two generalisations of HHSes were introduced
in [BHS19] and warrant mention in connection with the cubical approximation theorem. First
is the notion of a hierarchical space pX ,Fq. This is defined exactly as in Definition (10.1),
with the following changes:

‚ We still require each CU,U P F to be a geodesic space, but we do not require it to be
hyperbolic;

‚ for convenience, we require the projections ⇡U to be E–coarsely surjective (although
this is not strictly necessary, there is little loss of generality in practice and it simplifies
explanations).

Hierarchical spaces are too general to be able to prove the distance formula along the lines
of [BHS19]. However, the key point is that the realisation theorem, Theorem 10.5, makes no
use of hyperbolicity and therefore holds in the context of hierarchical spaces (see Theorem
3.1 in [BHS19] and the paragraph preceding it).

A relative HHS is a hybrid of the two notions: pX ,Fq is a relative HHS if Definition 10.1
holds, except that we allow the geodesic space CU,U P F to be non-E–hyperbolic if U is
Ñ–minimal (see [BHS19, Definition 6.8].

The statement of Proposition 16.1 and that of Proposition 16.4 continue to hold in the
relative HHS context, when n “ 2, in the following sense.

Fix x, y P X . Given ✓ • 0, define H✓ptx, yuq as in the HHS case, with the following
modification: recall that H✓ptx, yuq is the set of points z that project ✓–close to every CU–
geodesic from ⇡U pxq to ⇡U pyq for all U P F. We modify the definition as follows: if U P F is
Ñ–minimal and CU is not E–hyperbolic, we fix a geodesic �U in CU from ⇡U pxq to ⇡U pyq,
and require ⇡U pzq to be ✓–close to the geodesic �U only.

Lemma 6.12 of [BHS19] says that H✓ptx, yuq is a coarsely lipschitz coarse retract of X , via a
map that, at the level of CU , is the coarse closest-point projection when CU is E–hyperbolic,
and is otherwise a coarsely lipschitz map to �U . Proposition 6.15 of [BHS19] then shows that
H✓ptx, yuq inherits a hierarchical space structure from pX ,Fq, and that this is actually an
HHS structure, because each non-hyperbolic CU has been replaced by a single geodesic �U .

We can now apply Proposition 16.1 to build a uniformly quasimedian uniform quasi-
isometry f : Y Ñ H✓ptx, yuq, where Y is a CAT(0) cube complex and H✓ptx, yuq is given
the above HHS structure. Composing with the inclusion into X gives a quasi-isometric
embedding f : Y Ñ X . The quasimedian part no longer makes sense, since X need not
be coarse median in the relative case, but the conclusion of Proposition 16.4 continues to
hold (the †–ordering on relevant elements works for any hierarchical space, and the inclusion
induces uniform quasi-isometric embeddings at the level of the CU). ⇤
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17. Sample application of cubical approximation: hierarchically

hyperbolic cone-off

A key feature of the theory of HHSes is the factored space construction from [BHS17a].
Since we appeal to it once, later in this section, we mention it here. Moreover, as an illus-
tration of the utility of the cubical approximation, we take the opportunity to give a more
conceptual proof than is given in [BHS17a].

The statement requires some preparation. Let pX ,Fq be a (relative) HHS. Let U Ä F be a
set of elements such that:

‚ U P U and V Ñ U imply V P U, and
‚ in the relative case, U contains every (necessarily Ñ–minimal) V such that CV is not
E–hyperbolic.

We denote the metric on X by dX , and define a new metric d̂ as follows. Given x, y P X ,
let Dpx, yq “ dX px, yq, unless there exists U P U and e P EU such that x, y P FU ˆ teu, in
which case we set Dpx, yq “ mint1, dX px, yqu. Then let d̂ be the length metric induced by
D. Let pX “ pX , d̂q.

Our goal is to build an HHS structure p pX ,F ´ Uq. For each V P F ´ U, we keep the
same (necessarily E–hyperbolic) space CV , and we keep the same relations, ⇢‚

‚ points. The
projections pX Ñ CV are just compositions of the set-theoretic identity pX Ñ X with the
projections ⇡V : X Ñ CV .

The main statement, Proposition 2.4 of [BHS17a], says:

Proposition 17.1 (Cone-off). p pX ,F ´ Uq is a hierarchically hyperbolic space.
Moreover, if a group G acts by HHS automorphisms on pX ,Fq, and U is G–invariant, then

the induced action on p pX ,F ´ Uq is also by HHS automorphisms.

Proof. The statement about group actions is immediate from the construction, once we note
that projections have not changed, and the G–action on X (as a set) has not changed when
we changed the metric to produce pX . In the new metric, the action of G on X will be an
action by uniform quasi-isometries, in view of the distance formula, once we prove that pX is
an HHS, which we do presently.

One must check that p pX ,F ´ Uq satisfies the axioms from Definition 10.1. Most of this is
straightforward and we refer the reader to [BHS17a, Section 2]. The exception is the unique-
ness axiom; we verify this here using the cubical approximation, instead of the argument
in [BHS17a], which relies on gate maps to product regions.

Recall that we have to prove the following: there exists a function ✓u : R`
Ñ R`, just

depending on the HHS constants for pX ,Fq, such that for any  ° 0, if x, y P X satisfy
dV px, yq §  for all V P F ´ U, then d̂px, yq § ✓upq.

Fix , let M0 be the constant from Proposition 16.1. (M0 depends on a choice of ✓ for
defining hulls. We choose ✓ large enough in terms of E that ✓–hulls inherit HHS structures
from X , using Proposition 6.15 of [BHS19], and base our choice of M0 on this.)

Let M1 “ 200M0, and let M “ 10pmaxtM1,u ` Eq. Fix x, y P X such that dV px, yq § 
for all V P F ´ U. Let RelM px, yq be the set of all V P F such that dV px, yq • M . Since
M ° , we have RelM px, yq Ñ U.

Let maxRelM px, yq be the set of V P RelM px, yq that are Ñ–maximal among elements of
RelM px, yq.

By Lemma 11.1, there exists N “ NpMq such that |maxRelM px, yq| § N.
Apply Proposition 16.1 to produce a constant C “ CpMq and a pC,C)–quasi-isometric

embedding f : Y Ñ X of a finite CAT(0) cube complex Y, satisfying the conclusion of that
proposition and Proposition 16.4 (see Remark 16.6 for discussion of Y in the relative case).
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Given U P RelM px, yq, a combinatorial geodesic ↵ in Y is called a U–path if, for all
hyperplanes h crossing ↵, the label satisfies Labphq Ñ U .

Given a constant L, the U–path ↵ is called L–long if dU pfpâq, fpb̂qq • L, where the 0–cubes
â, b̂ are the endpoints of ↵.

Claim 12. There exists ⌫ such that the following holds. Let U P maxRelM px, yq and suppose
â, b̂ P Y

p0q are joined by a 10E–long U–path �. Then diam pX pf ˝ �q § ⌫.

Proof of Claim 12. Let A P F and suppose that U à A or U&A. We will bound dApfpâq, ⇢U
A

q

uniformly, and same for fpb̂q.
Since fpYq is at uniformly bounded distance C from H✓px, yq, we have that ⇡ApfpYqq

is contained in the pEC ` ✓ ` Eq–neighbourhood of any CA–geodesic from ⇡Apxq to ⇡Apyq

(or, in the relative case when A is Ñ–minimal, our designated geodesic �A). In particular,
⇡Apfpâqq and ⇡Apfpb̂qq are pEC ` ✓ ` Eq–close to such a geodesic.

Bound when U à A: If U à A, we have dApx, yq § M , because U P maxRelM px, yq. So
dApfpâq, xq § EC ` E ` ✓ ` M , and the same holds for fpb̂q. By bounded geodesic image,
dApx, ⇢U

A
q § E ` M , so dApfpâq, ⇢U

A
q § EC ` E ` ✓ ` 2M , and the same holds for fpb̂q. Let

T0 “ EC ` E ` ✓ ` 2M and note that T0 depends only on  and the HHS constants.
Transverse bound for "small" A: Similarly, if A is such that U&A, and dApx, yq §

50M ` 2pEC ` ✓ ` Cq, then dApfpâq, ⇢U
A

q § T0, after enlarging T0 by a uniform amount
depending only on M,C and ✓, and hence only on  and the HHS constants.

Transverse bound for "large" A: Next suppose that U&A and dApx, yq ° 50M `

2pEC ` ✓ ` E). By consistency, we have (say) dApy, ⇢U
A

q § E and dU px, ⇢A
U

q § E. Since
fpâq, fpb̂q map C–close to H✓px, yq, we have that ⇡Apfpâq,⇡Apfpb̂qq are pEC ` E ` ✓q–close
to our CA–geodesic from ⇡Apxq to ⇡Apyq.

We claim that dApfpâq, fpb̂qq § 50M ` 2pEC ` E ` ✓q. If not, then the points p, q P

r⇡Apxq,⇡ApyqsCA respectively pEC ` E ` ✓q–close to ⇡Apfpâqq and ⇡Apfpb̂qq are at distance
at least 50M .

By the construction of walls in H✓px, yq used to produce Y, and the fact that â, b̂ are not
separated by A–labelled hyperplanes, fpâq and fpb̂q are separated by a wall corresponding to
a hyperplane h such that Labphq à A and dApy, ⇢Labphq

A
q ° 10M . But since dApy, ⇢W

A
q § 10E

whenever W Ñ U and W à A, we have that Labphq �Ñ U . Hence â, b̂ are separated by a
hyperplane not labelled by an element nested in U , a contradiction. So, dApfpâq, fpb̂qq §

50M ` 2pEC ` E ` ✓q.
Now, if ⇡Apfpâqq,⇡Apfpb̂qq are both 10p50M`pEC`E`✓qq–far from ⇢U

A
, then the geodesic

in CA joining them stays E–far from ⇢U
A
, and the same is true of the geodesic from ⇡Apxq

to either ⇡Apfpâqq or ⇡Apfpb̂qq. Hence, applying consistency to the transverse pair U,A, we
have that ⇡U pxq,⇡U pfpâqq,⇡U pfpb̂qq are all E–close to ⇢A

U
, contradicting that � is 10E–long

as a U–path.
Close to PU : Hence we can assume that dApfpâq, ⇢U

A
q § T1, and the same holds for fpb̂q,

whenever U à A or U&A; here T1 is a constant depending only on  and the HHS constants.
By uniform hierarchical quasiconvexity of PU , we thus get a constant ⌘1, depending only on
 and the HHS constants, such that dpfpâq, PU q, dpfpb̂q, PU q § ⌘1.

Orthogonality bound: We now produce T2 such that dApfpâq, fpb̂qq § T2 whenever
AKU . If A1 Ñ A, then A1 is also orthogonal to U . For such A1, no hyperplane v with
Labpvq “ A1 can separate â from b̂. Proposition 16.4 thus yields T2.

Conclusion: Hence there exists ⌘2, depending on T2 and the HHS constants, and a
point e P EU , such that dpfpâq, FU ˆ teuq § ⌘2 and dpfpb̂q, FU ˆ teuq § ⌘2. Since f is
uniformly quasimedian and uniformly a quasi-isometric embedding, and FU ˆteu is uniformly
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quasiconvex, the image of f˝� is thus contained in a uniform d–neighbourhood of FUˆteu and
thus has d̂–diameter bounded uniformly in terms of  and the HHS constants, as required. ⇤
Claim 13. There exists n § N and elements U1, . . . , Un P maxRelpx, yq such that Y contains
a combinatorial geodesic � joining x̂, ŷ, where:

‚ x̂, ŷ are 0–cubes respectively sent by f to x, y;
‚ � “ �1 ¨ ¨ ¨ �n, where each �i is a Ui–path; and
‚ each �i traverses an edge dual to a hyperplane labelled Ui.

Proof of Claim 13. Let x̂, ŷ be the 0–cubes in Y mapping to x, y respectively. Recall from
Proposition 16.1 that Y is the cubical convex hull in Y of tx̂, ŷu, and recall that there is a
partial order † on the hyperplanes of Y so that h † v if and only if h separates x̄ from v,
and †–incomparability is equivalent to crossing.

Fix U P maxRelM px, yq, and let H1 be the set of hyperplanes h of Y with Labphq Ñ U .
Note that at least one element of H1 is labelled U .

Define a 0–cube p as follows. For each hyperplane h, we choose an associated halfspace
(component of Y ´ h) as follows:

‚ if h P H1, we choose the halfspace containing x̂;
‚ if h R H1 has exactly one associated halfspace containing a hyperplane v P H1, choose

that halfspace;
‚ if h R H1 and h crosses every element of H1, choose the halfspace containing x̂.

We need to know that we have oriented all the hyperplanes, and that this orientation is
coherent. Equivalently, we claim that, if there exist u, v P H1 separated by h, then h P H1.

We now verify this. Let h, u, v be as above, with u † h † v. Since u and h do not cross,
Labpuq and Labphq are not orthogonal, because of Proposition 16.4. If Labphq Ñ U , we are
done, so we can assume Labphq �Ñ Labpuq, since Labpuq Ñ U .

If Labpuq&Labpuq, then by Proposition 16.4, we have Labpuq † Labphq, i.e.
dLabphqpx, ⇢

Labpuq
Labphqq § E. Similarly, if Labpvq&Labphq, then dLabphqpy, ⇢

Labpvq
Labphqq § E.

In particular, letting pLabphq
i

P �Labphq be the point used to define h, we have that ⇢Labpvq
Labphq

and ⇢Labpuq
Labphq are respectively E–close to points ru

h
“ rLabpuq

Labphq, r
v

h
“ rLabpvq

Labphq in �Labphq that are
separated by, and each M0–far, from pU

i
.

Similarly, if Labpuq à Labphq, then by Proposition 16.4, the points ru
h
, rv

h
are separated

by, and M0–far, from pU
i
.

So, dLabphqp⇢
Labpuq
Labphq, ⇢

Labpvq
Labphqq • 2M0 ´ 2E.

Now, Labphq & U since that would imply LabphqKLabpuq. If Labphq Ñ U , then h P H1,
as needed, so assume not. If U à Labphq, then we would contradict U P maxRelM px, yq.
So, U&Labphq, and ⇢U

Labphq is a bounded set that is E–close to ⇢Labpvq
Labphq and ⇢Labpuq

Labphq, which
contradicts the inequality established above provided M0 ° 5E{2.

Thus, if h separates two elements of H1, then h P H1.
Thus p is a well-defined 0–cube of Y. We can likewise define a 0–cube q (by changing the

orientations of exactly the hyperplanes in H1) so that the hyperplanes separating p, q are
precisely those in H1.

Let � be any combinatorial geodesic from p to q. Then � is a U–path that crosses a
hyperplane labelled U .

Now, we could have chosen U so that p “ x. Indeed, just choose a hyperplane v dual to
an edge incident to x and let U P maxRelM px, yq be such that Labpvq Ñ U .

Let h be a hyperplane separating ŷ from q. Then Labphq �Ñ U , so Labphq Ñ W for some
W P maxRelM px, yq ´ tUu. In other words, letting the complexity of a pair p1, q1 of 0–cubes
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be the number of elements W P maxRelM px, yq such that p1, q1 are separated by some h
with Labphq Ñ W , we have that pq, ŷq has strictly lower complexity than px̂, ŷq. So, we can
join q to ŷ by a path ↵, each of which is the concatenation of W–paths with the required
properties, for a total of at most |maxRelM px, yq| ´ 1 § N ´ 1 values of W . Thus �↵ is a
geodesic with the desired property, since � is a U–path crossing a hyperplane labelled U . ⇤

Let � “ �1 ¨ ¨ ¨ �n be as in Claim 13. Let âi, b̂i be the initial and terminal 0–cubes of �i,
for each i § n. (So, b̂i “ âi`1.)

Let I be the set of i § n such that the Ui–path �i is 10E–long.
For i P I, Claim 12 yields d̂pfpâiq, fpb̂iqq § ⌫. Thus

d̂px, yq § N⌫ `

ÿ

iRI
d̂pfpâiq, fpb̂iqq.

Let i R I. Then dUipfpâiq, fpb̂iqq § 10E, by the definition of I. Since �i is a U–path, every
hyperplane crossing �i is labelled by an element of RelM px, yq that is nested in Ui. Hence,
by Proposition 16.4, we have for all V �Ñ Ui or V R RelM px, yq that dV pfpâiq, fpb̂iqq § B2 “

B2pM,E, ✓q, where B2 is the constant from the proposition. Let M1
“ maxtB2,Mu.

So, RelM1pfpâiq, fpb̂iqq consists of elements of RelM px, yq properly nested in Ui. Hence we
can apply the above argument with the following changes:

‚ x and y are respectively replaced by fpâiq, fpb̂iq;
‚ M is replaced by M1;
‚ NpMq is replaced by NpM1

q.
Letting Y

1 be the approximating cube complex, we see that the highest level of a label of a
hyperplane of Y1 is strictly lower than the level of Ui.

So, by induction on the level, there exists ⌫1, depending on M1 and the HHS constants,
and hence only on  and the HHS constants, such that d̂pfpâiq, fpb̂iqq § ⌫1.

The base case, where Ui is Ñ–minimal in RelM px, yq, follows from the distance formula
and the fact that dX • d̂.

(In the induction, the constants involve increase in a uniform way at each step, but there
are at most � steps.)

Hence
d̂px, yq § N⌫ ` N⌫1,

and we are done. ⇤
Remark 17.2 (Relative HHS version). In [BHS17a], the lemma is proved for relative HHSes,
and the preceding proof works in that case in view of Remark 16.6. In the present paper, we
will only apply the HHS version. ⇤
Remark 17.3. Proposition 17.1 implies a useful fact supporting the intuition that an HHS
is obtained from products of simpler HHSes — standard product regions — "arranged hy-
perbolically". Indeed, it yields Corollary 2.9 of [BHS17a], which says that, letting S P F be
the Ñ–maximal element, CS is quasi-isometric to the space obtained from X by coning off
the product regions. ⇤

18. Hierarchy paths and product regions

We now briefly discuss how hierarchy paths pass through product regions. Fix an HHS
pX ,Fq and let x, y P X . Given a constant , we say that U P F is –relevant for x, y if
dU px, yq • .

The next proposition says that if U is –relevant, for sufficiently large , then any hierarchy
path from x to y passes close to PU .
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It also corrects Proposition 5.17 in [BHS19], which is misstated — see Remark 18.3, which
explains that the appearances of [BHS19, Proposition 5.17] elsewhere in the literature can
be replaced by Proposition 18.1 without further fuss.

Proposition 18.1. For all sufficiently large D (in terms of the HHS constants), there exists
⌫ such that the following holds. Let x, y P X , let � be a pD,Dq–hierarchy path from x to y,
and let U P F be 200DE–relevant for the points x, y. Then � has a subpath � such that

‚ � Ä N⌫pPU q, and
‚ ⇡U is ⌫–coarsely constant on any subpath of � disjoint from �.

Remark 18.2. One could give a more satisfying proof of Proposition 18.1 using the cubical
approximation, or by using gates, but we give a proof imitating [BHS19] as far as possible. ⇤
Proof of Proposition 18.1. We can assume that � : t0, . . . , nu Ñ X is a 2D–discrete path,
and write xi “ �piq for 0 § i § n. Hence dU pxi, xi`1q § 2DE ` E for all i, and each xi lies
D–close to a fixed geodesic �U from ⇡U px0q to ⇡U pxnq.

Choose i, i1 such that 0 § i † i1 § n and
‚ i is minimal with the property that dU px0, xiq ° 10pDE ` Eq;
‚ i1 is maximal with the property that dU pxi1 , xnq ° 10pDE ` Eq.

Suppose that U à V . Since dU px0, xiq ° 10pDE ` Eq ° E, consistency and bounded
geodesic image demand that ⇢U

V
lies E–close to the geodesic in CV between ⇡V px0q and

⇡V pxiq. Similarly, ⇢U
V

lies E–close to the geodesic in CV between ⇡V pxi1q and ⇡V pxnq. Hence
there exists KpD,Eq such that dV p⇢U

V
, xiq § KpD,Eq and dV p⇢U

V
, xi1q § KpD,Eq.

Suppose that U&V . We wish to bound dV pxi, ⇢UV q and dV pxi1 , ⇢U
V

q. There are two cases.
‚ Suppose dV px0, xnq ° E. Then by consistency we have, say, dV px0, ⇢UV q § E and

dU pxn, ⇢VU q § E. Because of our discrete path assumption, we have dU px0, xiq §

dU px0, xi´1q ` 2DE ` E § 12pDE ` Eq. Similarly, dU pxi1 , xnq § 12pDE ` Eq.
Since dU pxi, x0q § 12pDE ` Eq and dU px0, ⇢VU q ° 200DE ´ 10E, we have

dU pxi, ⇢VU q ° E, whence by consistency dV pxi, ⇢UV q § E. We also have dU pxi1 , xnq °

10pDE ` Eq, so dU pxi1 , ⇢V
U

q ° E, whence dV pxi1 , ⇢U
V

q § E. A symmetric argument
works if dV pxn, ⇢UV q § E, which is the other option provided by the initial application
of consistency.

‚ Now suppose that dV px0, xnq § E. Now, since dU pxi, xi1q • 200DE´2p12pDE`Eqq,
at least one of ⇡U pxiq,⇡U pxi`1q is E–far from ⇢V

U
, so by consistency, we have that,

say, dV pxi, ⇢UV q § E. But dV pxi, xi1q § 2DE ` E, so dV pxi1 , ⇢U
V

q § 2DE ` 3E.
So, we have K 1

“ K 1
pD,Eq so that dV pxi, ⇢UV q, dV pxi1 , ⇢U

V
q § K 1

pD,Eq for V &U or U à V .
So, letting ⌫1 “ ˆ

pK 1
pD,Eqq, we have that xi, xi1 P N⌫1pPU q. By hierarchical quasiconvexity

and the fact that � is a pD,Dq–hierarchy path, we can increase ⌫1 by a uniformly bounded
amount (depending on D and the HHS constants) to obtain ⌫ such that xj P N⌫pPU q for
i § j § i1.

Letting � “ �|i,...,i1 , we have found ⌫ and a subpath � in N⌫pPU q.
By construction, for j † i, the points ⇡U pxj , x0q are 10DE–close, and similarly for xj , xn

when j ° i1. Hence ⇡U is coarsely constant on any subpath of � disjoint from �. ⇤
Remark 18.3. The places in the literature where the misstated Proposition 5.17 of [BHS19]
is used are:

‚ In the proof of Lemma 2.8 of [BHS17a]. This was proven independently above, in
Proposition 17.1, using the cubical approximation theorem. Alternatively, the use
of [BHS19, Proposition 5.17] in [BHS17a, Lemma 2.8] can be replaced by Proposi-
tion 18.1.
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‚ In [ABD21], the misstated proposition is used, but in each case Proposition 18.1
can be used verbatim since it is only being used to make ⇡U coarsely constant (the
misstatement in [BHS19] was the unproved assertion that certain other ⇡V , V ‰ U ,
are coarsely constant).

It is also used in an early version of [RST18], whose authors have corrected the statement. ⇤
Usually, the following statement about hierarchy paths and product regions is all one really

needs. We will not use it later, so we refer the reader to [RST18, Proposition 4.24] for the
proof.

Proposition 18.4. Let pX ,Fq be an HHS. Then for all sufficiently large M , there exist
constants ⌫, D such that the following holds. Let x, y P X . Let U P RelM px, yq. Then there
exists a pD,Dq–hierarchy path � joining x to y such that � has a subpath � with the following
properties:

‚ � Ä N⌫pPU q;
‚ the endpoints of � are respectively ⌫–close in X to gU pxq, gU pyq;
‚ for any subpath ↵ of � disjoint from �, and any V Ñ U or V KU , the map ⇡V is
⌫–coarsely constant on ↵.

We use hierarchy paths occasionally later, although we expect most results could be proved
using the cubical approximation of hulls instead. (This parallels the fact that, in a CAT(0)
cube complex, it is often more natural to consider the entire median interval between a pair
of 0–cubes, rather than privileging one of the many combinatorial geodesics.)

19. Bigsets and all that

In this subsection, consider an HHS pX ,Fq and a group G acting on pX ,Fq by HHS
automorphisms (Definition 10.9). Specifically, we recall some notions from [DHS17, Section
6] that will arise later. These pertain to the action of a cyclic subgroup xgy § G on the HHS
structure. We slightly strengthen a special case of Lemma 6.6 of [DHS17]. This statement
will be used in the proof of Lemma 41.44.

Lemma 19.1 (Simple projection bounds for stabilisers). Fix x P X . Let U P F and let
g P StabGpUq. Then for all V P F such that V &U or U à V , we have

diamp⇡V pxgy ¨ xqq § Baut,

where Baut “ Bautpx, Uq is a constant depending on the HHS structure, the element U , and
the point x, but not on g.

Proof. Let PU be the standard product region associated to U and let gU : X Ñ PU be the
gate map. Let D0 “ dX px, gU pxqq. Recall that ⇡V is pE,Eq–coarsely lipschitz for all V .
Suppose that V &U or U à V , so that ⇢U

V
is defined and bounded. Then by the definition of

the gate map to PU , we have dV px, ⇢U
V

q § ED0 ` E ` ˆ
p0q.

Now, for all n P Z, we have g´nV &U or U à g´nV , since G acts on F preserving the
relations Ñ,K,& and gU “ U . So, as above, we have

dg´nV px, ⇢U
g´nV

q § ED0 ` E ` ˆ
p0q.

Applying the isometry gn : Cg´nV Ñ CV , we get dV pgnx, ⇢U
V

q § ED0 ` E ` ˆ
p0q. So

diamCV p⇡V pxgy ¨ xqq is bounded in terms of D0 and the HHS constants (ˆ
p0q depends only

on the HHS constants). Since D0 depends only on x and U , we are done. ⇤
Recall from [DHS17, Section 6] that the bigset Bigpgq of g P G is the set of U P F such

that ⇡U pxgy ¨ xq is unbounded in CU (for some, and hence any, x P X ). Lemmas 6.3 and
6.7 of [DHS17] show that Bigpgq consists of pairwise orthogonal elements and hence has
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cardinality at most �, and each element of Bigpgq is thus stabilised by a uniformly bounded
positive power of g.

The following lemma combines (and slightly strengthens) Proposition 6.4 and Lemma
6.6 of [DHS17]. We repeat the proof for self-containment. This statement will be used in
Section 35. The proof is essentially the same as in [DHS17]; we explain the extra observation
needed for the slight strengthening. We also explain how Proposition 17.1 is used. Some
details that are exactly the same as in [DHS17] are omitted.

Lemma 19.2. Let x P X and g P G. Let U P Bigpgq. Then there exist constants Baut

0 “

Baut

0 px, U, gq and Baut

1 “ Baut

1 px, U, gq such that the following hold:

‚ diamp⇡V pxgy ¨ xqq § Baut

0 whenever U à V or U&V .
‚ diamp⇡V pxgy ¨ xqq § Baut

1 whenever V à U or V KU and V R Bigpgq.

Moreover, if g fixes U (for example if elements of F are not orthogonal to their g–translates),
then Baut

0 can be taken to be independent of g.
Finally, if Bigpgq “ H, then xgy has bounded orbits in X , and the second item above holds

for all V P F.

Proof. Since U is stabilised by a uniformly bounded power of g, Lemma 19.1 implies both
the first item and the "moreover" clause.

Let tU1, . . . , Uku “ Bigpgq (say, U “ U1), which is a pairwise-orthogonal set of elements
of F invariant under xgy. Let T be the set of V P F such that either V à Ui for some i, or
V KUi for all i.

Note that by the first item, it suffices to bound the diameter of ⇡V pxgy ¨ xq for V P T. By
passing to a uniform power, we can assume that xgy fixes each Ui. Now, if the unique Ñ–
maximal S P F is not in Bigpgq, then FUi has strictly lower complexity than F. Considering
the action of xgy on pFUi ,FUiq by HHS automorphisms (see [DHS20, Section 2] for a precise
description of how to make xgy act on FUi), we have by induction on complexity a bound on
the diameter of ⇡V pxgy ¨ xq for V à Ui. In the base case, FUi “ tUiu and the bound holds
vacuously.

Hence the desired conclusion holds for all V Ñ Ui and all i, unless Bigpgq “ tSu.
Let T1 be the set of V such that V Ñ Ui for some i. Since T1 is xgy–invariant and downward-

closed, Proposition 17.1 provides an HHS p pX ,F´T
1
q where g is an HHS automorphism. (The

action on pX is the same as the original action on X , but it might now be an action by uniform
quasi-isometries instead of isometries. This does not affect the remainder of the argument,
since the only genuine isometries needed are at the level of the maps g : CU Ñ CgU , and
these have not changed.)

In other words, we are considering an action of g on an HHS structure where the bigset
of g is empty. Proposition 6.4 of [DHS17] implies that xgy has bounded orbits in X in this
case, and hence xgy ¨ x has uniformly bounded projections to CV (i.e. the bound depends on
g, x but not V ) in this case.

To conclude, we need to prove the second item in the statement in the case where Bigpgq “

tSu. This is essentially a bounded geodesic image argument, and we refer the reader to the
last two paragraphs of the proof of Lemma 6.6 in [DHS17]. ⇤

Remark 19.3. In our applications, we have an HHG pG,Fq, an element U P F such that
PU is at bounded distance in G to 1 (bounded independently of U), and g P StabGpUq.
Lemma 19.1 shows that diamp⇡V pxgyqq § Baut

0 , where Baut

0 is independent of g and depends
on U to the extent that it depends on dGp1, PU q, as long as U à V or V &U .

If U P Bigpgq, then the diameter of the projection of xgy to CV is bounded in terms of g
when V à U by Lemma 19.2.
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Finally, in practice, the diameter of the projection of xgy to elements orthogonal to U
will often be bounded through additional assumptions on g arising from extra algebraic
information about G. ⇤

20. Discrete real cubings and hierarchical hyperbolicity

This section is unnecessary for either the subsequent applications to asymptotic cones, or
for an understanding of real cubings or hierarchically hyperbolic spaces.

The goal is to relate conditions in [BHS17b, HS20] guaranteeing that a CAT(0) cube
complex is a hierarchically hyperbolic space to finite depth of the orthogonal poset-colouring
(and hence to "interesting" real cubing structures on the cube complex).

Recall that a real cubing pX,F
‚
q is discrete if each T ‚

W,W P F
‚ is a simplicial tree, and

⇢V
W

is a vertex of T ‚
W whenever it is defined and a single point.

In Theorem 4.16, we have proven that every discrete real cubing is median-preservingly,
`1–isometric to a finite-dimensional CAT(0) cube complex and conversely, every finite-
dimensional CAT(0) cube complex is median-preservingly `1–isometric to a discrete real
cubing.

This theorem is not much more informative than the fact that any CAT(0) cube complex
is an isometrically embedded median subspace of an (infinite) cube. In the rest of the
section, we show that one gets a more useful real cubing structure on X when the orthogonal
poset-colouring of the hyperplanes in X has finite depth, and we relate this to conditions
in [BHS17b] ensuring that X is a hierarchically hyperbolic space.

20.1. Factor systems. Fix a CAT(0) cube complex X. We recall the following definition
from [HS20], see also [BHS17b, Section 8]:

Definition 20.1 (Hyperclosure, factor system, weak factor system). Let H1 be the smallest
collection of convex subcomplexes of X satisfying the following conditions:

‚ X P H1;
‚ each combinatorial hyperplane is in H1 (recall that if ĥ is a hyperplane, the union of

the closed cubes intersecting ĥ is a cube complex isomorphic to ĥ ˆ r´
1
2 ,

1
2 s, and a

combinatorial hyperplane is a subcomplex of the form ĥ ˆ t˘
1
2u);

‚ if F, F 1
P H1, then gF pF 1

q P H1, where gF : X Ñ F is the gate map;
‚ if F P H1 and F 1 is a subcomplex parallel to F , then F 1

P H1.
We let H be the set of parallelism classes of subcomplexes in H1. The set H1 is called the
hyperclosure . Any set of subcomplexes that is closed under parallelism and gates in the
preceding sense, and contains H1, is called a candidate factor system.

If H1 is a uniformly locally finite collection of subcomplexes (every point is contained in
boundedly many elements of H), then H is a factor system.

If H has the property that there exists N † 8 such that N bounds the lengths of chains
in the partial ordering of H1 by inclusion, then H is a weak factor system. ⇤

The original intent of the definition of a factor system in [BHS17b] was to provide an HHS
structure on X. See [BHS17b, Remark 13.2].

Specifically, given parallelism classes rF s, rF 1
s P H, where H is a candidate factor system,

we write:
‚ rF s Ñ rF 1

s (nested) if representatives F, F 1 of the parallelism classes can be chosen
so that F Ñ F 1; equivalently, for any representatives F, F 1 of the given parallelism
classes, F is parallel to a subcomplex of F 1;

‚ rF sKrF 1
s (orthogonal) if the representatives F, F 1 can be chosen so that the inclusions

F, F 1
Ñ X extend to a convex embedding F ˆ F 1

Ñ X;
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‚ rF s&rF 1
s (transverse) otherwise.

From the definitions, we immediately get:

Lemma 20.2. Every factor system is a weak factor system. If H is a weak factor system,
then the partially ordered set pH,Ñq has a uniform bound on the length of chains.

Moreover:

Lemma 20.3. Let X be a CAT(0) cube complex and let H be a weak factor system, and let
N be the bound on the length of Ñ–chains. Then X is finite-dimensional and there exists
M † 8 such that if rF1s, . . . , rFms P H are pairwise orthogonal, then m § M .

Proof. We first verify finite dimension. If c is a d–cube in X, then each pdim c´kq–dimensional
face of c is contained in a codimension–k combinatorial hyperplane, which necessarily belongs
to H1, and we obtain a Ñ–chain of length d. So the dimension is bounded in terms of N .

Let rF1s, . . . , rFms be pairwise-orthogonal. Then by induction on m, one can choose
F1, . . . , Fm representing the given parallelism classes, such that Fi ãÑ X extends to a convex
embedding F1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Fm Ñ X. (Indeed, by induction, we have P “ F1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Fm´1,
and every hyperplane crossing P crosses every hyperplane crossing Fm, by the definition of
orthogonality. Now apply Proposition 2.22.)

At most one of the Fi is a single point (there is only one parallelism class of vertices), so
without loss of generality, none is. Thus P is contained in a combinatorial hyperplane H,
and the set HH of elements of H nested in H is a weak factor system on H with Ñ–chains
bounded by N ´ 1, where N is the bound for H, since H à X. By induction on N , there
exists M 1 such that pairwise-orthogonal subsets of HH have cardinality at most M 1, so since
F1, . . . , Fm´1 Ñ H, we have m ´ 1 § M 1 and hence m § M 1

` 1. So, in fact, M § N
suffices. ⇤

Observe that if rF s, rF 1
s P H, where H is any weak factor system, then rgF pF 1

qs P H has
the property that rF 2

s Ñ rF s, rF 1
s implies that rF 2

s Ñ rgF pF 1
qs. So H automatically has the

wedge property.
Now, if F P H1, then there is a maximal convex subcomplex FK of X, unique up to

parallelism, such that F Ñ X extends to F ˆ FK ãÑ X. If F, F1 are parallel, then so are
FK, FK

1 . If H is a weak factor system with the property that FK
P H1 whenever F P H1, then

H is a weak factor system with clean containers.
In [BHS17b], the authors work with factor systems, but one could achieve the same with

weak factor systems:

Proposition 20.4. Let X be a CAT(0) cube complex with a weak factor system H. Then
pX,Hq is a hierarchically hyperbolic space, where the hyperbolic spaces CF, F P H and ⇡F :

X Ñ CF are as in [BHS17b, Remark 13.2] (and in particular are uniformly quasi-isometric
to trees). Moreover, this HHS structure has wedges in the sense of Definition 35.1 and, if H
has clean containers, then the HHS has clean containers in the sense of Definition 35.3.

Proof. Remark 13.2 of [BHS17b] provides the desired hierarchically hyperbolic structure when
H is a factor system. We first remark that when X is a uniformly locally finite CAT(0) cube
complex — equivalently, every vertex is contained in at most d hyperplane carriers for some
d † 8 — then any weak factor system is actually a factor system, and we are done. This can
be seen from the fact that H1 is closed under taking intersections of subcomplexes (because
gF pF 1

q “ F XF 1 when the latter is nonempty) and a pigeonhole argument. One then bounds
the number of elements of H1 that contain a given vertex in terms of d and the length N of
a longest Ñ–chain in H1.
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When X is not uniformly locally finite, we instead check directly the HHS axioms from
Definition 10.1 below (see also Definition 1.1 in [BHS19], which is an equivalent formulation
of the definition of an HHS from [BHS17b]).

Axioms (1)-(4) follow exactly as in [BHS17b, Remark 13.2] — the arguments do not use
local finiteness of the factor system. Axiom (5) simply asserts that the length of Ñ–chains
is bounded, which is part of the definition of a weak factor system. Axiom (6) (large links)
is [BHS17b, Proposition 9.4] and Axiom (7) (bounded geodesic image) follows from [BHS17b,
Proposition 8.20], neither of which use local finiteness.

Axiom (9) (uniqueness) follows from the stronger distance formula, which is Theorem 9.1
in [BHS17b]. This is proved by induction on the multiplicity of H1, so it uses local finiteness,
but the induction goes through with no significant change if one inducts instead on the
maximal length of a Ñ–chain, observing that if F P H1, then the set of F 1

P H1 that are
parallel to subcomplexes of F forms a weak factor system in F in which chains have length
bounded by N ´ 1, where N is the bound for H1.

Finally, Axiom (8) (partial realisation) follows from [BHS17b, Theorem 12.4]. Again, in
the proof of the latter theorem, one must replace an induction on multiplicity by an induction
on the length of Ñ–chains exactly as for Axiom (9). One can also verify partial realisation
directly from the construction. Let F1, . . . , Fn P H1 be pairwise orthogonal. By the definition
of orthogonality and the Helly property for convex subcomplexes, we can choose the Fi in
their parallelism classes so that the convex hull of their union is a convex subcomplex of the
form F1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Fn. Choose a point xi in the factored contact graph CFi for each i. This
amounts to choosing, for each i, a hyperplane hi crossing Fi. These hyperplanes pairwise
cross, and hence mutually intersect in a point y P F1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Fn. By construction, y projects
uniformly close to xi in CFi, for each i, and the definition of the points ⇢Fi

U
(for U P H1

for which ⇢Fi
U

is defined) from [BHS17b] now shows that y is the desired partial realisation
point. ⇤

20.2. Orthogonal poset-colouring and factor systems. Parallel convex subcomplexes
cross the same walls, and by the next lemma, this amounts to saying that they cross the
same hyperplanes. Since we are working with convex subcomplexes, which correspond in
the natural way to median-convex subsets of the vertex set of X, we will use the terms
"hyperplane" and "wall" interchangeably in this section.

Lemma 20.5 (Walls in a cube complex). Let ŵ “ tw,w˚
u be a wall in the CAT(0) cube

complex X. Then there is a unique hyperplane ĥ such that the partition of Xp0q induced by ĥ
is twp0q,Xp0q

´ wp0q
u.

Proof. Let x P w, y P w˚ be vertices. Let � be a path in X
p1q joining x to y. Then � must

have an edge with one endpoint in w and one endpoint in w˚, so we can assume that x, y are
the endpoints of some edge e.

Let ĥ be the hyperplane dual to e. Let h, h˚ be the halfspaces associated to ĥ and
containing x, y respectively. So, ĥ separates x, y. On the other hand, ŵ separates x, y. Now
note that in ep0q, there is a unique wall separating x, y, so by Lemma 2.12, there is a unique
wall in X separating x, y, so h “ w and h˚

“ w˚. ⇤

Finally, let F‚ be the set of colours used in the canonical orthogonal poset-colouring of the
median space X

p0q. Recall the construction of F‚ from Section 3.3:
‚ start with the set F

‚
0 consisting of all non-empty sets of hyperplanes of the formì

iPI Wpĥiq, where ĥi is a hyperplane and Wpĥiq is the set of hyperplanes crossing it;
we include W ;
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‚ let F‚
1 Ä F

‚
0 consist of W , together with any U P F

‚
0 that is orthogonal to some subset

V P F
‚
0 (i.e. every hyperplane in U crosses every hyperplane in V);

‚ finally, let F‚ be the set containing the inclusion–maximal element of each equivalence
class in F

‚
1, where U and V are equivalent if they are orthogonal to the same elements

of F‚
1.

The map Col : W Ñ F
‚ takes each hyperplane ŵ to the set Colpŵq of hyperplanes that

cross all hyperplanes crossing ŵ (so e.g. ŵ P Colpŵq).
We now relate finite depth of the orthogonal poset-colouring of X to the existence of a

weak factor system (with wedges and clean containers).

Theorem 20.6. Let X be a CAT(0) cube complex. Suppose that the orthogonal poset-
colouring Col : W Ñ F

‚ has finite depth. Then X has a weak factor system H with wedges
and clean containers. Hence pX,Hq is a hierarchically hyperbolic space with wedges and clean
containers, and pX,F

‚
q is a real cubing with wedges and clean containers.

Conversely, suppose that X admits a weak factor system H. Then F
‚ has finite depth, and

hence X admits a weak factor system with wedges and clean containers.
Thus, in particular, X has a weak factor system if and only if it has a weak factor system

with wedges and clean containers.

Two remarks before proving the theorem:

Remark 20.7. The converse direction of Theorem 20.6 strengthens a result in [HS20, Propo-
sition 5.1], which shows that a CAT(0) cube complex with a factor system and a proper co-
compact group action admits a factor system with clean containers (and, as remarked above,
the wedge property is automatic because we can take gates). A careful look at the argument
in [HS20] reveals, however, that the group action isn’t used for clean containers if one already
knows the hyperclosure is a factor system. ⇤
Remark 20.8. The hierarchically hyperbolic structure pX,Hq and the R–cubing structure
pX,F

‚
q are closely related, but with important differences. For example, if X is the universal

cover of the wedge of two tori with the usual cubical structure, then the Ñ–maximal element
of H is X, and the associated hyperbolic space is CX, which is quasi-isometric to the Bass-
Serre tree of the free product splitting of Z2

˚Z2. On the other hand, the Ñ–maximal element
of F‚ is W , and the associated real tree is a single point, by the construction in the proof
of Theorem 5.1, because every wall crosses one of the constituent flats of X, and hence has
properly nested colour. Now, for any x, y P X, the quantities

ÿ

rF sPH
dCrF spx, yq

and ÿ

UPF‚
dT ‚Upx, yq

differ by a bounded multiplicative and additive error, in view of Theorem 10.7 and Def-
inition 4.2.(5), which relate these quantities to dXpx, yq. The reader can resolve cognitive
dissonance by noting that, to travel in X in a way that makes progress in the Bass-Serre tree,
one must cross walls, and hence accumulate distance in the various real trees T ‚

U. If we
replaced the wedge of two tori by a pair of tori joined by an edge, the universal cover would
be a quasi-isometric CAT(0) cube complex X

1. The HHS structure will not have changed,
but the Ñ–maximal R–tree in the real cubing structure will now be a copy of the Bass-Serre
tree. ⇤
Proof of Theorem 20.6. Suppose that Col : W Ñ F

‚ has finite depth. Let U P F
‚ .
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Claim 14. There is a finite set ĥ1, . . . , ĥn such that the „–class U is represented byì
n

i“1Wpĥiq, and this set is maximal in the „–class. Moreover, n is bounded by the depth
of the orthogonal poset-colouring.

This set is empty if and only if U P F
‚ is the unique Ñ–maximal element.

Proof of Claim 14. Let U “
ì

iPI Wpĥiq be a set in F
‚
0 representing the „–class U. Then U

is also represented by the maximal element pUK
q

K.
In fact, U “ pUK

q
K. Indeed, we have UK

“
ì

ŵPU Wpŵq. Every wall ŵ P U crosses every
wall in UK, by definition, so U Ä pUK

q
K. On the other hand, if ŵ P pUK

q
K, then ŵ crosses

every wall in UK. In particular, ŵ crosses every ĥi, so ŵ P U .
So, in view of Lemma 3.23, we can take U to be the Ñ–maximal representative of the

„–class U.
Let pInqn•0 be a sequence of finite subsets of I with In Ä In`1 for all n. Let Un P F

‚
0 be

given by
Un “

£

iPIn
Wpĥiq.

So, we have Un Ö Un`1 Ö U for all n • 0. As above, Un is maximal in its „–class. So, if
the sequence pUnqn•0 fails to stabilise, finite depth of pF

‚
,Ñq is contradicted.

Hence there exists N such that n • N implies Un “ UN . This completes the proof. ⇤
Claim 15. For each ĥi as in Claim 14, let Hi be one of the combinatorial hyperplanes
bounding the carrier of ĥi. Let

FU “ gHnpgHn´1p¨ ¨ ¨ gH1pH1qq ¨ ¨ ¨ q.

Then FU is well-defined up to parallelism (independent of the choice of the ĥi satisfying
the conclusion of Claim 14 and independent of their order).

Proof of Claim 15. From the definition of FU, we get

WpFUq “

n£

i“1

Wpĥiq,

which is the unique maximal element of the „–class U. Since this element is independent of
the ĥi, the same is true of WpFUq, so FU is uniquely determined up to parallelism. ⇤

We now verify that the set H1 of convex subcomplexes parallel to some element of tFU :

U P F
‚
u is a candidate factor system and that the quotient H of H1 by the parallelism

relation is a weak factor system with clean containers (wedges are automatic, as mentioned
above).

Indeed, X “ FS, where S is the „–class of the entire set W of walls (the Ñ–maximal
element of F

‚). If F P H1, then the same is true for any subcomplex parallel to F , by
definition of H1. By construction, each combinatorial hyperplane H has the form FU, where
U “ Wpĥq, where ĥ is the hyperplane whose carrier contains H as a bounding copy of ĥ. If
F, F 1

P H1, then, up to parallelism, we can write F “ FU, F 1
“ FU1 . Then gF 1pF q “ FU^U1 .

This shows that H1 is a candidate factor system, and the fact that H1 is a weak factor system
now follows from finite depth. Indeed, if FU1 à ¨ ¨ ¨ à FUn , then U1 à ¨ ¨ ¨ à Un.

From Proposition 20.4, we thus get the claimed HHS structure pX,Hq.
Conversely, suppose that H1 is a candidate factor system such that H is a weak factor

system. Then we can assume that H1 is the hyperclosure, since a sub-weak factor system
of a weak factor system is a weak factor system, by the definitions. We now check that the
orthogonal poset-colouring Col : W Ñ F

‚ has finite depth. The first part of the theorem
then shows that X has a weak factor system with wedges and clean containers.
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Suppose that the orthogonal poset-colouring has infinite depth. Let F
‚
fin

Ä F
‚ be the set

of U represented by sets of walls of the form U “
ì

iPJ Wpĥiq with J finite. If there is a
bound on the length of à–chains in F

‚
fin

, then we obtain a corresponding bound in F
‚ . So,

we can assume that for any n • 0, F‚
fin

contains a chain U1 à U2 à ¨ ¨ ¨ à Un.
But for each Ui, we can construct FUi P H1 as above, and thus obtain a length–n chain

of proper inclusions (up to parallelism) in H1. For sufficiently large n, this contradicts that
the latter is a weak factor system. Hence the orthogonal poset-colouring has finite depth.

In the situation where the depth of the orthogonal poset-colouring is finite, the weak factor
system H1 has wedges (the wedge of FU, FV is gFUpFVq). The clean containers property
follows since X contains a convex product region FUˆFUK for each U, and UKV is equivalent
to V Ñ U

K is equivalent to the existence of a convex product region FU ˆ FV.
(Somewhat more precisely, let U P F

‚ and let FU be as above, so that the walls crossing
FU are exactly those in the set U “

ì
k

i“1Wpĥiq. Let FK be the maximal convex subcomplex
such that FU lies, up to parallelism, in a convex product region FU ˆ FK. Then the set
of walls crossing FK is exactly the set of walls ŵ such that ŵ crosses all walls crossing FU,
i.e. ŵ crosses all elements of U . In other words, WpFK

q “
ì

ûPU Wpûq. Apply Claim 14
to the latter set, so that we can construct FWpFKq as an element of H1. Then observe that
FWpFKq “ FK.)

This completes the proof. ⇤
Remark 20.9. The preceding theorem does not quite characterise those CAT(0) cube com-
plexes that are hierarchically hyperbolic spaces in terms of finite depth of the orthogonal
poset-colouring, because X can admit hierarchically hyperbolic structures different from the
on from Proposition 20.4. This is true even if we restrict to hierarchically hyperbolic struc-
tures giving rise to a coarse median operator (see Section 12) compatible with the median
coming from the cubical structure.

For example, any hyperbolic CAT(0) cube complex is an HHS in a trivial way, by virtue of
being hyperbolic — but any hyperbolic CAT(0) cube complex also admits a factor system. ⇤

21. Questions and remarks

21.1. Characterisation of CAT(0) cube complexes that admit an HHS structure.
In Theorem 20.6, we provided sufficient conditions for a CAT(0) cube complex to admit an
HHS structure, namely existence of a weak factor system or equivalently, an orthogonal
poset-colouring of finite depth. However, this is not a necessary condition in general.

The following is an example of a CAT(0) cube complex which admits an HHS structure
but does not admit a weak factor system (i.e. the orthogonal poset-colouring has infinite
depth).

Example 21.1 (Infinite-depth cube complex with an HHS structure). Let X be the CAT(0)
cube complex defined as follows. For i P N, let si and tj be the segments r0, is and r0, js.

For all i P N consider the product Pi “ si ˆ Sti where Sti is the star formed from the
segments t1, . . . , ti, i.e. the quotient of the union of the segments t1, . . . , ti by identifying the
point 0 in all the segments t1, . . . , tj .

Then X is obtained as the quotient of the union of Pi, i P N after identifying the copies
of the segments t0u ˆ tj in the pieces Pi, j § i P N.

Let F be the set F “ tUi, Vi, U, V, S | i P Nu with the following relations:
‚ UiKVj for all i P N and j § i;
‚ Ui Ñ U for all i P N;
‚ Vi Ñ V for all i P N;
‚ Ui, Vi, U, V Ñ S for all i P N;
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‚ otherwise the elements are transverse.

Figure 21. First three steps of the construction of X

We associate to Ui and Vi a segment r0, is and to U, V, S a point. We identify the segments
with si and ti in X respectively. Then the map ⇡ is defined as the closest point projection.

For U, V P F, if ⇢U
F

is defined, we defined it as ⇢U
F

“ 0.
One can check that pX,Fq is an HHS structure.
However, the orthogonal poset-colouring has infinite depth. Indeed let V 1

i
be the set of

walls that cross si and U 1
i
the set of walls that cross each wall in V 1

i
. Then since each wall that

crosses si also crosses sj for all j ° i, from the construction of the orthogonal poset-colouring,
we have that U 1

j
Ñ U 1

i
for all j ° i and i P N. Therefore, the depth is infinite. ⇤

The key reason that allows X to admit an HHS structure but not a factor system, is the
fact that each point in X and the basepoint 0 have at most two different projections in the
segments associated to the index set, i.e. their projections differ in at most one segment
associated to Ui i P N and one associated to Vi: for all x P X, there exists a unique si and
tj such that ⇡sipxq ‰ ⇡sip0q and ⇡tj pxq ‰ ⇡tj p0q. In other words, there are infinitely many
transverse elements in the index set but the "partially ordered chains" determined by pairs
of points have bounded length.

This motivates:

Question 21.2. Is the following true?
The CAT(0) cube complex X admits an HHS structure (inducing a coarse median at

bounded distance from the median coming from the cubical structure) if and only if, for
any infinite Ñ-chain in the canonical orthogonal system, there exists W in the chain and
N “ NpW q such that for all pairs of points in FW , the number of Ñ–maximal elements on
which the projections of the two points differ (by more than a bounded amount) is bounded
by N .

We believe that, for locally finite cube complexes admitting proper cocompact group ac-
tions, one may be able to make an argument based on the passing-up lemma (Lemma 11.1)
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to show that essentially any HHS structure must come from a factor system, i.e. from the
orthogonal poset-colouring:

Question 21.3. Let X be a locally finite CAT(0) cube complex that admits a proper co-
compact action of a (necessarily finitely generated) group. Is it true that X admits an HHS
structure if and only if X has a finite depth orthogonal poset-colouring if and only if X has
a weak factor system?

The related question — whether every locally finite CAT(0) cube complex admitting a
proper cocompact group action has a factor system — was first posed in [BHS17b] and was
studied in [HS20]. At present, all proper cocompact CAT(0) cube complexes of which we are
aware have factor systems, and the question seems quite difficult. Hence it might be useful
to consider Question 21.3, which is easier in principle because it allows one to assume there
is some HHS structure.

The following example (of a CAT(0) cube complex with a proper cocompact group action
and no weak factor system — and, it seems, no HHG structure) illustrates why one should
assume local finiteness in the question from [BHS17b] and hence in the easier version stated
above:

Example 21.4 (Infinitely generated cubical group which is not an HHG). The universal
cover of the Salvetti complex of an infinitely generated RAAG G constructed below is a
locally infinite CAT(0) cube complex (the 1–skeleton is a median graph), but this RAAG is
not an HHG. Note that the Salvetti complex of G is two-dimensional.

Let G be defined by the following presentation. Let A “ taiuiPN and B “ tbiuiPN. Let

G “ xA,B | rai, bjs “ 1 for i • k, j † k, for all ky.

Since G is the vertex set of the universal cover of the Salvetti complex, it is a (discrete) median
metric space. But the hyperclosure construction does not yield an HHG structure, since the
finite complexity axiom would be violated. By considering standard product regions, it seems
that in fact there is no HHG structure on G that coarsely induces the median associated to
the cubical structure of the Salvetti complex. ⇤

Relatedly, it would be interesting to answer the following question:

Question 21.5. Is there a locally finite CAT(0) cube complex which admits an HHS struc-
ture but not a weak factor system? The HHS structure should induce a coarse median that
is bounded distance from the median coming from the cubical structure. (Otherwise, simple
"staircase" constructions provide examples of cube complexes with no factor system that are
nonetheless HHS because they are quasi-isometric to r0,8q ˆ r0,8q.)

21.2. Characterisation of real cubings that admit an HHS structure. In Theorem
20.6, we provided a sufficient condition for a CAT(0) cube complex to admit an HHS struc-
ture, namely to have a weak factor system or equivalently, an orthogonal poset-colouring of
finite depth.

We believe that the proof for CAT(0) cube complexes can be generalised to real cubings.
Namely, if a real cubing has a poset-colouring of finite depth, then it admits a structure of
HHS. Recall that having a poset-colouring of finite depth is equivalent to have an index set
with clean containers. More precisely, we formulate the following question:

Question 21.6. Let pX,F
‚
q be a real cubing with finite depth orthogonal poset-colouring.

Does there exists an index set F
1 such that pX,Fq is an HHS, with the associated coarse

median at bounded distance from the median coming from the real cubing structure?
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Without loss of generality, one can assume that F
‚ is the index set defined by the finite

depth orthogonal poset-colouring, see Section 3.3. In particular, the index set has wedges,
joins, clean containers and a maximal Ñ–element.

Notice that with this index set, pX,F
‚
q is not an HHS since it may fail the uniqueness

axiom. Indeed, one can consider Example 4.27 with the orthogonal index set. The tree
associated to the maximal element is a point and so there are points at distance as large as
we want in the space whose projection are small in all the trees. Take for instance 1 and the
element pabcqn - the points are at distance 3n but all the projection into trees of the index
set are at distance at most 1.

In order to construct the trees given the orthogonal poset-colouring of walls, we consider
the subspace FU, define a pseudo-metric on it and quotiented the space to obtain a metric
space which we prove to be a real tree. Instead of that approach, one needs to follow the HHS
structure on a CAT(0) cube complex and consider the analog of the contact graph associated
to FU, i.e. one needs to cone–off some product regions and obtain a hyperbolic space.

More precisely, given a colour U (a subset of walls), let C0U have a vertex for each wall
whose colour is nested in U, with adjacency of two walls if the fio-measure of the halfspaces
separating them is at most some global constant. Let w1, wn be two walls. Let w1, w2, . . . , wn

be a path in C0U joining them. Let v be any wall separating w1, wn (necessarily the colour
of v is nested in U, so it is a vertex of C0U). Then some wi has to come close in X to v, and
hence close in C0U.

The idea is that some stronger version of Manning’s Bottleneck Criterion [Man05] should
imply that C0U is a quasi-tree, as for cube complexes in [Hag14].

Now, CU is obtained from C0U by coning off each C0V with V nested in U. An argument
like the above used for CAT(0) cube complexes should show that these subgraphs are quasi-
convex in C0U. Then general facts about quasi-trees should show that the cone-off is still a
quasi-tree.

In order to prove uniqueness, one can try to use the finite complexity and the arguments
to prove the distance formula (which implies uniqueness) from [BHS17b]. The real cubing
structure should help to verify the partial realisation axiom.

Part 3. Real cubing structures on asymptotic cones

In this part, we first briefly recall the definition of an asymptotic cone. The main work,
starting in Section 26, is to prove that, given a hierarchically hyperbolic space, every asymp-
totic cone is bilipschitz equivalent to an R–cubing. This R–cubing depends, a priori, on the
choices inherent in the asymptotic cone (ultrafilter, rescaling, and in the absence of a proper
cobounded group action, observation point). This generalises and strengthens some of the
results about the mapping class group in [BDS11b, BDS11a].

The strategy is to first appeal to a result of Bowditch to find a complete, connected,
finite rank median space bilipschitz equivalent to the asymptotic cone, and then use the
hierarchically hyperbolic structure to find a finite-depth poset-colouring of the walls in this
median space, satisfying the tangible filter condition. Then we will apply Theorem 5.1. Using
information specific to the cone, we will relate the real cubing data (the index set, nesting,
orthogonality) to the hierarchically hyperbolic space data, without having to mention the
colouring in our final statement.

In the asymptotic cone, there are "product regions" that are ultralimits of standard prod-
uct regions in the hierarchically hyperbolic space, and the real trees in the real cubing struc-
ture are obtained by collapsing these product regions.

The chain of events is different from that in [BDS11b]: they produce their R–trees without
reference to a median on the asymptotic cone, embed the asymptotic cone in the product
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of the R–trees, and restrict the median. We start with a median on the asymptotic cone,
provided by a theorem of Bowditch [Bow18b], and work with this to build the R–trees and
verify the R–cubing axioms from Definition 4.2 (via Theorem 5.1).

We also consider the special case where the underlying hyperbolic space is the Cayley
graph of a hierarchically hyperbolic group G. Here, we discuss how the ultrapower of G acts
by automorphisms on the R–cubing structure of the asymptotic cone. In order to extract an
action by genuine automorphisms (rather than by K–automorphisms for some K possibly
greater than 1), we need to appeal to a variant of Bowditch’s theorem, due to Zeidler [Zei16].

Having done this, we discuss the local structure of the asymptotic cone of G. Specifically,
we consider the grove at each point (as in Section 4.9). Although the R–trees in the R–cubing
structure are not in general complete, it turns out that the local R–cubing at each point of
the asymptotic cone of G has image in each R–tree a subtree isometric to either a point, a
line, or the universal 2@0–tree defined in [DP01]. This will play an important role in Part 5.

22. Asymptotic cones

We briefly review asymptotic cones, referring the reader to [DK18] for a comprehensive
discussion.

Let pX , dq be a metric space and let ! be a non-principal ultrafilter on N. Let ppnqn be a
sequence of points in X and let pjnqn be a scaling sequence of positive integers with jn

n
›Ñ 8.

The sequence pxnqn in X is admissible if dpxn, pnq{jn is bounded !–almost everywhere
in N. Observe that if x “ pxnq,y “ pynq are admissible, then the sequence dpxn, ynq{jn is
bounded and hence the !–limit lim! dpxn, ynq{jn “ d̂8px,yq exists.

Declare x,y to be equivalent – written x „ y – if d̂8px,yq “ 0. A sequence x is negligible
if x „ p, where p “ ppnq. A sequence x is admissible if d̂8px,pq † 8. We let X ˚

ad
denote

the set of admissible sequences.
The asymptotic cone of X with respect to !, ppnq, and pjnq is the metric space

pCone
!

pX q, d̂8q where Cone
!

pX q “ X ˚
ad

{ „, with metric d̂8; it is easy to verify this is
well-defined and is a metric on Cone

!
pX q.

In the case where X is a (locally finite Cayley graph of a) finitely-generated group G with
a word-metric, it can be shown that the asymptotic cone is independent of the choice of
basepoint p.

It is shown in [vdDW84] that asymptotic cones of metric spaces are always complete.
Similarly, if pYnqn is a sequence of subspaces of X , then the ultralimit of the Yn is a closed
subspace of Cone!pX q (provided it is at finite distance from the observation point). We will
use these facts freely below.

In our applications, X will always be a pD,Dq–quasigeodesic space, for some fixed D.
Hence, any two points in any asymptotic cone of X can be joined by a D–bilipschitz path.
Moreover, in many applications, X will be a Cayley graph, so asymptotic cones will be
geodesic spaces [DK18, Corollary 7.67].

We will often be interested in the situation where X “ G, a finitely generated group
equipped with the word metric d. Letting G˚ denote the set of !–equivalence classes of
sequences in G, we have that G˚ is a group with multiplication defined termwise on repre-
sentative sequences.

Given an admissible sequence pxnqn in G, and an element pgnq P G˚, the sequence pgnxnqn

is admissible with respect to the translated basepoint pgnonqn, where ponqn is the original
basepoint.

So, we can think of pgnq as an isometry Cone
!

pGqponq Ñ Cone
!

pGqpgonq. We usually just
care about the subgroup G˚

ad
§ G˚ of admissible sequences, which then acts by isometries
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on Cone
!

pGq. There is a further subgroup Gn̊eg § Gad consisting of negligible sequences,
defined as above for the given observation point.

When considering asymptotic cones of groups, we always put the basepoint at the point 1
represented by the constant sequence whose terms are all 1 P G. There is no loss of generality
in doing this since, as mentioned above, every asymptotic cone of G is naturally isometric to
an asymptotic cone based at 1, see e.g. [DK18, Exercise 7.65].

23. Median metric on the asymptotic cone of an HHS

Fix an HHS pX ,Fq. Our proof that the asymptotic cones of X are bilipschitz homeo-
morphic to R–cubings will take as an input the fact that the asymptotic cone is bilipschitz
homeomorphic to a median metric space, where the median comes from the coarse median
on X . This fact is due to Bowditch, and we elaborate on it in this section. In order to
accommodate isometries of the asymptotic cone, we will also use a variant of the result, due
to Zeidler. The results of Bowditch and Zeidler work for finite-rank coarse median spaces —
a more general class than HHSes — and we will see that their results apply in our setting
due to facts from Section 12 and Section 16.

Throughout the section, let ! be a non-principal ultrafilter on N, and let pjnqn be an
increasing sequence of natural numbers. Let ponqn be a sequence of observation points in X .
Let Cone

!
pX q be the asymptotic cone of X determined by the observation point ponqn, the

scaling sequence pjnq, and the ultrafilter !.

23.1. The median algebra structure on Cone
!

pX q. Let x,y, z be points in Cone
!

pX q

represented by admissible sequences pxnqn, pynqn, pznqn respectively. For each n, let mn “

µpxn, yn, znq be their coarse median. Since dX pmn, onq can be bounded in terms of the
distances from on to xn, yn, zn, admissibility of pxnqn, pynqn, pznqn imply admissibility of
pmnqn. Thus pmnqn represents some point µpx,y, zq P Cone

!
pX q.

The function µ : Cone
!

pX q
3

Ñ Cone
!

pX q makes Cone
!

pX q into a topological median
algebra, by [Bow13, Proposition 9.1].

This does not mean that Cone
!

pX q, equipped with the metric d̂8 and the median µ, is
a median metric space. In the next subsection, we see how Bowditch adapts d̂8 within its
bilipschitz class to make it a median metric, without changing µ.

23.2. Bilipschitz median metrics. We now modify d̂8 to a median metric. The first step
is to bound the coarse median rank of X , dX , µq.

Lemma 23.1. Letting µ be the coarse median from Section 12, the coarse median space
pX , dX , µq has rank at most �, the HHS complexity.

Proof. Let A Ä X be a set with |A| † 8. Proposition 16.1 provides a constant C, depending
on the HHS constants and on |A|, but not on the specific points in A, such that there is
a finite CAT(0) cube complex Y and a C–quasimedian, pC,Cq–quasi-isometric embedding
f : Y Ñ X whose image is C–Hausdorff close to H✓pAq. Hence the finite median algebra,
the map f , and the quasi-inverse f̄ : H✓pAq Ñ Y satisfy Condition (C2) from the definition
of a coarse median space [Bow13, p. 4]. Moreover, dimY § � by Proposition 16.1. So, by
the definition of the rank of a coarse median space [Bow13, p. 4], the coarse median rank of
X is at most �. ⇤

From Lemma 23.1 and [Bow13, Proposition 9.3], the metric space pCone
!X , d̂8q, equipped

with the median µ, is a topological median algebra of rank at most �.

Lemma 23.2. There exists k0 such that for all x,y, z,w P Cone
!

pX q,
dCone!pX qpµpx,y, zq,µpx,y,wqq § k0dCone!X pz,wq.
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Proof. This follows from the proof of [Bow13, Proposition 9.1]; indeed the exact inequality
appears at the end of that proof. ⇤

The modification of d̂8 uses a proposition of Bowditch [Bow18b, Proposition 2.4]:

Proposition 23.3. Let pM, ⌫q be a median algebra with rank at most r. Let d be a metric
on M such that, for some k • 1, we have

dp⌫pa, b, cq, ⌫pa, b, dq § kdpc, dqq

for all a, b, c, d P M . Then M has a metric d1 such that
‚ pM, d1, ⌫q is a median metric space of rank at most r, and
‚ pM, dq and pM, d1

q are L–bilipschitz equivalent, where L “ Lpr, kq.

We now sketch Bowditch’s proof of the preceding proposition.

Sketch of Proposition 23.3. Given any a, b, c P M , we define

pa, bqd
c “

1

2
pdpa, cq ` dpb, cq ´ dpa, bqq.

We then let Ipa, bqd be the set of c for which pa, bqd
c “ 0. This "generalised median interval"

measures the failure of d to be a median metric in the sense that Ipa, bq “ Ipa, bqd for all
a, b if and only if d is a median metric for the median µ (here Ipa, bq denotes the µ–median
interval between a and b).

For any finite median subalgebra A of M , we can assign a metric dA as follows. If ŵ is a
wall in A, then we assign it a width #pŵq as follows: take the minimum of the values dpa, bq
as a, b vary over pairs in A that are separated by exactly the wall ŵ (in other words, we are
assigning weights to hyperplanes in a finite cube complex according to the distance in M
between the endpoints of the various edges dual to the given hyperplane).

For a, b P A, we define dApa, bq “
∞

ŵPWpa,bq #pŵq. This is a median metric on A, and it
is bilipschitz equivalent to the restriction of d to A, with constant depending on k0 and the
rank (details of this are in [Bow14, Section 5]).

The set of finite subalgebras of M , partially ordered by inclusion, is a cofinal subset of
the set of all finite subsets of M . An application of Tychonov’s theorem then gives a metric
d1, bilipschitz to d, such that dApa, bq converges to d1

pa, bq (as A grows), for any a, b P M .
By construction, for an a, b, c P M , we have that a, b, c, and m “ µpa, b, cq all lie in A for
each finite subalgebra A in a cofinal subset. For any c P Ipa, bq, we have pa, bqdA

c “ 0 for
such A, so Ipa, bq Ä Ipa, bqd1 . On the other hand, if c P Ipa, bqd1 , then dApc,mq Ñ 0. So
Ipa, bq “ Ipa, bqd1 , whence d1 is a median metric for µ. ⇤

The preceding proposition has been strengthened by Zeidler to account for isome-
tries [Zei16]. In the following lemma, we summarise everything we will need later:

Lemma 23.4. Let pX ,Fq be a hierarchically hyperbolic space. Let Cone!pX q be an asymptotic
cone of X , and let µ be the median on Cone

!
pX q arising from the coarse median on X .

Then there is a metric D : Cone
!

pX q
2

Ñ R` such that:
‚ the identity map pCone

!
pX q, dCone!pX qq Ñ pCone

!
pX q,Dq is K0–bilipschitz, for some

K0 • 1 depending only on pX ,Fq;
‚ pCone

!
pX q,D,µq is a finite-rank complete connected geodesic median metric space.

In particular, for all x,y, z P Cone
!

pX q, we have:
(1) Dpz,µpx,y, zqq § Dpz,xq.
(2) Dpx,yq “ Dpx, zq ` Dpy, zq ´ 2Dpz,µpx,y, zqq.
(3) Median intervals in X are compact.
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If in addition X “ G and pG,Fq is an HHG, then we can choose the metric D on Cone
!

pGq

with the following additional property: for each a P G˚
ad

, the isometry a : Cone
!

pGq Ñ

Cone
!

pGq remains an isometry when we equip Cone
!

pGq with the metric D.

Proof. The first assertion, and the fact that D is a median metric for µ, follow from Propo-
sition 23.3, as does finiteness of the rank.

The original space pCone
!

pX q, dCone!pX qq is complete and connected, so by the first asser-
tion, pCone

!
pX q,Dq is also complete and connected. By finiteness of rank and completeness,

intervals are compact [Bow20, Corollary 5.2]. Complete connected median metric spaces
are geodesic [Bow16b, Lemma 4.6]. The enumerated claims follow immediately from the
definition of a median metric.

It remains to prove the statement about isometries. Since µ is continuous with respect
to the d̂8 topology, pCone

!
pGq, d̂8,µq is a finite rank metric median algebra, in the lan-

guage of Zeidler [Zei16, Definition 3.1]. Since µ : G3
Ñ G is G–equivariant (see Section 12),

µ : Cone
!

pGq
3

Ñ Cone
!

pGq is G˚
ad

–equivariant, so the G˚
ad

–action is by isometric automor-
phisms in Zeidler’s language. By [Zei16, Proposition 5.1], pCone

!
pGq, d̂8,µq is uniformly

rectifiable, in the sense of [Zei16, Section 3]. So, using [Zei16, Proposition 3.3] in place
of Proposition 23.3 yields a metric D with all of the itemised properties that additionally
satisfies the assertion about the action of G˚

ad
. ⇤

Remark 23.5 (BBF colourings and finite products of R–trees). In many examples, D can be
chosen to arise from a bilipschitz embedding of Cone!pX q into a finite product of R–trees. In
the case where X is a mapping class group, this was done by Behrstock-Drutu-Sapir [BDS11b,
BDS11a], Bowditch [Bow13, Section 12], and Bestvina-Bromberg-Fujiwara [BBF15, Section
5]. This type of construction involves "colouring" the walls in the median space with finitely
many colours, such that like-coloured walls do not cross. In the mapping class group setting,
this can be done using the result of Bestvina-Bromberg-Fujiwara that the subsurfaces of a
surface can be coloured (by orbits under the action of a finite-index subgroup of the mapping
class group) in such a way that like-coloured subsurfaces are not disjoint (i.e. not orthogonal
as index set elements in the HHS structure). We will not use this now, but will return to
this idea in Section 35. ⇤

24. Ultralimits of product regions

In Section 26, where we show that pCone
!

pX q,Dq is isometric to an R–cubing with µ
the associated median, subspaces of Cone!pX q arising as ultralimits of sequences of product
regions will be important and the following proposition supports their use.

In the proposition, given a product region PU , we let FU denote a subspace of the form
given in Section 15; recall that this involves an implicit choice of basepoint in EU , which
we suppress. The different possible subspaces FU , as that basepoint varies, will be called
parallel copies of FU , reflecting the fact that PU is quasimedian quasi-isometric to FU ˆ EU

(Proposition 15.7).

Proposition 24.1. Let Cone!pX q be an asymptotic cone of X , with observation point ponqn,
ultrafilter !, and scaling sequence pjnqn.

Let pUnqn, pVnqn be sequences of elements of F such that
‚ dX pon, gPUn

ponqq{jn and
‚ dX pon, gPVn

ponqq{jn are !–a.e. bounded, and
‚ Vn Ñ Un for !–a.e. n.

Let FUn Ñ PUn be a sequence of spaces such that dX pon, gFUn
ponqq{jn is !–a.e. bounded.

Then for !–a.e. n, there is a parallel copy FVn such that FVn is uniformly coarsely contained
in FUn and dX pon, gFVn

ponqq{jn is !–a.e. bounded.
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Hence lim! FVn Ñ lim! FUn .

Proof. We first deduce the final "hence" statement from the previous part of the lemma.
Suppose pFUnqn is as in the statement, and pFVnqn is such that, for some ⌫ † 8, we have
FVn Ñ N⌫pFUnq for !–a.e. n, and dX pFVn , onq{jn is !–a.e. bounded. Then, taking (rescaled)
ultralimits, we have lim! FVn Ä lim! FUn , as required. So, given pFUnqn as in the statement,
it suffices to find the pFVnqn with the claimed property.

By hypothesis, dX pon, gPVn
ponqq{jn is bounded !–a.e.

Moreover, gFUn
pgPVn

ponqq lies uniformly close to a parallel copy of FVn that is coarsely
contained in FUn , since Vn Ñ Un.

Figure 22. Proof of Proposition 24.1

We wish to show that
lim
!

pdX pon, gFUn
pgPVn

ponqqq{jn † 8,

since this will imply that FVn contains points at linear distance from on, and hence (by e.g.
Lemma 1.27 in [BHS17c]), the point gFVn

ponq is at linear distance from on, as required.
Now, by the definition of the gate, we have that gFUn

pgPVn
ponqq lies on a uniform-quality

hierarchy path from gPVn
ponq to any point in FUn , and in particular gFUn

ponq. Since hierarchy
paths are quasigeodesics, an application of the triangle inequality shows that this hierarchy
path has length bounded above by a linear function of

dX pon, gPVn
ponqq ` dX pon, gFUn

ponqq,

which is in turn !–a.e. bounded by a linear function of jn in view of our hypotheses.
Hence gFUn

pgPVn
ponqq is joined to gFUn

ponq, and hence to on, by a path of length Opjnq,
as required. So pFVnqn is visible in Cone

!
pX q, as required. ⇤

We also need the following preparatory material about ultralimits of product regions.

Definition 24.2 (Legal sequence, F8). We say that the sequence pUnqn of elements of F is
legal if

lim
!

dX pon, gPUn
ponqq{jn † 8.

The legal sequences pUnqn, pVnqn are equivalent if Vn “ Un for !–a.e. n. Let F
8 denote

the set of equivalence classes of legal sequences in F. ⇤
Definition 24.3 (Standard product regions in asymptotic cones). Let U P F

8, and let pUnqn

be a legal sequence representing U. Let
PU “ lim

!
PUn Ä Cone

!
pX q.

We refer to PU as a standard product region in Cone
!

pX q. ⇤
Lemma 24.4 (Product regions in Cone

!
pX q are naturally gated). Let U P F

8 be represented
by a legal sequence pUnqn. Then:
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(1) PU is a closed, median convex subspace of the median metric space pCone
!

pX q,D,µq.
(2) PU is geodesically convex in pCone

!
pX q,Dq.

(3) For each n, let gPUn
: X Ñ PUn be the gate map (see Section 15). Define gU :

Cone
!

pX q Ñ PU by gUppxnqnq “ lim! gPUn
pxnq. Then gU is well-defined, and is the

gate map to PU, in the median sense.
In particular, gU is a 1–lipschitz median homomorphism and gUpxq is the unique D–closest
point of PU to x, for all x P Cone

!
pX q.

Proof. Let p,p1
P PU and let x P Cone

!
pX q. Choose admissible sequences ppnqn, pp1

nqn, pxnqn

in X respectively representing these three points. By Proposition 13.3 and Lemma 15.1,
there exists Q, depending only on the HHS constants, such that for !–a.e. n, we have
µppn, p1

n, qnq P NQpPUnq. Hence µpp,p1,xq P PU, so PU is median-convex. As a rescaled
ultralimit of subspaces of X , PU is automatically closed. This proves (1).

Since pCone
!

pX q,D,µq is a geodesic median metric space, median-convexity of PU implies
geodesic convexity. Indeed, if � is a geodesic of Cone!pX q joining points x,y P PU, then for
any z P �, we have µpx,y, zq “ z, so z P PU by median convexity. This proves (2).

Let x “ pxnqn P Cone
!

pX q. We need to show that pgPUn
pxnqqn is an admissible sequence.

But since pxnqn is admissible, lim! dX pon, xnq{jn † 8. Since gPUn
: X Ñ PUn is pK,Kq–

coarsely lipschitz for all n, where K depends on ˆ
p0q and the HHS constants, we have

dX pon, gPUn
pxnqq § dX pon, gPUn

ponqq ` KdX pon, xnq ` K,

which is !–a.e. bounded after rescaling — the second term was dealt with immediately above
and the first term is dealt with by legality of pUnqn. So, pgPUn

pxnqqn is admissible, and limits
to a point gUpxq P PU that is independent of the choice of representative pxnqn, by a similar
computation.

So, we have a well-defined retraction map gU : Cone
!

pX q Ñ PU, which we need to check
is the gate map in the median sense (and hence the closest-point projection for D).

Let x,y, z P Cone
!

pX q be represented by sequences pxnq, pynq, pznq. Then for all n, the
definition of µ and gPUn

implies that µpgPUn
pxnq, gPUn

pynq, gPUn
pznqq is uniformly close to

gPUn
pµpxn, yn, znqq. Hence

gUpµpx,y, zqq “ µpgUpxq, gUpyq, gUpzqq.

In particular, if x P Cone
!

pX q and z P PU, then, letting y “ gUpxq, we have the following.
First, µpx,y, zq P PU by median-convexity, so gUpµpx,y, zqq “ µpx,y, zq. On the other
hand, gUpµpx,y, zqq “ µpy,y, zq “ y. So, µpx,y, zq “ y. In other words, gUpxq is in the
median interval between x and any point in PU. Since this property characterises gate maps
in the median sense, we have proved (3).

The closest-point projection statement follows from the above characterisation of gates in
median metric spaces (see e.g. [Bow20, Section 4]) and the lipschitz statement follows from
e.g. [CDH10, Lemma 2.13]. ⇤
Lemma 24.5. Let U P F

8 and let pUnqn be a legal sequence representing U. For each n,
let �n : FUn ˆ EUn Ñ PUn be the map from Section 15. Let FU and EU be the rescaled
ultralimits of pFUnqn and pEUnqn, and let � : FU ˆ EU Ñ PU be the limit of the maps �n.
Then:

‚ � is an isometry, where FU ˆ EU is given the `1–metric, where the metric on each
factor is the restriction of D;

‚ � is a median isomorphism, where FU ˆ EU is given the product median.
Abusing notation, let FU denote the image in PU of any parallel copy FU ˆ teu, e P EU.
Then FU is closed and median-convex in Cone

!
pX q, and the gate map h : Cone

!
pX q Ñ FU
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factors as h “ p ˝ gU, where p : PU Ñ FU is the natural projection to FU ˆ teu. Again, h is
a 1–lipschitz retraction and is the closest-point projection to the given parallel copy of FU.

In particular, if x,y P Cone
!

pX q, then Dphpxq, hpyqq is independent of the choice of e.

Proof. By Proposition 15.7, �n is a quasimedian quasi-isometry, with constants depending on
the HHS structure (but independent of Un). So, � : FUˆEU Ñ PU is a median isomorphism.
Moreover, since PU is median convex in Cone

!
pX q, median convexity of FU ˆ teu follows

from median convexity of FU in FU ˆ EU. Equipping each parallel copy FU ˆ teu with the
subspace metric inherited from pPU,Dq makes � an isometry. The statements about h then
follow as before from [Bow20, Section 4] and the fact that the gate map in PU to any parallel
copy of FU comes from natural projection. ⇤

In summary, we have the following. Let �pf , eq “ x P PU, so that f is contained in
a unique parallel copy FU “ FU ˆ teu. For each n, choose fn P FUn , en P EUn so that
lim! �npfn, enq “ xn, where pxnq represents x. Then �npFUn ˆ tenuq limits to FU. In other
words, each parallel copy of FU in PU is an ultralimit of parallel copies of FUn .

As we discuss in Section 34.2, FU can be parallel to closed convex subsets not contained
in PU, although, in a way made precise in that section, this is an unimportant subtlety that
does not occur for the U that will correspond to nontrivial real trees in our eventual real
cubing structure. We merely emphasise that we work with parallel copies of FU lying in PU,
and that we will often be concerned only with the set of walls crossing FU, which is in any
case independent of the parallel copy by Lemma 2.15.

25. Hierarchy paths become D–geodesics

We need to discuss geodesics in Cone
!

pX q. Let x P Cone
!

pX q and let pxnqn be an
admissible sequence in X representing it. For each n, let �n : r0, Lns Ñ X be a pD,Dq–
hierarchy path joining on to xn, whose existence is guaranteed by Theorem 10.7.

Since �n is a pD,Dq–quasigeodesic and pxnq is admissible, we have lim! Ln{jn “ L † 8,
and we can thus take ultralimits to obtain an embedded path � : r0, Ls Ñ Cone

!
pX q. By the

definition of a hierarchy path, we have for all a P r0, Lns that mpon, xn, �npaqq lies uniformly
close to �npaq. Hence, for all t P r0, Ls, we have µp�ptq,o,xq “ �ptq.

Lemma 25.1. The path � : r0, Ls Ñ Cone
!

pX q is a geodesic with respect to the metric D.

Proof. Since each �n is a uniform hierarchy path, we have for !–a.e. n that whenever
0 § s § t § u § Ln, the coarse median of �npsq, �nptq, �npuq is uniformly close to �nptq.

Hence, whenever 0 § s § t § u § L, we have

µp�psq,�ptq,�puqq “ �ptq.

Since pCone
!

pX q,D,µq is a median metric space, we deduce Dp�psq,�puqq “ Dp�psq,�ptqq`

Dp�ptq,�puqq. More generally, if 0 “ s0 † s1 † . . . † sk “ L, then µp�psiq,�psjq,�pskqq “

�psjq whenever i § j § k. Hence

Dpx,yq “

k´1ÿ

i“0

Dp�psiq,�psi`1qq,

so Dpx,yq “ |�|. Hence (after reparameterising by arc length), � is a D–geodesic. ⇤

In the preceding lemma, there was nothing special about ponqn; it could have been replaced
with any other admissible sequence to show that any limit of hierarchy paths (not just one
starting at the basepoint in Cone

!
pX q) is a D–geodesic.
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Remark 25.2. In the case where X is the Cayley graph of the mapping class group of a finite-
type hyperbolic surface, the "hierarchy paths" part of Theorem 1.1 [BDS11b] corresponds to
the preceding lemma. ⇤

26. Statement of Theorem 26.3

In this section, we fix an HHS pX ,Fq, and let E be the associated constant (in particular,
each ⇡U is E–coarsely surjective).

Fix a non-principal ultrafilter ! on N, a scaling sequence pjnq, and an observation point
ponq. Let Cone

!
pX q be the associated asymptotic cone of X , and let o be the point repre-

sented by the admissible sequence ponqn.
We let µ denote the median on Cone

!
pX q from Section 23.1 and we let D denote the

median metric from Lemma 23.2 (and we let K0 be the bilipschitz constant from the same
lemma, so that D is K0–bilipschitz to the original asymptotic cone metric).

In most of our applications, the HHS (X ,Fq satisfies two additional "combinatorial" con-
ditions, namely that F has wedges and clean containers. Later we will show that these
conditions persist in the real cubing structure on the asymptotic cone.

Remark 26.1 (Wedges). We say that F has the wedge property, or has wedges to mean the
following. Let U, V P F and suppose there exists W P F with W Ñ U and W Ñ V . Then
there is a unique Ñ–maximal such W , denoted U ^ V . We will verify later that this holds
for our desired examples, like cube complexes and mapping class groups. ⇤
Remark 26.2 (Clean containers). We say that F has clean containers, a property we elab-
orate in Section 35 and verify for the main examples in Section 36, if the following holds.

Let W P F and let U Ñ W . Suppose that there exists V Ñ W with UKV . Then there
exists UK à W such that UK

KU and, if V à W satisfies V KU , then V Ñ UK. Note that UK

is unique among elements properly nested in W with the given two properties. This property
strengthens Definition 10.1.(3). ⇤

The primary goal of this section is to prove the following theorem.

Theorem 26.3. Let pX ,Fq be a hierarchically hyperbolic space. Then any asymptotic cone
Cone

!
pX q of X is bilipschitz homeomorphic to an R–cubing pCone

!
pX q,F8

q with nonempty
products. Furthermore, if the HHS index set F has the wedge property and clean containers,
then so does the real cubing index set F8.

The construction of the R–cubing in Theorem 26.3 has several parts, carried out over the
next several subsections. Much of the work has already been done, since the crux of the
proof is an application of Theorem 5.1 (recall that that is the theorem that turns finite-depth
tangible poset-colourings into real cubing structures).

27. The index set F
8

and its relations

Let �Ñ be the maximal length of Ñ–chains in F and let �K be the cardinality of a largest
subset of F whose elements are pairwise orthogonal; these constants exist by Definition 10.1
and Lemma 11.2; we can take �Ñ,�K

§ �.
Let pUnqnPN be a sequence with each Un P F. Recall that pUnqn is legal if

lim!,n dX pon, gPUn
ponqq † 8, where PUn Ä X is the standard product region for Un.

Recall that the legal sequences pUnqn, pVnqn are equivalent if Un “ Vn for !–a.e. n, and
that F

8 denotes the set of equivalence classes of legal sequences.

Definition 27.1 (Nesting, orthogonality, transversality in F
8). Let U,V P F

8 be repre-
sented by legal sequences pUnqn, pVnqn respectively. Then one of the following holds:

‚ Un à Vn for !–a.e. n, in which case we say U à V.
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‚ Vn à Un for !–a.e. n, in which case we say V à U.
‚ UnKVn for !–a.e. n, in which case we say UKV.
‚ Un&Vn for !–a.e. n, in which case we say U&V.
‚ Un “ Vn for !–a.e. n, in which case U “ V.

These are the relations we will use for making F
8 a real cubing structure on the metric space

pCone
!

pX q,Dq. ⇤
In view of the above definitions and Definition 10.1, we have the following. First, K is an

anti-reflexive, symmetric relation on F
8, the relations Ñ and K are mutually exclusive, and

U à V and VKW imply UKW. Moreover, any collection of pairwise orthogonal elements
of F8 has cardinality at most �K. Also, Ñ is a partial order on F

8, and any Ñ-chain has
length at most �Ñ. By Definition 10.1, F has a unique Ñ–maximal element, denoted S, and
PS “ X . So the constant sequence pSq is legal and represents an element S P F

8 which is
the unique Ñ–maximal element of F8.

Remark 27.2. Thus far, we have verified that F
8, with the relations Ñ,K,&, satisfies all

of the properties from Definition 4.2 that do not involve the R–trees, projections, etc. ⇤
If the HHS pX ,Fq has the wedge property and clean containers, so does the index set F8:

Lemma 27.3 (Wedges and clean containers in F
8). Suppose that pX ,Fq has the wedge

property and clean containers. Let U,V,W P F
8. The following hold:

(1) Suppose that U&V and the set of T P F
8 such that T Ñ U and T Ñ V is nonempty.

Then there exists a unique Ñ–maximal T P F
8 with T Ñ U,V.

If no such T exists, then lim!,n diampgFUn
pFVnqq{jn “ 0, where pUnqn, pVnqn are

legal sequences representing U,V.
In the former case, T is represented by a legal sequence pTnqn such that gFUn

pFVnq

coarsely coincides with a parallel copy of FTn for !–a.e. n. Hence hUpFVq is a
parallel copy of FT, where hU is the gate map to FU.

(2) Suppose that U,V Ñ W and UKV. Then there exists a unique U
K à W such that

UKU
K and T Ñ U

K for all T Ñ W with TKU.

Proof. Suppose that U&V and that the set of T P F
8 nested into U and V is nonempty.

Let pUnqn, pVnqn be legal sequences representing U,V. Choose parallel copies FUn , FVn such
that dX pon, gFUn

ponqq{jn is bounded !–a.e. and the same holds with Vn replacing Un.
By the definitions of standard product regions and gates and the wedges assumption,

gFUn
pFVnq either has uniformly bounded diameter or coarsely coincides with a parallel copy

FTn , where Tn P F is the unique Ñ–maximal element nested in both Un and Vn and having
the property that any W Ñ Un, Vn is nested in Tn; the existence of Tn is provided by the
wedge property. In the former case, lim!,n diampgFUn

pFVnqq{jn “ 0, as required.
In the latter case, let Wn be such that Wn Ñ Un, Vn and pWnqn is legal. Then we can

choose a parallel copy FWn that is uniformly coarsely contained in FVn and has the property
that dX pon, FWnq{jn is !–a.e. bounded. Then gFUn

pFWnq coarsely coincides with a parallel
copy of FWn that lies uniformly close to the parallel copy of FTn described above. Similarly,
we can choose a parallel copy F 1

Wn
lying uniformly close to FUn and having the property

that dX pon, FWnq{jn is !–a.e. bounded. Then gFVn
pFWnq is coarsely contained in a parallel

copy of FTn coarsely equal to gFVn
pFUnq. Now, dX pFWn , F

1
Wn

q{jn is !–a.e. bounded, by
the triangle inequality. So, by Lemma 1.19 of [BHS17c], dX pF 1

Wn
, gFUn

pFWnqq{jn, and hence
dX pon, FTnq{jn, is !–a.e. bounded. Thus pTnqn is a legal sequence representing some T P F

8

with the property stated in assertion (1).
So, for !–a.e. n, we have parallel copies FUn , FVn , FTn such that

gFUn
pFVnq — FTn ,
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where — denotes coarse equality. Taking ultralimits and recalling that hU — the gate map to
the parallel copy FU “ lim! FUn — is the ultralimit of the maps gFUn

yields hUpFVq “ FT.
Next, suppose that U,V Ñ W and UKV. Then for !–a.e. n, we have Un, Vn Ñ Wn and

UnKVn, so there exists UK
n Ñ Wn such that UK

n KUn and every T Ñ Wn orthogonal to Un is
nested in UK

n . Thus each parallel copy of EUn coarsely coincides with some parallel copy of
FUK

n
, and in particular PUn is coarsely contained in PUK

n
. Thus pUK

n qn is a legal sequence,
and thus represents some U

K
P F

8 with the property stated as assertion (2). ⇤

When it is clear from context, and we have clean containers, given U P F
8 orthogonal to

at least one other element of F8, we let U
K be the unique maximal element orthogonal to

U (i.e. the element provided by the second item in the preceding lemma, taking W “ S).

The level in F
8 is defined similarly to the level in the HHS structure:

Definition 27.4 (Level). Let U P F
8. We define the level LevelpUq inductively as follows.

If there does not exist V P F
8 with V à U, then LevelpUq “ 1. If there exists V P F

8 such
that LevelpVq “ n ´ 1 • 1 and V à U, then LevelpUq • n. We say that LevelpUq “ ` if `
is the minimal n such that LevelpUq • n. ⇤
Remark 27.5 (Complexity drop). Note that LevelpSq § �Ñ. Without a cobounded group
action on X by HHS automorphisms, it may be the case that certain elements of F do not
survive in F

8 because the corresponding sequences of product regions are not legal, so we
may have �Ñ

† �. This will not happen in our applications to HHGs, but it also does not
matter. It does show that one can construct HHSes whose asymptotic cones with different
rescaling sequences have different dimensions (and essentially different R–cubing structures),
which explains why our later uniqueness results are stated for HHGs only. ⇤

The basic data for an R–cubing involves an index set and some relations, which we have
just constructed. We now construct a poset-colouring, on our way to making R–trees and
projections.

28. Poset-colouring using F
8

Let W be the set of walls in the median metric space pCone
!

pX q,D,µq. Let fio be the
measure from Section 2.4.

Recall that for each U P F
8, we have a product region PU “ FU ˆ EU. In particular,

the various FU ˆ teu are parallel in the sense of Definition 2.14, since the gate map to
any parallel copy restricts to an isometry on any other parallel copy, by Lemma 24.5. In
particular, WpFU ˆ teuq is independent of the choice of e P EU, by Lemma 2.15.

Definition 28.1 (Relevant sequences, maximal relevant sequences). Let pUnqn be a legal
sequence in F and let pxnqn, pynqn be admissible sequences of elements in X .

We say that (the !–equivalence class of) pUnqn is relevant for the sequences pxnqn, pynqn

if lim! dUnpxn, ynq “ 8. Let RelppXnq, pynqq be the set of relevant !–equivalence classes of
sequences pUnq.

Let maxRelppxnqn, pynqnq be the set of !-classes of admissible sequences pUnqn such that:
‚ pUnqn is relevant for pxnqn, pynqn;
‚ if pVnqn is an admissible sequence in F such that Un à Vn for !-a.e n, then pVnqn is

not relevant for pxnqn, pynqn.
We call maxRelppxnqn, pynqnq the max-relevant set for pxnqn, pynqn. ⇤
Remark 28.2. We warn the reader that pUnqn P Relppxnq, pynqq need not have the property
that dUnpxn, ynq{jn is unbounded. We really mean the un-rescaled ultralimit is infinite. ⇤
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We remark that the max-relevant sets for pxnqn, pynqn and px1
nqn, py1

nqn might be different
even if lim! xn “ lim! x1

n and lim! yn “ lim! y1
n. So in the lemmas below, we have to be

careful to distinguish between admissible sequences and the points in the asymptotic cone
that they represent.

First, the max-relevant set defined above is finite and nonempty for any pair of admissible
sequences representing distinct points in the cone:

Lemma 28.3. Let pxnqn and pynqn be admissible. Then |maxRelppxnqn, pynqnq| † 8. Fur-
thermore, if the sequences represent different points in the cone, then

maxRelppxnqn, pynqnq ‰ H.

Proof. We first check finiteness, using Definition 10.1, and then we check nonemptiness.
Finiteness: Given an !–class pVnq of sequences in F, let LevelppVnqq be the integer c such

that Vn has level c for !–a.e. n, which exists because of the bound on complexity. (Recall
that the level of V P F is the length of a longest Ñ–chain with maximal element V .)

Let maxRel
pVnq

ppxnqn, pynqnq be the set of pUnq P maxRelppxnqn, pynqnq such that Un Ñ Vn

for !–a.e. n.
Let S P F be the Ñ–maximal element. Note that if lim! dSpxn, ynq “ 8, then

maxRelppxnqn, pynqnq has a single element (and in particular the set is nonempty), rep-
resented by the constant sequence pSqn. In this case, we are done, so suppose that
lim! dSpxn, ynq † 8. Then there exists M such that for !–a.e. n, we have V 1

n , . . . , V
M
n P

F ´ tSu such that any U P F with dU pxn, ynq ° E satisfies U Ñ V i
n for some i, by the large

link axiom (Definition 10.1.(6)).
Hence there exist sequences pV 1

n qn, . . . , pV M
n qn such that the following holds. If pUnqn is a

sequence with lim! dUnpxn, ynq “ 8, then there exists i § M such that Un Ñ V i
n for !–a.e.

n. In particular,

maxRelppxnqn, pynqnq “

M§

i“1

maxRel
pV i

nqnppxnqn, pynqnq.

So, it suffices to show that each maxRel
pV i

nqnppxnqn, pynqnq is finite.
Fix i and let Vn “ V i

n (for convenience). We argue by induction on LevelppVnqq that
maxRel

pVnq
ppxnqn, pynqnq is finite.

If LevelppVnqq “ 1, then Vn is Ñ–minimal for !–a.e. n, so any sequence that is !–a.e. nested
in pVnq is !–equivalent to pVnq. In particular, maxRel

pVnq
ppxnqn, pynqnq has cardinality at

most 1. This handles the base case.
The inductive step is almost the same as the preceding discussion of S. Specifically, if

lim! dVnpxn, ynq “ 8, then maxRel
pVnq

ppxnqn, pynqnq has cardinality 1, because it contains
only the sequence pVnq, and we are done. Hence suppose that lim! dVnpxn, ynq † 8.

Then there exists M such that, for !–a.e. n, we have elements U1
n, . . . , U

M
n à Vn such

that any U P F with dU pxn, ynq ° E, we have U Ñ U i
n for some i (this is an application of

the large link axiom).
In particular, if pUnqn P maxRel

pVnq
ppxnqn, pynqnq, then for !–a.e. n, we have that:

‚ Un à Vn, and
‚ dUnpxn, ynq ° E, so Un Ñ U i

n for some i.
Hence there exists i such that Un Ñ U i

n for !–a.e. n. In particular,

maxRel
pVnq

ppxnqn, pynqnq “

M§

i“1

maxRel
pU i

nq
ppxnqn, pynqnq.

So, by induction on level, maxRel
pVnq

ppxnqn, pynqnq is a finite union of finite sets.
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Nonemptiness: Suppose that pxnqn, pynqn represent distinct points in Cone
!

pX q, and
let ✏ ° 0 be less than the distance between these two points (in the original asymptotic cone
metric).

Recall from Definition 10.1.(9) (uniqueness axiom) that there is a function ✓u : R` Ñ R`
such that for all a, b P X and all  • 0, we have that dX pa, bq ° ✓upq implies that dV pa, bq • 
for some V P F.

For !–a.e. n, we have dX pxn, ynq • ✏jn. For each n, let Vn be such that dVnpxn, ynq is as
large as possible for the fixed xn, yn, as Vn varies in F. This is possible since we can assume
the maximal such projection distance is more than E and apply Lemma 11.4. We claim that

‚ pVnq is legal, and
‚ lim! dVnpxn, ynq “ 8.

For any N P N, we have that dVnpxn, ynq † N implies that dpxn, ynq † ✓upNq, which is
less than ✏jn for !–a.e. n since ✏jn is unbounded. So the set of n such that dVnpxn, ynq † N
is not in !, i.e. dVnpxn, ynq ° N for !–a.e. n. This proves the second bullet point. On
the other hand, for !–a.e. n, we have dVnpxn, ynq ° 200DE, where D is the constant from
Proposition 18.1. Hence xn, yn are joined by a pD,Dq–hierarchy path that comes within a
uniformly bounded distance of PVn . Thus dpon, PVnq can be bounded in terms of dpon, xnq

and dpxn, ynq, so pVnq is legal. Thus Relppxnqn, pynqnq, and hence maxRelppxnqn, pynqnqq, is
nonempty. This completes the proof. ⇤

The next lemma is important because it relates the max-relevant set for a pair of admissible
sequences to the set of walls separating the corresponding points in Cone

!
pX q.

Lemma 28.4. Let U P F
8, fix a parallel copy FU Ä PU, and let x,y P FU.

Let pUnqn be an admissible sequence of elements from F that represents U.
Then there exist pxnqn, pynqn, admissible sequences that represent x and y respectively,

such that
‚ xn, yn P FUn , where lim! FUn “ FU;
‚ maxRelppxnqn, pynqnq “ maxRel

pUnqnppxnqn, pynqnq “ tpU1
nqn, . . . , pU r

nqnu; in partic-
ular, for 1 § i § r, we have U i

n Ñ Un for !-a.e. n;
‚ Wpx,yq Ñ

î
1§i§r

WpFpU i
nqnq.

Moreover, the second two bullet points hold for any sequences pxnq, pynq that represent x,y
and satisfy the first bullet point.

Remark 28.5. The set maxRelppxnqn, pynqnq depends on the choice of sequences, not just
on x,y. But suppose that px1

nqn also represents x. Then any pVnq which is relevant for
pxnqn, pynqn but not px1

nqn, pynqn has the property that dFVn
pgFVn

pxnq, gFVn
px1

nqq is sublinear
in pjnq, and thus no wall separating x,y crosses FV, where pVnq represents V. So the pU i

nq

from the statement that actually matter for the purposes of the third bullet point are uniquely
determined just by x,y. However, we won’t need this. ⇤
Proof of Lemma 28.4. Let px1

nqn, py1
nqn be admissible sequences representing x and y. By

Definition 24.3, PU “ limw PUn and so there exist parallel copies of FUn such that FU “

limw FUn . Define xn “ gFUn
px1

nq and yn “ gFUn
py1

nq.
Since x,y P FU, it follows that px1

nqn is at distance opjnq (sublinear growth with respect
to the rescaling constants) from FUn and so at sublinear distance from xn (see e.g. [BHS17c,
Lemma 1.27]).

Therefore, px1
nqn and pxnqn (resp. pynqn and py1

nqn) represent the same point in Cone
!

pX q.
The sequences pxnqn and pynqn satisfy the condition of the first item.

Since xn, yn P FUn , it follows that if dVnpxn, ynq is sufficiently large in terms of the
HHS constants (independently of n), then Vn Ñ Un. Therefore, maxRelppxnqn, pynqnq “
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maxRel
pUnqnppxnqn, pynqnq has finitely many elements tpU1

nqn, . . . , pU r
nqnu (by Lemma 41.4)

and U i
n Ñ Un for !-a.e. n and for all i “ 1, . . . , r. This proves the second item of the

statement.
We now prove the third item, which will involve some sub-claims.
Proof of the third item: If x “ y, then Wpx,yq is empty and so the third item holds

trivially. So assume that x ‰ y. Then Wpx,yq is nonempty and from Lemma 41.4 the set
maxRelppxnqn, pynqnq is also nonempty. Let tpU i

nqnu
r

i“1 be the max-relevant set, which is
finite by Lemma 41.4. For each i, let U

i be represented by the sequence pU i
nqn.

Let ŵ P Wpx,yq and suppose that x P w and y P w˚. We need to prove that ŵ crosses
some FUi (recall from Lemma 2.15 that whether or not ŵ crosses FUi is independent of the
choice of parallel copy).

Claim 16. For 1 § i § r, there exists a parallel copy FUi such that Ipx,yq XFUi ‰ H, and
that intersection is closed and convex.

Proof of Claim 16. Since the median µ on Cone
!

pX q is defined to be the limit of the coarse
median µ on X , we have that Ipx,yq “ lim! H✓pxn, ynq (see e.g. [BHS17c, Lemma 3.2]).

For each i § r, we have that dpU i
nqpxn, ynq ° 200DE for !–a.e. n, so by Proposition 18.1

and hierarchical quasiconvexity of H✓pxn, ynq, we have that H✓pxn, ynq contains points uni-
formly close to PU i

n
. So PUi X Ipx,yq ‰ H, whence we can choose FUi in its parallelism

class so that Ipx,yq XFUi ‰ H. As an intersection of closed convex sets, this intersection is
closed and convex in Ipx,yq. ⇤

For each i § r, let A
i

“ FUi X Ipx,yq. By the preceding claim, Ai is nonempty, closed,
and convex.

Suppose towards a contradiction that ŵ R WpFUiq for all i P t1, . . . , ru. Then for each i,
we have A

i
Ä w or A

i
Ä w˚.

Let L be the convex hull of the set txu Y tA
i

| A
i

Ä wu and let R be the convex hull of
the set tyu Y tA

i
| A

i
Ä w˚

u. (By the convex hull of a set, we mean the intersection of all
closed convex subsets containing that set. So, L and R are closed convex subsets of Ipx,yq.)

Claim 17. There exist w P w X Ipx,yq and z P w˚
X Ipx,yq such that hUipwq “ hUipzq for

1 § i § r.

Proof of Claim 17. It suffices to find w P w X Ipx,yq and z P w˚Ipx,yq such that the gates
of w, z on A

i are equal for all i. (These gates are well-defined since A
i is closed and convex.)

By choosing a closest pair w P L, z P R, we have that the gates of both w, z in L coincide
with z, and the gates of both w, z in R coincide with z (see e.g. [Fio20, Lemma 2.4]). So,
since each A

i belongs to L or R, the gates of w, z in each A
i coincide.

So to conclude, it suffices to prove that L Ä w and R Ä w˚. (The worry is that, although
each A

i in L belongs to w, the set L itself might only belong to the closure of w, a priori.)
Since Cone

!
pX q is a finite-rank, complete median space, we may assume in view of [Fio20,

Corollary 2.23] that w˚ is closed and w is open. So R Ä w˚, and we just need to prove that
L Ä w.

Up to relabelling, there exists s § r such that i § s if and only if Ai
Ä w. (If s “ 0, then

L “ txu and we are done, otherwise s • 1.)
We will construct a closed, median-convex susbet B such that

‚ x P B;
‚ A

i
Ä B for i § s;

‚ B Ä w.
By the definition of L, it will then follow that L Ä B and hence L Ä w, as required.
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Since Ipx,yq is a complete, finite rank median metric space, it admits a metric �, bilipschitz
equivalent to the restriction of D to Ipx,yq, such that closed balls in the � metric are median
convex. (This follows by combining [Bow20, Lemma 3.2] with the results from [Bow20,
Section 6].)

For each i § s, let y
i be the gate of y on A

i. Note that A
i

Ä Ipx,yi
q since A

i
Ä Ipx,yq.

(More specifically, for any a P A
i, we have µpx,y,aq “ a, and we also have µpa,y,yi

q “ y
i.

Combining these with a standard identity for median algebras gives

µpa,x,yi
q “ µpa,x,µpa,y,yi

qq “ µpa,yi,µpa,x,yqq “ µpa,yi,aq “ a.

So, a P Ipx,yi
q.)

Since each y
i lies at positive D–distance from w˚, the same is true for the �–distance.

Hence there is a closed �–ball B, centred at x, such that B Ä w and y
i

P B for i § s. By
convexity of �–balls, we have Ipx,yi

q Ä B for i § s, and hence A
i

Ä B, as required. ⇤

At this point, we have w P w, z P w˚, so w ‰ z, but w, z have the same gate on Ai, and
hence on FUi , for 1 § i § r. Using the points w, z, we derive a contradiction as follows.

Recall that Ipx,yq “ lim! H✓pxn, ynq, so we can choose admissible sequences pwnqn, pznqn,
respectively representing w, z, with wn, zn P H✓pxn, ynq.

Let M be sufficiently large, as prescribed by Proposition 16.1.
For each n, apply the cubical approximation theorem (Proposition 16.1). This yields a

constant C, independent of n but depending on M , and C–quasimedian maps fM
n : Yn Ñ

X , where Yn is a finite CAT(0) cube complex and fM
n is a pC,Cq–quasi-isometry onto

H✓pxn, ynq. Moreover, the labels of the hyperplanes in Yn are precisely those U P F for
which dU pxn, ynq ° M .

Choose w1
n, z

1
n P Yn such that dpfM

n pw1
nq, wnq § C and the same is true for z1

n, zn. Now,
since w, z are distinct, Lemma 41.4 gives maxRelppwnq, pznqq ‰ H.

Let pWnq be an admissible sequence such that lim! dWnpwn, znq “ 8.
Applying Proposition 16.4.(IV), we have that for !–a.e. n, the element Wn appears as a

label of a hyperplane in Yn separating w1
n, z

1
n.

Moreover, let ↵ be a combinatorial geodesic in Yn joining vertices mapping to xn, yn and
passing through w1

n. Then since Yn is the convex hull of the endpoints of ↵ (Proposition 16.1)
and fM

n ˝ ↵ is a hierarchy path with constants depending only on the HHS structure and
the fixed constants M,C (again by Proposition 16.1), we see that ⇡Wnpwnq lies uniformly
close to a CWn–geodesic from ⇡Wnpxnq to ⇡Wnpynq. The same is true for ⇡Wnpznq. Hence
dWnpxn, ynq is unbounded, since dWnpwn, znq is. Thus there exists i § r such that Wn Ñ U i

n

for !–a.e. n.
Observe that there exists R, independent of n, such that

sup

V PF´YiFUi
n

dV pwn, znq § R

for !–a.e. n.
If not, then for each R • 0, we can choose for !–a.e. n some VR,n not nested into any

U i
n and satisfying dVR,npwn, znq ° R. For each n, choose Vn so that dVnpwn, znq is maximal

over Vn not nested in any U i
n, which is possible for !–a.e. n in view of Lemma 11.4, taking

R • E. So for any R and !–a.e. n, we have dVnpwn, znq • dVR,npwn, znq ° R. Thus
pVnq P Relppwnq, pznqq but Vn �Ñ U i

n, which contradicts the preceding discussion.
By two applications of the distance formula (Theorem 10.7), with threshold R, and the

definition of coarse gate maps in X , we thus have a constant A, independent of n, such that
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for !–a.a. n,

dpwn, znq § A
rÿ

i“1

dpgF
Ui
n

pwnq, gF
Ui
n

pznqq ` A.

The assumption that w, z have the same gate on each FUi implies that the right hand side
is sublinear in pjnq, whence dpw, zq “ 0, a contradiction.

Thus the wall ŵ crosses some FUi , as required by the third item in the lemma. ⇤
Lemma 28.6. Let U,V P F

8 be such that hFUpFVq is not trivial, i.e. there exists a
wall crossing hFUpFVq. Let x,y P hFUpFVq. Then there exist x

1,y1
P FV and rep-

resentative sequences pxnqn, pynqn, px1
nqn, py1

nqn of x,y,x1, and y
1 respectively, such that

maxRelppxnqn, pynqnq “ maxRelppx1
nqn, py1

nqnq and Relppxnq, pynqq “ Relppx1
nq, py1

nqq.

Proof. Let pUnqn and pVnqn be sequences representing U and V respectively.
Since by assumption x,y P hFUpFVq, x and y can be represented by sequences pxnqn, pynqn

such that xn, yn P gFUn
pFVnq. Define x1

n “ gVnpxnq, y1
n “ gFVn

pynq. Then px1
nqn, py1

nqn

represent points x
1,y1 in hUpFVq.

By [BHS17c, Lemma 1.20], we have for any sufficiently large K (in terms of the HHS
structure) that RelKpxn, ynq “ RelKpx1

n, y
1
nq for !–a.e. n. The lemma follows. ⇤

Lemma 28.7. Let ŵ P W, and let w,w˚ be the associated halfspaces. If ŵ crosses FU, i.e.
w X FU and w˚

X FU are both nonempty, and ŵ crosses FV, then there exists W Ñ U,V
such that ŵ crosses FW. In particular, there exists a unique Ñ–minimal U P F

8 such that
ŵ crosses FU.

Proof. Let pUnqn, pVnqn be legal sequences representing U,V. By assumption, FU and FV

are crossed by ŵ. Our goal is to show that there exists W Ñ U,V such that ŵ crosses FW.
Since ŵ crosses both FU and FV, we also have that ŵ crosses hUpFVq, which is therefore
non-trivial (since it intersects both halfspaces w,w˚).

Let x,y P hUpFVq be such that ŵ P Wpx,yq and let pxnqn, pynqn be two admissi-
ble sequences that represent x,y respectively and such that xn, yn P gUnpFVnq for !-a.e.
n. Let px1

nqn “ pgVnpxnq, py1
nqn “ gVnpynq P FVn . From Lemma 28.6, it follows that

maxRelppxnqn, pynqnq “ maxRelppx1
nqn, py1

nqnq.
By Lemma 28.4, we have that there exists pWnqn P maxRelppxnqn, pynqnq “

maxRelppx1
nqn, py1

nqnq such that Wn Ñ Un, Wn Ñ Vn for !-a.e. n (and so pWnqn Ñ
pUnqn, pVnqn) and ŵ P WFpWnqn . The element W P F

8 represented by pWnqn satisfies the
desired properties.

Let us now show that the existence of a Ñ-minimal element crossed by a given wall ŵ.
First, we have Cone

!
pX q “ FS where S is the unique Ñ–maximal element of F8. So, by

finite complexity, there exists U that is Ñ–minimal with the property that ŵ crosses some
(hence any) parallel copy FU. However, if V is some other element of F

8 such that ŵ
crosses FV, then, as shown above, there exists W such that W Ñ U,V and ŵ crosses FW.
By minimality of U, we thus have U “ W, so either V “ U or V wasn’t Ñ–minimal. Hence
there exists a unique such U with the desired properties. ⇤

Define a map Col : W Ñ F
8 by declaring Colpŵq to be the unique Ñ–minimal element

U P F
8 such that ŵ crosses FU; this element is provided by the preceding lemma.

Lemma 28.8. The map Col : W Ñ pF
8,Ñq is a finite-depth poset-colouring.

Proof. We verify the conditions from Definition 3.1. First, as explained above, F
8 has a

unique Ñ–maximal element S. Finite depth follows since Ñ–chains have length at most �Ñ.
It remains to check the enumerated parts of Definition 3.1. Recall that for each U P F

8,
the set WU is the set of walls ŵ with Colpŵq Ñ U, and HU is the set of associated halfspaces.
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Item (I): We must show that WU is inseparable. Let ĥ, v̂ P WU. Since ĥ crosses F
Colpĥq

and Colpĥq Ñ U (so F
Colpĥq Ä FU, up to choosing parallel copies), we have that ĥ crosses

FU. Similarly, v̂ crosses FU. Hence, by convexity of FU, if û is a wall separating ĥ, v̂, then
û crosses FU. Let V “ Colpûq. Then by definition û crosses FV. Since û crosses both FU

and FV, it follows from Lemma 28.7, that there exist W Ñ U,V such that û crosses FW.
From the minimality of V, it follows that W “ V and so Colpûq “ V Ñ U. We conclude
that û P WU, as required.

Item (II): Let U,V P F
8. Recall that HU,HV denote the sets of halfspaces associated

to walls in WU,WV. Suppose that we have nonempty A Ä WU and B Ä WV. Recall that
HA denotes the set of halfspaces associated to walls in A.

Suppose that fiopHU ´HAq “ 0, and the same holds with V replacing U and B replacing
A. Suppose moreover that every wall in A crosses every wall in B.

Let A “ FU, B “ FV. Up to measure–0 sets, we have HA “ HA X HpFUq and HB “

HB X HpFVq. Applying Proposition 2.22, we have that (up to parallel copies) there exists
an isometric embedding FU ˆ FV Ñ Cone

!
pX q with median-convex image. Since FU,FV

are nontrivial, it follows that neither contains the other (even up to parallelism), whence
FU,FV are unrelated by containment up to parallelism. Hence U,V are Ñ–incomparable,
as required.

Item (III): Let U,V P F
8. Suppose that A is an inseparable set of walls with ColpAq Ñ

U,V and suppose that fiopHAq ° 0. Then each â P A crosses FU and FV.
Fix a parallel copy FU and a parallel copy FV, and let H “ hUpFVq. So, each â P A

crosses H.
Let P be the set of pairs tx,yu Ä H such that fiopHpx,yq X HAq ° 0.
For each tx,yu P H, we can choose a finite collection Rpx,yq of elements W P F

8 such
that

‚ W Ñ U,V;
‚ Wpx,yq “

î
WPRpx,yq WpFWq X Wpx,yq;

‚ fiopHpx,yq X HA X HWq ° 0.
The set Rpx,yq is provided by Lemma 28.4 and Lemma 28.6.
Now let R “

î
tx,yuPP Rpx,yq. Then, by construction,

‚ W Ñ U,V for all W P R;
‚ fiopHA X HWq ° 0 for all W P R.

We are left to show that fiopHA ´ p
î

WPR1
HA X HFWqq “ 0. By the definition of fio

(see [Fio20, Section 3.1]), it suffices to show that, for any x,y P Cone
!

pX q, the set

Hpx,yq X HA ´ p

§

WPR
HA X HFW X Hpx,yqq

has measure 0 for all tx,yu P P . But this is immediate since

Wpx,yq “

§

WPRpx,yq
WpFWq X Wpx,yq.

Item (IV): Suppose that U,V P F
8 (we allow equality). Suppose that A,B are sets of

walls such that
‚ every element of A crosses every element of B;
‚ every element of A has colour nested in U;
‚ every element of B has colour nested in V;
‚ the sets of halfspaces associated to A,B have positive fio–measure.
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Consider sets tUiu and tVju satisfying Definition 3.1.(III) for A,U and B,V respectively.
In other words, suppose we have:

‚ Ui Ñ U for all i, and
‚ fiopHA X HUiq ° 0 for all i, and
‚ fiopHA ´

î
i
HUi X HAq “ 0,

and the same holds with tVju replacing tUiu and B replacing A and V replacing U.
Among sets tUiu and tVju with the given properties, choose these sets so that the maxi-

mum levels of the Ui,Vj are as small as possible. (Recall that the level of Ui is the length of
a longest Ñ–chain with maximal element Ui.) More precisely, assume that for each i, there
is no family tU

1
j
u such that each U

1
j

à Ui and the family tUi1ui1‰i Y tU
1
j
u has the properties

enumerated above. This is possible by finite complexity.
Note that the first, second, fourth, and fifth bullet points from Definition 3.1.(IV) are

satisfied by these sets.

Claim 18. The families tUiu and tVju have the property that UiKVj for all i, j.

Proof of Claim 18. Fix i P I, j P J . Since HA X HUi has positive fio–measure, there exist
x,y P FUi such that

fiopHA X HUi X Hpx,yqq ° 0.

Indeed, as explained in [Fio20, Section 3], a set of halfspaces has positive measure only if
it has positive-measure intersection with Hpx,yq for some x,y.

Likewise, we can choose w, z P FVj such that

fiopHB X HVj X Hpw, zqq ° 0.

Since all walls in A cross all walls in B, we thus have a,b, c,d P X such that
‚ a,b, c,d, in that order, form a median rectangle in X, and
‚ Hpta,du, tb, cuq contains HA X HUi X Hpx,yq and Ui P Relpa,bq, and
‚ Hpta,bu, tc,duq contains HB X HVj X Hpw, zq and Vi P Relpa,dq.

Indeed, we can start with x “ a,y “ b, and then obtain d, c by moving a,b, respectively,
across the walls in HB XHVj XHpw, zq. Then use use [CDH10, Remark 2.23.(2)] to tighten
to a median rectangle. See Figure 12.

We call the ordered 4–tuple pa,b, c,dq a test rectangle for Ui,Vj ,A,B.
Let panqn, pbnqn, pcnqn, pdnqn be sequences in X converging to a,b, c,d, with the property

that bn uniformly coarsely coincides with the coarse median of an, bn, cn for !–a.e. n, and
the analogous property holds for each of the triples bn, cn, dn and cn, dn, an and dn, an, bn
(i.e. for !–a.e. n, the points an, bn, cn, dn form a coarse median rectangle).

To arrange this, first choose panq, pbnq, pcnq, pdnq representing a,b, c,d respectively. For
each n, replace bn, cn by their images under the gate map to H✓ptan, cnuq. This moves each of
bn, cn a distance bounded by a sublinear function of jn. Then replace an, cn by their images
under the gate map to H✓ptbn, cnuq.

Now apply Proposition 16.1 and consider the cubical approximation fn : Yn Ñ X of the
hierarchically quasiconvex hull of tan, bn, cn, dnu. Since this map is quasimedian, the vertices
a1
n, b

1
n, c

1
n, d

1
n mapping to an, bn, cn, dn can be chosen to form a median rectangle in Yn. So

the set of hyperplanes is partitioned into two subsets U (separating ta, bu from tc, du) and V
(separating ta, du from tb, cu) such that every hyperplane in U crosses every hyperplane in V .
By Proposition 16.1, we can thus write (for some sufficiently large constant M independent
of n) the set of W P F such that some pair of the points in tan, bn, cn, dnu project at least
M–far apart in CW as

RelM pan, bnq \ RelM pan, dnq,
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with every element of the first factor of the disjoint union orthogonal to every element of the
second.

Conclusion: To complete the proof of the claim, i.e. to show that UiKVj , we will
use the nest-minimality assumption on Ui,Vj to show that the test rectangle pa,b, c,dq

and the representative sequences panq, pbnq, pcnq, pdnq as above can be chosen so that there
are legal sequences pUnq, pVnq, representing Ui,Vj , for which Un P RelM pan, bnq and Vn P

RelM pan, dnq for !–a.e. n. Then the above will show that UnKVn for !–a.e. n, i.e. UiKVj .
Next, note that:

fiopHA X HUi X Hpx,yqq “ fiopHA X HUi X Hpa,bqq ° 0.

The same holds with B replacing A and Vj replacing Ui and tw, zu replacing tx,yu and
ta,du replacing ta,bu.

Moreover, without changing the measures of any of the preceding intersections of sets of
halfspaces, we can assume, by taking gates, that x,y are respectively the gates of a,b in FUi

and w, z are respectively the gates of a,d in FVj , as in Figure 23.

Figure 23. A test rectangle in the conclusion of the proof of Claim 18.

Now let pxnq, pynq be sequences such that xn is the (coarse) gate of an in FUn and yn is
the gate of bn in FUn . Similarly, choose pwnq, pznq to be sequences in FVn arising as gates of
panq, pdnq. So pxnq, pynq, pwnq, pznq respectively converge to x,y,w, z. Note that the coarse
gates of xn, yn on the coarse median interval in X between an and cn coarsely coincide with
an and bn.

Hence (see [BHS17c, Lemma 1.20]) we have maxRelppanq, pbnqq “ maxRelppxnq, pynqq.
Now, if pUnq P maxRelppxnq, pynqq, then Un P RelM pan, bnq for !–a.e. n, as desired.
Otherwise, Lemma 28.4 implies that there exist W1, . . . ,Wk à Ui such that Wpx,yq Ä

Y
k

`“1WpFW`q.
Similarly, either Vn P RelM pan, dnq for !–a.e. n, or there exist T1, . . . ,Tk à Vj such that

Wpw, zq Ä Y
k

`“1WpFT`q.
Hence we have the following. Either we can choose our test rectangle pa,b, c,dq in such a

way that Un P RelM pan, bnq and Vn P RelM pan, dnq for !–a.e. n — and hence UiKVj — or
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we can assume the following holds (up to replacing Ui with Vj etc.): for each x,y such that

fiopHA X HUi X Hpx,yqq ° 0,

there exist W1, . . . ,Wk à Ui such that Wpx,yq Ä Y
k

`“1WpFW`q. In this case, we can
modify the collection tUi1ui1PI by replacing Ui with the collection of all such W`, as x,y
vary. This contradicts our nest–minimal choice of tUi1ui1PI . This proves the claim. ⇤

From Claim 18, we have that Ui K Vj for all i, j. This then provides a product region
FUi ˆ FUj , which in turn implies that all walls crossing the first factor — i.e. all walls in
WUi — cross all walls crossing the second factor — i.e. all walls in WVj . This completes
the verification of Definition 3.1.(IV), and hence the proof that Col is a poset-colouring. ⇤

Remark 28.9. In our later applications, the HHS pX ,Fq has wedges and clean containers.
Under these hypotheses, F

8 does, also, by Lemma 27.3. This simplifies considerably the
proof that Col is well-defined and a colouring. Specifically, it allows us to choose the families
in the third and fourth parts of the definition of a colouring to be single elements (arising as
appropriate wedges and orthogonal complements), and removes the need to use max-relevant
sets for sequences. ⇤

We now need to check tangibility. The following statement will be useful for this, and
again later.

Corollary 28.10. Let U P F
8. Then WU “ WpFUq. In particular, WU “ H if and only if

FU is a single point.

Proof. Let ŵ P WU. By definition, this means that Colpŵq Ñ U, so up to parallelism,
FColpŵq Ä FU. Since ŵ crosses FColpŵq, we see that ŵ also crosses FU, i.e. ŵ P WpFUq.

On the other hand, suppose that ŵ P WpFUq, i.e. ŵ crosses FU. Now, by the definition
of the colouring, ŵ also crosses FColpŵq. So, applying Lemma 28.7, there exists W such that
ŵ crosses FW and W Ñ U and W Ñ Colpŵq. But the nest-minimality part of the definition
of Colpŵq implies W “ Colpŵq, so Colpŵq Ñ U, i.e. ŵ P WU. This completes the proof. ⇤

When WU is nonempty, we construct a halfspace-filter �U as in Definition 3.3.

Lemma 28.11. For each U P F
8 for which WU ‰ H, the filter �U is tangible. Hence Col

satisfies the tangible filter condition from Definition 2.17.

Proof. By Corollary 28.10, WU “ WpFUq. Recall the construction of �U. Fixing an (arbi-
trary) basepoint x0 P Cone

!
pX q, we choose for each wall tw,w˚

u “ ŵ not crossing FU an
associated halfspace w P �U as follows:

‚ if ŵ crosses all of the walls in WpFUq, then x0 P w;
‚ otherwise, w is the halfspace containing a halfspace associated to a wall crossing FU.

Let Q be the union of all closed convex subspaces parallel to FU. Note that PU Ñ Q

(in principle, the containment can be proper). Let x
1
0 be the gate of x0 in Q, and let

x
2
0 “ gPUpx0q, which is also the gate in PU of x1

0. So Dpx0,x1
0q § Dpx0,PUq † 8 since U

is legal.
On the other hand,

fiop�U4�x0q “ Dpx0,x
1
0q,

which is thus finite. Hence �U is tangible. ⇤
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29. Proof of Theorem 26.3

By Lemma 28.8 and Lemma 28.11, the map Col : W Ñ F
8 is a finite-depth poset-colouring

satisfying the tangible filter condition.
Now, in general, the orthogonality relation on F

8 coming from Section 27 might not
coincide with the orthogonality relation on F

8 coming from the colouring and used in the
proof of Theorem 5.1 (which we are about to apply).

However, this issue is fixed by restricting the codomain of the colouring map Col to the
image of Col.

Definition 29.1. Let F
8̀

Ä F
8 be the image of the poset-colouring map, that is, F

8̀
“

ColpWq, where Col is as in Lemma 28.8. ⇤
The advantage of restricting the codomain is the following lemma:

Lemma 29.2. Let U P F
8
` . Then for any parallel copy FU Ä PU, there exist x,y P FU

and sequences pUnq, pFUnq, pxnq, pynq such that for !–a.e. n, we have xn, yn P FUn , and
lim! xn “ x, lim! yn “ y, lim! FUn “ FU, and pUnq represents U, and

pUnq P maxRelppxnq, pynqq.

Moreover, for any wall ŵ with Colpŵq “ U, we can choose x,y as above with the additional
property that ŵ P Wpx,yq, and in fact pxnq, pynq can be chosen as above for any x,y P FU

separated by ŵ.

Proof. Suppose that pUnq is a legal sequence representing U. Fix a parallel copy of FU, so
that we can choose pFUnq with lim! FUn “ FU.

By hypothesis, there exists a wall ŵ “ tw,w˚
u with Colpŵq “ U. In particular, ŵ crosses

FU, so we can choose x P w X FU and y P w˚
X FU.

Choose legal sequences pxnq, pynq such that xn, yn P FUn for !–a.e. n and lim! xn “

x, lim! yn “ y. Now, since Colpŵq “ U, the wall ŵ cannot cross FW for any W à U, so by
Lemma 28.4 and the fact that ŵ P Wpx,yq, we have pUnq P maxRelppxnq, pynqq. ⇤
Remark 29.3 (Warning). The converse to the preceding lemma does not hold. Specifically,
we can choose U and points x,y P FU such that U is represented by a legal sequence pUnq

and pUnq P maxRelppxnq, pynqq, but there are (possibly infinitely many) W à U such that
all but a measure–0 set of the walls separating x,y cross some FW and hence have colour
properly nested in U. ⇤

Now we can compare the different notions of orthogonality:

Lemma 29.4. Let U,V P F
8
` . Then the following are equivalent:

(1) Every wall crossing FU crosses every wall crossing FV;
(2) FU,FV are respectively parallel to closed convex subspaces A,B Ä X such that the

convex hull of A Y B splits as a product A ˆ B;
(3) for all walls ĥ, v̂ respectively crossing FU and FV we have ColpĥqKColpv̂q, where

orthogonality is as defined in Section 27;
(4) UKV, in the sense of Section 27.

Proof. We first prove the equivalence of (2) and (1).
That (2) implies (1) is obvious. The converse follows by applying Proposition 2.22.
Next, we prove equivalence of (3) and (4). First assume that (3) holds. By hypothesis,

we can choose walls ĥ, v̂ with colours U,V respectively. In particular, ĥ crosses FU and v̂
crosses FV, so by (3), we have UKV. Next assume that (4) holds. Choose walls ĥ crossing
FU and v̂ crossing FV. By Corollary 28.10, we have that Colpĥq Ñ U and Colpv̂q Ñ V. So
UKV implies ColpĥqKColpv̂q, as required by (3).
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To conclude, we will prove (1) implies (4) and (3) implies (2).
First assume (3). Let ĥ, v̂ be walls with Colpĥq “ U, Colpv̂q “ V, which exist since

U,V P F
8̀. By (3), we see that UKV. Letting pUnq and pVnq be legal sequences representing

U,V, we have UnKVn for !–a.e. n. Hence, for !–a.e. n, there is a hierarchically quasiconvex
subspace of X that is uniformly quasimedian quasi-isometric to FUn ˆ FVn lying uniformly
close to PUn and PVn . Taking ultralimits gives FU ˆ FV Ä Cone

!
pX q, as required by (2)

(this product consists of admissible points by essentially the proof of Proposition 24.1).
Finally, assume (1), i.e. every wall in WpFUq “ WU crosses every wall in WpFVq “ WV

(the equalities are from Corollary 28.10).
Let pUnqn and pVnqn be legal sequences representing U,V. We will argue very similarly

to the proof of Claim 18 to show that UnKVn for !–a.e. n, i.e. UKV, as required.
Choose walls ĥ, v̂ whose colours are respectively U,V. By (1), the walls ĥ, v̂ cross. Choose

a median rectangle pa,b, c,dq in Cone
!

pX q so that v̂ separates ta,bu from tc,du and ĥ
separates ta,du from tb, cu. Let x,y be the gates of a,b on FU and let w, z be the gates
of a,d on FV, and then replace a,b, c,d by the gates of x,y,w, z on the convex hull of
the original median rectangle (so that we have the configuration from Figure 23). Apply
Lemma 29.2 to see that pUnq P maxRelppxnq, pynqq and hence pUnq P maxRelppanq, pbnqq and
similarly pVnq P maxRelppanq, pdnqq. Arguing as in the proof of Claim 18 now shows that
UnKVn for !–a.e. n, as required. ⇤
Lemma 29.5. The map Col : W Ñ F

8̀ is a finite-depth poset-colouring satisfying the
tangible filter condition.

Proof. By definition, ColpWq “ F
8
` . Tangibility and finite depth are inherited from Col :

W Ñ F
8.

We now verify that Col : W Ñ F
8 satisfies the conditions from Definition 3.1. Condition

(I) holds since passing from F
8 to F

8
` did not change WU for any U P F

8
` . The same

reasoning verifies condition (II).
Verifying Definition 3.1.(III): Let U,V P F

8
` . Suppose that A is an inseparable set of

walls such that ColpAq Ñ U,V and fiopHAq ° 0.
Since Col : W Ñ F

8 is a poset-colouring, there exists a family tWiuiPI of elements of F8

such that
‚ Wi Ñ U,V for all i P I;
‚ fiopHA X HWiq ° 0 for all i P I;
‚ up to a measure-0 set, HA Ä

î
iPI HWi .

We choose the Wi to be nest–minimal, in the same sense as in the proof of the proof of
Lemma 28.8: if, for some i P I, there exists a set tW

1
k
uk such that Wk à Wi for all k and

tWi1ui1PI´tiu Y tW
1
k
u satisfies the above listed properties, we replace Wi by tWku. Finite

complexity ensures we can choose tWiu so that no such replacements are possible.
We claim that each such Wi P F

8̀. Fix i P I. Choose x,y P Cone
!

pX q such that

fiopHA X HWi X Hpx,yqq ° 0.

By taking gates, we can assume that x,y lie in FWi Ä PWi , where FWi Ä hUpFVq.
We say that x,y are Wi–replaceable if there exist tW

1
k
uk such that each W

1
k

à Wi, and
fiopHAXHW

1
k

XHpx,yqq ° 0 for all k, and, up to a measure–0 set, HAXHpx,yq is contained
in

î
k
HW

1
k
.

Our minimality assumption implies that x,y can be chosen as above so that they are not
Wi–replaceable.

If x,y are not Wi–replaceable, then by Lemma 28.4, we have Colpĥq Ñ Wi for each
ĥ P Wpx,yq.
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For each ĥ P Wpx,yq, let I
ĥ

be the image of F
Colpĥq under the gate map to Ipx,yq Ä FWi .

Since ĥ crosses I
ĥ
, the latter is a nontrivial closed convex subspace.

If some ŵ P Wpx,yq does not cross I
ĥ

for any Colpĥq à Wi, then Wi “ Colpŵq and so
Wi P F

8
` , as required.

Assume that this does not hold, so that every ŵ P Wpx,yq crosses I
ĥ

for some Colpĥq à
Wi. Let tW

1
k
uk be the set of elements Colpĥq à Wi with ĥ P Wpx,yq. We will show that

tW
1
k
uk witness Wi–replaceability of x,y, which is a contradiction.

First, we argue that tW
1
k
u has at most countably many elements. Indeed, fix W

1
k

“ Colpĥq

and let x̄, x̄ be the gates of x,y on I
ĥ
.

Since median intervals in Cone
!

pX q are ultralimits of coarse median intervals in X , we can
choose representatives pxnq, pynq, px̄nq, pȳnq of x,y, x̄, ȳ with x̄n, ȳn in the coarse median inter-
val from xn to yn for !–a.e. n. Considering the cubical approximation (Proposition 16.1) of
this coarse median interval shows that Relppx̄nq, pȳnqq Ä Relppxnq, pynqq. On the other hand,
letting pW 1

nq be a legal sequence representing W
1
k
, we have that pW 1

nq P maxRelppx̄nq, pȳnqq

(by taking gates on FW 1
n

and using Lemma 29.2).
Hence W

1
k

is represented by a legal sequence pW 1
nq P Relppxnq, pynqq. Now, for any suffi-

ciently large M (in terms of the HHS structure on X ) and each n, the set RelM pxn, ynq is
finite by Lemma 11.4, so there are only countably many possibilities for pW 1

nq and hence for
W

1
k
.

Let tW
2
`
u be the set of W1

k
for which fiopHW

1
k

XHpx,yqXHAq ° 0. Since HAXHpx,yq Äî
k
HA X HW

1
k

and the union has only countably many terms, we have, up to a measure–0
set, that

HA X Hpx,yq Ä

§

`

HA X HW
2
`
,

and thus x,y is a Wi–replaceable pair, giving our contradiction.
Verification of Definition 3.1.(IV): This follows verbatim from the proof of the corre-

sponding part of the proof of Lemma 28.8, once we observe that, by the previous part of the
present proof, the nest–minimal sets tUiu and tVju from Lemma 28.8 lie in F

8
` . ⇤

Now we make a real cubing and analyse the relations on its index set.
By Theorem 5.1, Cone!pX q, with the metric D and the median µ, is median-preservingly

isometric to an R–cubing pCone
!

pX q,F8
` q. By construction, the nesting relation in the real

cubing structure is the relation Ñ on F
8
` from Section 27.

We now check that the same holds for orthogonality (and hence transversality):

Lemma 29.6. Let U,V P F
8
` . Then UKV, in the sense of Section 27, if and only if UKV

in the R–cubing pCone
!

pX q,F8
` q.

Proof. This lemma is the reason why we restricted the codomain. It follows immediately from
Lemma 29.4. Indeed, suppose that U,V P F

8
` are orthogonal in the real cubing structure

from Theorem 5.1. Then there exist closed convex subspaces A,B, respectively parallel to
FU,FV, such that the convex hull of A Y B is A ˆ B. The lemma now implies that UKV

in the sense of Section 27 (i.e. in the ultralimit sense). The converse follows from the same
lemma. ⇤

Thus the relations Ñ,K,& on F
8 from Section 27 extend the relations on F

8
` from the

R–cubing structure.
For each U P F

8
´ F

8
` , we can associate a real tree T ‚

U consisting of a single point.
Define ⇡U and ⇢‚

U
in the only possible way for such U.

For U P F
8

´ F
8
` and V P F

8
` with U&V or U à V, we let ⇢U

V
“ ⇡VpFUq. The

fact that ⇡VpFUq is a single point follows from Definition 3.1.(III), applied to the colouring
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Col : W Ñ F
8, and the fact that U is not in the image of the colouring. Indeed, this shows

that for any x,y P hVpFUq, there is a set of elements Wi à U,V such that each HWi

contributes positive measure to Hpx,yq and the union of the HWi covers Hpx,yq (up to a
null set). So the construction of ⇡V in the proof of Theorem 5.1 implies that ⇡Vpxq “ ⇡Vpyq,
as required.

For U,V as above with V à U, we have that T ‚
U is a single point, and the map ⇢U

V
can

be defined arbitrarily.
Adding the "trivial" elements of F8

´ F
8
` did not affect finite complexity, since the com-

plexity bounds in F
8 came from those in F.

Any consistent tuple in `1pF
8

q restricts to a consistent tuple in `1pF
8̀

q. Conversely, since
T ‚

U is a single point when U R F
8
` , any consistent tuple in `1pF

8
` q extends uniquely to a

consistent tuple in `1pF
8

q. The fact that T ‚
U is a point for U R F

8̀ also means that the
bounded geodesic image property for consistent tuples in `1pF

8
` q passes to consistent tuples

in `1pF
8

q.
We therefore have the following more specific statement of Theorem 26.3:

Corollary 29.7. Let pX ,Fq be a hierarchically hyperbolic space. Then any asymptotic cone
Cone

!
pX q admits a R–cubing structure pCone

!X ,F8
q, where

‚ the relations Ñ,K,& are as in Section 27;
‚ the R–trees and projections are as provided by Theorem 5.1, or they are single points

and trivial projections.
Moreover, this real cubing has nonempty products.

Furthermore, if F has wedges and clean containers, so does F
8, by Lemma 27.3.

Proof. The only thing remaining to be verified is the nonempty products property. For
elements U P F

‚
`, this holds because of Theorem 5.1. Let U P F

‚ . Let FU be the subspace
defined above in terms of ultralimits. Then FU is nonempty (since U is represented by a legal
sequence), so fix x P FU. Let V P F

‚ and suppose that V&U or U à V. If V P F
‚
`, then by

definition ⇢U
V

“ ⇡Vpxq. Otherwise, T ‚
V is a single point, and ⇢U

V
“ ⇡Vpxq automatically.

Hence, by Definition 4.9, pX,F
‚
q has nonempty products. ⇤

Geometrically, the above R–cubing structure is identical to the one from Theorem 5.1,
except formally we have taken its product with a point. This was just because it will be
more convenient later to work with all of F8 than to discard the elements of F8

´ F
8̀ —

which depend a priori on the rescaling — everywhere.

Remark 29.8 (⇡U surjectivity on the ultralimits PU and FU). Let U P F
8̀. Represent U by

a legal sequence pUnq and let PU “ lim! PUn , so that PU “ FUˆEU, where FU “ lim! FUn .
Recall that WpFUq “ WU, essentially by the definition of Col. Hence, as we saw before,
FU (the ultralimit) is a representative of the parallelism class of closed convex subspaces
associated to the filter �U from the proof of Theorem 5.1 (these spaces were also called
FU in that proof, and there is no ambiguity because any FU in the sense of the proof of
Theorem 5.1 is parallel to a subspace FU Ä PU arising as above as an ultralimit). By
construction, ⇡U : Cone

!
pX q Ñ T ‚

U is surjective and factors through the gate map to
(anything parallel to) FU. Hence the restriction of ⇡U to FU and to PU is surjective. For
U P F

8
´ F

8̀, the same conclusion holds just because T ‚
U is a point. ⇤

30. Homogeneity of the real cubing in the HHG case

Let pG,Fq be a hierarchically hyperbolic group. Let Cone
!

pGq be an asymptotic cone
with scaling sequence pjnqn, ultrafilter !, and, without loss of generality, observation point
p1qn “ 1.
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Let pCone
!

pGq,F8
q be the R–cubing provided by Theorem 26.3, so that the initial metric

dCone!pGq and the R–cubing metric D on Cone
!

pGq are bilipschitz-equivalent.
Recall that G˚

“ lim! G, the group of sequences pgnqn in G up to the ultrafilter !, with
multiplication and inversion defined pointwise. Note that G˚ is independent of the rescaling,
but depends on !. We also recall the admissible subgroup G˚

ad
§ G˚.

Lemma 30.1. The action of G˚
ad

on pCone
!

pX q,D,µq is an action by median-preserving
isometries.

Proof. Let g,h,k P Cone
!

pGq and let a P G˚
ad

. Let pgnqn, phnqn, pknqn be admissible se-
quences representing g,h,k respectively, and let panqn be a sequence representing a. Let
U P F

8 be represented by the legal sequence pUnqn.
Fix n. Then by Definition 10.11, the coarse median of

⇡anUnpangnq,⇡anUnpanhnq,⇡anUnpanknq

is uniformly close to the image under an : CUn Ñ CUn of the coarse median of
⇡Unpgnq,⇡Unphnq,⇡Unpknq, so by the uniqueness axiom and the definition of the coarse
median on G, left-multiplication by an coarsely preserves the coarse median. Hence
µpag, ah, akq “ aµpg,h,kq, so a is a median homomorphism.

Since a preserves the median and is an isometry of the original metric on the asymptotic
cone, it is also a D–isometry by Proposition 23.3. ⇤

Recall that we have an action of G on F preserving Ñ,K,&. Moreover, if U P F and
g P G, then gPU “ PgU , by Remark 15.11. There is a global constant C such that for all
x, g P G and U P F, we have, by e.g. Lemma 4.15 of [RST18], dGpggPU pxq, gPgU pgxqq § C.
So, if pUnqn is legal in pCone

!
pGq,1q, then panUnqn is legal in pCone

!
pGq, panqqn. So a P G˚

ad

provides a bijection a : F
8

Ñ F
8 preserving Ñ,K,&.

Moreover, for all U P F
8, and x P Cone

!
pGq, and a P G˚

ad
, we have aPU “ PaU and

agUpxq “ gaUpaxq. The same is true with PU replaced by any parallel copy FU Ä PU, in
the sense that aFU Ä PaU is a parallel copy FaU and ahUpxq “ haUpaxq, where the latter
gate is taken in the parallel copy aFU.

Hence, since median isometries preserve the set W of walls, and ŵ crosses FU only if aŵ
crosses aFU, which is parallel to FaU, we have:

Lemma 30.2. The poset-colouring Col : W Ñ F
8 is G˚

ad
–equivariant.

So, by Proposition 6.16, the action of G˚
ad

on Cone
!

pX q is an action by R–cubing auto-
morphisms.

Specifically, for each a P G˚
ad

, the R–cubing automorphism data is:
‚ the isometry a : Cone

!
pX q Ñ Cone

!
pX q;

‚ the bijection a : F
8

Ñ F
8 discussed above, which preserves the three relations;

‚ for each U P F
8, an isometry aU : T ‚

U Ñ T ‚aU which is either the unique isometry
between one-point spaces (when U P F

8
´ F

8
` ), or given by aUp⇡Upxqq “ ⇡aUpaxq

when U P F
8
` .

By construction, pabqU “ abU ˝ bU and ap⇢Uv q “ ⇢aU
aV

whenever U à V or U&V.

Remark 30.3. In summary, if a P G˚
ad

, then the triple

pa : Cone
!

pGq Ñ Cone
!

pGq, a : F
8

Ñ F
8, taU : U P F

8
uq

satisfies all the conditions from the definition of a 1–morphism (Definition 4.30). ⇤
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31. Local structure of Cone
!

pGq

We now discuss the local real cubing structure of Cone!pGq.
Let pG,Fq be an HHG. Fix x P Cone

!
pGq. Recall the definition of the local R–cubing

pCone
!

pGqx,F8
x q from Section 4.9:

(1) F
8
x is the set of U P F

8 such that for all V P F
8 with V à U or V&U, we have

⇢U
V

“ ⇡Vpxq.
(2) Cone

!
pGqx is the set of y P Cone

!
pGq such that ⇡Upxq ‰ ⇡Upyq only if U P F

8
x .

Choose a P G˚ such that a1 “ x. Recall that a induces a 1–morphism of R–cubings from
pCone

!
pGq,F8

q to pCone
!

pGq,F8
q, denoted pa, Ia, taUuq, where a : Cone

!
pGq Ñ Cone

!
pGq

is an isometry, Ia : F
8

Ñ F
8 is a bijection preserving Ñ,K,&, and each aU : T ‚

U Ñ

T ‚IapUq is an isometry. Also, pa´1, I´1
a , ta´1

U
uq is an inverse for the above 1–morphism, and

is again a 1–morphism.
By Remark 4.36, the bijection Ia restricts to a bijection I : F

8
1

Ñ F
8
x preserving the

nesting, orthogonality, and transversality relations.

31.1. Refining the local structure. Let pG,Fq be an HHG with F having the wedge
property and clean containers. Under the following extra assumption, we will refine the local
real cubing structure, by modifying the underlying real trees so that they are universal. This
will be useful in subsequent parts of the paper.

Remark 31.1 (HHG relative to subgroups). We assume in this section that for each U P F,
the subgroup StabGpUq acts on PU coboundedly. We will revisit this definition in more detail
in Section 35. ⇤

We freely use:

Lemma 31.2. For each U , the group StabGpUq acts uniformly coboundedly on CU .

Proof. As explained in [BHS19, Section 1], we can and shall assume that ⇡U : G Ñ CU is
E–coarsely surjective. So, by, for instance, considering gates, ⇡U : PU Ñ CU is uniformly
coarsely surjective. Since PU uniformly coarse coincides with the StabGpUq–orbit of gPU p1q,
the action of the latter group on CU is cobounded. ⇤

Recall from the previous section that we have shown that each local R–cubing
pCone

!
pGqx,F8

x q is isomorphic to the local R–cubing pCone
!

pGq1,F8
1

q.
For later purposes, we now show that there is a more convenient R–cubing structure on

Cone
!

pGq1. Specifically, for each U P F
8, represented by a legal sequence pgnUq, gn P

G,U P F, it will be convenient to know that the R–tree T ‚
U has isometry type independent

of everything except the cardinality of the Gromov boundary of the hyperbolic space CU .
One way to do this is to show that T ‚

U is a universal R–tree of the appropriate valence.
However, as constructed, it is not true in general that T ‚

U is complete.
This is because of the following phenomenon: consider a pD,Dq–hierarchy ray � in G

that starts at 1, projects close to an unbounded geodesic ray in CS (recall that S P F is
the Ñ–maximal element), and spends arbitrarily large amounts of time in standard product
regions PU , U à S. Let � be the geodesic in Cone

!
pGq arising as the ultralimit of �. It is

possible to choose � so that � projects to a copy of r0, 1q in T ‚
S that cannot be extended to

a geodesic r0, 1s.
On the other hand, such a � cannot lie in Cone

!
pGq1, because it necessarily has nontrivial

intersection with product regions PU that do not contain 1. In other words, ⇡S is not
surjective on the local real cubing. So, we should be using a better R–cubing structure on
Cone

!
pGq1, in which each T ‚

U is replaced by the R–tree im⇡U|Cone!pGq1 .
This motivates the following construction.
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Definition 31.3 (Smaller R–trees for the local structure). Let x P Cone
!

pGq. Let F
8
x be

defined as before, i.e. it is the set of U P F
8 such that ⇢U

V
“ ⇡Vpxq whenever V P F

8

satisfies U à V or V&U.
Again, let Cone

!
pGqx be the set of y P Cone

!
pGq such that ⇡Upxq ‰ ⇡Upyq implies

U P F
8
x . For each U P F

8
x , let LU “ ⇡UpCone

!
pGqxq.

Let ⇡U : Cone
!

pGqx Ñ LU be the restriction of ⇡U to Cone
!

pGqx.
Given U,V P F

8
x with U&V or U à V, let ⇢U

V
“ ⇡Vpxq, which coincides with the original

definition. ⇤
Lemma 31.4. Cone

!
pGqx is closed and convex in Cone

!
pGq in the sense of Definition 4.17.

In particular, LU is a closed subtree of T ‚
U for all U P F

8
x , and whenever U,V P F

8
x satisfy

U à V, the map ⇢V
U

: T ‚
V Ñ T ‚

U restricts to a map LV Ñ LU, after possibly redefining
it in an arbitrary way on ⇡Vpxq “ ⇢U

V
.

Proof. We first check convexity. Let y, z P Cone
!

pGqx. Let a P Cone
!

pGq be arbitrary. Let
n “ µpy, z,aq.

If V P F
8

´ F
8
x , then ⇡Vpyq “ ⇡Vpzq “ ⇡Vpxq. Since ⇡V takes geodesics to geodesics,

and n lies on a geodesic from y to z, we have ⇡Vpnq “ ⇡Vpxq, so n P Cone
!

pGqx. This
proves convexity, and hence connectedness of LU, since ⇡U is a median homomorphism.

Restricting ⇢V
U
: Suppose that U,V P F

8
x satisfy U à V. We define ⇢V

U
p⇡Vpxqq to be an

arbitrary point in LU.
For any other ⇡Vpyq P LV — with y lying, without loss of generality, in Cone

!
pGqx —

we have by definition that ⇢V
U

p⇡Vpyqq “ ⇡Upyq, which lies in LU by our choice of y (which
was justified by the definition of LV and the bounded geodesic image property).

LU is closed in CU: Lemma 31.5 below will show that LU is complete, which immedi-
ately implies that it is closed in T ‚

U. This completes the proof. ⇤
Lemma 31.5. For each U P F

8
x , the R–tree LU is complete.

Proof. Suppose that LU is not complete, and let LU be its completion. By [MNO92, Theo-
rem 1.11] (see also [AB87]), LU ´ LU is a set of valence–1 points in LU, which we aim to
show is empty. Toward a contradiction, let p P LU ´ LU be a valence–1 point. Let ↵ be a
geodesic in LU based at p and representing the unique direction at p. Then ↵ contains a
sequence in LU converging to p, so since LU is connected, there is an isometric embedding
� : r0, ✏q Ñ LU such that �ptq Ñ p as t Ñ ✏.

For each n P N, choose pn P im� such that DUppn,pq † 1{n. Choose xn P Cone
!

pGqx

such that ⇡Upxnq “ pn. By replacing each xn with hUpxnq, we can assume that x,xn lie in
a common parallel copy FU.

This does not change the fact that xn P Cone
!

pGqx.
Let m,n P N and suppose that V P F

8 satisfies DVpxn,xmq ° 0. If V&U or U à V,
then ⇡Vpxnq “ ⇡Vpx1q, so V Ñ U or VKU. But our choice of xn,xm P FU rules out the
latter possibility.

If V à U, then since xn,xm P Cone
!

pGqx, we have ⇡Vpxnq “ ⇡Vpxmq “ ⇡Vpxq unless
V P F

8
x . All such V have the property that ⇡Upxq “ ⇢V

U
.

Now, by bounded geodesic image, ⇢V
U

must lie on � between pn,pm. For sufficiently
large m,n, this means that there are no such V. Hence Dpxn,xmq “ DUpxn,xmq Ñ 0 as
m,n Ñ 8. Since Cone

!
pGq is complete, there exists y P Cone

!
pGq such that xn Ñ y as

n Ñ 8.
By continuity of ⇡U, we have ⇡Upxnq Ñ ⇡Upyq P T ‚

U.
Now, since FU is closed, y P FU. So, by bounded geodesic image, y P Cone

!
pGqx,

because the same was true for each xn. Hence ⇡Upyq P LU. Thus ppnqn has a limit in LU,
contradicting our choice of p. Hence LU is complete. ⇤
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Corollary 31.6. The pair pCone
!

pGq1,F8
1

q, with the R–trees LU,U P F
8
1

, is a local R–
cubing. Moreover, choosing a P G˚ such that x “ a1, the 1–morphism pa, Ia, taUuq restricts
to an invertible 1–morphism pCone

!
pGq1,F8

1
q Ñ pCone

!
pGqx,F8

x q whose inverse is a 1–
morphism.

By construction, each ⇡U : Cone
!

pGqx Ñ LU,U P F
8
x is surjective, so Cone

!
pGqx is

exactly the set of points in
±

UPF8
x
LU that lie at finite `1–distance from x and satisfy the

consistency equations from Definition 4.2.(5).

Proof. Lemma 31.4 and Lemma 4.23 prove that pCone
!

pGqx,F8
x q, with the R–trees LU,U P

F
8
x and projections from Definition 31.3, is an R–cubing. The last assertion is immediate

since each ⇡U : Cone
!

pGqx Ñ LU is surjective by definition.
So, it remains to check the assertion about morphisms. We just need to check that if

a P G˚
ad

takes 1 to x, then for each U P F
8
1

, the isometry aU : T ‚U Ñ T ‚IapUq takes
⇡UpCone

!
pGqq1q to ⇡IapUqpCone!pGqxq. But since ⇡IapUq ˝a “ aU ˝⇡U, it suffices to observe

from the definitions that a takes Cone
!

pGq1 to Cone
!

pGqx. ⇤
Now we come to the reason for preferring LU over T ‚

U.

Definition 31.7 (Universal R–tree). Let µ be a cardinal. A universal µ–tree is an R–tree T ‚

such that any R–tree of valence bounded by µ isometrically embeds in T ‚, and the valency
of T ‚ at every point is µ. (The valency of p P C is the cardinality of the set of connected
components of C ´ tpu, or, equivalently, the cardinality of the space of directions in C at p;
see e.g. Definition 11.15 in [DK18] for the definition of the space of directions). ⇤

Dyubina-Polterovich explicitly constructed a universal µ–tree T pµq, showed that its isome-
try group acts transitively, and any complete R–tree with valence µ at every point is isometric
to T pµq (Theorem 1.1 of [DP01]).

Proposition 31.8 (Universality of LU). Let pG,Fq be an HHG relative to subgroups, with
F having the wedge property and clean containers. Let Cone

!
pGq be an asymptotic cone of

G and let pCone
!

pGq,F8
q be the R–cubing structure from Theorem 26.3. Let x P Cone

!
pGq

and let pCone
!

pGqx,F8
x q be the local R–cubing from Corollary 31.6.

Let U P F
8
x and let pgnqn be an admissible sequence such that pgnUqn is a legal sequence

representing U, where U P F. Then one of the following holds:
‚ CU is bounded, and LU is a single point, i.e. a universal 0–tree.
‚ CU is 2–ended, and LU is isometric to R, i.e. a universal 2–tree.
‚ |BCU | “ 2

@0 , and LU is isometric to the complete homogeneous R–tree with valence
2
@0 at each point.

Proof. By Theorem 1.1 in [DP01], it suffices to check that LU is complete and has the valence
at each point demanded by the statement. Completeness was proven in Lemma 31.5. So, we
just need to compute the valencies of points in LU.

Setup: Let pgnUqn be as in the statement. By Corollary 31.6, we can assume for simplicity
that x “ 1 and gn “ 1 for !–a.e. n.

Three sub-cases: Since pG,Fq is an HHG relative to subgroups, we have that StabGpUq

acts coboundedly on PU and hence acts coboundedly on CU , by Lemma 31.2. By Gromov’s
classification of actions on hyperbolic spaces [Gro87] and coboundedness, one of the following
three possibilities holds:

‚ CU is bounded. There are two ways to proceed; we give both. In either case, we
can assume that StabGpUq is infinite, for otherwise PU is bounded, whence PU, and
hence LU, is a single point (see Remark 29.8), as required.

First method: consider the action of StabGpUq on the HHS pF 1
U
,FU q, where FU is

the set of V Ñ U , and F 1
U

is an HHS quasi-isometric to FU (the modification is to
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ensure that StabGpUq actually acts on F 1
U
; see Section 2.2 of [DHS20]). We would

like to apply Proposition 9.2 of [DHS17] to this action. As noted in [DHS20], the
properness hypothesis in [DHS17, Proposition 9.2] is only used to know that BF 1

U
is

compact, but this follows from the fact that FU is proper (as a subspace of G) and the
map pF 1

U
,Fq Ñ pFU ,Fq, which is an isometry on each CV , induces a homeomorphism

of boundaries. Proposition 9.2 of [DHS17] now provides V à U such that StabGpUq

virtually stabilises V , and FU coarsely coincides with PV . So any wall separating
points in FU has colour nested in V or V

K. Hence T ‚
U is a single point, i.e. a

universal 0–tree.
Second method: this is almost the same, except we use results of Petyt-Spriano,

which depend on elementary arguments, instead of the above result of Durham-
Hagen-Sisto using stationary measures on HHS boundaries. Since StabGpUq acts
properly and coboundedly on the hierarchically quasiconvex (hence quasigeodesic)
space PU , it is finitely generated. Theorem 5.1 of [PS20] provides a nonempty
set of pairwise orthogonal Vi, . . . , Vj , stabilised setwise by StabGpUq, such that
⇡VipStabGpUqq is unbounded for each i and every V such that ⇡V pStabGpUqq is un-
bounded is nested in some Vi. Now, for all i, we cannot have Vi&U or U à Vi,
since StabGpUq–orbits in CVi would then coarsely concide with the bounded set ⇢U

Vi
.

So, Vi Ñ U or ViKU for all i. Hence PU coarsely coincides with the image of the
quasimedian quasi-isometric embedding

±
i
FVi Ñ G. As above, it follows that T ‚

U,
and hence LU, is a single point.

‚ CU is 2–ended, and the action of StabGpUq on CU is lineal, i.e. any orbit coarsely
coincides with the orbit of xhy for some h P StabGpUq acting loxodromically. Now,
if V à U , then by Proposition 19.1, ⇡V pPU q has diameter bounded independently of
V . Hence FU is two-ended, and therefore FU is isometric to R, and if V à U, then
FV is a single point. Hence ⇡U : FU Ñ CU is an isometry, and its image is LU.
Thus LU – R in this case.

‚ The action of StabGpUq on CU is of general type: every element is elliptic or loxo-
dromic, and there exists a pair h, h1 of loxodromics such that the limit set of xhy is
disjoint from that of xh1

y. We analyse this case below.

Lower bound on valence in the general-type case: Since StabGpUq has a general-
type action on CU , there is a free subgroup Q § StabGpUq of rank 2 such that the Q–orbit
of ⇡U p1q is quasiconvex in CU and, when Q is equipped with the word-metric coming from,
say, a free basis, the map Q Ñ CU given by q fiÑ ⇡U pqq is a pL,Lq–quasi-isometric embedding
for some L.

Note that for V P F such that U à V or U&V , we have that ⇡V pQq uniformly coarsely
concides with ⇢V

U
since Q Ä StabGpUq. We next produce a constant C such that, if V à U ,

then ⇡V pQq has diameter at most C. Indeed, if not then for all N there exist x, y P Q such
that dV px, yq ° N for some V à U . Bounded geodesic image (Definition 10.1.(7)) implies
that there exist x1, y1

P Q such that dV px, x1
q § E and dV py, y1

q § E, so dV px1, y1
q ° N ´2E,

and dU px1, ⇢V
U

q, dU py1, ⇢V
U

q § E.
So, if no such C exists, then for all N there exists V à U and x, y P Q such that

‚ dV px, yq ° N , and
‚ dU px, yq § 4E.

Then dQpx, yq § Lp4E ` Lq, since ⇡U : Q Ñ CU is an pL,Lq–quasi-isometric embedding.
Since the inclusion Q Ñ G is pL1, L1q–coarsely lipschitz, where L1 just depends on the word
metrics on Q and G, we have that dGpx, yq § L1dQpx, yq § L1Lp4E ` Lq ` L1, which is
independent of x and y. Finally, since ⇡V is pE,Eq–coarsely lipschitz by Definition 10.1, we
get dV px, yq § EL1Lp4E `Lq `EpL1 ` 1q, which is a contradiction if N is sufficiently large.
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Hence there exists C such that diamp⇡V pQqq § C whenever V à U . (This argument is
essentially due to Abbott-Behrstock-Durham [ABD21, Corollary 6.2].)

Fix a parallel copy FU and let Q̄ be the image of Q under the gate map to FU . Since Q is
coarsely contained in PU , the gate map changes the coordinate of each q P Q by more than a
uniformly bounded amount only in various CV with V KU . In particular, ⇡U pQq and ⇡U pQ̄q

coarsely coincide.
So, the map f : Q Ñ G given by including Q into G and then taking the gate to FU

is a quasi-isometric embedding (by the distance formula). Since Q Ñ G Ñ CU is a quasi-
isometric embedding in a hyperbolic space, it is quasimedian, and hence f is quasimedian.
We now have that ⇡V pQ̄q has uniformly bounded diameter for V ‰ U .

Hence we have a bilipschitz median homomorphism q : Cone
!

pQq Ñ Cone
!

pGq such that
for all V ‰ U, the subspace hVpim qq of FV is a single point, and 1 P im q. Hence, for all
y P impqq and all V ‰ U, no wall separating 1,y has colour V. Hence ⇡U : im q Ñ T ‚

U

is an isometric embedding, and a median homomorphism, and its image lies in LU. Since
Cone

!
pQq is a universal 2@0–tree [DP01], ⇡Upim qq has valence 2

@0 at every point, and in
particular the valence of ⇡Up1q in LU is at least 2

@0 .
Now let x P Cone

!
pGq1. Choose a P G˚ such that aU “ U and a1 “ gUpxq. This is

possible since StabGpUq acts on PU coboundedly.
Then ⇡Upapim qqq “ ap⇡Upim qqq is an isometrically embedded universal 2@0–tree in CU

containing ⇡Upxq.
Moreover, if y P apim qq, and V P F

8 satisfies ⇡Vpxq ‰ ⇡Vpyq, then V “ U. Hence, if
V satisfies ⇡Vpyq ‰ ⇡Vp1q, then ⇡Vp1q ‰ ⇡Vpxq, so V “ U. Hence ⇡Upyq P LU. Thus
⇡Upa im qq Ä LU, which therefore has valence at least 2

@0 at ⇡Upxq.
Upper bound on valence in the general-type case: Since G is finitely generated, it

is countable, so Cone
!

pGq has cardinality 2
@0 . Since ⇡U : Cone

!
pGq Ñ T ‚

U is surjective,
|T ‚

U| § 2
@0 . Hence every point in T ‚

U has valence at most 2
@0 . ⇤

Remark 31.9. In fact, the same argument shows that T ‚
U is a homogeneous R–tree with

the right valence at every point, for all U P F
8. So we prefer LU over T ‚

U for exactly two
reasons: first ⇡U : Cone

!
pGq1 Ñ LU is surjective, and second, LU is complete. ⇤

32. Negligible sequences and the local index set

Let pG,Fq be an HHG such that F has the wedge property and clean containers, and,
as in Remark 31.1, StabGpUq acts coboundedly on PU for each U P F. Fix a non-principal
ultrafilter ! on N and a rescaling sequence pjnqn. Let Cone!pGq be the associated asymptotic
cone of G.

Equip Cone
!

pGq with the median µ, the median metric D, and the R–cubing structure
pCone

!
pGq,F8

q from Section 26. We now analyse the local R–cubing pCone
!

pGq1,F8
1

q from
Section 31.

Choose a finite set F Ä F with the property that G ¨ F “ F. Such a set exists by the
definition of an HHG. In later sections, we will put additional constraints on F, but this is
all we need at the moment.

Note that the inclusion F ãÑ F induces an injection F Ñ F
8 sending each U P F to the

constant sequence whose terms are all U .

Lemma 32.1. Letting F
8 denote the index set for the R–cubing structure on Cone

!
pGq

constructed in Section 27, we have F
8

“ G˚
ad

¨ F.

Proof. The inclusion G˚
ad

¨ F Ñ F
8 is clear. Let U P F

8, and choose a legal sequence pUnq

representing U. For each n, choose Ūn P F and gn P G such that gnŪn “ Un. Since F is
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finite, there exists U P F such that Ūn “ U for !–a.e. n. We need to choose an admissible
sequence phnq such that hnU “ gnU for !–a.e. n.

Choose h P PU . Then gnh P gnPU “ PgnU . Let zn “ ggnU p1q, so that by legality, pznq is
an admissible sequence.

By coboundedness of the StabGpUq
gn–action on PgnU , we have an P StabGpUq

gn such that
dGpangnh, znq is bounded independently of n, say by B. By construction, anpgnUq “ gnU .

On the other hand,

dGp1, angnq § dGpangnh, angnq ` dGpangnh, znq ` dGpzn, 1q § |h| ` B ` dGp1, znq,

which is !–a.e. bounded, after rescaling by jn, by legality. Hence pangnq is admissible and
angnU “ Un for !–a.e. n. Thus U P G˚

ad
¨ F. ⇤

Let G˚
neg § G˚

ad
be the negligible subgroup.

Proposition 32.2. Let U “ pgnqnŪ P F
8. Then U P F

8
1

if and only if there exists phnqn P

G˚
neg such that hnŪ “ gnŪ for !–a.e. n.

First we need a lemma. Recall from Section 26 that if pUnqn is a legal sequence representing
U P F

8, then PU is by definition lim! PUn Ä Cone
!

pGq. Moreover, with respect to µ and
D, we have PU – FU ˆ FUK , where FU and FUK are ultralimits of pFUnqn and pFUK

n
qn

respectively. There is also an intrinsic notion of a product region in an R–cubing, from
Section 4.9, and the next lemma will show that these two notions coincide in Cone

!
pGq.

Lemma 32.3. Let U P F
8 and let x P Cone

!
pGq. Then x P PU if and only if ⇡Vpxq “ ⇢U

V

whenever U&V or U à V.

Proof. Suppose that x P PU. Note that ⇢U
V

“ ⇡VpPUq “ ⇡Vpxq whenever U&V or U à V.
This is because of how ⇢U

V
was defined: if U,V P F

8̀, then ⇢U
V

“ ⇡VpFUq for any parallel
copy FU Ä PU (and these points all coincide), so ⇢U

V
“ ⇡VpPUq since PU is the union of

such parallel copies.
If V P F

8
´ F

8
` , then T ‚

V is a point and ⇡VpPUq “ ⇢U
V

irrespective of whether U P F
8
` .

If U P F
8

´ F
8
` and V P F

8
` , then we have ⇢U

V
“ ⇡VpFUq, again by definition, as required.

This shows that PU “ lim! PUn is contained in the standard product region of U (in the
real cubing sense of Section 4.10).

Conversely, suppose that x P Cone
!

pGq satisfies ⇡Vpxq “ ⇢U
V

whenever U&V or U à V.
Suppose that x R PU. Let y “ gPUpxq, so that our assumption ensures that Dpx,yq ° 0.

Hence there exists V P F
8 such that DVpx,yq ° 0. Now, if U&V or U à V, then our other

assumption ensures that DVpx,yq “ 0.
Now, any wall ŵ in Cone

!
pGq separating x from y “ gPUpxq separates x from PUpxq,

and consequently Colpŵq&U or U à Colpŵq. Indeed, if V Ñ U, then any wall coloured
V intersects PU because PU contains a parallel copy of FV. Similarly, if VKU, then PU

contains a parallel copy of FV since each PUn coarsely contains a parallel copy of FVn . Thus
ŵ induces a nontrivial partition of PU and hence cannot separate x,y.

Hence DVpx,yq ° 0 only if V&U or U à V. But for such V, we have ⇡Vpxq “ ⇢U
V

“

⇡Vpyq. Hence Dpx,yq “ 0, so x P PU, as required. ⇤

Proof of Proposition 32.2. Let U P F
8. Then we can represent U by a legal sequence pgnqnŪ ,

where Ū P F and pgnqn P G˚
ad

. Now, by the definition of F8
1

and Lemma 32.3, U P F
8
1

if and
only if 1 P PU. If pgnqn P Gn̊eg, then 1 P PU because gn P P

gnŪ
and dGp1, gnq{jn Ñ 0.

Conversely, if 1 P PU, then (since dCone!pGq and D are bilipschitz–equivalent metrics), we
have dGp1, gnPŪ

q{jn Ñ 0. Let hn “ gPgnŪ
p1q. Fix k P StabGpŪq, so that gnk P gnPŪ

“ P
gnŪ

.
Note that g´1

n hn P g´1
n P

gnŪ
“ P

Ū
. Also note that k is uniformly close to P

Ū
(more precisely,
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the distance can be bounded in terms of the finite set F and independently of n, using that
StabGpŪq acts on P

Ū
coboundedly).

Using coboundedness, choose an P StabGpŪq so that dGpank, g´1
n hnq § B, where B is

independent of n. So dGpgnank, hnq § B.
Note that gnanŪ “ gnŪ , so pgnanqŪ “ pgnqŪ “ U. Hence, to conclude, we have to show

that pgnanq P G˚neg. By the triangle inequality,

dGpgnan, 1q § dGpgnank, hnq ` dGphn, 1q ` dGpk, 1q.

The third term is independent of n, and the first term is bounded by B. So pgnanq P G˚
neg

provided phnq P Gn̊eg. Now, since hn “ gPgnŪ
p1q, by [BHS17c, Corollary 1.28], the distance

formula, and the definition of the gate, we have dGp1, gnPŪ
q{jn Ñ 0 implies dGp1, hnq{jn Ñ 0,

i.e. phnqn P G˚
neg. ⇤

So, we can think of elements of the local grove in Cone
!

pGq as translates of elements of F
by negligible sequences. We need two more useful facts about F

8
1

.

Proposition 32.4. Let U P F
8
1

. Then U
K

P F
8
1

.

Proof. Let pUnqn be a legal sequence representing U. By Lemma 27.3, pUK
n qn is a legal

sequence representing U
K.

We recall that PUn is uniformly coarsely contained in PUK
n
. Indeed, let V P F and suppose

that V &UK
n or UK

n à V . Then V cannot be nested in Un (for otherwise it would be orthogonal
to UK

n ) and V cannot be orthogonal to Un, for otherwise it would be nested in UK
n . Hence

V &Un or Un à V . Thus ⇢Un
V

and ⇢U
K
n

V
are both well-defined bounded sets in CV . By

Lemma 15.10, ⇢Un
V

and ⇢U
K
n

V
coarsely coincide for such V . Hence each point in PUn is uniformly

close to PUK
n
, as required.

Since PUn is uniformly coarsely contained in PUK
n
, we have PU Ñ PUK . Now, by

Lemma 32.3, we have U P F
8
1

if and only if 1 P PU. But the latter condition implies
that 1 P PUK , so U

K
P F

8
1

. ⇤
Proposition 32.5. Let U,V P F

8
1

. Then there exists a unique Ñ–minimal U_V into which
U,V are nested, and U _ V P F

8
1

.

Proof. Let pUnqn and pVnqn be legal sequences representing U,V respectively. For each n,
let Wn be the unique Ñ–minimal element of F into which Un and Vn are both nested. That
such an element exists is shown by Berlai and Robbio in [BR20a, Section 3], where it is
shown that there exist Tn

1 , . . . , T
n
cn

, where cn is bounded in terms of the complexity, such
that Wn “

ô
cn
i“1 T

n

i
has the required property, where

ô
is defined by applying the wedge

property iteratively.
Hence we can apply Lemma 27.3 boundedly many times to see that pWnqn is legal, and

hence represents an element W P F
8. We let U _ V “ W. By construction, U,V Ñ W. If

there exists W
1 such that U,V Ñ W

1 à W, then we could choose a legal sequence pW 1
nqn

such that Un, Vn Ñ W 1
n à Wn for !–a.e. n, contradicting the definition of Wn. Hence

W is Ñ–minimal with the property that U,V Ñ W, and uniqueness of W follows from
Lemma 27.3.

It remains to prove that W P F
8
1

, provided U,V P F
8
1

. In view of Lemma 32.3, it suffices
to show that 1 P PW. By the same lemma, we can assume that 1 P PU X PV.

By construction, PU – FU ˆ FUK , and a similar equality holds for V, so we can choose
parallel copies FU,FV that both contain 1.

Choose a parallel copy FW containing gPWp1q. Note that if gPWp1q “ 1 (equivalently,
1 P PW), then W P F

8
1

, by Lemma 32.3, and we are done.
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Choose parallel copies F
1
U
,F1

V
of FU,FV such that F

1
U
,F1

V
Ä FW. Let a “ gF1

U
p1q and

let b “ gF1
V

p1q. By convexity of FW, we have µp1,a,bq “ µ P FW.
If T satisfies ⇡Tp1q ‰ ⇡Tpµq, then T separates a and b from 1, and hence TKU,V. Since

pU_Vq
K

“ U
K

^V
K, we have TKW. Hence, since a P PW, so is 1. Hence, by Lemma 32.3,

W P F
8
1

. ⇤
Remark 32.6. Although we do not require it later, a similar argument shows that U^V P

F
8
1

whenever that wedge is defined and U,V P F
8
1

. ⇤

33. Summary of results

We summarise the conclusions as follows.
Let pG,Fq be an HHG relative to subgroups, as in Remark 31.1. Let Cone

!
pGq be an

asymptotic cone of G.
By Theorem 26.3, pCone

!
pGq,F8

q is an R–cubing, where Cone
!

pGq is equipped with a
median metric D that is bilipschitz equivalent to dCone!pGq.

For each U P F
8, we denote by CU the associated R–tree and by ⇡U : Cone

!
pGq Ñ CU

the (surjective) projection.
Each a P G˚ induces a 1–morphism pa, Ia, taUuq : Cone

!
pGq Ñ Cone

!
pGq, where

‚ a : Cone
!

pGq Ñ Cone
!

pGq is an isometry (for the metric D);
‚ Ia : F

8
Ñ F

8 is a bijection preserving Ñ,&,K;
‚ for each U P F

8, the map aU : CU Ñ CIapUq is an isometry such that ⇡IapUq ˝ a “

aU ˝ ⇡U and ⇢IapUq
IapVq “ aVp⇢U

V
q whenever U&V or U à V.

Given x P Cone
!

pGq, we denote by F
8
x the set of V P F

8 such that ⇢V
U

“ ⇡Upxq whenever
V à U or V&U. We denote by Cone

!
pGqx the set of y P Cone

!
pGq such that the V–

coordinates of x,y differ only when V P F
8
x .

Corollary 31.6 shows that pCone
!

pGqx,F8
x q is a local R–cubing, and is isomorphic to

pCone
!

pGq1,F8
1

q.
Given U P F

8
1

, we have a subtree LU “ ⇡UpCone
!

pGq1q. The R–trees in the above local
R–cubing structure are the trees LU.

By Proposition 31.8, we have the following. Let U P F
8
1

and let pgnUqn be a legal sequence
representing it, where U P F and pgnq is an admissible sequence.

Let ↵ P t0, 2, 2@0u be the cardinality of the Gromov boundary of the hyperbolic space CU .
Then LU is a complete R–tree with valence ↵ at every point, and is therefore the universal
↵–tree.

Finally, under the additional hypothesis that pG,Fq has wedges and clean containers,
we get the following. For any finite F Ä F containing at least one element of each G–
orbit, F8

1
consists exactly of G˚

neg ¨ F, by Proposition 32.2. Also, by Proposition 32.4 and
Proposition 32.5, the set F

8
1

is closed under joins and orthogonal complements.
We will see below that all of the above conclusions hold when G is one of our main

examples, i.e. the fundamental group of a compact special cube complex, or the mapping
class group of a hyperbolic surface with finite genus and finitely many punctures.

34. Questions and remarks

We conclude with some miscellaneous questions and remarks.

34.1. What happened to large links when we passed to the cone, and the dif-
ference between T ‚

U and lim! CUn. Let pX ,Fq be a hierarchically hyperbolic space. Let
pCone

!X ,F8
q be the resulting real cubing with Cone

!
pX q a (non-principal) asymptotic cone

of X (with the median metric).
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In pX ,Fq, we have the large link axiom: given x, y P X , and a sufficiently large constant
C, there is a bounded-cardinality list of N elements Ui à S such that if dU px, yq ° C, then
either U “ S or U Ñ Ui for some i, and N is bounded by a linear function of dSpx, yq.

We have already seen that the most naive version of the large links axiom does not apply to
real cubings. Specifically, a typical situation is that, for x,y P Cone

!
pX q, there are countably

many U P F
8 such that x,y have distinct projections onto T ‚

U.
We now discuss some concrete examples, to illustrate the proof of Theorem 26.3 and show

why one should not expect any analogue of large links for the asymptotic cone.
Let F2 “ xa, b |y be equipped with the obvious choice of word-metric, and let F consist of

the set of left cosests of xay. So, CF2 is the Cayley graph, with each coset in F coned off, and
Cgxay is a copy of R.

Let us consider some points in Cone
!

pF2q, where we use the rescaling sequence jn “ n
and observation point the constant sequence 1.

First, let

xn “ bpanqbpan{2
qb ¨ ¨ ¨ bpan{2kn

q,

where pknq is some nondecreasing sequence of natural numbers. For 0 § i § k, let

Aipnq “ bpanqbpan{2
qb ¨ ¨ ¨ bpan{2i´1

qbxay P F.

Then for U P F, we have
‚ dU p1, xnq “ 0 if U ‰ F2 and U ‰ Ai for i § kn,
‚ dCaypF2qp1, xnq “ pkn ` 1q ` n

∞
kn
i“0 2

´i, and
‚ dAipnqp1, xnq “ n ¨ 2

´i.

So, a priori, if U P F
8 has DUp1,xq ° 0, then U is represented by a sequence pAfpnqqn for

some f : N Ñ N, where fpnq § kn ` 1 for each n, or U “ S is represented by the constant
sequence F2. Specifically, for pAfpnqqn “ U as above, we have

DUp1,xq “ lim
!

2
´fpnq,

so we are interested in those fpnq for which this is positive. But this would imply that fpnq

is bounded, so since it takes integer values, up to !, we have that fpnq is constant.
So

∞
UàS

DUp1,xq “
∞8

i“0 2
´i

“ 2. Now let’s vary kn.
First, consider the case where kn “ t

?
nu. In this case, dCone!pF2qp1,xq “ 2. Indeed, for

each i • 0, we have a non-zero term coming from pAipnqqn contributing 2
´i.

So DSp1,xq “ 0. In particular, the points ⇢U
S

with DUp1,xq ° 0 all coincide.
Next, consider the case where kn “ n. Then dCone!pF2qp1,xq “ 3, but again the total

contribution from properly nested elements of F8 is 2, so DSp1,xq “ 3 ´ 2 “ 1. Again, the
relevant points ⇢U

S
are all at ⇡Sp1q. On the other hand, there exist U such that DUp1,xq “ 0

and ⇢U
S

‰ ⇡Sp1q.
This indicates that in pCone

!
pF2q,F8

q, one can’t expect some sort of "infinitary large link
axiom". For example, in each of the two choices of pxnq, for each ✏ ° 0, we have exactly the
same number of U à S for which DUp1,xq ° ✏, and those lengths are all independent of
x. But for the two choices of x, the length in T ‚

S is different (and can obviously be chosen
arbitrarily with small modifications to pxnqn).

Already in this example there are points y P Cone
!

pF2q where the relevant ⇢U
S

points are
distributed more interestingly in r⇡Sp1q,⇡Spyqs. For example, we leave as an exercise for
the reader to construct y so that dCone!pF2qp1,yq “ 1 and the set of ⇢U

S
with U à S and

DUp1,yq ° 0 correspond to the components of the complement in r0, 1s of a fat Cantor set.
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Relatively simple examples like this also illustrate another point, the difference between
T ‚

S and the corresponding asymptotic cone of CF2. For example, for integral i • 0, let

zin “ bnanbn{2an ¨ ¨ ¨ bn{2ian.

Then pzinqn is admissible for each i, and satisfies

dCone!pF2qp1, z
i
q “ i ` 3 ´ 2

1´i,

while
∞

U
DUp1, ziq “ i ` 1. So DSp1, ziq “ 2 ´ 2

1´i, and since zin is a subword of zi`1
n

for each i, n, one can check by a similar computation that p⇡Spz
i
qqi is Cauchy. But one can

deduce from the fact that pz
i
qi is unbounded in Cone

!
pF2q that p⇡Spz

i
qqi cannot converge in

T ‚
S. So T ‚

S is not complete, but asymptotic cones of CF2 are.
Intuitively, this reflects the fact that traveling distance jn in certain directions in CUn,

ending at some ⇡Unpxnq, entails traveling through points ⇢V
Un

for which dV p1, xnq may be
large compared to jn, so the point p⇡Unpxnqq P lim!pCUn, dUn{jnq is not visible in T ‚

U. So
in this sense, T ‚

U contains "less" than lim!pCUn, dUn{jnq.
However, we saw already that if U (represented by pUnq) satisfies DUp1,xq ° 0, then

pUnq P Relpp1q, pxnqq, i.e.
lim
!

dUnp1, xnq “ 8.

It does not follow that lim! dUnp1, xnq{jn ° 0. Indeed, in our same F2 example, we can
take

xn “

´
bpa

?
n

q

¯?
n

.

Then dCone!pF2qp1,xq “ 1. For any properly nested U, we have DUp1,xq “ 0, since
?
n{n Ñ 0. Hence DSp1,xq “ 1. On the other hand, S is represented by a constant sequence

for which the associated hyperbolic spaces are all CF2, in which the distance is 3
?
n, which

is unbounded (reflecting that the constant sequence CF2 is in Relpp1q, pxnqq) but sublinear.
So the real tree T ‚

pF2qn contains "more" than Cone
!

pCF2q.
So there is no direct relation between Cone

!
pCF2q and the real tree T ‚

pF2qn, and this
reflects the general situation that there is no direct relationship between lim!pCUn, dUn{jnq

and T ‚
U, where pUnq is a legal sequence representing U P F

8.
Finally, although the large link axiom for HHSes is lost when passing to the asymptotic

cone, there is a vestige from this axiom that holds for asymptotic cones of HHSes, namely, for
any x,y P Cone

!
pxq and any admissible sequences pxnqn, pynqn representing the points corre-

spondingly, the set of maximal relevant elements is finite, see Definition 41.3 and Lemma 41.4.
But the latter is a property of asymptotic cones of HHSes, not a property that can even be
sensibly stated for general real cubings.

34.2. PU versus the parallel set of FU. Fix an HHS pX ,Fq and let pCone
!

pX q,F8
q

be the resulting real cubing structure on an asymptotic cone.
For each U P F

8, represented by a legal sequence pUnqn, let PU be the standard product
region in the real cubing sense, i.e. the set of x such that ⇡V “ ⇢U

V
whenever the ⇢U

V
is

defined and a point.
Let P!

U
“ lim! PUn . Although we phrased it for HHGs with clean containers, Lemma 32.3

says that PU “ P
!

U
(the proof only used the HHS structure and the resulting real cubing

structure on the asymptotic cone).
Now, consider FU “ lim! FUn . We have that FU is also the subspace determined by the

colour U and the associated filter �U, so by the discussion right after Lemma 5.21, FU is
also the subspace from Proposition 4.37, and PU “ FU ˆ EU.
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In particular, letting ParapUq be the union of all closed convex subspaces parallel to FU,
we have

PU “ P
!

U Ñ ParapUq.

The subtle difference between PU “ P
!

U
and ParapUq initially caused us some cognitive

dissonance, which is resolved by the following proposition.

Proposition 34.1. Let U P F
8̀. Then PU “ ParapUq.

Moreover, if U P F
8 satisfies PU à ParapUq, then there exist V P F

8
` and tWiui Ä F

8
`

such that
‚ VKWi for all i;
‚ Wi à U for all i;
‚ if x,y P FU, then dWpx,yq ° 0 implies W “ Wi for some i.

Proof. First assume U P F
8̀ and let F be a closed convex set parallel to FU. Let F

1 be the
image of F under the gate map to PU. Then F

1 is a parallel copy of FU lying in PU, so we
are justified in writing FU “ F

1.
Let x,x1

P FU be distinct. Let y,y1
P F respectively denote the gates in F of x,x1. If

x “ y we are done, so suppose not.
Then x,y,y1,x1 is a median rectangle, so every wall in Wpx,x1

q crosses every wall in
Wpx,yq, and both associated sets of halfspaces have positive measure.

Let V be such that DVpx,yq ° 0. Then HV X Hpx,yq is an inseparable set of positive
measure.

Apply Definition 3.1.(IV) to find tUiu and tVju such that
‚ Ui Ñ U for all i, and
‚ Vj Ñ V for all j, and
‚ HUi X Hpx,x1

q has positive measure for each i, and
‚ HVj X Hpx,yq has positive measure for each j, and
‚ the sets YiHUi and YjHVj respectively cover Hpx,x1

q and HV XHpx,yq, up to null
sets, and

‚ UiKVj for all i, j.
Now, we cannot have Vj à V for all j, because this would imply ⇡Vpxq “ ⇡Vpyq. So

VKUi for all i. On the other hand, any W with ⇡Wpxq ‰ ⇡Wpx
1
q must be nested in some

Ui, and hence orthogonal to V. Thus the gate map to PV is an embedding on Ipx,x1
q.

Since x,x1
P FU were arbitrary, we see that FU is parallel to some F

1 such that there is a
product F

1
ˆ FV.

Now, U P F
8
` by hypothesis, and V P F

8
` since T ‚

V is nontrivial. So, by Lemma 29.4,
the existence of this product implies UKV.

Since this holds for every V on which x,y have different projections, we see that F Ä PU,
as required.

But by the definition of the gate map to PU, we have either V&U or U à V, a contra-
diction. Hence V cannot exist, i.e. F

1
Ä PU. This proves the first assertion.

The above argument also verified the "moreover" part of the statement. ⇤

We hope this proposition will also make the reader feel better when combined with the
reminder that we only showed that orthogonality in the poset-colouring sense coincides with
orthogonality in the ultralimit sense on F

8
` . Given U,V P F

8, it is possible that e.g. Un

and Vn are transverse for !–a.e. n, but FUn , FVn nonetheless form a coarse product and so
the cone contains FU ˆFV. In this case — which one can easily visualise in an HHS — any
unbounded sequences of distance formula terms for points in FUn have to be properly nested
in Un and orthogonal to any unbounded sequence of distance formula terms for points in
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FVn , or vice versa. Lemma 29.2 then says that no wall has colour, say, U, and so either U

or V is not in F
8
` .

A related caveat: having U P F
8

´ F
8
` implies T ‚

U is trivial, but the converse need
not hold. It is possible to make examples where, say, the set of walls crossing FU but not
crossing FV for any properly nested V is nonempty but has measure 0. So, in character-
ising orthogonality between such elements (Lemma 29.4 and similar arguments above), we
really used extra information only available in HHS structures of asymptotic cones, namely
Lemma 29.2 (which says that U appears in maxRelppxnq, pynqq for some sequences) and the
fact that orthogonality can be detected in the space pX ,Fq, as in the argument for Claim 18.

34.3. Simplification in the presence of wedges and clean containers. Theorem 26.3
and Corollary 29.7 are considerably simplified for an HHS pX ,Fq with wedges and clean
containers. In particular, considerations about max-relevant sets can be removed. Roughly:

‚ The colour of a wall is well-defined just because, if it crosses FU and FV, then it
crosses FU^V, in view of Lemma 27.3. So we can define Col as before.

‚ Verifying Definition 3.1.(III) is simplified since, given U,V and some positive-measure
set crossing both FU, FV, all such walls cross FU^V, and we can take tU ^ Vu as
the set required by the definition.

‚ The key point is that ColpĥqKColpv̂q if and only if ĥ, v̂ cross. This involves an
argument like the one for Claim 18, except simplified by the fact that we have joins
and clean containers in the HHS index set. Here is the only place where one needs to
argue using sequences in F. As above, we end up in a situation where RelM pan, bnq

is nonempty and has elements orthogonal to those in RelM pan, dnq, but this implies
that the join of the first set is orthogonal to the join of the second set, which removes
the need for considering "max-relevant" sets.

‚ Verifying Definition 3.1.(IV) is an application of the previous application of the pre-
vious point, along with the existence of joins and clean containers.

‚ As usual, we have to verify that, for elements in the image of Col, the two notions of
orthogonality agree, and this is again enabled by the equivalence of crossing of walls
with orthogonality (in the ultralimit sense) of their colours.

So the argument is morally similar, but simplified at every stage.

34.4. Structure of the real trees associated to elements of the index set of
an asymptotic cone. As we indicated in the previous section, see also Section 31.1, in
general, the real tree associated to U P F

8 is not a universal tree as, in particular, it is
not complete. However, it does have some type of universality and completeness with the
following adjustments.

The 2
@0–universal real tree can be characterised by the germ of directions at any point.

More precisely, it is a complete, contractible, geodesic metric space such that for each point
in the space, the space of directions is a sheaf of 2@0 real lines, i.e. 2

@0 copies of the real line
identified all of them at 0.

One can generalise the germ of directions, from considering real lines, to considering open
intervals containing 0. More precisely, let I↵ “ p´↵,↵q, ↵ P p0,8s and let L be a sheaf of
2
@0 intervals I↵ for all ↵ P p0,8s identified at 0.
The real line is homeomorphic to each interval I↵. Indeed, it is routine to check that the

maps f : I↵ Ñ R defined as f↵pxq “ x{p↵´|x|q and f 1
↵ : R Ñ I↵ defined as f 1

↵pxq “ x{p↵`|x|q

are homeomorphisms and inverse to each other. We can then induce the metric on the real
line to I↵, i.e. given x, y P I↵, we define d↵px, yq to be the distance dpfpxq, fpyqq between
fpxq and fpyq in the real line. We thus have two distance maps on I↵, the distance d induced
as a subspace of R and the distance d↵ induced via the homeomorphism with the real line.
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Notice that sequences converging to ↵ are Cauchy with respect to d but not with respect to
d↵ and so I↵ is not complete with respect to the distance d but it is complete with respect
to the distance d↵.

The universal punctured real tree is defined as a complete (with respect to the metric d↵),
contractible, geodesic metric space (the metric is induced by d) such that for each point in
the space, the germ of directions at each point is L. More precisely, the metric on the space
is induced by the metric of the intervals as subspaces of R but the notion of Cauchy sequence
is relative to the metric d↵ (the interval I↵ as subspace of the universal punctured real tree
is complete).

One can then show that the real trees associated to elements of the index set in the
asymptotic cone of an HHG relative to subgroups are either universal or universal punctured
real trees. Furthermore, since L contains a sheaf of 2@0 lines, one can show that the universal
real tree is a subspace of the universal punctured one and by vice-versa, since any real tree
is a subspace of the universal one.

34.5. Asymptotically R–cubing and asymptotically CAT(0) groups. Hyperbolic
groups are characterised as the class of finitely generated groups whose (non-principal) as-
ymptotic cones are all real trees.

Following this approach, one can consider the class of finitely generated groups G such
that every non-principal asymptotic cone Cone

!
pGq is bilipschitz equivalent to a real cubing.

We call this class of groups asymptotically real cubical.
In [Kar11], Kar introduced and studied the class of asymptotically CAT(0) groups, namely

those groups acting geometrically on spaces, all of whose non-principal asymptotic cones are
CAT(0) spaces. In [Bow16b], Bowditch examines groups, all of whose asymptotic cones are
bilipschitz equivalent to CAT(0) spaces. Bowditch shows that spaces whose asymptotic cones
are bilipschitz equivalent to finite-rank median metric spaces have this property. The class
considered by Kar is contained in the class considered by Bowditch.

Bowditch’s results combine with the fact that any HHS is a finite-rank coarse median
space (Lemma 23.1) to show that if pX ,Fq is an HHS, then any asymptotic cone Cone

!
pX q

is bilipschitz equivalent to a CAT(0) space. In fact, as shown by Theorem 26.3, the asymptotic
cone of an HHS is bilipschitz equivalent to a real cubing, that is, HHS are asymptotically
real cubical.

Now, if G is a group whose asymptotic cones are all bilipschitz equivalent to CAT(0) spaces,
then G has various nice properties, some of which have been established for HHGs by other
means. The fact that asymptotic cones of hierarchically hyperbolic spaces are contractible,
along with some other homological propertes, are also discussed in [BHS19].

‚ G is of type F8. Indeed, our assumptions imply that all asymptotic cones of G are
contractible, and we apply [Ril02, 2.6.D].

‚ G has solvable word problem, by a result of Dru tu [Dru02]. When G is hierarchically
hyperbolic, or, more generally, coarse median, the stronger property of satisfying a
quadratic isoperimetric inequality was proved in [Bow13, BHS19].

If G is in the class considered by Kar, then moreover G has finitely many conjugacy
classes of finite subgroups, and every quasi-isometrically embedded nilpotent group is virtu-
ally abelian [Kar11]. When G is an HHG, the former statement is proved by other means
in [HHP20], and the latter statement can be strengthened: any finitely generated polcyclic
subgroup is quasi-isometrically embedded and virtually abelian [HHP20].

A priori, being asymptotically real cubical is a stronger property than having all asymptotic
cones bilipschitz to CAT(0) spaces, which motivates a vague question:
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Question 34.2. Find useful group-theoretic consequences of being asymptotically real-
cubical that do not follow from having all asymptotic cones bilipschitz equivalent to CAT(0)
spaces.

There should be asymptotically CAT(0) groups that are not asymptotically real cubical.
Indeed, as a candidate, consider the R-completion of the infinitely generated RAAG defined
in the example 21.4, i.e. G “ GR.

On the other hand, it follows from our results that hierarchically hyperbolic groups are
asymptotically real cubical. This brings to the question:

Question 34.3. Are there finitely generated groups all of whose asymptotic cones are real
cubings and their Cayley graphs are not HHS?

Note that there are asymptotically real cubical groups that are not HHGs, which is why
we phrased the question how we did. Indeed, the p3, 3, 3q–triangle group is quasi-isometric
to Z2, and hence every asymptotic cone is bilipschitz equivalent to an asymptotic cone of Z2,
and Z2 is an HHS and hence asymptotically real cubical. But the p3, 3, 3q–triangle group is
not an HHG [PS20].

Finally, it would be interesting to know if hierarchically hyperbolic groups are actually
asymptotically CAT(0) in Kar’s stronger sense:

Question 34.4. Let pG,Fq be a hierarchically hyperbolic group. When does G act properly
and coboundedly on a space X such that every asymptotic cone of X is CAT(0)?9

9In personal communication from Alessandro Sisto, we have learned that it is likely that such an X exists
provided F is colourable, using methods similar to those in [DMS20].
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List of HHS constants

B1 “ B1pM0q: Realisation constant, page 122.
B2 “ B2pMq: Threshold on non-relevance, see Proposition 16.4, page 123
Baut

0 “ Baut

0 px, U, gq: Bigset constant, see Lemma 19.2, page 131
Baut

1 “ Baut

1 px, U, gq: Bigset constant, see Lemma 19.2, page 131
C: Quasi-isomtetry constant of the cubical approximation, see Proposition 16.1, page

119
C0: constant (depending only on E) so that for all W P F and x, y, z, P G, the point
⇡W pµpx, y, zqq lies C0–close to any geodesic joining ⇡W paq,⇡W pbq whenever a, b P

tx, y, zu are distinct, page 112
�: complexity of HHS, page 105
E: large links HHS constant, page 105
K: Constant so that ⇡W is pK,Kq–coarsely lipschitz, where W P F, page 104;
0: HHS constant, see Definition 10.1, page 104
ˆ: a function, depending only on the HHS constants, such that each PU , EU , FU is
ˆ–hierarchically quasiconvex, page 115

�: large links HHS constant, see Definition 10.1, page 105
M0,M1: Distance threshold constants of the cubical approximations, see Proposition

16.1, page 119
✓0: constant depending only on the HHS, such that for all ✓ • ✓0, there is a function
0 such that H✓pAq is 0–hierarchically quasiconvex for any A, page 113

⇠: HHS constant, see Definition 10.1, page 104
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Glossary of Notation

Bigpgq: the set of U P F such that ⇡U pxgy ¨xq is unbounded in CU (for some, and hence
any, x P X ). 130

Col : W Ñ pF
‚
,Ñq: poset-colouring from the set of walls to a partially ordered set. 33

Cone
!

pGqx: the set of y P Cone
!

pGq such that ⇡Upxq ‰ ⇡Upyq implies U P F
8
x . 166

�: complexity of HHS. 105
�

‚: the bound on lengths of Ñ–chains and cardinalities of pairwise–K sets in F
‚ . 47

D: metric making pCone
!

pX q,D,µq a finite-rank complete connected geodesic median
metric space. 143

d̂8: metric on Cone
!

pX q. 141
dX: the metric on the R–cubing X. 47

EU : the set of tuples ppV q
V PFK

U
P
±

V PFK
U
CV that are E–consistent. 114, 115

Ep

U
: factor of the product region in the real cubing, F p

U
ˆ Ep

U
is median-preserving

isometric to PU. 60

FU : the set of tuples ppV qV PFU P
±

V PFU
CV that are E–consistent. 114

F p

U
: factor of the product region in the real cubing, F p

U
ˆ Ep

U
is median-preserving

isometric to PU. 60
F

8̀: the image of the poset-colouring map. 160
F

8
x : the set of U P F

8 such that for all V P F
8 with V à U or V&U, we have

⇢U
V

“ ⇡Vpxq. 165
F

8: the set of equivalence classes of legal sequences in F. 145
F: index set of a hierarchically hyperbolic space. 104
F: a finite set F Ä F with the property that G ¨ F “ F. 169
F

‚: index set of the R–cubing structure. 47

G˚
ad

: subgroup of G˚ consisting of admissible sequences. 141
G˚

neg: subgroup of G˚ and G˚
ad

consisting of negligible sequences. 142
G˚: ultrapower of G. 141
g : X Ñ Y: gate map. 26, 54

HpYq: set of halfspaces associated to walls crossing Y. 26
ĥ “ th, h˚

u: wall; halfspace and its dual. 26
h: halfspace. 26
H: set of all halfspaces. 26
Hull

‚
pAq: convex hull of A. 54

HyppYq: the set of hyperplanes in Y. 122

Ipa, bq: median interval between two points. 24

ˆ: a function, depending only on the HHS constants, such that each PU , EU , FU is
ˆ–hierarchically quasiconvex. 115

Labphpi, Uqq: label of the hyperplane. 121
LevelpUq: level of an element U P F. 110
LU: the set ⇡UpCone

!
pGqxq. 166

µ: the median operator on Cone
!

pX q. 142
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µW: the median operator on T ‚
W coming from the R–tree metric (the map ⇡W takes

µ to µW). 49
µ: the median operator on X, the coarse median operator on an HHG. 24, 49, 112

Ñ: the relation of nesting on F
‚ or F. 47, 104

!: non-principal ultrafilter on N. 141
K: the relation of orthogonality on F

‚ or F. 47, 104

PU : product region in the HHS. 114
PU: product region in the real cubing. 50
⇡W: the natural projection

±
UPF‚ T ‚

U Ñ T ‚
W, generally restricted to a map X Ñ

T ‚
W. 47

†: partial order on relevant elements. 110

RelCpx, yq: the set of V P F with dV px, yq • C. 109
⇢W
V

: T ‚
W Ñ T ‚

V: the map that is defined whenever V à W (the bounded geodesic
image condition ensures that ⇢W

V
is constant on each component of ⇡WpXq ´ t⇢V

W
u).

47
⇢V
W

: the point in T ‚
W associated to V, that exists whenever V&W or V à W (the

position of ⇢V
W

is constrained by the consistency conditions). 47
⇢V
W

: ⇢-sets and maps in HHS. 104

sUpx,yq: s–distance in a median space with poset-colouring. 65
�A: filter of halfspaces that contain A. 28
�U: filter associated to a colour. 34

CW : the �–hyperbolic geodesic metric spaces associated to W P F. 104
T ‚

W: the R–tree associated to W P F
‚ . 47

tUpx,yq: t–distance in a median space with poset-colouring. 64
&: the relation of transversality on F

‚ or F. 47, 104

V: the set of V P RelCpx, yq such that U à V . 109

WU: set of walls with colour nested in U. 33
W: set of all walls. 26

XpU,Vq: semialgebraic set defined by a cubical system relative to IpUq, IpVq. 91
X: the underlying space of an R–cubing. 47
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